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Introduction
Supergeometry is usually employed in theoretical physics in a rather heuris­
tic way, and, accordingly, most expositions of that subject are heavily oriented 
towards physical applications. By way o f contrast, in our treatment we wish 
to unfold a consistent and systematic, if not exhaustive, investigation of the 
structure of geometric objects — called aupernmnifolda —  which generalize dif­
ferentiable manifolds by incorporating, in a sense, 'anticommuting variables.' 
Thus, we shall pay no attention to physical questions but will rather develop 
the theory from its very foundations, with special regard to global geometric 
aspects.
Let us, before delineating in greater detail the scope of our subject, start 
with a cursory historical survey.
Supersym m etry . The introduction of anticommuting variables dates 
back to the book by Berezin on second quantization [Be], where they were 
used to 'integrate over the fermions' by means o f a formal device now called the 
Berezin integral. The paper by Berezin and G.I. Kats of 1970 |BK| is also note­
worthy, where they introduced formal Lie groups with anticommuting parame­
ters, studying their relationship with graded Lie algebras. However, a concrete 
and widespread interest in supergeometry began only with the appearance o f 
supersymmetry in theoretical physics.
Before the discovery of supersymmetry, bose and fermi particles had to 
be treated on an unequal footing. Vector bosons could be considered as gauge 
particles, which mathematically means that the classical (non-quantum) field 
representing the particle is a connection on a principal bundle over space-time. 
The group o f vertical automorphisms of the principal bundle yields local (i.e. 
with parameters depending on the space-time position) symmetries of the field 
theory, which provide a clue to the renormalization of the quantum theory 
(BcRS). N o such geometrical description was available for fermi particles, un­
til Wess and Zumino |WZ| devised a field theory invariant under a symmetry
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which mixes bosons and fermion* (actually, a year before Volkov and Akulov 
had already *tudied a field theory bearing a non-linear realiiation of the super­
symmetry algebra). That symmetry ran be made local and this, oversimplifying 
the whole story, leads to supergravity, which can be regarded in a sense as a 
gauge theory with both bose and fermi gauge particles.
For the sake of simplicity, let us stick to the original Wess-Zumino model. 
One considers the four-dimensional Minkowski space-time, with pseudo-car­
tesian coordinates { * ' } ,  and over it two complex scalar fields A, F , together 
with a Dirac spinor field, V“ . — 1 ...4 . The Lagrangian o f the model is
(letting 0, -
L  - -\ B ,A 8'A '  -  \ % il 'B ^  +  \ F F \
where * denotes complex conjugation; L is invariant (up to first order in c) 
under the transformations
A *-* A 4- iiil>
t » ~ *  + 0 , 4 y «  +  F t  ( i )
F — F  +  i f V f t *
provided that the parameters e° and the spinor components V“  anticommute 
among themselves:
t “ efi =  - c V ,  « V  m - * * « • ,  -  - * V \
The transformations described by (1 ), together with the usual space-time trans­
lations, constitute a Zj-graded Lie algebra called the supersymmetry algebra, 
whilst the fields A, i/>, F  form a supermultiplet in that they carry a linear 
representation of that algebra.
This simple example shows that any classical (i.e. non-quantum) math­
ematical theory of a supersymmetric system of fields must involve some gen­
eralisation of differential geometry where anticommuting objects can find a 
natural framework. A first step in this direction, albeit in a purely formal 
way, was taken by Salam and Strathdee [SaS], who introduced the concept of 
superspace, heuristically described as a space with a Euclidean topology, and 
parametrised by four real coordinates { * * }  and four other coordinates { y ° }  
satisfying x*y° =  yax ', y0ya =  - y “ y/*. A scalar field ♦ ( * , y )  on superspace
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which mixes bosons and fermion« (actually, a year before Volkov and Akulov 
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(superfield) can be developed in power« of the y ’s
♦(*.V) «  ♦o(*) + £  y° ♦«(*) + 5  ^ y*V ♦«,/*(*)
«< » « * < «
+ y'Vy7 ♦«*■»(*) + yV vV  ♦»»»«(*); (2)
iS «< *<vS «
the coefficients of thia expansion ran be expreaaed in terma o f the fielda of the 
Weaa-Zumino aupermultiplet [WsB|. In thia way one can reformulate the whole 
theory in terma of auperfields, achieving considerable simplification (e.g. one can 
introduce Feynman supergraphs, one o f which corresponds to several ordinary 
Feynman graphs).
A detailed report on the first developments o f supersymmetry, together 
with a huge bibliography, can be found in IFF). More recent accounts are [Fra] 
and (GGRSj.
S upergeom etry . The first attempt to provide a mathematically satis­
factory framework for supergeometry was the Berezin-LeYtes-Kostant theory 
(BL.KosJ. Briefly, one considers a smooth — say m-dimenaional —  manifold X ,  
and enlarges its structure sheaf Cx (the sheaf of germs o f smooth real functions 
on X )  to a sheaf A  of Zj-graded commutative R-algebras, which is locally iso- 
mo. phic with the sheaf of functions over X  with values in the exterior algebra 
of Rn. The pair (Jf, A )  is said to be an (m ,n ) dimensional graded manifold (su­
permanifold in the Russian and some Western literature). In one sense, one has 
left the set of points unchanged, whilst the structure sheaf has been extended 
(so to say, in physical language, one has enlarged the space of observables). Any 
differential geometric construction related to a manifold X  can be formulated 
more or less straightforwardly in terms of the structure sheaf Cx\ then, replac­
ing Cx  by the sheaf A , one can generalize ordinary differential geometry to the 
setting of graded manifolds. Thus, the tools used in graded manifold theory 
come mainly from algebraic geometry; indeed, it is quite natural to regard the 
pair ( X ,A ) as a ringed space; the fact that the geometry of the graded manifold 
can be constructed in terms of the sheaf A  is then a standard feature of alge­
braic geometry. In terms of local coordinates ( * ' , . . .  , * m,y 1, . . .  ,y n) on 
a section / o f A  can be developed in powers of the y ’s as the superfield ♦  in 
Eq. (2 ) (cf. Section II I . l ) .  The coefficients of this expansion, which are real 
functions on X , should represent the physical fields of bose (fermi) statistics if 
they multiply an even (odd) number of y ’s. However, in this way spinor fields
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are real-valued, and this is incompatible with supersymmetry (for a discussion 
of this issue, see (Del]).
A different approach, which was initiated by DeWitt and Rogers jDW.Rsl], 
is more similar to differential geometry. The basic idea is to enlarge the space 
over which the manifold is modeled by replacing the real field by a larger set, 
containing both commuting and anti-commuting quantities. More precisely, one 
considers an exterior algebra £ , which is naturally Za-graded commutative, in 
the sense that
£ - £ • $ 0 1 ,  £ „  Bft C £«,♦/* Va,/f € Zj,
a b m ( - l ) a fiba if 0 6  £o , k€  B0.
After introducing the space B m'n =  £™ x £J\ one would define an (m ,n ) 
dimensional supermanifold as a topological space, together with an atlas of 
£ m,n-valued coordinate patches, whose transition functions fulfill a suitable 
‘smoothness’ condition.
This ‘smoothness’ condition appears to be the crucial point of the issue. 
The choice by Rogers (the so-called G°° function) yields a structure sheaf whose 
sheaf o f derivations (i.e. its tangent sheaf) is not locally free. This means that 
the local geometry of the supermanifold cannot be described by using local 
coordinates, which is decidedly undesirable in physical applications, not to say 
in mathematical developments, as well.
Also the so-called G H °°  supermanifolds, introduced by Rogers |Rs3] to 
avoid the drawbacks of the G°° supermanifolds, have some unsatisfactory fea­
tures. Even though the sheaf o f derivations o f a G H °°  supermanifold is locally 
free, it turns out that in that category it is not possible to devise any sensible 
notion of ‘graded tangent space’ , in such a way that the tangent spaces at the 
various points of a given manifold are all isomorphic, and are free modules over 
the algebra £.
This sketchy discussion shows that in order to be suitable for physical 
applications, and to represent a reasonable generalisation o f the category of 
differentiable manifolds, any notion of ‘supermanifold’ is subject to a certain 
number of mathematical requirements. One could think of turning the terms 
of the question upside-down, considering as axioms all the properties that a 
supermanifold should verify in order to give rise to a reasonable geometric 
theory. Along these guidelines, M. Rothstein [Rta] has proposed a set o f four 
axioms which for any choice o f a graded-commutative algebra £  determine a
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broad category of ‘well-behaved’ supermanifolds (cf. Section IV .7). Graded 
manifolds fit into thia axiomatica when the apecial choice B m R ia made; 
by contrast, both G°° and G H °°  aupermanifolda, with B  a finite-dimenaional 
exterior algebra, violate Rothatein’a axioma, and thia ia the ultimate reaaon 
o f their inadequacy. However, one ahould notice that for a particular claaa of 
infinite-dimenaional algebraa B  Rogers’ approach ia conaiatent [JP],
G -superinanifolda. Deapite all ita problema, Rogers’ approach neverthe- 
leaa ahowa several desirable features, mainly due to the fact that the odd co­
ordinates are incorporated in the geometric substratum; this ahould make the 
theory more suitable to non-trivial physical applications. Thua, even though 
deep modifications are required, it aeema reasonable to preserve the basic phi­
losophy of this approach.
On these grounds, our purpose ia to give a systematic exposition o f the 
theory of G-aupernuuiifolda. These objects, originally introduced in the papers 
[B B l] and [BBH ], represent in a precise sense the geometric structures that 
are closest to Rogers’ supermanifolds and satisfy Rothatein’s axiomatics. The 
resulting theory is a generalisation of standard differential geometry, but is ba­
sically more involved; roughly speaking, a G-supermanifold is a pair ( j f , .4 ),  
where X  is a topological space and A  is a sheaf o f Zj-graded algebras, which in 
general is not a sheaf of functions. One requires that the ringed space (X ,«4 ) 
be locally isomorphic with a suitably defined ‘standard G-supermanifold.’ This 
definition is similar to both the definition of Rogers’ supermanifolds and that of 
graded manifolds, inasmuch as the study o f G-supermanifolds necessitates tools 
from algebraic geometry (ringed spaces) as well as from classical differential ge­
ometry (atlases). Moreover, the structure sheaf of a G-supermanifold in general 
has non-trivial cohomology, contrary to the case o f sheaves o f smooth functions; 
in this sense, G-supermanifolds display an analogy with complex manifolds.
We shall pay special attention to the global properties of supermanifolds. 
This is motivated not only by their mathematical interest, but also by physical 
applications. Indeed, in recent years global differential geometry has played a 
central role in theoretical physics, and especially in field theory; in this connec­
tion let us mention the anomaly problem of gauge theories and Witten’s topolog­
ical field theory. Cohomological machinery has also been employed in connection 
with the anomalies of supersymmetric field theories, in the superspace formal­
ism [BoPT2,B tic] or exploiting supermanifold techniques [BruL,BBL|. Strings 
provide another important example, in that local considerations are inadequate 
to furnish a complete description of the theory [Mai,Sin).
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D escrip tion  o f  t iie contents.
In Chapter I we provide a detailed account of different categories of super- 
manifolds and their interrelations; we start with graded manifolds, that are here 
included not only in view of their intrinsic significance, but also because their 
properties will be used in connection with other categories of supermanifolds. 
The classes o f G °°, G H °° and H 00 functions are introduced, which allows us to 
define supermanifolds in the sense of Rogers; the discussion of their shortcom­
ings leads us to introduce the notion of G-supermanifold.
The basic geometry of G-superinanifolds is developed in Chapter II, where 
the notions of morphism, product, and bundle are defined in an essentially dif­
ferent way than in usual differential geometry, involving explicitly the graded 
FWchet algebra structure of the rings o f sections of the structure sheaves. We 
are then ready to unfold the exterior graded calculus on the graded cotangent 
bundle. Successively, we examine the subcategory o f DeWitt supermanifolds, 
that exhibit rather simple geometric features and are interesting in view of their 
far-reaching physical applications. It turns out that DeWitt G-supermanifolds 
are in one-to-one correspondence with graded manifolds. Finally, in the last 
paragraph, we carry out a detailed analysis of Rothstein's axiomatics, show­
ing that it is convenient to integrate the original four axioms with a further 
assumption on the completeness of the topology of the rings of sections. When­
ever the ground algebra is a finite dimensional exterior algebra, this enlarged 
set of axioms characterises G-supermanifolds uniquely.1
Since the structure sheaf of a G-supermanifold in general is not acyclic, i.e. 
its Cech (or sheaf) cohomology may not be trivial, the cohomology defined via 
the complex of graded differential forms —  called super de Rham cohomology 
—  may be different from the de Rham cohomology o f the associated smooth 
manifold. This situation is investigated in Chapter III, together with the graded 
Dolbeault cohomology of complex G-supermanifolds. Moreover, we prove that 
the structure sheaf of any DeWitt G-supermanifold is acyclic, so that its super 
and ordinary de Rham cohomologies do coincide. From this, we infer some 
further results on the geometric structure o f DeWitt supermanifolds.
Chapter IV  is devoted to the theory of vector bundles in the category of 
G-supermanifolds; namely, supervector bundles. After describing, for any given 
supervector bundle, a cohomological invariant whose vanishing is equivalent to 
the existence o f connections on the bundle, we study superline bundles, defining 
in particular their obstruction class and Picard group. Subsequently, a theory *
*For infinite dimensional exterior algebras see the Addendum.
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o f characteristic classes for complex aupervector bundlea ia developed along the 
guidelinea of Grothendieck'a approach. Thia Chapter enda with a reault about 
the repreaentation of auch characteriatic claaaea in terma o f curvature forma.
In Chapter V the reader will find an outline of Lie theory for G-auper- 
manifolda: aa the act o f pointa of a G-aupermanifold doea not embody all the 
information about it, the multiplication, identity and inverae morphiama of a 
G-Lie aupergroup muat be characteriaed aa graded ringed apace morphiama. 
Finally, we aketch the firat rudimenta of principal auperfibre bundlea and their 
aaaociated bundlea.
The two Appendicea A and B contain foundational material which ia heav­
ily uaed in the previoua chapter. In particular, in Appendix A we deacribe aome 
elementa of the theory of Zj-graded ringa, modulea and algebraa. Appendix 
B preaenta an expoaition of ringed apacea in the graded aetting and a charac­
terisation of differentiable manifolda aa ringed apacea in terma of the apectra 
o f their ringa of smooth function«; thia is motivated by the fact that a similar 
characterisation holda in the caae of graded manifolds (more precisely, the dif­
ferentiable manifold underlying a graded manifold is the spectrum of the ring 
o f global graded functions).
BLANK
IN
ORIGINAL
Chapter I
Categories o f  supermanifolds
The category of G-supermanifolds [BBl.BBH] provides a consistent and 
concrete model for the development o f supergeometry. In order to supply proper 
motivations for the introduction of these objects, and also for historical reasons, 
we shall start with a brief description of graded manifolds; these were originally 
introduced by Berezin and Leltes [BL,LaT], although the most extensive treat­
ment can be found in Kostant [Kos] and Manin |M«aj. Graded manifolds also 
play a direct role in the theory developed in the sequel, in that some results 
holding in that category can be either reformulated or applied as they are in 
the context of G-supermanifolds.
On the other hand, the ‘geometric’ approach to supermanifolds due to 
DeWitt and Rogers [Brhl,Bch2,DW,R»l,Rsa], which is our starting point to 
define G-supermanifolds, will be reviewed and discussed in Sections 2 and 3.
It should be pointed out that this survey of supermanifolds is by no means 
exhaustive; for instance, we do not dwell upon the work by Vladimirov and 
Volovich [VIV). Besides, throughout the following Chapters we shall limit our­
selves to the case where the ground graded algebra, and the geometric spaces 
involved, are finite-dimensional over the real (or complex) field,1 thus leaving 
aside the interesting contributions by Jadczyk and Pilch |JP], Matsumoto and 
Kakazu [MK], Molotkov [Mol], and Schmitt [Scm]. More specific bibliography 
will be cited where appropriate.
The discussion o f the relationship between G-supermanifolds and the ax- 
iomatics for supermanifolds proposed by Rothstein [Rta] will be postponed to 
the next Chapter, since it involves some constructions which will be developed 
there (see also the Addendum).
‘ The infinite-dimensional setting is studied in the Addendum
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1. G r a d e d  m a n ifo ld s
It ia convenient to introduce graded manifolds aa a particular case of a more 
general category, namely, that of graded spaces (cf. the treatment given in
G raded  spaces. Let k be a commutative field and ( X ,S )  a locally ringed 
space in commutative fc-algebras; thus, AT is a topological space, and S  a sheaf 
of commutative Jb-algebras on X .
D efin ition  1.1. A graded spare o f odd dimension n with underlying space 
(X ,S )  is a pair (X ,  A ), where A  is a sheaf of graded-commutative k-slgebrss, 
such that;
( 1) there is an exact sheaf sequence
where it is a surjective morphism o f  graded k-algcbras, and 3 =  A\ + (A \  )a.
(2 ) 3/3a is *  locally free module o f  rank n over S  =  «4/3, and «4 is locsdly
isomorphic, as a sheaf o f graded-commutative algebras, to the exterior
bundle Aa (3/3a).
The second condition in the above definition implies that 3n+l "  0. In 
the case where 5  has no nilpotents, which will be relevant in what follows, 3 
coincides with the sheaf o f nilpotents of A.
This definition also implies that a graded space (X ,A )  is a graded locally 
ringed space (in the sense of Definition B .l), for the unique maximal ideal of a 
stalk A t is ir~ l of the maximal ideal o f Sa- Therefore, one can define morphisms 
o f graded spaces merely as morphisms of graded locally ringed spaces (Definition
B.2).
Let ( X , A )  and (Y ,B ) be graded spaces with underlying spaces (X ,S )  and 
( Y ,T ) respectively. Given a morphism ( f , 4 ) : (X , A )  —* (Y ,B ), the morphism 
4>:B -*  f » A  maps B\ into / ,(«4 i), and then B\ +  ( f l i ) a into f . (A i  +  ( «4 i)a)» so 
that it induces a sheaf morphism —* /.5, such that the diagram
0 - 3 - » ^ - ^ $ - *  0 , ( 1. 1)
B --------* f .A
T f .S
commutea. Namely, any graded apace morphiam inducea a morphiam (/ ,$ ): 
( X ,S )  —* (Y , T )  between the underlying apacea.
G raded  m anifolds. A graded manifold ia aim ply a graded apace over R 
whoae underlying apace ia a amooth manifold.
D e fin ition  1.2. A graded multifold o f (¡¡mention (m ,n ) ia a graded apace in 
R-a/gebraa o f  odd dimention n whote underlying apace ia an m-dimenaional 
differentiable manifold ( AT, C * ).
Analogously, one can define complex analytic graded manifolda by taking 
k =  C and (A,<S) aa a complex manifold, or graded analytic apacea, or graded 
achemea, and ao on.
From the exact aheaf aequence (1.1), that now reada
one obtaina, for any open aubaet U C X ,  an exact aequence of graded algebraa
A aection f  o f A  will be called a graded function. The image of a graded function 
/ € A (U )  by the atructural morphism n :A {U )  —* C °°(U ) will be denoted by /.
D e fin ition  1.3. A morphiam o f graded manifolda ia a morphiam o f graded 
apacea ( f , j ) : ( X , A )  —* (Y ,B ).
Like all graded space morphisms, a graded manifold morphiam (/,V>): 
(A -, A )  - *  (Y ,B )  inducea a morphiam of locally ringed apacea (/ ,^ ): (A ,C ~ )  —» 
(Y,Cy?). Now, Corollary B.3 entail« that f : X  —* Y  ahould be a differentiable 
map, and that V> equals the pullback morphism /*:(?“  —* /.CJP. Therefore, 
graded manifold morphisms can be alternatively described as morphisms of 
graded locally ringed spaces ( f ,1 > ): (X ,A ) - *  ( Y ,B ) such that f : X  — Y  ia a 
differentiable map, and there is a commutative diagram
—*o,
o — —  A (U )
B --------- f .A
r
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A morphism ( f , f ) i ( X , A )  - *  (Y ,B ) of graded manifold« ia therefore a differen­
tiable map f : X —» Y  and, for every open aubaet V  C X , an even morphiam of 
graded algebraa iJ>-.B(V) -*  A ( f ~ x(V ) )  compatible with the reatriction mapa, 
auch that the diagram
B (V )
l
C - (V )
ia commutative.
Iaomorphiama of graded manifolda can be now defined in the obvioua way. 
It ia clear that an iaomorphiam of graded manifolda inducea a diffeomorphiam 
between the underlying differentiable manifolda, but the converae ia not true.
It ia known (cf. e.g. [Sar] and [Wal]) that the category of rank r locally 
free C*-modulea and the category o f rank r amooth vector bundlea on X  are 
equivalent. In particular, any locally free CjjP-module determinea uniquely a 
amooth vector bundle, and, vice versa, any amooth vector bundle yielda a locally 
free C^’-module; namely, the aheaf o f ita sections. Thua, the locally free C“ - 
module 91/9ta definea a rank n-vector bundle E  —* X , and every point o f X  haa 
an open neighbourhood U  C X  auch that
A (U )  -  r(i/ , a  E )
aa graded-commutative R-algebras.
D efin ition  1.4. A splitting neighbourhood for a graded manifold is an open 
subset U  C X  such that E i s  a trivial bundle and A\u (Ol/Ol2).
If  U  is a splitting neighbourhood for (JT,.A), there is a basis { y 1, . . . ,V n}  
of sections o f E\u, and an iaomorphiam
A ( U ) * C ~ ( U ) Q R A (E n )
where E n =  (y 1, . . .  ,yn) denotes the R-vector apace generated by {y 1,. • • , y " } .  
The existence of a section e :C °°(U ) *—* A (U )  of the projection n follows. A 
graded function / € A (U ) can be now expressed as
*CH.
I
— / .C - (/ - ‘ (V ) )
( 1 .2 )
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where the coefficient! /M are element! of «(C "*(£ f)), and En ii a! in Example
A. 1.3.
D efin ition  1.5. I f  U is a splitting neighbourhood, a ftunily (x ,y )  =  ( x ‘ ,
.. .  , * m,y l , .. .  ,yB) o f graded functions ( 1**1 =  0 , |y“ | =  l )  ia called a graded 
coordinate ayatem if
(1) (x 1, . . . ,  xm) ia an ordinary coordinate ayatem in U  and x* =  « (* * ) for every
i.
(2) ( y \ . . . , y " )  u  a haaia o f aectiona o f E\u> that ia, y 1, . . .  , y n are elementa o f
A E  * " ,i FI2- I » “  *  0
The element! € t (C ° ° (U ))  in the local expression (1.2) may be coniidered 
a! differentiable function! o f (x 1, . . . , xm) and will be written as / ,,(* * ,. . .  ,x m).
Lem m a 1.1. (Graded partition! of unity) Let (X , A )  be a graded manifold 
and W  C X  an open act. One haa:
(1) i f  f  =  1 for some f  G A (W ),  then f  ia invertible in A (W ).
(2) i f  V =  {V j} j£ j  ia an open cover o f W , there exiata a locally finite refinement 
{&•}•€/ o fV ,  and even elementa ft  G A (W ),  auch that Suppft C Vi and
Proof. ( l ) I f /  =  l ,A  =  / — 1 is nilpotent, and / =  1 +  h is invertible.
(2 ) (See [Koi], Lemma 2.4) By paracompactneis, there exists a locally finite 
cover of W  by splitting neighbourhoods i/< luch that A (U i )  ^  t i (C ° ° (U i)) <X>r 
A ( « i ) .  ‘  =  £ i { , n  b . a differentiable partition o f unity on W  !uch that
Supp?< C V%. If r< =  «<(f<) € one has that Suppr< C U%, and can
be extended to an even function r< € A (W )  with the same support. Now, the
mm h =  exist*, because it is locally finite, and fulfills h =  1. By (1 ), h
is invertible, and one concludes by taking ft =  h~ l v<. ■
In accordance with the usual definitions of sheaf theory [Go], the second 
part of Lemma 1.1 means that A  is a fine sheaf, so that any ,4-module is soft, 
and therefore acyclic.
C oro lla ry  1.1. Let (X ,A )  be a graded manifold and W  C X  an open aubaet. 
(1 ) The aequence
0 -  ÎH (IV) -*  A (W )  -  C °° (W ) -  0
ia exact.
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(2) I f  /  is invertible in Cao(W ) ,  then f  in invertible in A (W ) .
(3 ) There in a nnturnl hameomorphism
W  =* Spec mA ( W )
where SpecR „4 (W ) ia endowed with the Zariski topology.
Proof. (1 ) It suffice« to show that the last arrow is surjective; this follows from 
the exact cohomology sequence associated with (1.1), since 91 is an .4-module 
and hence is acyclic. (2) is trivial. To prove (3 ), let us notice that, 91(W) 
being the ideal of nilpotents of A (W ),  the surjective morphism A (W )  —* 91(W) 
induces a hoineomorphism SpecRC °°(W ) ^  SpecR .4(lV). The thesis then 
follows from Proposition B.l. ■
Topo log ies  o f  the structure rings o f  a graded m anifold and local­
isation . In order to develop the differential geometry o f graded manifolds (e.g. 
the definition of products) Kostant exploited the coalgebra of finitely-supported 
distributions over the sheaf A  [Koi]. A more direct approach, that we shall 
adopt here, can be pursued provided the rings A (U )  are suitably topologized 
[HsMi].
Lem m a 1.2. Let (X ,A )  be a graded manifold. The derivations o f A (X )  are 
local operators, that is, i f  U  C X  is open and f\u =  0 for some f  € .4(Af), then 
D ( f ) ^  =  0 tor every derivation D  € D erR ^ (X ).
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that for every point x there is an open neigh­
bourhood V  C U  such that D ( f ) =  0. To do that, let us take V  such that 
V  C U . By the existence of partitions of unity, one can write 1 =  <t> +  with 
4 ,+  € A (X ) ,  Supp^> C U, and Supp^ C X  — V . Then, f  $  =  0, and so 
0 =  D (4 )  f  +  D ( f )  and 0 =  f\y D ( f ) |V. Since ^|y =  0, one concludes. ■
The locality property o f the derivations o f A  implies that, if K  C U  are 
open sets, there is a restriction morphism Der« A (U )  —» Derg .4 (V ), which for 
an arbitrary ringed space may fail to exist, as pointed out in Appendix B. Thus 
in our case one has:
C o ro lla ry  1.2. Let (.X ,.4) be a graded manifold; U  —» Dern A (U )  is a sheaf 
o f graded A-modules, which coincides with the sheaf Vera A  =  V e rn (A ,A )  
defined as in Appendix B.
I «»Nil lft
P ropoa ition  1.1. Let U be a coordinate neighbourhood for a graded mani­
fold ( X , A )  with graded coordinatea ( * l , . . . .  x m, yl , . . . .  yn). There exiat even
derivationa 3 - r , . . . ,  3 —  and odd derivations ttT i • • • 1 ° f  A (U )  uniquely Ox Ox"' try' Oyn
characterised by the conditiona
a**
a*-
( t , h > l , . . .  ,m ; o ,a  
can be written as
a £
a * '
0 * *  n
v 0;K l  ' ± ! -  0,
*  1 ,... n ) M id  ttich I hut every derivation D  6 Dern v4( U )
Oy-
dy>
In particular, DerR A (U )  is a free A (U )-m odu le  with basis J -r- , . . . ,  s r ~ , -^-r,
a * 1 a * m ov*
. . . ,  jr—  (c/. [Kos] Theorem 2.8).
Oy
Proof. It is enough to prove that the conditions D (x ')  =  D (y n ) =  0 for i  =
1.......m, o  «  1........n imply D  m 0. But A (U )  C ~ (i/ ) ® „  A ( (v '
and under this isomorphism one has / =  53m€Hb / s i*1»• • •»* m)VM> Then, 
D (/ ) = 5ZM€an because D (y ° )  =  0 for every index a, and £ )(/„) =  0
because Z?|c«»(i/) «  *n ordinary derivation from C °°(U ) into A (U )  vanishing on 
the coordinates ( * * , . . .  , * m). ■
Now, let ( X ,A ) be a graded manifold of dimension (m ,n ). The next step 
is to endow the rings A {W ),  where W  C X  is an open subset, with a structure 
o f a graded-commutative Fr^chet algebra (let us recall that a FWchet space is 
a complete locally convex metmable topological real vector space. A Frechet 
algebra is an algebra over the real numbers whose underlying vector space is 
Frichet and whose product is continuous |RR]).
REMARK 1.1. If ( * * , . . .  , . . .  ,y n) is a graded coordinate system, for any
multi-index J =  ( j l , . . .  , j m) € N m, whose length is |7| =  hn^ any
multi-index p  € E „, we shall write
d x )  V * » 1/ \ 0 * & V Ml )  f l y * « “ »
Ifl Cna pt rh
For every compact subset K  contained in a coordinate neighbourhood U  C 
W  with graded coordinates ( * ’ , . . .  , * m,y 1, . . . , y " ),  every / € A (W )  and every 
positive integer r >  0 , let us define
r ’KU ) vs
Then one has:
P roposition  1.2.
(1) The functions prK : A (W )  —» R are aubmultiplicative aeminorma, in that
(2) A ( W ), equipped with the topology induced by the aeminorma {prK } ,  where 
r  >  0 and K  is an arbitrary compact coordinate aubaet o f W , ia a Frichet 
algebra.
Proof. (1 ) One has:
where 7 € Sn and « (7 ,/*) is the sign determined by yM =  <(7 »M)y7 ylt~y- A 
straightforward computation yields the required inequality.
(2) The topology defined in A (W )  is locally convex (by construction) and 
metrizable, because X  can be covered by a countable family o f coordinate neigh­
bourhoods {l/ i} and every t/< can be covered by a countable family of compacts 
K l  C and hence the seminorms prK, define the topology. The com­
pleteness o f A {W )  is a local question, and thus one can assume that A (W )  ^  
C °°(W ) ® A ((V* * • • • *Vn))- One concludes, since this is a metric isomorphism 
from A (W )  onto the free C°°(lV)-module C °° (W ) ®  A ( (y ‘ i • • • <!/"))• ■
This topology can be completely characterized by the requirement that 
for every splitting neighbourhood U  C IV, for which the isomorphism A (U )  ^  
C°°(£/)®r A « » 1» • • • .Vn) )  holds, a sequence {/< =  £ M€Sf> Am  yM}<€N converges 
to an element / =  JV gS » fn  yM of .4(C/) >f and only *f« f ° r every p € En, 
the sequence of differentiable functions (/M,<)i€N converges to /M in the weak 
topology o f the ring C °°(U ) (that is, uniformly with all its derivatives on every 
compact K  C U ).
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C oro lla ry  l.S .
(1 ) I f  (/, V»): ( ,  ^ 4) —* (Y ,B ) if  a morphism o f graded manifolds, the induced 
morphism B (Y )  —* A (X )  i f  ronlinuouf.
(2 ) I f ( X , A )  it a graded manifold, each derivation D  e D e r ii4 (J f) if  con tin u-
OUf.
Proof. (1 ) We may uium e that X  and Y  are coordinate neighbourhoodf with 
graded coordinatet . , * m,y 1, . . .  , y " )  and ( i 1, . . . ,  J* f f f * ) ,  respec-
lively. From Proportion 1.1 one obtains:
»  . ■ 9 , f W l i * )  «_
a«' v fa  a*' **' a«- a»a
J L  „ ,  _ v  » . f  _a
a»" fa  <h~ at* fa  a,- et>
Using these formulas, the seminorms in A (X )  are majorated in terms of those 
in B (Y )  and of the maxima over compact sets of the derivatives of the various 
orders of the quantities i/>( 1 * ) and with respect to ( * * , . . . ,  xm,y ‘ , . . . , y " ) .
(2 ) is trivial in view of the definition of the seminorms. ■
Let (AT, A )  be a graded manifold and U  C X  an open subset. Let us con­
sider the ring o f  fractions Sj} 3 *1 *A (X )  of A (X )  with respect to the multiplicative 
system Su of the elements / € A % (X ) such that / (* )  ^  0 for every point 
*  € U .7 I f  an element g € A o (X ) is such that g is invertible in C °°(U ), the re­
striction of g to U  is invertible in A (U ), so that one obtains a graded R-algebra 
morphism
S i l A ( X ) - A ( U )
f  ¡9 *-* f\u(9\v)~ X•
From this one can deduce a localization property for graded manifolds.
3Since the elements of the multiplicative system commute with any other element, the
relation defined in Su X A ( X ) by
(s, /) ~  (s', / ') if there exists an element s" € Su such that sM (s f '  — »  f )  = 0 ,
is an equivalence relation. Thus, the ring of fractions is defined as M .X ) >
(Su  X A (X ))/  ~  (see [AtM] for the commutative case).
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P ro p o r t io n  l.S . The above morphitm it bijective.
Proof. 1) Injectivity. Let ua take (//1) € Sf, 1 A (X )  auch that /,(, -  0 in A (V ).  
One has to find an element g € Sv  auch that g f  «  0. Owing to the exiatence 
of partitiona of unity, one can aaaume that X  ia a coordinate neighbourhood. 
Now, / *  J3m6i b /mV" with /M)y  ■ 0 for every p. Let g € C ° ° (X )  be a function 
auch that g a  0 on X  U , but g >  0 on V . Then, g f0 -  0 on U for every p and 
io  y/ s  0. Furthermore, aince X  ia aaaumed to be a coordinate neighbourhood, 
we can regard g aa an element in Sy.
2) Surjectivity. Let pi <  pj <  .. .  be an increaaing countable aequence of 
aeminorma which defines the topology of .4(.X), and let {£/<} be a cover of U by 
graded coordinate neighbourhooda auch that TJi C V and, finally, for any * let 
€ A (X )  be an even aection auch that Suppto C Vi and >  0 on Ui. Given 
an element / 6 A (V ) ,  let ua consider the aeries
____ to_____
1 + P<(to/) + P . ( t o ) ’
if these converge in -4(AT) to sections g and h , one haa h € 5y  *nd g =  h f  on 
A (V ) ,  which allows us to conclude.
Proving the convergence ia similar for the two aeries, so that we shall only 
consider the first one. For every t  >  0 and every index j ,  there exists • >  j
such that (1/2*-1 ) < e. If k > a, for any r > 0 one obtains:
i  to/  U r »  M t o / )
n  1 +  p.(4h f) + * ( * ) )  -  f a  2‘ 1 +  M*I / )  +  w(*<)
because pj <  p< for t >  k since * >  h > a >  j .  ■
Proposition 1.3 means that any graded function / € A (V )  defined on an 
open set U  C X  can be expressed aa a quotient / =  9\u/h\u where g € ■4(A') 
and h € ,4(Jlf) are globally defined graded functions. As a matter of fact, the 
structure sheaf o f a graded manifold can be reconstructed from the ring of its 
global sections:
C oro lla ry  1.4. I f (X , A )  ia a graded manifold, the preaheaf V  —* i*
Y '  1 ________ to/________ y  J_
^ 2 ' 1 +  p i(to /) + * < ♦ . ) ’ { ¿ V
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•  uhrnf o f  graded R-algebraa, canonically iaomorphic with the structure sheaf
An important consequence of these results is that a morphism of graded 
manifolds (/ , ¿ ): ( X , A )  —* ( Y ,B ) is characterised only by the R-algebra mor­
phism ¿ :B (Y )  —* .4 (A ), or — using the terminology of algebraic geometry 
—  graded manifolds are 'affine' (cf. Corollary B.l for the case of differentiable 
manifolds).
C o ro lla ry  1.5. Let ( X ,A ) and (Y ,B ) be graded manifolda. The natural map:
where the right hand aide denotea the even morphiama o f graded R-algebras, ia 
bijective.
Proof. The injectivity follows from the previous Corollary. As far as surjectivity 
is concerned, if j : B ( Y )  —* A ( X ) is an even morphism of graded R-algebras, 4> 
sends the nilpotents of B (Y )  into those of A (X )y so that ^ induces a ring 
morphism ^ :C °° {Y ) —* C°°(X )\  passing to real spectra (see Appendix B), one 
obtains a differentiable map / : X  ■  SpecRC°°(^ f) —* Y  s  Spec RC00(1 ') I 
such that 4  =  /*; the pair (/ ,/ * ) provides a morphism of locally ringed spaces 
( X ,C$P) —* (Y yC™). We should observe that ^ determines morphisms
for every open U C Y . Hence, by the previous Corollary, induces a sheaf 
morphism B —* f .A  such that the diagram
commutes. Thus (/ ,<f>) is a morphism o f graded manifolds (X ,A )  —* ( Y ,B )
A.
H o r n « * , -4), (Y tB ))  -  Homn . l i ( f l (y ') ,  -4 (A )). , (1.3)
S i ‘ B (Y )  -  S j ! , m * X )
/ .A  ---------
which is mapped to ^ by the morphism (1.3).
P rod u c ts  o f  graded manifolds. [H «M l] In the case of differentiable 
manifolds, the notion of the product of manifolds is usually introduced by de­
scribing the manifolds in terms of atlases and then defining a product atlas
C lA fTIR  I
on the cartesian product of the underlying topological apacea. However, thia 
pattern of definition ia not appropriate for graded manifolda, aince not all the 
information concerning a graded manifold ia encoded in the underlying topo­
logical apace. We muat therefore proceed on the analogy o f the definition of 
product in algebraic geometry [OroD|, which on the other hand ia atill valid for 
amooth or complex manifolda.
I f  X  and Y  are differentiable manifolda, a claaaical reault ia that the natural 
morphiam C °° (X ) ®r C °° (Y ) -*  C °°(X  x K ) ,  given by / (* )  ®  g (y ) >-* f ( * )g (y ) ,  
inducea an iaomorphiain of Frechet R-algebraa
C ~ (X )& WC ~ (Y )  *  C °° (X  x Y )  (1.4)
where the left hand aide ia the completion of ® r C<*0( 11' )  with reapect to
Grothendieck’a n topology.
For the reader's convenience, we offer aome detaila about the iaomorphiam 
(1 .4 ) (cf. [Orol] Part II, p. 81). I f  E  and F  are locally convex real vector apacea, 
there ia a unique locally convex topology on £ ® r F  auch that, for every locally 
convex vector apace G, the continuoua linear mapa £ ® r F  —* G  are in a natural 
one-to-one correapondence with the continuoua bilinear mapa E  x F  —* G  (aee 
[O rol],$ I.l, Propoaition 2). Thia ia the ao-called Grothendieck n topology, and 
one denotea by E ® nF  the correaponding locally convex vector apace. The image 
o f the immeraion C °° (X ) ® * Cm(Y )  *—* C °°(X  x Y )  ia denae, aince it aeparatea 
the pointa o f X  x Y  and the tangent vectora at a point. Aa a consequence, one 
obtaina an isomorphiam C °° (X )® WC °° (Y ) ^  C °° (X  x Y ).
We ahould recall that, according to Propoaition 1.2, the apace o f sections of 
the structure aheaf of a graded manifold ( X , A )  over a coordinate neighbourhood 
U  C  X  is a Frichet algebra. Now, let (J f,.4 ) and ( Y ,B ) be graded manifolda, 
o f dimension (m ,n ) and (p ,q ), respectively. Let .4® »B be the sheaf associated 
with the presheaf characterised by U  x V  —* A (U )® *B ( V ).
P ro p o s it io n  1.4. (X  x Y, A ® *B ) is a graded manifold o f dimension (m + p ,n  +  
q), which will be called the product graded manifold o f  (X ,A )  and ( Y ,B ).
Proof. For any product of open sets U  x V  C X  x Y , the surjective continuous 
morphisma A (U ) —* C °°(U ) —* 0 and B (V )  —* C °°(V ) —* 0 induce surjective 
continuous morphisms A (U )  ® „ B (V ) — C °° (U ) ® „ C °° (V ) —* 0 and, by com­
pleting, A ((/ )® WB (V )  -  C°°(t/)®WC ~ (K ) ~  C°°(U  x V ) - *  0. These, in turn,
M
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induce an (even) surjective continuous morphism of sheaves of graded M algebras
( 1.8 )
One has to prove that the kernel of this morphism is the sheaf 01 of (lo­
cally) nilpotent elements and that A ® mB is locally isomorphic with A(91/9l*). 
These are local matters, and one can then suppose that A  =* CJ* ®r A (^ )  *nd 
B 2* C * ®r A ( F )  for certain vector spaces E  and F  of dimensions n and q. 
Hence, A ® WB ^  (CJF®wC f? )® n A (E & F )  because f? © F  is a finite-dimensional 
vector space. This enables us to conclude. ■
As a consequence of the previous Proposition, one obtains an analogue of 
the isomorphism (1.4) for graded manifolds:
A (X )® ,B (Y )  *  (A ® WB )(X  x Y ) .  (1.6)
REMARK 1.2. The product defined above is in fact the product in the category 
o f graded manifolda, in the sense that one has morphisms p r,: ( X  x Y, A & .B )  - »  
( X ,A ) and prt : ( X  x  Y, A ® *B ) - *  (K ,B ) such that for any graded manifold 
(Z ,C )  and every pair of morphisms ¿ , : (Z ,C ) —* ( X tA )  and :(Z ,C ) -*  ( Y ,B ),
there is a unique morphism ¿ : (Z ,C ) - »  (X  x Y, A ® „B ) fulfilling ■  <f> o pr, 
and =  ¿ o p r , .  A
G lobal structu re  o f  graded  manifolds. The structure sheaf of a graded
space ( X ,A ) over a field k with underlying space (X ,S )  is by definition locally 
isomorphic, as a sheaf o f graded-commutative ¿--algebra*, with the exterior al­
gebra sheaf B =  A 5 (3 /3 a) (cf. Definition 1.1). We restrict our attention to the 
case where the field k has characteristic 0 (as a matter o f fact, in future appli­
cations k will be either R or C ), and the reduced space (X ,S )  has no nilpotents, 
so that 3 =  91.
It should be ascertained under which conditions A  is isomorphic, as a sheaf 
of graded-commutative algebras, with B. When (X ,  A )  is a graded manifold, 
we recover Batchelor’s representation theorem [Bchl]:
the sheaf A  can be identified with the aheaf o f  sections o f the exterior 
bundle o f  a vector bundle over X .
Since the proof given in [Bchl] employs non-Abelian cohomology, we prefer 
to follow [BIR].
The sheaf B m has a canonical structure of graded 5-algebra,
since the projection B  —» 5  admits a canonical section 5  •—* B. Accordingly,
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our first aim ia to determine whether the projection A  —♦ 5  admita a graded 
lb-algebra aection o :S  ‘ • A.
We atart by looking for graded algebra aectiona of the induced aurjective 
morphiama trj,:.4/91* —* S. Firat, we need the algebraic reaulta expressed by 
the following two Lemmaa.
L e im iia  l.S . Let ( X , A ) be a graded apace with underlying apace (X ,S )  over a 
field k o f characteriatic 0, auch that there ia a graded k-algebra aection tr:S  *-* A. 
I f  9: A  ^  A  ia a unipotcnt S-algebra iaotnorphiam (that ia, (9 -  Id )* =  0 for 
aome integer p ), the aheaf morphiani defined by
P
ia an even nilpotent derivation o f A  over S . Converaely, i f  D  ia an even nilpotent 
derivation o f A  over S , the aheaf morphiam
exp D - I d +  —
t ia  P
ia a unipotent S-algebra automorphiam. Theae tranaformationa are inverae to 
each other.
Proof. Straightforward. ■
L em m a 1.4. Every graded S-algebra aection 6*: S  •—* 5/91* o f the aurjective 
morphiam ir*:5/91* —* S haa a lift to B/91*+1, that ia, a graded S-algebra 
aection 6 k+ i '-S •—* B/91*+1 auch that Sa = ph°6t, + i, where pi,: B/91*+1 —* B/91* 
ia the natural projection.
Proof. We introduce the exterior algebra B =  f\kn and call N  ita nilpotent ideal, 
ao that B/91* ^  B/lV*®fc5; we define a graded fc-algebra morphiam 9: B/91* —* 
B/91* by letting, for every open aubaet U  C X ,  9(g ®  /) = (¡7 ®  1)/, where 
g € 5/91* and / € S (U ).  Aa (9 -  Id)(91/91*) C 91*/W\ one haa (9  -  Id )* -  0, 
that ia, 9 ia unipotent. By the above lemma, D  =  log 9:5/91* —* 5/9t* ia 
a nilpotent graded derivation. It followa that the morphiam D :B / 91*+1 —* 
5/91*+1, deacribed on U  C X  by D (g  ®  / ) =  (g  ® l)(c»fc ® 1 )/^( 1 ® /), where 
a *: 5/AT* 2* © J<Kf\i kn -*  5/jV*+ l ^  0 > < *+ i A * * "  «• the natural immer- 
aion, is alao a nilpotent derivation, thua inducing a unipotent fc-algebra isomor­
phism 5/91*+I —* 5/91*+l auch that pn+ \06 =  9opt,. The algebra morphism 
ih + l iS  —  5/91*41 defined aa * fc+l( F )  =  #(1 ®  / ) ia the desired Uft o f Sk. ■
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our fimt aim ¡a to determinr whether the projection A  —* S  admits a graded 
¿-algebra section tr:S  •—* A.
We start by looking for graded algebra sections of the induced surjective 
morphisms **¡.4/91* —* S. First, we need the algebraic results expressed by 
the following two Lemmas.
Lem m a 1.3. Let (X , A ) be a graded space with underlying apace (X ,S )  over a 
field k o f  characteristic 0, auch that there is a graded k-algebra aection <r:S *—* A . 
I f  9: A  ^  A  is a unipotent S-algebra iaomorphiam (that is, (9 — Id )* =  0 for 
some integer p ), the aheaf morphism defined by
¡si r
is an even nilpotent derivation of A  over S. Converaely, i f  D  is an even nilpotent 
derivation o f  A  overS , the aheaf morphiam
D*
exp D  -  Id +  £  -r -
is a unipotent S-algcbra automorphism. These transformations ore inverse to 
each other.
Proof. Straightforward. ■
Lem m a 1.4. Every graded S-algebra section S^-.S *—* 5/91* o f  the surjective 
morphism Wfc:5/9l* —* 5  has a lift to 5/9l*+ l , that is, a graded S-algebra 
section Sk+i’.S  5/9l*+l such that 6* =  Pk ° 6h+ i , where p^: B/9l * +1 - »  5/91*
is the natural projection.
Proof. We introduce the exterior algebra B  =  f\kn and call N  its nilpotent ideal, 
so that 5/91* ^  5/ iV *® fc5 ; we define a graded ¿-algebra morphism 9: 5/91* —» 
5/91* by letting, for every open subset U  C X , 9(g ®  /) =  ($ ® 1)/, where 
g € 5/91* and / € S (U ).  As (4 -  Id)(9I/9t*) C 91*/9t\ one has (9 -  Id )* -  0, 
that is, 9 is unipotent. By the above lemma, D  =  log 9: 5/91* —» 5/91* is 
a nilpotent graded derivation. It follows that the morphism D :B /9l* +1 —* 
5/9l*+1, described on U  C X  by D (g  ®  /) =  (¡t ®  1)(<*a ® 1 )^ (1  ® / )» where 
aii :B / N K ^  *kn —  5/iV* +1 0><a+  i A ^ "  >■ the natural immer­
sion, is also a nilpotent derivation, thus inducing a unipotent ¿-algebra isomor­
phism 9 :5/9 l*+ l —* 5/9l* +1 such that p *+ iod  =  0opfc. The algebra morphism 
¿a+ i :5  *—* 5/9I*+1 defined as 6*+i ( F )  =  0(1 ® / ) is the desired lift o f 6a . ■
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C oro lla ry  1.6. I f  the surjective morphism iri,:A/Vlk —* S  Iih* »  Median trK: S  
*—» .4/91*, then there exist an open cover {!/<} o f X  and local lifts nK + , S\u *-* 
<>'**•
Proof. There U an open cover {t/*} oI X  »uch that one h u  graded algebra sheaf 
isomorphisms r,: A\yt ^  B\y% 2: B®i,S\u, commuting with the projectiona onto 
5|(/( . One concludes by the previous Lemma. ■
C oro lla ry  1.7. I f  the surjective morphism wi:A/V\k —* S  has a section 
*—* .4/91*, there is a cohomology class in f f x(X ,  Z?er*($, 91*/91*+ 1) )  which 
vanishes i f  and only i f  there is a global lift <r*+ i : $  c_. ,4/91*+1 o f o * .
Proof. Prom the exact sequence
0 — 0I*/9I*+1 -  A / r f "  -2. A/'.nk -  0
one obtains another exact sequence:
0 —  9l‘ /9l‘ +1 —  £ —  S  —  0,
having denoted by €  =  ■4/91*+ 1 x>/«nfc 5  the subalgebra of ,4/9l* +1 x 5  whose 
sections on an open subset U C X  are the pairs (9 ,/ ) such that p * (? ) *  
** (/ )•  It is easy to check that, on any open subset V  C X ,  the sections of 
P\V'.€\v —* «S|v are in a one-to-one correspondence with the lifts o f 9h\y. Thus, 
we have to study the conditions for the existence of a global ¿-algebra sec­
tion p :S  •—* €  of p :€  —► S , which is routine work since Kerp *  91*/9l*+1 
is a square sero ideal.* By Corollary 1.6, there are a cover {U i}  o f X  and 
local lifts <TA+ i,i o f «7* which determine, according to the previous remark, sec­
tions P i‘.S\u, €\U,’ As (91*/91*+ l )* = 0 in €, the family of maps p^ =  
-  P iiU iCV/^W ^V, '• »  ^ ech l cocycle of the
sheaf P e r * (5 , 91*/91*+1) with respect to the cover {£ fj}. The resulting co­
homology class [p] € f f x(Xf, P e r* ($ , 91*/91*+1)), which is independent of the 
choice o f the local lifts 9 a+ i ,<« obviously vanishes if these are induced by a 
global one. Conversely if the class [p] vanishes, then, possibly after refin­
ing the cover, there exist derivations -♦ (91*/91*+ , )n,., ««ch  that
D i\UinU, ~^ i\V irSUi  “  Pi) m PiMriU, ~Pi\Uir,U, • Now* =  P*+  D *: &\Ui €\U, 
are ¿-algebra sections of p which agree on t/<C\Uj, thus defining a global section
5  •-» €. m
3 An analogous statement hold* for extensions of Lie algebras.
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Prom this reault one obtain*:
P r o p o r t io n  1.6. I f  / » ' ( * ,  V srk(S , V * * * 1) )  -  0, there i t  a global
•action a :S  •—* A  o f ir: A  —• 5 . ■
C o ro lla ry  1.8. Let (X ,A )  he a graded mmiufald. There ia a global aeciion 
* :C jp  *-* A  o f n :A  — CJP
Proof. For the topological «pares involved are pararoinpact, Cech cohomology 
coincides with sheaf cohomology. The sheaf P er* (5 , ©J|,»09 lV 9 l*+ l ) 1* «oft, 
and hence acyclic. ■
One should notice that there are graded spaces (like graded analytic spaces 
or schemes) which may have no global sections (cf. (M»3, p. 191]).
Now we restrict our attention to those graded spaces (X ,A )  with reduced 
space (X ,5 )  which admit a section tr\S A  of the structure morphism n :A  —
5. In this case, by means of the morphism o , we can give A  an 5-algebra 
structure, which obviously depends on the choice of a. By definition of graded 
space, there are an open cover {(/<} of X  and graded-commutative k-algebra 
isomorphisms Ti:A\ut =» B\u, »  B9kS\ut where, as above, B  =  A *"• In terms 
o f these data we can construct a set of 5-algebra isomorphisms fa: A\ut ^  B\u%.
Le iiu n a  1 .6 . Let us endow A  with the graded S-algebra structure induced by 
the section a. Then, A  and B are locally isomorphic as sheaves o f graded-com­
mutative S-algebras.
Proof. By means of the section o  we define maps 6,: B  9k S\u% — B  9k S\u, 
by letting $i(b 9  f )  ■  (b 9  l ) r < (* (/ )); these are morphism* of fc-algebraa, and 
($i -  Id) maps B 9k S\u, into N  9k S\y,\ that is, (8* -  Id )n+I = 0. It follows 
that is unipotent, and by Lemma 1.3 is invertible. The morphism*
=  9~x o Ti'.A\u% ^  B  9k S\ut
are easily shown to be graded-commutative 5-algebra isomorphisms. ■
P rop os ition  1.8. Under the same hypotheses o f Lemma 1.5, there is a coho­
mology class in f t l (X ,  V erg (B , B )) whose vanishing is equivalent to the exis­
tence o f a graded-commutative S-algebra isomorphism
A  ^  B =  A , ( W ) .
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Proof. By Lemma 1.5 there are an open cover {£/<} of X  and graded-commu- 
tative ¿ il/,-algebra iaomorphiama . A\v% ^  B\u% ar B  ®* S\ut • Now, the mapa 
4ij m ■ R®hS\U,nU, ^  B®kS\u,nU. *rc unipotent automorphiama, thua
defining nilpotent derivationa D %) of W »*S|y(nl/, on S\u,nu,’ One ««« i ly  checka 
that { D i j )  ia a Oech 1-cocycle of the aheaf D erg (B , B ), whoae cohomology claaa 
ia independent of the choicea of the Sgj, -algebra automorphiama The vaniah- 
ing of thia claaa entaila, poaaibly after refinement of the cover, the exiatence of 
nilpotent derivationa D i of B\u, over S\u, , «uch that D ij — ~& i\utnu •
After calling pi =  exp D, the correaponding unipotent 5|i/t-algebra automor­
phiama, the ¿it;,-algebra iaomorphiama p~x o 4>t'.A\v, ^  B\v, coincide on the 
overlapa, thua yielding the global iaomorphiam we were looking for. The con- 
verae ia trivial. ■
Aa a direct application of thia Propoaition and Corollary 1.8, we find a 
reault uaually known aa Batchelor'a theorem.
C oro lla ry  1.0. Let (X ,A )  be a graded manifold. There ia a global graded- 
commutative algebra iaomorphiam
* *  A j W n ’ ).  (i .7 )
REMARK 1.3. It ahould be atreaaed that thia proof of Batchelor'a theorem 
doea not apply in the category of complex analytic graded manifolda, aince in 
that caae the cohomology groupa involved in Propoaition 1.5 are generically 
not trivial. Actually, there are examplea of complex analytic graded manifolda 
for which the iaomorphiam (1.7) doea not hold [Ora]. One can prove that any 
complex analytic graded manifold ia a deformation, in a aenae analogoua to 
that o f the Kodaira-Spencer theory, of the exterior algebra o f the aheaf 91/91*
[ » « l -  A
2. Supersm ooth functions
The original idea o f the ‘geometric’ approach to aupermanifolda ia to patch open 
aeta in B £*’"  by meana of tranaition functiona which fulfill a auitable ‘amooth- 
neaa’ condition. We wiah now to define the varioua claaaea of functiona (G °°,
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0 H °°  and H 00 functions) that have been devised to that end. We shall call 
them generically auperamooth functions. We shall introduce them in a unified 
manner, in terms of a morphism, called Z-expansion, which maps functions 
of real variables into functions of variables in B™'n. Unless otherwise stated, 
whenever referring, explicitly or implicitly, to a topology on B™,n, we shall 
mean its R-vector space topology.
In this Section we assume to have chosen integers L, m  and n, with L  >  0 
and m ,n  > 0 ,  subject to the condition L >  n. For each integer V  such that 
0 <  V  <  L, the exterior algebra B l > is regarded as a subalgebra of B l , *o 
that B l  acquires a structure of a graded B l »-module, which is not free, unless
according to the procedure of Section A .l is simply Rm ©  R "; we denote by 
<rm'n:B ™ 'n —* Rm the restriction of the augmentation map to B™'n.
For any C°° differentiable manifold X ,  let us denote by C£?(W ) the graded 
algebra o f B l <-valued C °° functions on the open set W  C X . For each integer 
V  <  L  and any U  C Rm, the Z-expansion is the morphism o f graded algebras
for all h  € C£?(t/) and all x € ( * m'° )-1(^ ) i here the j - th Frichet differential 
0( . )  o f h at the point <rm,0( * )  acts on B™ 0 x • • • x B™'° ( j  times) simply 
by extending by (B l )o-linearity its action on Rm x • • • x Rm. The mapping
P rop os it ion  2.1. The morphism (2.1) is injective.
Proof. The restriction of Z t»(h ) to real values o f its arguments coincides with
h. ■
For each open U  C Rm, (<rm,0)~ l (U ) C B™'° is a subset of B™'n , so 
that we can define on the open set (<rm,n)~ l (U )  C B™'n the graded algebra
V  =  0 or V  — L. We recall that the graded vector space associated with B ^ n
z v ' c r , ( u ) ^ c r ( ( ^ A ) - x( v ) ) %
defined by the formula (cf. [R.»2])
• • (« )) ( 2 .1)
—* 91™’” is the projection onto the second component of the direct
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SL,( ( * m'n)~ l (U ) )  formed by the function! having the following expression
/ ( * ' ....... 5 3  / . ( * ' ........................................» ” ) » ' .  (* -2 )
« c l .
where /„ £ Z t .(C p (I/ )),  ( * ‘ ....... i " , » 1........V” ) € (»"•■ ")-'(£/ ), and y* m
¡ I ^ . W D ....... /.(••))•
We can therefore introduce a sheaf $/,< of graded-commutative B l<-algebras 
over B™'n by letting, for each open V C
St . (V )  .  St , ( ( « " • ” ) - ' » " ' ■ ( » ' ) ) .  (2.3)
The sections of the sheaf Si< on an open set V are (7°° functions which show a 
kind of holomorphic behaviour in the nilpotent directions, in that the coefficients 
of the various powers of the y's in Eq. (2.2) are determined, at every point x of 
the fibre of B™'n over *  = <rm,n(x )  € Rm, by their germs at *.
We denote by the subsheaf of Sl< whose sections are functions not 
depending on the odd variables y °, namely, they have only the first term in the 
sum (2.2). In other words, the sheaf ¿ l> on B™'n is the inverse image under 
the projection B™ ,n -*  B™'° of the sheaf Si> on B™'°. Then Eq. (2.2) shows 
the existence, for any open U  C of a surjective morphism
5 3  5 3  / „v * . ( 2-«)
m€B« «fH ,
having identified A r Rn with the exterior algebra generated by the y ’s.
P ropoa ition  2.2. The sheaf morphism (2.4) is injective (and therefore an iso­
morphism) i f  and only i f  L -  V  >  n.
Proof. Let
53 /» y‘  -  53 »' for •“ (*•») e v c «?•" (2.5)
m€H„ m€H*
(henceforth (x ,y )  will denote the (m  +  n)-tuple ( * * , . . . , * m,y1, . . . . yn)). We 
may assume without loss of generality that V =  ( * m,,* )- I <rm,n(V ). We consider 
in particular real x ’s and y ’s having values in the component of (B l )j o f lower
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degree (i.e. the y ’s »re 1 - for in« in B l ), but otherwise arbitrary. Since for real 
x ’s the /M’s are /?t *-valued, Eq. (2.5) implies /„ m provided that L -  V  >  n, 
thus showing the injectivity of A.
To show the opposite implication, let as assume that L -  V  <  n. Let a be 
a top-degree form in /?/,<; it ran be regarded as a constant section o f S^i. Since 
ay1 • • • y "  =  0 identically, A is not injective. ■
D eriva tiv es  o f  supersm ooth function«. If / 6 S i> (V ), then / m 
Z i i ( f )  for some / € Ci> (om'n(V ) ) .  The partial derivatives of / can be de­
fined according to the equation
where the are the canonical coordinates in Rm. I f / € S l> can be written 
as in ( 2 .2 ), we set
The reader may easily verify that, even when the representation (2.2) is not 
unique (i.e. when L — V  <  n), the definition 2.7 is well posed. Partiad deriva­
tives o f higher order with respect to even variables are obtained by successive
The situation is more delicate when dealing with derivatives with respect to 
odd coordinates. It turns out that no consistent definition can be given, unless 
the condition L  -  V  >  n holds. This should be made clear by the following 
discussion. Let / € Sl> (V ), with V  an open set in B™'n, assume (c ,y )  € V , 
and fix a k £ B°L'n such that (c ,y  +  A) is still in V . The quantity f ( x , y  +  k) can 
be regarded as a supersmooth function of the variables x and k, and, assuming 
that L  — V  >  n, it may be given a unique representation of the form
The functions Q^f € $£*, p # po, »re by definition the derivatives o f order 1 up 
to n o f / with respect to the odd variables (derivatives of higher order vanish 
identically). We shall write
1 .. .m, ( 2.6 )
(2.7)
/ ( * . »  +  * ) ■  £  » , / ( * , v ) * ' . ( 2.8)
m€S»
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Evidently, if L  — V  <  n, one can add term« to 0M/ without altering the right- 
hand aide o f ( 2 .8 ), ao that d „ f  ia not well defined in that caae.
The expanaion (2.8), together with the Taylor formula for function« of real 
variablea, yield a Taylor-like development for auperamooth function«:
P rop os ition  2.3. Let V be an open aet in B™'n , such that <rm,n(V )  C Rm i* 
convex, assume that ( * ,y )  and (*  +  h ,y +  Jfe) are both in V, And let f  € 5/,*(V). 
Fix a positive integer N , and let
H °° functions. If  V  =  0 the sheaf Si> coincides with the sheaf of H °° 
functions, first considered by M. Batchelor (Doha] and B. DeWitt [DW], They 
are a particular caae of G H °°  functions, and therefore the arguments of Section 
3 apply to them. Proposition 2.2 also holds in this case. However, they have a 
distinguished feature too, in that Bi> reduces in this case to the field R. As far as 
the physical applications are concerned, it has sometimes been stated that H°° 
functions are not relevant, for the following reason. In the so-called superspace 
approach to supersymmetric field theory (cf. e.g. [w »B ]), supersmooth functions 
are regarded as a book-keeping device, in that the coefficient functions in the 
expansion ( 2 .2 ) (called superfield expansion) are identified with the physical 
fields, of bosonic (resp. fermionic) type if they multiply an even (resp. odd) 
power of the y ’s. By restricting the arguments to real values (which physically 
means restricting to space-time), the physical fields are real-valued, so that they 
cannot be anticommuting, and supersymmetry cannot be implemented (cf. the 
discussion o f the Wess-Zumino model in the Introduction). Graded manifolds 
are as well subject to this criticism; the reader may refer to (DeSj on this aspect.
jml
(2.9)
A t . . . A N m l
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0 ° °  function«. These functions are obtained by letting V  — L, and were 
introduced by Rogers |R«lJ. While G>au functions yield physical fields of correct 
parity (i.e. the fermionic fields do anticommute), they are affected, however, by 
serious inconsistencies (BoyG.Rta). Indeed it is not possible to define for them 
a derivative with respect to odd variables, basically because the morphism (2.4) 
is not injective in this case. As a consequence, the sheaf of derivations o f the 
sheaf of G°° functions is not locally free, as erroneously claimed in [Rsl] and 
(BoyQ). For this reason supermanifolds modeled by means of G °° functions 
are quite unmanageable, and any contact with ordinary differential geometry 
is lost. Nevertheless, G°° functions will play an important role in the devel­
opment of supergeometry, since any G-supermanifold has an underlying G°° 
supermanifold.
G°° functions of even variables can be characterized more directly without 
resorting to the Z-expansion. We can indeed prove the following result [BoyG).
P rop os it ion  2.4. Let U C B™'° be o f the form U  =  ( * m', ) " 1(V )  for some 
convex open set V in Rm. A C °° function f :U  — B l is G°° i f  and only i f  its 
FWchet differential is ( B l )o-linear.
Proof. If / is G°° then, since n =  0, Proposition 2.3 holds, and therefore 
Eq. (2.9) with N  =  2 shows that for any x € U the Frichet differential of / 
at x, say D fmy is (fii)o-Unear. To show the converse, we first notice that the 
( B l  )o-linearity of D fm implies the {B l )o-linearity o f the j-th  Fr^chet differential 
f u for all j  >  1; then, the Taylor series for f ( x )  around /(<rm,0(x ) )  —  which 
terminates at order L by nilpotency — coincides with the Z-expansion o f the 
restriction o f / to V, as given by Eq. (2.1). ■
Proposition 2.4 is reminiscent of a similar property of holomorphic func­
tions, i.e. a smooth function /: U  C C m —* C is holomorphic if and only 
if  its Fnichet differential is C-linear, which fact is expressed by the Cauchy- 
Riemann conditions. It therefore comes as no surprise that for smooth functions 
f : U  C B ” '° -*  B l the fact of being G°° is equivalent to a set o f conditions 
o f Cauchy-Riemann type. Let {/?M,p 6 E l )  be the canonical basis of B l , *nd 
define real numbers A (with p, i/, p € S&) by letting 0*!
the A's are obviously either 1, 0, or -1 . For all x =  ( * 1, . .. ,x m) € U  let
* • -  Y . / < • ) - £ / * < * ) / » . •
M€Hfc Meat
In particular we have t '* °  =  <r(x').
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P rop os it ion  2 .B. The function / i »  (700 i f  end only i f  the following identities
Proof. We know that / in G °° if and only if its FWchet differential D f  i> ( B i ) o- 
linear. I f  { e i , . . . , e m}  it the canonical batit of B™'°, this condition can be 
written at
A direct computation shows that the condition« (2.10) and (2.11) are equiva-
All this ditcuttion ha« been carried through setting to sero the odd di­
mension n. It turn« out that for n > 0 the (f?&)o-linearity o f the Fréchet 
differential, or, equivalently, condition« ( 2.10), while being «till necessary, are 
no longer sufficient to ensure that the function is G°°. In (BoyQ] it has indeed 
been shown that conditions (2 .10) must be supplemented by suitable second 
order conditions.
G H °°  functions. Whenever the condition
is fulfilled we refer to supermooth functions as G H °° functions. These include 
H °°  functions as a particular case. Since Proposition 2.2 holds in this case, 
these functions have interesting properties, which will be investigated in the 
next Section. For the moment let us only notice that Proposition 2.4 can also 
be stated in this case, in the following form: a smooth function f : U —* B i  
(where U  is as in Proposition 2.4), which restricted to V is R eva lu ed , is G H °°  
if and only if  its Fréchet differential is ( B l )0-linear.
Supers m oot h super manifolds. We provide, following Rogers [Rsl, 
Rs2), the definition of supersmooth supermanifolds, where ‘supersmooth’ means 
either G °° or H °° or G H ° ° , giving a few examples. Obviously, a supersmooth 
morphism U  —► V  between two open sets U  and V in B ™,n is a set o f m +  r» 
supersmooth functions.
hold:
( 2. 11)
lent.
L  -  V  >  n ( 2. 12)
D efin ition  2.1. A HausdoriT, paracompact topological spaccia an (m ,n ) di­
mensional supersmooth supermanifold i f  it admits an atlas 21 =  { (U a ,<pa ) |
Cl
* a:Um -  * r " }  tucli I lint the transition functiona tpa o ipZ1 are Bupenmooth 
m orpU in i.
REMARK 2.1. Quite evidently, the preceding definition ¡a equivalent to atating 
that an (m ,n ) auperamooth aupermanifold ia a graded locally ringed apace, 
locally iaomorphic with ( B ™ ' n , P ) ,  where ^ ia  one o f theaheavea of auperamooth 
functiona previoualy introduced.
Apparently, if M  ia a auperamooth aupermanifold of dimenaion (m ,n ), it 
alao carriea a atructure of C °° manifold of dimenaion 2L~l (m  +  n).
EXAMPLE 2.1. The manifold M  =  R x 5* can be endowed with a atructure of 
(1,0) dimenaional auperamooth aupermanifold. We aaaume for L, V  the valuea 
L =  V  ■  2; to aimplify the notation the canonical baaia of ¿?a ia written aa 
{1, 0\ ,0 i  ,0 » m P i 0 i} -  We chooae two charta (U\ x R,u ) and (i/j x R,u»), 
where U\ (V i )  ia 5 1 without the north pole (aouth pole), u and w are given, in 
terma o f x € R and the atereographic angles 0,tp , respectively from the north 
and aouth pole, aa followa:
u - M  +  001, - } < # < } ;  +  - 4 ) 0 » ,
It ia eaaily ahown that u and w are C °° diffeomorphiama and that the tranaition 
functiona u(w ) and w (u ) are auperamooth, aince, e.g.,
Therefore M  acquires a atructure of a G°° aupermanifold, which, having n =  0, 
ia not aubject to the criticiam previously expressed. A direct calculation, which 
exploits Eq. (2.10), shows that a global supersmooth function on M  can be 
expressed in the form
where the constant K  and the C °° functions / ' on R are real valued, and 
pr,: M  —* R is the projection onto the first factor. Thus, we obtain
u>(«) »  \0% -  u. (2.13)
s
(7 ~ (M ) =  R ® C ao(R )® H <J\L (2.14)
as a direct sum o f R-vector spaces. Here C °° (R ) is the vector space o f real 
valued functions on the real line. Obviously, the ring G °° (M ) has a structure 
of graded ¿¿¿-algebra, aa one can check directly. ▲
E x a m p l e  2.2. M  =  T 3 x R3, where T 3 is the two-dimensional torus. T 3 can 
be covered by a smooth atlas {(l/ j,(*> ,£ j)), j  *■ 1 . . .4 }  such that the transition 
functions are translations, (* > . { ) )  *-* +  &>)• M  is endowed with a
structure of (1,1) dimensional G H °°  supermanifold, with L  =  2, V  «  1, by 
considering an atlas {(t/ j x Ra, (*>,!/>)),j  =  1 • • -4 }, where Xj =  zj +  and 
Vi m t i f i i +  </Jli here u, t are the canonical real coordinates in R3. A direct 
computation shows that the global G H °° functions on M  may be identified 
with functions o f the form
/  =  a +  7 + [«o' -  </a) fa (2-15)
where 0 ,7 , and p  are periodic real valued functions of a real variable (to be 
identified with the coordinate z) and a prime denotes differentiation. ▲
E x a m p l e  2.3. The same underlying smooth real manifold as in Example 
2.2, but with a different G H °°  structure, obtained by letting Xj =  Zj +  ( j fa ,  
yj =  u0i +  if c .  Now, a global function on M  can be identified with a function 
o f the form
/ =  K i +  (a  +  Kz u)/?j +  Kz t /?2 +  17/?s
where K\, A 'j are real constants and a, 7  are real valued periodic functions 
of a real variable (to  be identified with z). This supermanifold structure is 
not equivalent to that o f the previous example; indeed, in Chapter III we shall 
introduce a cohomology theory which discriminates between the two supermani­
fold structures. A
Other explicit examples of supermanifolds can be found in [RsS.HQl.Ra, 
RCl.RCa].
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3. G H ° °  functions.
Henceforth while referring to ‘G H 00 functions’ we shall understand that condi­
tion (2.12), i.e. the inequality L  -  V  >  n, holds. The resulting function sheaf 
on B™,n will be denoted by GHl 1, while the structure sheaf of a generic GH °° 
supermanifold M , defined in accordance with Definition 2.1, will be denoted by 
GH m . We wish now to show that under condition (2.12) the sheaf of derivations 
o f GH m  is locally free.
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Let M  be a 0 H °°  au per manifold, with structure aheaf QHM ; if (l/, ( a1 , 
®mi V*»• • • t Vn)) *■ *  coordinate chart, proceeding aa uaual one can define deriva* 
tiona
(,1)
which are aectiona of Ver G H M .
P rop os it ion  3.1. Ver Q7iM ia a locally free graded QH*4 module, whose rank
equals the dimension o f M . Given a coordinate chart ( i/ , (* l , . . .  , * m,y * , . . . ,  
y " ) )  o f  M , VcrG 'H*4(U )  •• generated over QHM (U )  by the derivations (3.1).
The proof ia a direct consequence of the following rather technical but otherwise 
elementary Lemma.
Lem m a  3.1. Given an open set V C B ™ l e t  us consider a function / 6 
G H (V ) which depends only on the even variables, so that / =  Z L> (f), with 
f  € C“ («rm’" (V ')). For all derivations D  € Ver Q H (V ) one has:
D U )  -  Z f ( 6 ( / ) ) i v . (3 J)
where D  is the derivation o f  C~(<rm,n(V ')) defined by
t ) ( i )  -  |D( Z L.(i)))\ _____ V# €
Proof. One h u  trivially £>(/) «  | Z i'(6 (/ ))l| ,-...,v|' Since Z L. i> injective 
(Proposition 2.1), one obtains Eq. (3.2), since its left- and right-hand sides 
coincide when restricted to <rm,n(Vr). ■
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Since the result to be proved is of a local nature, 
we may assume M  -  B " ’*. Now, V er C f i (o m n(U ) )  is a locally free graded 
C£?(<rmn(t/))-rnodule, generated by the derivations { d/dx' , » =  1 ... m }, where 
the i^ ’s are the canonical coordinates in Rm. Thus, if / is a G H °° function of 
even variables, by virtue o f Lemma 3.1 we obtain
D U )  -  Z v ( t H / ) )  -  Z i ' ( Z * < * ‘ ) ! p )  - ¿ D<*‘ > i £ -
a
In the case of functions o f even variables, this proves that the derivations
defined in Eq. (3.1) generate V e rG H L>(U). Since G H °° functions depend poly­
nomial^ on the odd variables, all the derivations (3.1) generate Ver G7ii> (U ).
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The linear independence of these derivations is proved by applying a vanishing 
linear combination with coefficients in
to the sections x\ ya. Thus, the thesis is proved. ■
Even though their sheaf of derivations is locally free, the G H °°  functions 
show some undesirable features, related to the quest for a reasonable definition 
of ‘supervector bundle’ within the category of G H °°  supermanifolds. Supervec­
tor bundles will be dealt with in subsequent sections, where the discussion of 
G H °°  bundles will find its natural collocation. Here we wish only to point out 
the origin of the bad behaviour of G H °°  functions in this respect.
Let V, C B l be the space of values taken at a point z € B™'n by the germs
/ t o n . - . *
V, =  {o  € B i  | a =  / (* ) for some / € G H ,}  ,
where a tilde denotes evaluation of germs. If £ , is the ideal of Q H » formed by 
the germs which vanish when evaluated in z, then there is an exact sequence of 
graded B l >-modules:
0 —» £ . —* GH . -  V. -*  0 . (3.3)
Let us notice that, in accordance with Eqs. (2.1,2.2), constant G H °°  functions 
take values only in B l >, so that one cannot prove trivially that B l  •—* V,, 
as happens, for instance, for C °° or analytic B l -valued functions. Indeed, 
Vg depends essentially on the point z, and in general it is not free as a Bi>- 
module. For instance, in the case of B™'° one has V, =  B l> i f  * € Rm, while 
B y  C V j C B l  «trictly for a suitable choice of z.
We are thus facing the strange phenomenon that the space o f values taken 
by the class of functions under consideration changes from point to point. This 
is going to cause problems in the definition o f G H °°  bundles; to realize the 
relevance o f the previous discussion in this respect, the reader should recall 
that, according to the usual definition of vector bundle, the fibre at * of a vector 
bundle on an ordinary (topological, smooth, complex, or algebraic) manifold M  
with structure sheaf T  is a vector space over the field ^'i/OTl*, where is the 
maximal ideal of i.e. the ideal of germs in whose evaluation vanishes. 4
4For notational simplicity, in the following discussion the sheaf OHl 1 be denoted 
by OH.
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Let us consider now a super manifold M  with structure sheaf Q'HM and
a locally free graded (??fM-module, say T .  For any t  € M ,  the ring GW." is 
local, with maximal ideal
■n. = { / € C « M / ( « ) e * n t } i
here 911  is the ideal of nilpotents in B u , and one has GW"/V\u ss R for all 
x £ M .  Thus, in order to achieve a genuine generalization of R-vector bundles, 
we must deviate from the ordinary theory (cf. [Del]) and quotient Q W "  not 
by 91*i but by expecting that the fibre F t o f the supervector bundle F  
associated with T  is isomorphic to (£W »/£*)",|n.# However, G H ^/C , ~  V „  
so that, in conformity with the preceding discussion, F , would turn out to be 
a £?£>-module in general not free and depending upon the choice of z.
The consequences of this state o f affairs will be further discussed in Section 
III.3, where supervector bundles will be introduced.
4. G-supermanifolds
The discussion of the previous Section shows that the choice of a class of su­
persmooth functions which is free from inconsistencies, and yields a theory ap­
plicable to supersymmetry, is not trivial. In particular it seems rather difficult 
to combine the following requirements:
( i )  the sheaf of derivations o f the function sheaf under consideration should 
be locally free;
(ii) the coefficients of the ‘superfield expansion’ ( 2 .2), when restricted to 
real arguments, should take values in a graded-commutative algebra B\
(iii) there should be a good theory o f superbundles, and in particular there 
is a sensible notion of graded tangent space.
These difficulties can be overcome by introducing a new category of su­
permanifolds, called G-aupermtmifolda, characterized in terms of a sheaf G on 
B ? '\  which is in a sense a ‘ completion’ o f GHl> (condition (2.12) is assumed to 
hold). More precisely, we define the sheaf o f graded-commutative tft-algebras 
on B™ n
G f  3  Q H v  ® b l , B l  (4.1)
*Notice that £* C 91* strictly if L > 0.
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(cf. the definition of tensor product of two graded algebra* in Section A.2). 
It ia convenient to introduce an evaluation morphiain 6:G l ' —♦ Cl  ( wr denote 
by CL the aheaf o f B f  valued continuoua functiona on by extending by
additivity the mapping
4 ( / ® e ) - / a .  (4.2)
P rop os it ion  4.1. The image o f 6 ia isomorphic to the aheaf o f  G °° func­
tiona on B™'n. The morphiam 6 ia injective when reatricted to the aubaheaf
Cl1 =  C fw l' ® flt » Bl ■
Proof. The firat claim ia evident in view o f the definition o f the aheaf o f G°° 
functiona (cf. Section 2 ). In order to prove that S-.Cl1 C°° i» *n iaomorphiam, 
we exhibit the inverae morphiam A:0°° —* C v -  Given an open aet U  C B™'n, 
every / 6  C °° (U ), can written, in accordance with Eq. ( 2 .1 ), in the form
/ *  I ]  2 . 1/’ )|„/3.. <<-3>
where the /M’s are auitable aectiona of Cfiin(<rm'n([/ )). After letting A(/ ) ■ 
one verifiea that XoS =  id =  S o A. ■
Propoaition 4.1 haa an important consequence.
C o ro lla ry  4.1. Given two integers V , L "  satisfying the condition (2.12), there 
ia a canonical iaomorphiam o f aheavea o f graded commutative B falgebraa G v  —
O v -
Proof. Proposition 4.1 entails the isomorphism Cl 1 — Cl " -  Gn the other hand, 
the isomorphism (2.4) gives
C l. (4.4)
so that our claim is proved. ■
Therefore, it is possible to introduce on B™'n a canonical sheaf of graded 
commutative B^-algebras (?, formally defined as the isomorphism class of the 
sheaves G v  while V  varies among the non-negative integers auch that L  -  V  >  
n. Alternatively, one can assume L  >  2n and take once for all V  =  (£>/2], the 
biggest integer less then 1/2 (cf. [Rs2]). A aubsheaf G o f germs of sections of 
G 'not depending on the odd variables’ is defined in the same fashion, and one 
obtains the isomorphism
(4.5)
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Lei ua now investigate what ia the analogue of the exact sequence (3.3) for 
the sheaf G- The evaluation morphism*
defined by the composition of S:Q, - *  G ?  with the usual germ evaluation 
morphism, gives rise to the exact sequence of graded Bt-modules
The graded f?/,-module appearing above is evidently the ideal of the germs
/ € Gt such that / m 0 ; comparing the sequence (4.7) with (3.3), we see that 
one o f the drawbacks of the G H °° functions has been disposed of, in that the 
space o f values taken by the sections of (7 at a point x € B™'n is B l , regardless 
of the choice of x.
The sheaf P er  G of graded derivations of G inherits the nice algebraic prop­
erties o f P er G'H-
P ropoa ition  4.2. There is an isomorphism o f  sheaves o f graded Bi-modules 
P e r  G cs Per G'H ®Bt . B l -
Proof. By virtue of the isomorphism (2.4), it is enough to show that P er  Q 
P e r  G H ® b l , B l - By identifying G with C°°, we define a morphism ty. P er  C°° —* 
P e r  QH  ®Bt , B l given by
where / has been factorised according to Eq. (4.3). It easily verified that rj is 
an isomorphism. •
The previous Proposition, together with Proposition 3.1, proves the follow­
ing claim.
P ropoa ition  4.3. Per G is a locally free graded G-module on B ™,n, of rank 
(m ,n ). On every open set U  C B™,n, V erG (.U ) is generated over G(10  by the 
derivations
- a  t , (4.6)
0 -  £ .  -  0. -  B l —» 0 M-7)
•»(£)(/)- £  D (Z„(/'))®0,,
M€*t
*The reader will notice that the symbol has here a different meaning than in the 
context of graded manifolds.
C l iui .DS
defined mm follows:
The reader can easily check that these derivations satisfy a graded version 
of the usual Schwars theorem:
dm* Oml Qxl dm*' dm* dy° 9y° dm* ’ dya dy* dy* dya
We give now our definition o f G-supermanifold.
D efin ition  4.1. An (m ,n ) dimensional G-supermmnifold is a graded locally 
ringed B i-space ( M . A ) satisfying the following conditions:
(1) M  is a Hausdorff, paracompact topological space;
(2 ) (M ,A )  is locally isomorphic with (B™ 'ntG);
(3 ) denoting by C£* the sheaf o f  continuous B¡.-valued functions on M , there
exists a morphism o f sheaves o f B l -algebras fiM : A  —* which is locally
compatible with the evaluation morphism (4.2) and with the isomorphisms 
ensuing from condition ( 2).
Thus, rephrasing the previous assumptions, any point z € M  has a neigh­
bourhood U  such that:
( i )  there is an isomorphism of graded locally ringed spaces
d d d d d d d  d d d d d
(4.9)
(ii) the diagram
C|
C i I *  if)
(4.10)
where is the ordinary pull-back associated with the mapping <p, commutes.
When no confusion can arise, the evaluation morphism 6M will be de­
noted simply by S. The image o f the sheaf A  through 6 is a sheaf on M  of
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graded-commutative ¿¿¿.-algebras, denoted by A °° . The next result establishes 
a relationship between G-superinanifolds and G 00 supermanifolds. Let ( M ,A ) 
be a (••supermanifold, and let t 6 N }  be an atlas of local iso­
morphisms as in condition (2 ) o f Definition 4.1.
P ropos ition  4.4.
(1) The atlas 21°° =* {(f/,,<Pi),i € N } endows Af with a structure o f  G °° super- 
manifold, o f the same dimention as (M ,A ) .
(2) The G°° structure sheaf o f  M  coincidea with A ° ° .
Proof. The only non-trivia] aspect of Part (1) to be proved is that the transition 
functions o £ “ 1 are (7°°. Since (taking into account the diagram (4.10))
« * 7 ‘  -  W -  ((?<)■*■(<“ « v i )
=  i  o ,
the claim is proved (in the notation the symbol ip, stands for the set
of local coordinates on the chart U, regarded as sections of A ). Part (2 ) is a 
direct consequence o f the commutativity of (4.10) and of Proposition 4.1. ■
It is clear that G-supermanifolds generalise the notion of G H °°  supermani­
folds; indeed, if >■ a GH°° supermanifold, the pair ( M , A ), with
A = B l , is a G-supermanifold (the evaluation morphism is globally
defined as 6M( f  ®  o ) =  fa ). The resulting G-supermanifold will be called the 
trivial extension o f the original G H °° supermanifold.
G raded  tangen t space. As a consequence of Proposition 4.3, the sheaf 
V erA  o f graded derivations on a G-supermanifold ( M ,A ) is locally free, with 
local bases given by the derivations
&  l ‘ “ 1
associated with a local coordinate system (x 1, . . . ,  xm, y1, • ■ •, yn )•
D efin ition  4.2. The graded tangent apace T t (M ,A )  at a point x € A f is the 
graded B l -module whose elements are the graded derivations X : A ,  —* B l .
T h e  g r a d e d  t a n g e n t  s p a c e  T , ( M , A )  is  q u i t e  e v i d e n t l y  f r e e  o f  r a n k  ( m , n ) ,
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graded-cominutative ¿¿¿-algebras, denoted by «4“°. The next result establishes 
a relationship between G-supermanifolda and G°° snpermanifolds. Let (M ,A )  
be a G-supermanifold, and let {(£/<, (^ 4, ^ J ),  » € N }  be an atlas o f local iso­
morphisms as in condition (2 ) of Definition 4.1.
P ropos ition  4.4.
(1) The Atlas 21°° =  { ( l € N }  endows M  with a structure o f  G °° super- 
manifold, o f the same dimension as ( M ,A ).
(2) The G°° structure sheaf of M  coincides with A “°.
Proof. The only non-trivial aspect of Part (1 ) to be proved is that the transition 
functions ifii o i f i j1 are G °°. Since (taking into account the diagram (4.10))
*> ° * 7 ‘  -  -  < * > - '• < « "  o * i )
the claim is proved (in the notation <pjl (^<). the symbol if{ stands for the set 
of local coordinates on the chart C/< regarded as sections of A ).  Part (2 ) is a 
direct consequence of the commutativity of (4.10) and of Proposition 4.1. ■
It is clear that G-supermanifolds generalise the notion o f G H °°  super mani­
folds; indeed, if is a G H °° supermanifold, the pair ( M , A ), with
A  =  e n “ ®BL, B l , is a g  -supermanifold (the evaluation morphism is globally 
defined as 6M( f  55 a) =  fa ).  The resulting G-supermanifold will be called the 
trivisd extension o f the original G H °° supermanifold.
G raded  tangent space. As a consequence of Proposition 4.3, the sheaf 
V e rA  of graded derivations on a G-supermanifold ( M ,A ) is locally free, with 
local bases given by the derivations
i  0 9 I i
{ a«‘ ’ «y- 11 ■ 1 • I =  1 . . .  ft }
associated with a local coordinate system ( * * , . . .  , * ’n,y l , . . . , y n).
D efin ition  4.2. The graded tangent space T , (M ,A )  at a point x € M  is the 
graded Be-module whose elements are the graded derivations X  : A ,  —* B l -
T h e  g r a d e d  t a n g e n t  s p a c e  T , ( M , A )  is  q u i t e  e v i d e n t l y  f r e e  o f  r a n k  ( m , n ) ,
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graded-commutative At-algebraa, denoted by A The next reault eatabliahea 
a relationahip between G-aupermanifolda and G°° aupermanifolda. Let (M ,A )  
be a G-aupermanifold, and let {(£/<, ( ^ i , ^ ) ) ,  » € N }  be an atlaa of local iao- 
morphiama aa in condition (2) of Definition 4.1.
P ropoa ition  4.4.
(1) The atlas 2100 *  {(U,,<£t ) , i  € N }  endows M  with m structure o f G°° super- 
manifold, o f the same dimension as ( M ,A ).
(2) The G °° structure sheaf o f  M  coincides with A ° ° .
Proof. The only non-trivia] aapect of Part (1) to be proved ia that the tranaition 
functiona are G°°. Since (taking into account the diagram (4.10))
*< «  -  < * > • '• ( * >  -  o « )
m t °  € C ii *<i/1>n*,<u|) .
the claim ia proved (in the notation the aymbol ipi atanda for the aet
of local coordinatea on the chart Ui regarded aa aectiona of A ). Part (2) ia a 
direct conaequence of the commutativity of (4.10) and of Propoaition 4.1. ■
It ia clear that G-aupermanifolda generalize the notion of G H °°  aupermani­
folda; indeed, if ia *  G H °°  aupermanifold, the pair (M ,A ) ,  with
A  =  GHM B i,  ia a G-aupermanifold (the evaluation morphiam ia globally 
defined aa 6M( f  ® a) =  fa ). The reaulting G-aupermanifold will be called the 
trivial extension of the original G H °° aupermanifold.
G raded  tangent apace. Aa a conaequence o f Propoaition 4.3, the aheaf 
V t r A  of graded derivationa on a G-aupermanifold ( M ,A ) ia locally free, with 
local baaea given by the derivationa
aaaociated with a local coordinate ayatem (x 1, ...  , x m,y 1, . . .  , y n).
D efin ition  4.2. The graded tangent space Tt (M , A )  at a point z € M  is the 
graded B l -module whose elements are the graded derivations X : A t —* B t-
The graded tangent apace Tt (M ,A )  ia quite evidently free of rank (m ,n ),
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and the elementa (¿ fyñ )« defined *>y—  )  Í —
da* '• *  ydy*
yield a graded baaia for it. Furthermore, there ia a canonical iaomorphiam of 
graded £ 4 -modules
where £ , ia the ideal of gerina in A t which vanish when evaluated, i.e.
Topo log ies  o f  rings o f  G -functions. In order to introduce the notiona 
o f morphiama and producta of G-aupermanifolda, and to diacusa Rothstein’s 
axiomatics, we need to topologize in a suitable way the rings of sections o f the 
structure sheavea of G-supermanifolds. This will parallel the analogous study 
performed in the case of graded manifolds in Section III.l.
Let (M ,A )  be a G-aupermanifold, and let | | denote the /* norm in £ 4 ; 
for every open subset U  C M  the rings A (U )  of A  can be topologized by means 
o f the seminorms Pl ,k : A (U )  —* R defined by
where L runs over the differential operators of A  on U , and K  C U  is compact. 
The above topology is also given by the family of seminorms
where K  runs over the compact subsets of a coordinate neighbourhood W  with 
coordinates ( * * , . . . ,  * m,y l , . . . , l/n) (»* «  Remark III.1.1 for notation). Under 
this form it is clear that this topology makes A (U )  into a locally convex metris- 
able graded algebra.
The next results will allow to prove that A (U )  is complete, so that it is in 
fact a graded Frichet algebra. Without loss of generality, we may assume that
T , (M ,A )  =* (V t r A ) ./ (C ,  (V a rA ), )
S .-{/€  A. !/(*) = *}•
Pl .k U ) = n»x II *(£ (/))(*)  II
(4.11)
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(M ,A )  *  (B™ 'n,Q ). With reference to the iaomorphiam (4.5), we topologiie 
the ringa C (U ) by meana of the aeminorma
!*((/;) /)<«) I • <«•»*>
|/faf H '  '  1
The tenaor product (?(f/)&R A r W" ia in turn given ita natural topology, which 
ia induced by the aeminorma
p’s u )  -  t U r )
having art / -  £ „ ea.  h  ® V“
Lem m a 4.1. The iromorphiam (4.S), G {U ) Ô (U ) « h A h H ". «  •  metric 
iaomorphiam.
Proof. A direct majoration argument ahowa that
PK < £  ce * '*  Wh' r'  « • "  Ï Ï V  H ( l i )  V’,) ( * ) |  ■
m€8»  t'€8n ¥
Thia ahowa the continuity o f the inverae morphiam. We now diaplay the oppoaite 
majoration. The aeminorm p#  ia explicitly written aa
*</>- W  1 E  —  ((¿ ).»* )«•» I • (41*>
|j|S/,v€an ||a€*w * |
with eM„ a suitable aign. The aeminorma p ^  are majorated by deacending 
recurrence, atarting from the laat one, i.e. from p{fW, where u> ia the aequence 
{ l , 2 , . . . , n } .  Indeed, from (4.13) we obtain < p * » aince p "?  is one of the 
terma over which the maximum (4.13) ia taken. For the aame reason, if we 
conaider the aeminorma p^“’*, » =  l , . . . ,n ,  with u>< =  { 1, 2 , , n} ,  we 
obtain
piTU) = - «  ||^> ) + - ££<*W»,X*)||
MIS* "
<  P k U )  +  m m t  | | ^ j (* )< (» ‘ K*)|| 
ills/
< ( 1  + e IK )p'K U ) ,
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where c,jr «  m tx ,( k  || 4(y‘ ) (x ) ||. The remaining majorations are performed in 
(he same way. ■
For any open W  C Rm, the space C<* (W ')® h f i t ' is equipped with the usual 
topology of uniform convergence of derivatives of any order, which is induced 
by the family of seminorms
| (s) M,)|
where 1C is a compact in W , and the norm is taken in B f .  Moreover, since 4 
is injective when restricted to C, we may identify the sheaves C *nd .
Lem m a 4.2.
Z  -expansion
For M y  open U  C fl£*,n, and aII V  tuch that 0 <  V  <  L , the
8 flt . -  C (U )  (4.14)
is an ¡Mometry onto its image. In particular, when V  — L, we obtain a metric 
isom orph ism  Cao( o m,n( U ) )  9  H l  ^  Q (U ) ,  while, for L ' *  0, we obtain a metric 
isomorphism C00(a m'n( l/ ) )  W00(t/).
Proof. One easily shows that the seminorms which defines the topology in the 
right-hand side are majorated in terms of the relevant seminorms on the left- 
hand side. To show the converse, let K  be a compact subset of an open W  in 
Rm, and I  a nonnegative integer; for any h 6 Cg?»(W ), we have
where K  is a compact in (<rm," ) _ , (tV ) containing K . It is clear that the previous 
minoration implies the thesis. ■
Reasoning as in Proposition 1.2, one proves that the topological algebra 
C (U )  is complete, whence, using Lemma 4.1 and reasoning as in Proposition 
1.2 again, the algebra G (U )  is complete as well.
We eventually obtain the result we were looking for.
P rop os ition  4.5. Let (M , A )  be a O-supermanifold. For every open U C M , 
the space A (U ) ,  endowed with the topology induced by the seminorms (4.11), 
is a graded FYéchet algebra. ■
IThe previous Lemmas also imply a further result, which will be useful 
when dealing with morphisms of G-superntanifolds. For any open W  C Rm, we 
topologice the space
C - ( W ) «  f l t «  A R “  at C ~ (H ') •  
as in Proposition 1.2. Then,
C oro lla ry  4.3. The spaces G (U ), W°*(1/)®r Hl andC0#(frm,n((7 ))® i? i® /\R n 
are ¡»ometricnlly ¡»amorphic for any open U C B ™'n. ■
C om p lex  G-aiipnrmanifoldN. Holomorphic G-supermanifolds are de­
fined in exactly the same way as the G-supermanifolds based on B l ■ One 
considers a ¿.-expansion mapping Ct»-valued holomorphic functions defined on 
open sets in Cm into Ct-valued functions on C£*'0; the functions in the image 
of this map are called O H  functions of even variables, and the corresponding 
sheaf is denoted by O T i f .  The O H  functions on C£*,n are functions which can 
be written as
/ («■ ....... « ’ .<■........ < * > -  Y  / .<*"........* " ) < * .
s€Sn
where , . . . , •  • • »C * } *re tke canonical coordinates on C£*’n, and the 
/M’s are O H . The relevant sheaf is denoted by
The holomorphic counterpart of the sheaf Q is obviously the sheaf
O C  -  O H v  ®ct, C l  .
Complex G-supermanifolds (M ,B )  are defined in the obvious way. Quite ev­
idently, any (m ,n ) dimensional complex G-supermanifold has an underlying 
complex manifold of dimension 2L~l (m  +  n ). The relevant evaluation mor­
phism 6 now takes values in the sheaf of Ct-valued holomorphic functions on
M .
An (m ,n ) dimensional complex G-supermanifold (M ,B )  can be also re­
garded as a (2m,2n) dimensional real G-supermanifold, which we denote by 
(My A ). The complexified sheaf I  =  A  ® r C is apparently both a ¿-module 
and a ¿-module (where a bar denotes complex conjugation), and we can define 
the sheaf o f graded differential form of type (p ,q ) as
n {*  =  a  ®o ®n; ®a n j .
4ft
Here i l j  is the aheaf of graded holomorphic forma on i.e.
n »  *  A * ^ erc t ®
We have
n i-  ®  05*.
with projection! -♦  n j * , and from the exterior differential d : f l j  -*
0 j +1 we may define morphiam of graded Ct-inodulea
d i r t ?  — o p 1* ,  d - w '+ ' « o  d\
8: f l i *  - 0$ * * ' ,  d - W > «+ l o d .
Since the complex atructure of (M ,B ) ia integrable, we have
d - d  +  d
(cf. [w «l] on thia topic in the ordinary caae), and the uaual identitiea
d3 = 83 = d o8  + 8od = 0
are eaaily recovered.

Chapter I I
Basic geom etry o f G-supermanifolds
The first five Section* of this Chapter are dedicated to *et down the ba­
sic differential geometry of G-supermanifolda, by introducing the fundamental 
object* one needs: morphism*, products, supervector bundles, and differential 
forms. It should be pointed out that the relevant definitions are quite different 
from the usual ones, and rather in the spirit of the algebraic geometry. This is 
a consequence of the fact that part of the information conveyed by the struc­
ture sheaf of a G-supermanifold is not otherwise embodied in the associated 
topological space.
In Section 6 , an important class of supermanifolds —  the so-called DeWitt 
supermanifolds — is studied, and the investigation o f their global geometric 
structure is initiated. The completion of this analysis requires the use of some 
cohomological properties o f supermanifolds and is therefore relegated to Chap­
ter III
In the last Section we discuss Rothstein's axiomatic* for supermanifolds 
and show that, in order to provide a generalisation o f graded manifolds and an 
extension of G°° supermanifolds (in a sense that will be specified later), it must 
be supplemented by a further axiom which assumes the topological completeness 
of the rings of sections of the structural sheaves of the supermanifolds. We also 
show that, when this additional axioms is imposed, and a finite-dimensional 
exterior algebra is chosen as ground algebra, the resulting category coincides 
with that of G-supermanifolds.
1. M orphism s
In order to devise a proper definition of a morphism, we consider as a guid­
ing principle the requirement that, given a G-supermanifold (M ,A ) ,  the sheaf
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o f germs of morphia!»» (M ,A )  —* (M l ,G ) (where B i  ia regarded aa ia
canonically iaomorphic with the atructure aheaf A.
D efin ition  1.1. Given two G-super manifolds ( M ,A ) and ( N ,B ), a G-mor- 
phiatn (/, ¿ ): (M ,A )  —• ( Ar, f l) it a morphism of graded locally ringed B ftp a ce t, 
where f . M  — N  is a G °° morphism such that the diagram
B — i —  / .,«
l " j  I j"  (»•>)
commute«.
Thua, a G-morphiam ( f , + ) ; (M ,A )  — (N ,B )  preserve« the underlying G°° 
atructure; on the other hand, the morphiam f . M  —* N  ia not sufficient on ita 
own to determine the G-morphism ( / , (cf. Example 1.1 below), ao that a 
separate specification of ^ ia needed. We recall from Definition B.2 that the 
morphiam 4> is even by definition.
Aa we remarked in the previous Chapter, by tenaoring the structure aheaf of 
a G H °°  supermanifold by B l , we obtain a G-supermanifold. Thus, if ( A#, Q7iM ) 
and (N ,Q 7 iN ) are G H °°  supermanifolds, and we let A  — G'HM ® b l , B i  
and B =  G7iN ® b l , Be, any G H °°  map f . M  -*  N  define« a G-morphism 
— (N ,B )  by letting * (y ®  A) *  f g ®  A. However, not all G-mor- 
phisma between ‘trivially extended’ G-aupermanifolda are of this kind, aa the 
following examples show.
EXAMPLE 1.1. Considering the case M  =  N  — B i  =  B lL'1, both with the 
structure sheaf G , we can define two different G-morphiams (f,<t>) and (/ ,V*)t 
both of which have the aame ‘ topological’ part. Let /: B i  —* B i  be the GH °° 
map / (x ,y ) =  ( * , 0 ), and let a be an even top-degree element in B i  (obviously, 
we assume that L is even). We have juat noticed that the condition 4 (g  ® A) =  
f g  ®  A defines a G-morphism ( f }<t>):(BL ,G ) ( B L>G )• A second morphiam
G —* f »G  can be defined by
V»(y ® A ) =  q ® A + / 3 ®  aA,
having aet y (* ,y )  =  o ( * )  +  y $ (x ) and 4 (x ,y ) =  V 0 (* )- A aimple direct cal­
culation shows that 6 o i/> =  f*  o 6, and that rj> it a morphism of graded B f  
algebras. Thus, (/,V>) •» another G-morphiam, with the same underlying G°°
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of germs of morphiama ( M ,A ) —* (B l ,G ) (where B l  regarded as /f^'1) ia 
canonically iaomorphic with the atructure aheaf A.
D efin ition 1.1. Given two G-aupermanifolda (M ,A )  and (N ,B ) ,  a G-mor- 
phi sin (/, 0): ( M , A )  (JV,B) ia a morphiam o f graded locally ringed Bi-apacea,
where f : M —> N ia a  G°° morphism auch that the diagram
B —  f .A
• » }  |<“ (M )
commutes.
Thua, a G-morphiam ( f , j ) : ( M , A )  —* (JV.fl) preaervea the underlying G°° 
atructure; on the other hand, the morphiam f : M —» N i a  not aufficient on ita 
own to determine the G-morphiatn ( f,<f>) (cf. Example 1.1 below), ao that a 
separate specification of 4> ia needed. We recall from Definition B.2 that the 
morphiam ^ ia even by definition.
Aa we remarked in the previoua Chapter, by tenaoring the atructure aheaf of 
a G H °°  aupermanifold by B i y we obtain a G-aupermanifold. Thus, if ( M, ) 
and (N ,G H N ) are G H °° supermanifolds, and we let A  =  G H M ® b l , B l 
and B = GHn  ® b l , B l , any G H °°  map /: A# —* N  defines a G-morphiam 
( f , 4 ) : (M ,A )  —* ( N ,B ) by letting <t>(g® A) =  f 'g ®  A. However, not all G-mor- 
phisma between ‘ trivially extended’ G-aupermanifolda are of thia kind, aa the 
following examplea show.
EXAMPLE 1.1. Conaidering the case M  — N  =  B l  =  B lL'1, both with the 
structure aheaf G, we can define two different G-morphisma (/, ^ )  and (/ ,^ ), 
both of which have the same ‘ topological’ part. Let /: B l —* B l  be the G H °° 
map f (x ,y )  =  ( * » 0 ), and let a be an even top-degree element in B l  (obviously, 
we assume that L  is even). We have just noticed that the condition <fi(g® A) =  
f * g  ® A defines a G-morphiam (/ ,4 ) : (B l ,G ) —* ( B l ,G )■ A second morphism 
i>:G —* f»G  can be defined by
1>(g ® A ) =  a ® A + / 9 ®  oA,
having set g (x ,y ) =  a (x ) +  y/f(x) and 0 {x ,y ) =  y fi(x ). A simple direct cal­
culation shows that 6 o V> =  /* o 6, and that V ¡» *  morphism o f graded B l - 
algehras. Thua, ia another G-morphism, with the same underlying G°°
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(actually, G H °° )  map as (/ .¿ ); however, (/ ,V») !• not a ‘ trivially extended’ 
G-morphiam. A
EXAMPLE 1.2. We now offer another example o f a G-morphiam which ia not a 
trivial extenaion of a G H 00 one; thia time, the underlying ‘ topological’ inorphiam 
ia G °°. Let /: B lL'n -*  B lL'H be the G *  map / (* , yl , . .  . , y " )  -  (o * , y ‘ , . . .  , y " )  
with a € ( B l )o -  (B L>)0; notice that / ia not G//°° (we have aet the even 
dimenaion m to 1 for aimplicity, but any value of m would do). We define a 
aheaf morphiam —* f .G  by letting
The commutativity of the diagram (1.1) corresponde to the equality
6(4*9 ®  \ )) -  f ( 6(g  ®  A )), i.e. (/ ’ * ) *  -  / ‘ ( * A ) ,
which ia trivially verified since / ia a G°° map. We therefore deduce that (/, ¿ ): 
( £ ¿ * ,0 )  — * (B lL'n,Ç ) —  which certainly ia not GH°° — ia a G-morphiam. A 
Aa in the caae of amooth, complex, and graded manifolda, one can prove 
that a G-morphism inducea a continuoua morphiam between the ringa of aectiona 
of the atructure aheavea.
P ropos ition  1.1. Let ( f , + ) : ( M tA )  — (N ,B )  be a G-morphiam; for any U  C 
N  the graded B ftdgcbra  morphiam 4> 'B (U ) —* A ( f ~ l (U ) )  ia continuous.
Proof. We may assume that M  =  B™,n and N  =  with their standard G-su- 
permanifold structures, denoting by Çm,„ and the corresponding atructure 
sheaves. By Corollary 1.4.2, there are metric iaomorphiams
Cm.n(V) =* n « ' ,' ( * ' ) )  ® Bl ® AN” a  V ) )  ® A R t+ "
a  C - ( * « < C ) )  ®  f l i  ® A « '  a  C~(<.” ' ( V ) )  ®  A R 1* '
where V =  / - 1(U ). The G°° morphism /: V  - »  U induces a (not uniquely 
determined) amooth map f :  <rm,n(V )  —* &P'*(U) such that trp'9 o / =  / o 
<rm’n as follows: / admits a (in general not unique) representation / (* ,y )  =
° ne lhen ***• f  “  ‘rF,, 0 /•* Now’
® A " * * " )  ^  •  A * L* f >
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i i  a morphiam of graded manifolds; Ikon Corollary 1.1.3 allows ua to conclude. ■  
Thia implies that, if I f  C B ™  ia an open aubaet with coordinates ( » * ,
• • • . • • • iVf ). end ( f ,4 ) '- (M > A )  —• {U ,Qp>n) ia a G-morphiam, 4 ia char­
acterised by the valuea 4 { r ') ,  4 (va ), that ia:
Lem m a 1.1. I f  -  (t/ ,0 ,lf ) and (/ ,* ') :  (M , A )  -  (t/,<?,.,) are
G-morphiama, and * ( * • )  -  * '( * • )  for i  -  l , . . . ,p ,  * (y * )  -  d '(y ° )  for a  -  
then 4 m 4 ' •
Proof. 4  and 4' coincide over B l \*x.......* ' ]  ®  A (v ‘ . • • •. V*) *«»d by continuity,
they also coincide over ita completion £,,,(£/) at Cm(* * * (U ) )  »  l i L «  ■
Let ua atate the definitions of injective and surjective morphism in the 
category o f G-supermanifolda.
Defin ition  1.3. A G-morphiam (/ , 4 ) : (M ,A ) -• (N ,B )  is said to be
( 1 ) injective (o r to be a monomorphiam) i f  f  ia injective, and 4 ia aurjective;
( 2 ) aurjective (o r to be an epimorphiam) ia f  ia aurjective, end 4 ia injective.
We now come to one of the main results of thia Section. The counterpart of 
thia property in the theory of differentiable manifolda ia aomewhat trivial and 
■!*!*• that, given a differentiable manifold X , the aheaf of differentiable mapa 
X  -* R, where R ia regarded aa a differentiable manifold, is isomorphic with the 
structure aheaf of X . With a alight abuse of language, we denote by H o m (M t N )  
the aheaf H o m ((M , A ) , (N ,B ) )  of germs of G-morphisms (A/, A )  —* (A I,B ); 
in particular, H o m (M , B l ) ia the sheaf of germs of G-morphiams (M , A )  —*
(Bt,G).
P ropoa ition  1.3. The morphiam y: Horn (A f, B i )  —* A , defined, for any open 
U  C M ,b y
71/: Horn (M , B i ) (U )  -  A (U )
< / . * ) -  « j « i ) <1J)
(where j  denotea the natural incluaion f ( U )  *—• B l ), ia an iaomorphiam o f  
aheavea o f graded-commutmtive Hl -algebraa.
Proof. We can limit ouraelves to the case where M  m B™'n and A  is the 
canonical ahead (1.4.1) over it since, if the statement ia proved to be true locally, 
then it ia also ao globally. For any open U C f l " a n  element h € A (U )  can 
be written aa h -  £ <  h< ® where h* € G H (U ) and ( t € B L. By means 
o f h we can determine a G-morphism ( 6(h ),h * ):(U ,A \ u ) ( B l ,G ). where
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6(h )  -  'E,i hi( i :U  - *  B l >■ the G°° morphism obtained by evaluating h , while 
h*:Q  —* A\v is the morphism defined by
/.“(» »  A) -  £ (
In this way we have defined a sheaf morphism
A\u “Horn (17, B e )
(« (/ . ) ,* * ),
which fulfills the condition 7 0 1 9 =  id . In order to prove the claim, we need 
only to show that 1)07 is the identity morphism, or, equivalently, to prove that 
each element (/ .¿ ) € Horn (U , Bl) is determined by the morphism 4>(j ®  1). 
In fact, by Lemma 1.1, ^ is determined by # (x  ®  1) and 0 (y ®  1), where x ,y  
are the canonical coordinates in B l - On the other hand, the obvious identity 
j  ®  1 =  x ® 1 + y ® 1 shows that ¿ (x  ®  1) and <j>(y ® 1) are the even and odd 
parts o f 4( j  ®  1), respectively. ■
G lueing  o f  G-RuperinnnifoldH. G-superinanifolds are graded locally 
ringed spaces, so that we can glue G-supermanifolds together by means o f a 
family o f isomorphisms fulfilling the glueing condition (B.5) to obtain a new 
graded locally ringed space. In this section we shall see that this graded locally 
ringed space is actually a G-supermanifold.
Let { (M i,  A i ) }  be a family of G-supermanifolds of dimension (m ,n ), such 
that for every pair ( * , j )  there are an open subset M ij C M i and an isomorphism 
o f G-supermanifolds
=» ( * . j . A , « . , ) ,
fulfilling the glueing condition of Appendix B. Then, the graded locally ringed 
space (M ,A )  obtained from the spaces (M „ A , )  by glueing is, by its very 
construction, locally isomorphic with (B™ 'n,Q ). In order to prove that it is 
a G-supermanifold one has only to show that there exists a sheaf morphism 
6M \A —* C ?  as in (3 ) of Definition 1.4.1.
However, the glueing condition for the spaces (A/j,.4j) implies the corre­
sponding glueing condition for the locally ringed spaces (M,,CL ' ) ,  and ( M ,C £*) 
is exactly the ringed space obtained by glueing. Thus, by Lemma B.2, the
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morphiama 6M*:A, —* C define »  aheaf murphiam i * : A  —* C¡f auch that 
o 4>> =  (/<)* 0 ¿W|A#, f ° r fVefy  •’* m  claimed.
In concluaion, one arrivea at the following reault.
L em m a 1.2. The graded locally ringed apace obtained by glueing o f G-auper-
2. Products
To give a proper definition of the product o f two G-aupernianifolda, we have 
to proceed, for analogoua motivationa, aa in the caae of graded manifolda (cf. 
Section 1.1).
For fixed valuea of L, m  and n, the atructure aheaf of the canonical C-au- 
permanifold over B™'n ia again denoted by Qm,n. Given open aeta U  C B™'n, 
V  C , we conaider the preaheaf defined by the correapondence
where ® t ,w denotea the tenaor product over B l completed in the Grothendieck 
*  topology (cf. Section 1 and [Grol.Pia]).
P ropos ition  2.1. The atructure aheaf Gm+Pitt+f o f the canonical G-aupermani- 
fold over B™*p n** ia iaomorphic with the aheaf aaaociated with the preaheaf 
defined by the assignment (2.1).
Proof. In accordance with Corollary 1.4.2, there ia a metric iaomorphiam of 
graded B f  algebra*
for every open aubaet U  C 1?™'". Thua, given an open V  C we obtain a
metric iaomorphiam
manifolda ia alao a G-aupcrmanifold.
( 21 )
=» C~(<x” ” (l/ )) ®  B l ® A » ” ( 2 .2 )
0m.»<£/)®j.,„ff,.,(V)
a  ))  ® « i ®  AR"| A t , ,  (C - ( » » ' « (V ) )  ® B L 8  a r «|
=* [C~(<r---- (C/))t----- ----
a x v ) ) 8 # l 9
»  x V ) . (2.3)
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Let ua obaerve that the evaluation ntorphiam S'Om.n —* C *  yielda, for any 
open U  C B ™,n, continuoua morphisms between the aparea o f aectiona, ao that 
one obtaina the following commutative diagram, whoae arrowa are morphiama 
o f FWchet algebraa:
J . <*•«)
c r ( i7 x V )  — c r w ) » . c r w )
We now generalize thia conatruction to the caae of two generic G-super- 
manifolda (M , A )  and (N  ,B ), of dimenaion (m .n ) and (p ,q ) reapectively.
D efin ition  2.1. The product ( M , A ) x ( N %B ) ia the graded locally ringed 
B l -apace (M  x N ,A ® l .*B ), where A ® l „B ia the aheaf aaaociated with the 
assignment
U X V  -  A (U )Q l .*B (V )
for any pair o f  open subsets U C M , V  C N  •
Propos ition  2.2. The graded locally ringed BL -space thus defined is a G-su- 
permanifold o f  dimenaion (m  +  p,n +  q ); moreover, there ia a pair o f canonical 
G-epimorphiams w i: (M ,A ) x ( N ,B ) —* ( M ,A ) and ir j : (A f ,A )  x ( N ,B ) —* 
(N ,B ) ,  such that, for any G-supermanifold (Q ,V ), a G-morphism Q :(Q ,V )  -*  
( M ,A ) x ( N ,B ) is uniquely characterised by the compositions » ¡ o *  and irao$.
Proof. The apace (M  x N ,A ® l .*B ) ia locally iaomorphic with the G-super- 
manifold as a conaequence of Propoaition 2.1. The
morphiam
bM ® i N. A ®  B ® C r W.
defined in the natural way, ia continuous, and induces, as a consequence of the 
commutativity o f ( 2 .4 ), an evaluation morphiam on the completion of the tensor 
products in the it topology:1
f " * "  a  ~ .C £ m ' n
*The fact that this morphism exists and is uniquely defined, albeit seemingly, is not 
entirely trivial; for a proof, see (Orol).
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This demonstrates the first part of the claim. Concerning the aecond part, the 
inorphiam wj ■  (p i,S | ) (the caae of *3 ia obvioualy identical) ia defined by 
the canonical topological projection p\\ M  x W —• M  and by the morphiam 
of graded locally ringed ¿/¿-apacea ?r t : >4 —* { p i ) . (A ® wB ) determined by the 
natural monomorphiama A (U ) •—* (A  ® B ) ( (p j ) — * (i/ ) ) ,  where U  ia an open 
aet in M . In thia way one obtaina a commutative diagram like (2.4) and n’t ia 
obvioualy an epimorphiam. The theaia follows, like the correaponding reault for 
graded manifolda, by the univeraal property of the topological tenaor product. ■
REMARK 2.1. The univeraality property atated in Propoaition 2.2 entaila that 
the product introduced in Definition 2.1 ahould actually be the product in the 
category of G-aupermanifolda (cf. Remark 1.1.2 and [GJroD]). A
Produ ct auperiiianifoldM a* free uiodulea. Given two G-aupermani­
folda (A f, A )  and (JV,S), we may conaider —  looaely apeaking —  the product 
(A/, A )  x (N ,B )  aa a filtration over ( M ,A ), and can define the aectiona o f thia 
fibration aa the G-morphiama a: (U, A\u) —* (M ,A )  x (N ,B )  auch that itj oj =  id 
(here U ia any open aubaet of M ). These sections define a sheaf of sets on M . 
We conaider in particular the caae where N  ia the free graded B^-module , 
equipped with its standard G-supermanifold structure (aee below). In this caae, 
the aheaf of aectiona previously introduced ia a free ^-module; it is interesting 
to establish the relationship between thia aheaf and the structure aheaf of the 
product super manifold. Thia will be important in next Section in order to 
provide a proper definition of vector bundle within the category o f G-super- 
manifolda. An analogous result holda in the smooth ordinary case, as well as in 
the category of graded manifolds (H «M l); in the case of smooth manifolda, it can 
be briefly described as follows. The smooth functions on a vector bundle can 
be regarded as smooth functions of the fibre coordinates with coefficients in the 
ring of smooth functions on the base manifold. In thia way, the ring of smooth 
functions of the total apace is no more than the completion of the polynomial 
ring of the fibre coordinates with coefficients in the smooth functions on the 
base manifold.
Firstly, let us recall (aee Section A .2) that the graded symmetric algebra 
o f a rank (p ,q ) free graded R-module F , denoted by 5 (F ),  ia the quotient of 
the graded tenaor algebra © * >0 F  by the ideal generated by the elements 
o f the form a ® 6 — (  — 1 )l*ll*l b ® a. We also define the total graded symmetric 
algebra of F:
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S T {F )  =  5 (F © n F ) .
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Herr II denotes the parity change functor (cf. |M«a]), which is defined by stating 
that 11(F) is the abelian group Fj © F0 endowed with the F-module structure 
given by a (m (/ )) -  ( — 1 o/ ) for nny a 6 «  mid /  e F ,  where to: F„<BF, - »
Fi © F0 is the map ao ©  Oj —» o 1 ©  o0.
Once a homogeneous basis ( « i , . .. . . .  ,/ f }  for F  has been fixed,
5 (F ) can be identified with the algebra F [e j....... e,| A r (/ i . - • • i/ f), while
5 T (F ) is identified with the algebra
F[e, w ( f i w (/ f )) ®n A « (/ i  .••• ./ ». w (« i  ),•••, t r (e , ) ) ;
here F [ . . . )  denotes the graded-commutative //algebra generated by the ele­
ments within the bracket, while ( . . . )  is the graded F-module generated by the 
elements within the triangular brackets.
In particular we are interested in the case F  ■  Fj**; since the (F ¿ )q- 
modules F {’ lv and (F t )* 'f , •*+ , are isomorphic, F ¿ *  has a natural structure of 
a G-supermanifold of dimension (p +  q,p  +  q). In order to have a coherent 
notation, we denote its structure sheaf by Qp^. The sheaf T  of sections o f the 
product G-.upermmdfold (M , A )  x ( S j l, .C,|,) i. obviou.ly a rank (p ,g ) graded 
.4-module; we denote by
{(«*»<,tfa )  i  =  l , . , . ,m , a  =  l , . . . , n }
a local basis of the dual ,4-module F ,  say on an open U  C M ■ The total 
graded symmetric algebra o f F ( l / )  admits the following characterisation:
S T (F * (U ) )  sr
w(*7i)t - •. ,w (»7, ) ]  ® h A r Íw Í“ '! ) . -  • •, w(u>,), »71, . . .  ,»7, ) as
M V )  ®Bt [w i,. . .  ,u>„ w (rn ) , . . . ,  tr(»jf  )]® r
A r Íw Íu»! ) , . . . ,  tr(u»F), »7, , . . . ,  iyf ) ) .  (2.5)
ss
We equip the space
, u w ( t)X ) , . . . ,  W ( t j q  )) ® r  A r  ( w ( “ »j ) , . . . ,  t»(u»F ), 1 7 1 . . . .  ,17 ,)
with the topology that it inherits as a subring of C?,|f ( A j lf ). The metric struc­
ture of S T (F * (U ) )  is independent of the choice o f the basis {(«*>¿,17, , ) }.  Fi­
nally, we denote by 5 T (F * )  the sheaf of Ft-algebras on M  x F j * ,  whose
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sections on the open aet U  x Jf£lf are the completion of (2.8) with reapect to 
the Grothendieck topology; by reaaoning aa in Propoaition 2.2, we can prove 
the following reault:
P ropos ition  2.3. T/ie a/ieaf S T ( f * )  is cunonicmily iaomorphic with the atrue- 
lure shea/ o f the product G-aupermiuufold (A t ,A )  x (B ^ , 0 p ) f ). ■
All this can be summarised aa follows: the sheaf o f aectiona of a product 
G-super manifold (M , A ) x  ,f ) ia a ire. graded .4-module of rank (p , f ) ;
conversely, given a G-aupermanifold (A#,^4), and a free graded .4-module T  of 
rank (p, 9 ), we can construct a product G-aupermanifold whose aheaf of aectiona 
is iaomorphic with T .
T h e  graded  tangent spare o f  the p roduct. Let (M ,A )  and (N ,B )  be 
G-aupermanifolda of dimenaion (m ,n ) and (p.q). Let ua consider the product 
G-supermanifold (A f, A ) x (N ,B )  =  (M  x N , A & WB ) and the natural projections
»1 -  -  (M ,A )
»* “  (pa. f f j ):(Af x N, AQ. B)  -  ( N,B) .
Every graded derivation D  € V e rA (U ) on an open aubaet U  C M  induces a 
graded derivation D  ®  Id o f A (U )  ® B (V )  for every open subset V C N . Since 
D  is linear and continuous, it induces a graded derivation of A (U )Q WB {V ). In 
this way one obtains morphisms of sheaves of .4® „ 5 -modules n \ :ir l(V e rA ) —* 
V e r (A ® nB ) and wf: w f(V erB ) -• P er (.4 ® w5 ) given respectively by D  >-* D®Id 
and D  >-+ Id ®D , and then, a morphism of locally free sheaves o f ^ ® wfl-modules
* \ {V trA ) 9  " ¡ (V t r B )  —— ^Per(.4 ® „f5 ) ^ . 6 )
P  +  P ' P ® ld  +  ld ® P '
P ropos ition  2.4. The previoua morphiam ia an iaomorphiam.
Proof. The question being local one can assume that (M ,A )  ■  „ )  and
(AT.fl) =  ( * '  « , (? , , ) ,  so that (A/,.4) x (/V.fl) -  In this
case, if ( * * , . . . .  xm, y1, . . . .  yn) are graded coordinates in B ™,n, then P er (?m,n ia 
a free $m,„-module with basis j  ( i  .  .  l , . . . , n ) .  Then,
n^fVer Gm,n) ¡» a free Gm+P,„+,-module with basis ^ ^ “ 7 ® Id, ® Id^ (» =
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1 ,... ,m , a m 1 ,... ,n ). Similarly, if »* ,  I1, . . . ,  t9) are graded roordi-
Now, if one writea, aa cuatomary, ** m ! , ( * * ) ,  y ° -  £,(y**), Mi  =  
ifi m then ( * ‘ , . . .  z*, . . . ,  . . . ,  y " , I * , . . . ,  f* ) are graded coor-
dinatea in B™ "  x * ’ •' =4 and par 0 „ +, , .+ ,  i. the free
module with baaia
Then, one haa the following rharacteriaation o f the graded tangent apace 
to a product G-aupermanifold.
C oro lla ry  2.1. For every pair of pointa t € M . i  6 N . there ia a natural 
iaomorphiam o f  free Bt-modu/es
3. Supervector bundles
Quite naturally, the notion o f product provider the local model for the conatruc- 
tion o f auperbundlea. In particular, we are intereated in a theory of vector bun- 
dlea in the category of G-aupermanifolda, that we ahall call aupervector bundlea. 
In ordinary differential geometry, it ia well known (cf. for inatance [Wal.Dal]) 
that, given a smooth manifold X , the category of rank r (aay, smooth real) vec­
tor bundlea over X  ia equivalent to the category o f rank r locally free modulea 
over the atructure aheaf of X . Thia equivalence alao appliea to the topolog­
ical, holomorphic, and algebraic caaea while, on the other hand, in algebraic 
geometry vector bundlea are defined aa locally free modulea.
Before entering the realm of aupervector bundlea, we ahould like to atate 
explicitly the relationahip exiating between the fibre over r € of a rank r
natea in then * i (V e r  Qp,n) ia a free Gm+p,n+r module with baaia
(
thua finiahing the proof.
T . (M , A )® T a(N tB ) =* r (M )(A# x N ,A ® .B ) .
vector bundle (  over X  and the structure sheaf C $  of X . Since vector bundle« 
are locally trivial, and we are interested in a local matter, we may assume (  to 
be trivial. After fixing a specific trivialisation, the sheaf F  o f sections of (  can 
be identified with (C y ) r , i.e. with the sheaf of smooth maps X  -*  Rr . Now, 
it is evident that the space ■ F t ) Se Rr —  where Ofi, is the maximal
ideal of (C * ) , ;  i.e., the set o f germs of functions which vanish at r  —  may be 
identified with the fibre o f (  over x. It is also evident that this identification is 
independent of the trivialisation chosen.
This discussion suggests that one should tackle the construction of a theory 
of supervector bundles in the following way. Let ( M ,A ,6 m ) be a G-supermani- 
fold (we recall from Section 1.4 that 6M is a fl^-algebra morphism A  -*  ,
the latter being the sheaf of smooth ^¿,-valued functions on A/). We require 
that:
(i) the category of supervector bundles over ( M ,A ,6 M ) be equivalent to the 
category of locally free graded .4-modules;
(ii) the fibre over z € M  of a rank (r ,a ) supervector bundle over (M ,A ,6 M )f 
whose sheaf of sections is T , be canonically isomorphic with the graded 
flt-module /",/(£, • F , ) ,  where
£. - { / € > .  I «</)(.) -  0} . (J.l)
It should be noticed that the ideal involved in this quotient is not the 
maximal ideal of A ,,  which is
91. -  { /  € A .  | # ( I m (/ K * ) )  -  0 } ,
where a is, as usual, the body map. Indeed, the quotient / ‘./(91, • T , )  is 
isomorphic with Rr; therefore, by sticking with the maximal ideal of A ,  we 
would obtain an inconsistency with requirement ( i), in that the objects resulting 
from our construction would be basically ordinary vector bundles with standard 
fibre Rr (cf. discussion at the end of Section 1.3).
Let (A#, A ) and ( F , A f ) be two G-aupermanifolds.
D efin ition  3.1. A locally trivial superbundle over ( M ,A ) with standard fibre 
( F ,A r )  ia a pair ( ( { ,  A * ), w), consisting o f a G-supermanifold ( ( ,  A ( )  and a 
G-epimorphism ( ( ,A ( )  — ►  (A/,A), such that M  admits an open cover {Uj}  
together with a family o f local G-isomorphisms
A^|w_ l(l/^ )  -♦ x ( F ,A f ) (3.2)
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fulfilling the condition it, o Vj = id.
If it ■  (p ,ff), **»d «  € M , we denote by w- , (s )  (the fibre over * ) the G-su- 
permanifold whose underlying topological space is p_ , (s ), and whose structure 
sheaf is
where AC(,) is the subsheaf o f A(_ whose sections vanish when restricted to p '( * ) .
For any z € M , n ~ l (x )  is G-isontorphic with the standard fibre ( F ,A p ). A 
pair is said to he a /ocai trivialiaation; a G-aection of the superbundle
(  on an open set U C M  is a G-morphism p :(l/ ,A \u ) — such that
iro/i =  id. Given two locally trivial superhuudles ( ( ( , A ( ) , n )  and 
over a G-supermanifold ( M ,A ), a auperbundle morphiam 4 > :((,A f) -•  ( ( ' , A f )  
is, by definition, a G-tnorphism, making the following diagram commutative:
G°° vector bundles. When defining aupervector bundlea, we can restrict 
ourselves, with no loss o f generality, to the case where the standard fibre is
in the previous Section. Since any G-supermanifold has an underlying G°° 
supermanifold, we can expect that any supervector bundle has an underlying 
‘C *  vector bundle,’ and hence that we need to define this concept. Since the 
structure sheaf of a G°° supermanifold is a sheaf of functions, the notion of 
G°° vector bundle is a verbatim translation of the definition of ordinary vector 
bundles.
D efin ition  3.2. A triple ( M ,E ,p ) is said to be a G°° vector bundle i f  M  and 
E  are G °° aupermanifolda, p: E  —* M  ia a G °° mapping, and the following 
conditiona are fulfilled:
(1 ) there exists a cover {U , )  o f M  and G°° iaomorphiama
A l l  “
( ( . A ) — ( t ' . AO
( « M l (M , A )
B ^*, which can be endowed with a G-supermanifold structure as described
x B p
auch that pr, o^j =  p;
II
(2 ) the morphiama V, o if>k l , when restricted to the fibres of the apace (U j D 
Ui,) x ¿¡¿*, ere morphiama o f graded Hl -modules.
Supervector bundle«. In the previous Section we learnt how to associate 
a particular kind of superbundle i.e. a product bundle — with any free graded 
.4-module. This procedure ran he extended to the case of locally free graded 
.4-modules on the (i-supermanifold (M ,A ).
Propos ition  3.1. With any locally free graded A  module ?  on ( A/, A ) one can 
aaaociate a locally trivial auperbundle, whose aheaf o f  G-aectiona is isomorphic 
with T .
Proof. Let T  be a rank (r, s) locally free graded ,4-module on (M ,A ) ;  there 
exists a cover U “  of A#, together with a family of isomorphisms of graded 
.4-modules
H <r<v, (3.3)
The composition “ f / O i * 1 yields an isomorphism
* j * :M|t/Jnt/^)*l, , (3.4)
which is described by a matrix whose entries are sections of A\v r vk \ this matrix 
will be denoted by the same symbol h^*. By letting
# > * - *< *> * ).  (3.5)
one obtains a G°° morphism g jk 'U j n 17* -• GLt[p\q\, where GLt[p\q\ is the 
general linear supergroup of rank (r ,s ) (cf. Section A.3). Quite obviously, the 
morphisms g fulfill the cocycle property
#J*(«) •#**(*) • # * (* )■ ! v* € Ui n Uk n u k. (3.6)
Proceeding by analogy with the ordinary theory o f fibre bundles (cf. e.g. [KN ]), 
it is therefore possible to construct a (700 vector bundle p :{  —♦ M , with the 
standard fibre B and transition functions g} *. As a matter of fact, for every 
point s € M  the following isomorphism of graded ¿¡¿-modules holds:
• A p )  a  f l j k ; (3.7)
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this ia a direct consequence of the commutativity of the following diagram:
o i c ,  — . a'." — . jtf'/ic. aF) — . o
*i*| J *.*<•) (3-8)
0 --------. C. ■ A ’ "  --------. A ’ "  • a : " )  -------- . 0
In order to build a auperbundle we aimply have to introduce a aheaf A (  making 
(  into a G-aupermanifold, compatible with the underlying G °° atructure. Since 
T  ia locally free, we may define a aheaf A^ = S T ( f ’ ), repeating at a local 
level —  by meana of the iaomorphiama (3.3) —  the aaine procedure followed 
in the caae of a free ,4-module. Thia can be done because the reaulta obtained 
on the overlaps of different U j't  coincide, since the metric atructure of S T (T * )  
ia independent of the choice of the isomorphisms (3.3). The pair (£ ,.4 {) is a 
G-aupermanifold, aa can be deduced from Proposition 3.1 and from the fact 
that the isomorphisms (3.3) induce local trivializations
- . A |U, (3.#)
Finally, the natural immersion it: A  •—* p. ( S T ( f ) )  determines a G-epimor- 
phiam n m (p,w), and one can easily observe that the pair ((£ ,.4< ),ir) ia a locally 
trivial superbundle —  with the G-supermanifold (B ^ * ,C P\9) a* the standard 
fibre -  whose sheaf o f G-sections coincides with T .  ■
Given two locally free graded .4-modules on (M ,A ) ,  say T  and T ’, any 
morphism ♦ : T  —► T '  singles out a morphism (/, i/>) between the corresponding 
auperbundles (£,.4<) e ( (\ A ^ ) .  Indeed —  referring Eqs. (3.3-7) to a fixed cover 
U for both .4-modules — the morphism ♦  gives rise, through diagram (3.8), to 
the following commutative diagram
o ------ ► c . r . ----- *
- I  -1
o ------ . c ,r a ----- * r t
The map / is defined by imposing that, for any t 6 A/, its restriction to the 
fibre j t- , ( z ) ia merely the graded /?£-module morphism On the other hand,
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the morphiam of sheavea of graded /¿¿-algcbraa V>: A^  —* ia determined
by evident algebraic ronatrurtiona.
The analyaia developed ao far leada to the following definition:
D efin ition  3.3. A rank (r, a) aupervector bundle on a G-aupermanifold ( M , A ) 
ia a locally trivial » uperbundle ( ( ( , A ( ) ,w )  aaaodated, according to Propoaition
3.1, with a rank (r ,a ) locally free graded A-module.
Quite naturally, we deaignate by the term tupervector bundle morphiam 
a auperbundle morphiam which ia induced by a morphiam between the corre- 
aponding .4-modules. A aequence o f aupervector bundle morphiama ia aaid to 
be exact if the correaponding aequence of .4-modulea ia exact.
One can verify directly that the correapondence between aupervector bun- 
dlea and locally free .4-modulea eatabliahed by Propoaition 3.1 determinea a 
one-to-one rorreapondenre between the respective iaomorphiam clasaes, thua 
yielding an equivalence of categoriea.
REMARK 3.1. We ahould like to atreaa that the G ° °  aupermanifold (  underlying 
a aupervector bundle over a (1 -aupermanifold ( M , A , 6 m )  ia a G ° °  vector bundle 
over M , whose tranaition functiona gjk are related to the tranaition morphiama 
o f the aupervector bundle by Eq. (3.5). a
G raded  tangent bundle. A very important example o f aupervector bun­
dle ia provided by the graded tangent bundle T (M ,A )  to a G-aupermamifold 
( M ,A ), which ia aimply defined aa the aupervector bundle aaaociated with the 
locally free .4-module V erA . If ( x j , . . . ,  t™ ** ) and (x j , . . . ,  xj*+n) are coordi­
nate ayatema for (M ,A )  on the overlapping Beta Uj and i/*, then the jacobian 
matrix
A ,B  m 1 ,.. .  ,m  +  n (3.11)
providea the relevant tranaition morphiama for T (M ,A )  (the jacobian matrix 
ia evaluated according to preacription (1.4.8)). The diacuaaion which haa led to 
the definition of aupervector bundle and Definition 1.4.2 ahow that the fibre of 
the graded tangent bundle of ( A f ,A ) at a point x € M  ia no more than the 
graded ¿¿¿-module Tt (M ,A )  (the graded tangent apace at x) with ita canonical 
atructure of a G-aupermanifold. The aectiona of the graded tangent bundle, i.e. 
the graded derivationa of A , will alao be called graded vector fielda, in the aenae 
that at any point x € M  they aingle out an element (a vector) in T , (M , A ) .
B a s i c  o b o m b t r v  o r  G - i u p b r m a n i f o i .d i «3
The graded tangent bundle T (M ,A )  has an underlying O 00 vector bundle, 
whose transition functions are the mappings g,k *  these functions
cannot be written as jacobian matrices, since derivatives of functions with 
respect to odd variables are not defined. This is consistent with the fact that 
the sheaf of sections of the underlying G*° vector bundle (which is no more 
than 'DerAm>) is not locally free.
Superfine bundles. A particular, but important, case is that of auperline 
bundles, —  i.e. supervector bundles over a (J-super manifold ( M ,A ), having 
either rank (1,0) or (0,1). Since in both cases the transition morphisms of 
the bundle are local sections of the sheaf .4J (invertible even sections of ¿4), the 
categories of the two kinds of superfine bundles are in fart equivalent. Superline 
bundles will be studied in some detail in Chapter IV.
C ategoria l operations w ith  supervector bundles. The category of 
SVB ’s over a G-supermanifold ( M , A ) is equivalent to that of locally free A- 
modules, so that one can define the usual operations o f direct sum, tensor prod­
uct, etc. in terms o f the corresponding operations for .4-modules. Henceforth, 
the terminology 'supervector bundle’ will often be shortened into ‘SVB.’
Let (M ,A )  be a G-supermanifold, ( ( ( , .4 < ),* )  and (( { ', .4 < ') ’ * ' )  b* SVB ’s 
over (M ,A )  of respective rank (p ,q ) and (r ,s ), and let T  and T* be the corre­
sponding locally free .4-modules of G-sections.
D efin ition  3.4. The auperbundle o f  homomorphiarna from  ( ( , .4 { )  to ( f , 4 ( > )  
is the SVB  (Horn(l,{'),.4Hom(<.<')) aaaociated with the rank ( pr +  qa,pa + qr) 
locally free A-module o f homomorphiama ) according to Definition
3.3. In the same way, the direct sum and the tensor product o f ( ( , A ( )  and 
(C ,4 ( i )  are the SV B ’a ( (  ©  ( \ A t9 i ‘ ) and ( (  W (', .4 <w<<) aaaociated with the 
locally free A-modulea T  © T '  and T  9 a  F > reapectively.
All these bundles are trivial when ( ( ( . .A c ) ,* )  and ( ( ( \ A (> ),» ' )  are also 
trivial. In particular, if we denote by ( ,  =  w- , (s ) the fibre of w :( —* M  over a 
point i  € M , and similarly ( '  etc., one has
H om ((,(#). HomB l( ( „ O ,
( ( © ( ' ) .  *  ( . • £ ,  
( ( » ( ' ) .  = * ( .  9 b l C ,
when we consider nil fibres with their natural structures of graded ^¿-modules. 
Let us briefly comment upon the structure of the direct sum S VB (p, ♦ ) :  ( (©  
— (M ,A ) .  The underlying manifold { © { '  is the fibre product (  x M ( '  
over M  of the underlying manifolds, taken with respect to the maps n : (  — M  
and w :£ —* M . Actually, ( {  would be the fibre product G-su-
permanifold ( ( , A t ) ({'.*4< '). if this notion had been defined; in fact,
the fibre product of two G-morphisms only exists when certain ‘ transversality’ 
conditions are fulfilled. Although this is certainly the case for locally free super­
fibre bundles, as the proof involves some not entirely trivial technicalities, we 
shall confine ourselvr. to the study o f «© *\ .4 < #<0  in the particular case when 
^  (M  x ( f ) is trivial, such that T  =  A 9 ==♦ ® Bl A.
Now, one has L
sT((A’"<5>ry) * st(b’")9Bl sT((ry)
by (2.5), and then
s i-u A ’ "  ®  r y )  =»
This proves that there is a G-isomorphism
< V  x =‘ ( « i l,,C,|t ) x ( C , ^ , ) .  (3.12)
The natural morphism of ^-modules
induces a morphism of SVB’s
(H om ((,{'),^4Hoill(< <()) ©  ( ( , A { )  - »  (*\.4<.). (3.13)
f f  ( iM < )  ^  (M  x B l * ,A ® nGp\i) *■ (3.12) gives rise to a G-morphism
(Hom(A/ x x B ’ "  -
In particular, taking M  =  x =  (z , B l ), this proves that the natural map
(3.14)
B a s i c  o b o m r t k v  o r  a -a u ra *M AN ir o i .D i as
is a G-morphism; this alao follow» from the fact that thla morphiam ia O H °°.
Furthermore, let ua conaider the general linear aupergroup GLi[p\q\ over 
B t  (cf. Section A.3), endowed with ita natural atructure of G-aupermanifold 
&a an open aubmanifold of HomBA(/?J*(*, *), and let ua denote by B  the
correaponding atructure aheaf; the above morphiam inducea a G-morphiam
(CilW «l,B> X W . c , ! , )  -  < « i" .C ,|t ). (S.18)
Let ua take the SVB’e ((£,.4<),ir), ( (£ \ A i ' ) , » ' )  and ( ( { '\ .4 <» ), irM) aaaociated 
with locally free .4-modulea P ,  T '  and j r" . The compoaition of morphiama 
define» a morphiam of ,4-moduIea
-  Hom A ( r , r )
and, thua, a morphiam of SVB’a
(H o m ({', (" ),^ H o n .U ',n ) © (H om (^ .i'),  ^ Hom(<,<'))
—  (3 .1 «)
whose effect on fibrea ia, of courae, the compoaition of morphiama
Hom(*\C)a © Hom(i.e'). -
K .
Equationa (3.12) and (3.16) provide G-morphiains
X (H °ro ( ( ,M  x B L " )M Ho„ ( (  M>b.|.,)
-  (H om ((, M  x ■■ - . ! . , )  (3.1T)
and
(Horn(M  x
-  <3  l S >
I!
If we again take the general linear supergroup Q L i\ r|s] over B i  endowed, m  
before, with its natural structure of a (J-superinanifold, the above morphisrns 
induce G-morphisms
(G L l \r|.|,B) x (H om ((,M  x
-  ( H o n , ( 3. 1®)
and
- ( » „ , M x . i - , ( “ U Hi_ iv < | , n ) .  (3.20)
Let us now consider SVB’s (((,^4< ),ir) and ( ( ( ' wi th the same 
rank, (p,fl) *  ( r , « ). We can then talk of isomorphisms between them. The 
subset b o « , * ' )  o f those points in H o rn « ,* ')  that are isomorphisms of * ,  with 
* ' is open, and we have an open sub-C-superinanifold
( M * . * ' ) , ^ < m ' ) ) .
where ■= •4hori(<,<')| i.a<(,(>y The restriction of the natural projection
(P . * ) : (H o rn «,* '),*4 Hom<<.<»)) — is a G-morphism,
( p , ^ ) : ( W * , * ' ) M U o ( < r ) ) -  ( M , A ) ,
namely, it is a locally trivial G-superbundle (cf. Definition 3.1) whose standard 
fibre is GLt\p\q\.
We can thus give the following definition:
D efin ition  3.B. The auperbundle o f  iaomorphiama from  ( * tA ( ) to  (** ,<A {<) is 
the locally trivial auperbundle with atmndurd fibre GLi\p\q] deacribed by
(P » : ( Iso(*,*')M u^m ')) -  (M>A).
Now, given a SVB (* , .4 {) of rank (r, s), Eq. (3.14) defines a G-morphism
W »  *  k 4 ))  «  * J "  -  K . ^ ) .  (3.21)
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while (3.19) and (3.20) provide G-morphiama
- ( M i . J V x B ? * ) , ^  (3.22)
and
( M A f  x *  (O i lH i l . B )
- ( M i V x  * ? ’ , « > , (3.23)
EXAMPLE 3.1. There ia an important auperbundle of iaomorphiama canoni­
cally associated with a G-aupermanifold ( M ,A ) of dimension (m ,n ). Taking 
( ( ,  ,4<) = (M  * B p ,  Ato'Cm in ) as the trivial SVB of rank (m, n), and (*\  A f ) -  
T (M ,A )  as the graded tangent bundle, the locally trivial G-superbundle of 
isomorphisms o f the trivial SVB of rank (m ,n ) with the graded tangent bun­
dle is called the auperbuntile o f graded frmmea of (A f ,A ),  and is denoted by 
F r (M ,A ) .  A
4. Graded exterior differential calculus
The graded tensor calculus developed in Section A.2 can be applied to the case 
of the spaces of sections of a locally free aheaf Ad on a graded ringed space. We 
are interested in the case o f the sheaf of graded differential forms on a G-super- 
manifold; the case of graded manifolds, which is in fact very similar, is treated 
in detail in (Xm | and |H«Ml].
Let (M ,A )  be a (m ,n ) dimensional G-supermanifold; the sheaf “D trA  of 
graded derivations of the aheaf of graded fit-algebras A  is locally free as a con­
sequence of Proposition 1.4.3, since {M , A )  and ( f i ” ' " , (?) are locally isomorphic. 
In accordance with Proposition A.2.1, V e rA  is a sheaf of graded fit-algebras, 
with the graded Lie bracket between local sections D j, D i given by Eq. (A .2.4):
-  Di o D , -  ( - l ) l D« ll° * lf ia o Di .
I f  ( t f , ( * ‘ , . . .  , . . .  , y " ) )  ia a coordinate chart for ( M ,A ), the graded
, t ■  l , . . . ,m ,  a  =  l , . . . , n ,  are defined as in Eq.
C r a f t s *  II
(1.4.8) by enforcing the local identification of ( M , A )  with ( B ? ' n , C ) ,  and form 
a basis o f V e rA (U ):
for any D  € V e rA (U ).
D efin ition  4.1. The aheavea o f graded differential forma on ( M , A ) are the 
aheavea
Ha  «  A kV tr -A .
The graded differential forma on (M ,A )  will alao be called aimply graded 
forma.
Section A .2 provides the algorithm for computing the wedge product of 
two graded forma and the inner product between a graded vector field and a 
form: for 6 0 \ (V )  and 6 homogeneoua graded forma, and
homogeneous graded vector fields D , , . . .  , DF+f € V erA (tJ ), we have
(t^ A u r « ) (D ,.......D ,+ f )
" (7+fj! ^  .... .........................
(4.1)
where as in Section A.2 — we have denoted by |<r| the parity o f the permu­
tation <r, and have set
a £  £  |Br to l l ^ >)| +  k , l £ | f l ^ ) h
i< ‘< i< r»IO > «()) i-1
(D , J u ^ )(D J(. . . , £ , )  =  p ( - i ) |Dli|- F,u,^(D1|. . . , d p). (4.2)
We now wish to generalize the notion of Cartan exterior differential to the 
setting of graded forms.
Defin ition  4.2. The exterior differential ia the morphiam o f graded B L -mod- 
ulea
* n i ( p ) - n » +1(p)
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deacribed on a homogeneoua graded form by 
* S { D l... D , +  i ) m
for homogeneoua D i , . . . , D p G V e r (A (U ) ) ,  where o< =  \Di\ J3a<< l^ftl ( *  hat 
denotea omiaaion).
In particular, one has:
for homogeneous / G .4(1/), D  G V e rA (U ).
Propos ition  4.1. The exterior differential d verifies the condition d1 =  0, i.e., 
(•4*,<0 is a complex o f  sheaves of graded Bi-modules (in the usual sense of 
homological algebra). Moreover, d ia a differential operator o f  bidegree (1,0), 
that ia:
Obviously, the sheaf V e r 'A  =  il)* is locally free, and one can characterize 
the bases of the modules of its sections over a coordinate chart.
P ropos ition  4.2. Let (U , (x l y * , . . .  , y " ) )  be a coordinate chart on a
G-au per manifold ( M ,A ). The graded forma (d xx, . . . ,  dxm, dyl , . . . ,  dyn) pro­
vide a basis for the free A (U )-m odule ClxA(U ) ,  and for any homogeneous function 
f  G A (U )  one has
< V (D )  - (4.4)
d(u>* A w ')  =  dufp Aui* +  ( —1)^0»* A dui9
for u>* 6 n\ (U ) ,  w* G n \ (U ).
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Proof. Since
the coUection {d xx, . . .  ,dxm, - d y ' ....... dyn )  is the basis o f the module ( l lA(U )
atratea the firat claim. The aecond one ia proved by letting df =  f%dx* +
i * n<^  •Pp lpn f both aidea of thia equation to the graded vector fielda
f c i  an<* 5 ^ *  l^u* obtaining the firat expreaaion for df. The other ia obtained 
from Eq.(A.1.2), which formally means that we are regarding rt\ (U )  aa a right 
module rather than a left one. g
The aecond expreaaion for df holda even if / ia not homogeneoua.
Aa a corollary, one obtains the basis of the module of graded r-forma ftrA(U ). 
Let ua recall that Er ia the set of all strictly increasing sequences {p : { 1 . . . p } —* 
{1 .. . r )  | 1 <  p <  r )  U {p * },  where po it the empty sequence. The number 
p ia alao denoted by d(p). Moreover, J  -  ( )  € N "  will denote a 
multi-index, whose length is defined aa |J| «= J*’
Coro llary 4.1. Let (U , * m, yl , . . .  , y " ) )  be a coordinate chart on a G-
aupermanifold (M ,A ) .  The module f l rA(U )  ia free over A (U )  with a basis given 
by the graded r-forma
dx* A dyJ =  dx*( l )  A ••• A daMlf) A dy1 A • A dy1 A • • • A dyn A • • • A dyn
All thia enablea ua to compute the exterior differential of any graded form 
vj € ttA(U ). By letting
■  (“D e rA (U )Y  dual to the basis
0 0 
dm* * Dy“
j  of V e rA (U ).  Thia demon-
where p € z.p. and p and \J\ are auch that p +  |J| m r.
With U j  £ A [U )
d(*) + U\-r
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we obtain
iw  -  £  d(dx* A dyJ f„j) m ( - l ) r dr* A dyJ A dJ^j
4(ji)+|J|wr
- < - » ) '  £  a *  S f e  +  a  * -< • >  ^ 1 ,
« »H U H *  U - l  • - !  ^  J
here /a -t-1 is the strictly increasing sequence obtained by reordering the sequence 
(/ i( l ) , .. .  ,p (p ) ti ) ,  and is a ±1 which takes account o f the changes of sign 
involved in the reordering, while, if i is already contained in p , the summation on 
that term is skipped; (a ) is the multi-index given by (a )  =  (0 , . . . ,  1 , . . . ,  0) € N n 
with 1 in the ath place.
It is also possible to introduce the Lie derivative of a graded differential 
form with respect to a graded vector field, by using as a definition a well-known 
property o f the Lie derivative in the ordinary setting.
D efin ition  4.3. The Lie derivative with reaped to a graded vector field D  € 
V e rA (U ) la the morphiam o f graded Hi,-modules
U eD: ( l pA(U )  - »  U \ {U )
given by
Lie© u» =  D j  du) +  d( D_\ u>)
for any ut € f tA(U ).
It follows that if D  6 "DerA (U ) is a homogeneous graded vector field, the 
Lie derivative Lie© is a graded derivation of bidegree (0, |D|), that is:
Lie/jit*»’’ A w ')  =  Lieou>* Aw* + ( — i ) l |:>ll‘^ l tt,* a  Lieo«*»* (4.5)
where and w« 6 n « ,(^  )•
The explicit expression of the Lie derivative is easily achieved from its very 
definition:
L i«D « ( * > i ....... D , )  =  ( - l ) |D|E f . i |0tlD (u .(D ,........ D p))
-  (_i)M >IM  £ ,< .l°<  L (£ ) , ....... (£>. Di\........ Dp) (4.6)
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for homogeneous D  G V e rA (U ),  u> 6 ft^(£/) and ,D P € V e rA (U ).
5. P ro jectab le  graded vector fields
In this section we introduce the notion of a projectable graded derivation 
(graded vector field) on the total space of a superbundle. This will be particu­
larly useful when dealing with principal superfibre bundles. Let (p, j ) ; ( P , B )  —» 
( M ,A ) be a G-morphism, and let D  be a graded vector field on ( P ,B ).
D efin ition  5.1. D  is (p ,^ )-projectable to ( M ,A ) i f  for every open subset 
V C  M  it preserves the aubring t/>(A(V)) o f B (p ~ l (V ) ) ;  that is, i f  for every 
f  G A (V ) ,  there exiata p (D ) ( f )  6 A (V )  such that D (V (/ )) -  V>(p(D)(/)). 
Moreover, D  ia amid to be verticmJ i f  it is (p, ^ ) -projectable and p( D )  = 0.
The graded vector field p (D )  on ( V ,A v ) is called the projection  of D. In 
sheaf language, if D: B —• B is projectable, the diagram
is commutative.
Let V  C M  be an open subset and U m p~l (V ) .  It is clear that if D  is 
(P»^)-projectable on ( U ,A u ) with projection p (D ),  and / € A (V ) ,  then / • D, 
defined aa / • £) =  ip ( f )D  is also (p,^)-projectable with projection f  p (D ). 
It follows that the set V ro (p .B )(V )  of (p,0)-projectable graded vector fields 
on p~l (V )  is a graded A (V )  module, so that we can define a sheaf of graded 
.4-modules V ro (p ,B ), called the aheaf o f (p, ^ )-projectable graded vector fields.
Furthermore, if D\, D 2 are (p, V*)-project able on (U ,A v ),  the Lie bracket 
[Di,Z?j] is also (p.^)-projectable, with projection p ((D i,D j))  =  [p (D , ),p (D ,)].
I f  D  is a vertical graded vector field on an open subset U  C  P ,  for every 
g G B (U ) the graded vector field gD  is also vertical. One can thus define a 
sheaf V er(fl) of 0-modules, called the sheaf of verticad graded vector fields on
A P.B
A — —  P.B
a'
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(P , B ). By definition, there ia a aequenre of aheavea o f A  modulea
0 — |>.(V'r(B)) — V ro(p.B ) i  V trA  — 0 (8.1)
which in general ia exact only on the left, i.e. the morphiam p may fail to be 
aurjective.
P rop os it ion  5.1. Let (p,ij>): (P ,B )  —* (M ,A )  be a locally trivial auperbundle. 
The aequence o f aheavea o f A-tnodulca (5.1) ia exact.
Proof. One has only to prove that there is a cover of M  by open subsets V  such 
that every graded vector field on (V ,A y )  (where A y  *= A\v) is the projection 
o f a graded vector field on (U %A v ) i  U  m p_ , (V ). Let us then cover M  by 
open subsets V  auch that (U ,A u )  =  ( F , A r )  x (V ,A v )  =  ( F x  V ,A f ® wA v ) 
and p ia the second projection. Thus, if D ' ia a graded vector field on (V, A y ),  
D  =  Id ® £ ’ defines a graded vector field on ( U ,A u ) =  (F  x V, A f ® *-A v ) that 
is (p,^)-projectable and projects onto D \  i.e. p (D ) =  D '. ■
Let us look at the local structure of this sequence, taking V  as above, so 
that ( U ,A u )  =  (F, A f ) x  ( V, A y )  =  (F x  V, Ayi^wAy), and (p,V1) the second 
projection (U  =  p—* (V )). We assume that there is a system (x 1, . . . ,  * m,y 1, 
. . .  , y " )  of graded coordinates in ( V, A y ), and we take graded coordinates (s 1, 
. . . ,  x * , !1, . . .  ,<*) in an open subset W  C F of the fibre. Then, (x 1, . .. , * m, 
. . . ,  *p,y l , • • • ,yn, <*,... ,<*) are graded coordinates in W  x V , and the gen­
eral expression of a graded vector field in W x V is
where the / ’s, F ’s, y ’s and G'a are G H °° functions of the coordinates (as1, . . . , 
*"* , * * , . . .  , * F,y 1, . .. ,yn,<1, ... ,<*), and {/?,,, p  € S t }  is the canonical basis of
B l
Now, D  is (p,i/>)-projectable if and only if the coefficients / and F ’s depend 
only on the graded coordinates (x 1, . . .  ,x m, y1, . . . ,  yn) of the base supermani­
fold; in this case, the projection of D  is
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Furthermore, D  is w rite*! if it is given by:
where the g » anti the O'* are (» / /00 functions of all the graded coordinates. 
Finally, one easily obtains the fallowing result.
P rop os ition  5.2. Let (p, V»): ( P, B ) —• (M ,A )  be a locmlly trivial auperbundle. 
There is a canonical iaomorphiam o f sheaves o f B-modulea:
t/>'Vro(p.B) =  B » a  V ro (p .B ) ^  Ver B ,
so that the sequence 5.1 inducea an exact sequence 0/ sheaves o f  B-modulea
0 —  V e r ( B ) — V e r B  ^ + f D e r A  —  0 .  (5.2)
Moreover, Proposition 2.4 implies:
P rop os ition  5.3. Lei (p , i j> ) : (F ,A r )x (M ,A )  - »  (A /M ) be »  triviml auperbun­
dle. I f  tr j ■  (pi,|>i ) : ( F , A f )  x (A / M ) —• ( F , A r ) denotea the firat projection, 
there is a canonical iaomorphiam
n f (V e r A r )  =» V er(U ).
and the exact aequence (5.2) is induced by (5.1). ■
8. D e W itt  supermanifolds
There is a class of supermanifolds, customarily called DeW iti auperm*nifolda 
|DW], which has found important applications in theoretical physics. This has 
happened both in a proper sense —  just to cite a few examples, let us men­
tion the formulation of field theories with BRST symmetry [D oPT l.H qa], the 
anomaly problem in supersymmetric quantum field theory [B oP T 3 ,B B L ,B ru L ], 
and the introduction of super Riemann surfaces in superstring theory [P r i.R S V l,
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Rtva| — and implicitly: by this w f mean that moit of the work in theoreti­
cal physics involving 'superspaces' with non-trivial topology deala in fact with 
DeWitt aupermanifolda.
Theae aupermanifolda have a much aimpler geometric atructure than generic 
aupermanifolda in that they are fihrntiona over amooth manifold« with con­
tractible flbrea. DeW itt aupermanifolda are in many reapecta aimilar to graded 
manifolda, and it ia indeed poaaible to eatabliah a precise relationahip between 
the two categoriea.
DeWitt aupermanifolda are moat conveniently defined by introducing in 
Bf[ ' n a topology t o w  (called D eW iit topology), which ia coaraer than the 
uaual Euclidean topology of B ™,n, and ia indeed the coaraeat topology such 
that the projection <rm,n: B™'n —* Rm is continuous. Therefore, the open seta 
in Tow  have the form V  x <3V^'n, where V  is an open set in Rm. The topological 
apace (B™ 'n, t o w ) i* evidently not T\, and therefore is neither HauadorfT nor 
paracompact. In a aenae, the topology t o w  i« the moat natural one for consid­
ering aupersmooth functions, which always admit extensions to open sets o f the 
type V  x y\™'n (cf. Section 1.2).
D efin ition  0.1. A G-aupermanifold (M ,A )  ia said to be DeW itt i f  it admita an 
atlas 21 =  where the pair ia an iaomorphiam o f graded
locally ringed apacea
i» j(C4))» ( 6 1 )
such that the aeta C B™'n are open in the DeW itt topology.
In the aame way, we may define a auperamooth (i.e., G°° or G H °° or H °° ) 
De W itt supermanifold by repeating Definition 1.2.1, but requiring that the 
images of the coordinate maps be open in the DeWitt topology. Quite trivially, 
the G°° supermanifold underlying a DeW itt G-supermanifold ia DeWitt itself, 
and, conversely, the trivial extension (in the aenae o f Section 1.4) of a G H °° or 
H °° DeWitt supermanifold is a DeWitt G-supermanifold.
We wish to show that any (m ,n ) dimensional DeWitt supermanifold (A/, A )  
intrinsically defines an m-dimensional differentiable manifold M b , usually called 
the body of M , and that M  is a locally trivial fibre bundle over M b , with typical 
fibre 9 t r n [R «l,D W ].a We regard M  as a G°° supermanifold, and consider on
JThe notion of body of a aupermanifold ia more general, and applies to a wider category 
of aupermanifolda than DeWitt ones [BoyG,CaRT|.
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it a coarse G °° atlaa, 31 = { (U jt 'P j ) ) -  We define in M  the following relation:
Pi *  P i if  Pit P i € Uj for som e; and o m,n o ip j(p i) *  o m,n o <pj(pi).
It ia not hard to aee that thia relation ia independent of the choice of the index 
j t  *nd ia an equivalence relation. We can therefore take the quotient M /  
we denote by M b  the quotient topological apace and by ♦ : M  —* M b  the 
(continuoua) projection. Moreover, we aet W, -  ♦(f/ i ) and define tnappinga 
+ ,:W ,  -  Rm by letting *> (♦(/ »)) -  o * , (p ).  The atlaa 3 «  -  { ( I V , , ^ ) }  
endowa M b with the atructure of an m-dimenaional amooth real manifold, and 
*  ia amooth. Simple routine checka ahow that the conatruction of the body 
manifold ia independent of the coarae atlaa originally choaen. In addition, aince 
•Pj(U i) — th (W j )  x V i i 'nt it followa that M  ia a locally trivial fibre bundle 
over M b with typical fibre 91™'". aa previously mentioned. It ia eaay to exhibit 
explicitly the transition functiona of thia bundle, that we denote by for any 
p € IVj n Wk, and u € 91™'", one haa
9jk(p ){u ) > 1 0 ^ 0  +  u ) . (6.2)
In order to check that theae functiona fulfill the cocycle condition, one needa to 
uae the identity
» " • " o p ,  o
where « 6 *,(17, n (/,). In gmcral, the 9, , ' .  take vnluem in Diff(<n”  " )  (the 
group of amooth diffeomorphiaina of the atandard fibre) and need not be linear, 
ao that ♦ :  M  —► M b ia not neceaaarily a vector bundle.
By means of the projection ♦  we can introduce a coarae (DeW itt) topology 
in M  aa well: again, thia ia the coaraeat topology auch that ♦  ia continuoua, 
that ia, ita open aeta have the form <t> ‘ (IV ), with W  C M B open. Covera o f M  
formed by aeta which are open in the DeWitt topology will be called coarac.
Relationsh ip  between d ifferent categories o f  D eW itt  superinani- 
folds. We have so far introduced a certain number of different kinds of DeWitt 
supermanifolds, i.e. we have defined objects of the DeWitt type within the 
category of G-aupermanifolda and the various categories of superamooth au- 
permanifolds. Actually, it can be shown that theae various kinds of DeWitt 
supermanifolds can be identified and, moreover, that DeWitt supermanifolds
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having a certain manifold aa body are in a one-to-one correspondence with 
graded manifolds based on that manifold.
Using the tools that we have so far in our hands, we can only shed light 
on the relationship between H DeWitt supermanifolds and graded manifolds; 
a complete analysis of this issue requires some knowledge of the cohomology 
o f DeWitt supermanifolds, and will therefore be postponed to Chapter III.The 
ideas of the following discussion are taken from (Bchl.Brhaj.
We start by making an analogy with vector bundles. If X  is a smooth 
manifold, and {  a rank r vector bundle on it, the sheaf o f sections of {  locally 
has the form C jf ® Rp; in order to glue these sections to yield a globally defined 
sheaf, we need a Cech cocycle of the sheaf o f smooth mappings from X  into 
Aut Rr rs G l (r ) ,  i.e., a set of transition functions. Thus, the isomorphism classes 
o f rank r smooth vector bundles over X  are the elements o f the first cohomology 
set H l (X ,G I ( r ) )  (cf. [H lrs]).' On the other hand, if we have a graded manifold 
( X %F )  o f odd dimension r, there are local isomorphisms
?\v -  ♦ * ( £ * |t; ®  A Rr) .
and therefore (the equivalence classes o f) graded manifolds of odd dimension r 
over X  are classified by the cohomology set H l  *(X ,  Aut ^ R r ).4
Let us now consider an H°° DeWitt supermanifold ( A/.X**) o f odd dimen­
sion r, with body M b - Since there are local isomorphisms
H « |i;  a  C B , w(u) ® A R'  .
the isomorphism classes of H m DeWitt supermanifolds of odd dimension r and 
body M b are again in correspondence with the elements of //*(M b , Aut A  RP). 
Thus, H °°  DeWitt supermanifolds and graded manifolds with the same body 
and odd dimension are in a one-to-one correspondence.
We wish to make this correspondence more transparent, by contructing 
explicitly a graded manifold from an H °° DeW itt supermanifold, and vice versa.
L em m a 0.1. I f  (M ,H s t )  u  an H °° D eW itt aupermanifold, with body pro­
jection  ♦  : M  —* M b , the graded locally ringed apace ( M u , ♦ .K w )  is a graded
’ Since C/(r) is not abelian, H l (X ,G I(r )) is not a group, but only a pointed set; see
[Hire].
4Even though we shall not need this fact in the sequel, let us notice that Batchelor's 
theorem (Corollary 1.1.9) implies an isomorphism H l (X , Aut ^  Rr ) ~  H l (X ,G I(r))\  
a direct proof of this fact was given in [Brhlj.
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n*nUald. Moreover, Die »parr. (M , ) no./ ( M * , ♦ , )  detmmint liie aama
element in Aut ^  Rp).
Pro«/. Proposition 1.2.2 implies that, for any suitable open set IV C Aff l , one 
has =  C j5 ,|W, »H  A hm": thus, local triviality is ensured. The aug­
mentation m a p C fi0 is defined by letting / (♦ (? ) )  -  <rof (p ) ,  where 
O '.B t - *  R is the body map. The second part o f the statement is apparent. ■  
Now we construct a DeWitt supermanifold starting from a graded mani­
fold. I f  ( X , ^ )  is an (m ,n ) dimensional graded manifold, we consider on it an
" tl“  a  “  « U 'r . ^ r » : 11 w r  i r n o t e  ^  m  ( * j ....... ...................th« transition
functions of 51 have the expression
•i- E W - i =  lf... ,m,
- E
S€H»
a  a  1 ,.. . ,  n ,
where SJ, (resp. EJJ) is formed by the sequences in En with an even (resp. odd) 
number o f elements. The functions ityj and w’Jff are real-valued and are defined 
on the sets C Rm. By ¿-expanding them, we obtain H °° functions
=  * •< * }» ) .  -  * • < * ; ; )
defined on the sets tM W j D Wk) x 91",# C .
Lein ina 6.2. It is poaaible to  aaaociate with any graded manifold ( X ,T )  an H °° 
aupermanifold ( A#, H m  ) whoae body manifold coincidea with X , and is such that 
♦  .W m  — ?  (here ♦  : M  -*  X  is the body projection). Moreover, the manifolda 
( X , F )  and ( M ,H m ) determine the same element in B l (X ,  A ut ^ R r ).
Proof. With reference to the previous discussion, we define the H 00 functions
n wk) x <n”'n w fc)x<n2,,n.
» ! * ( * * ....... * ” • » ’ ... » " )  - E ........O H * .  < =  1........m (6.3a)
....... ...................» ” )■= E « ’ " ( * ■ . . . . , * " • ) » > • ,  a  =  1........n .
* « «s
(6.3b)
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The collection o f these functions satisfies the cocycle condition ifijs o^kh — •fijk, 
and allows us to glue together, in the usual way, the sets i/>j(Wj) x In this
manner, we obtain an H °° supermanifold, say M , with structure sheaf H m - The 
bodies of the transition functions (6.3) coincide with the transition functions of 
X , so that the body manifold M b can be identified with X  while, on the other 
hand, it is straightforward to show that ♦ . H m  ~  T  (again canonically). This 
fact entails the last statement in the thesis. ■
Summing up, we may say that there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
isomorphism classes o f (m ,n ) dimensional DeWitt supermanifolds whose body 
is a fixed smooth m-dimensional manifold X , and isomorphism classes of (m ,n ) 
dimensional graded manifolds over X . The explicit relationship between the 
two kinds of objects is established by Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2. Along the way we 
have also found the following result, that we would like to state exphcitly.
C oro lla ry  6.1. There exists a one-to-one correspondence between isomor­
phism classes o f DeW itt supermanifolds o f odd dimension n, whose body is 
a fixed smooth manifold X , and isomorphism classes o f rank n smooth vector 
bundles over X .
Proof. This is implied by Proposition 6.2 together with Batchelor’s theorem 
(Corollary 1.1.9). ■
A direct consequence of the results we have expounded so far is that any 
H °° DeWitt supermanifold admits atlases of a rather special kind (cf. [Rs4]).
D efin ition  6.2. A coarse atlas 31 =  on an (m ,n ) dimensional De­
W itt H °° supermanifold M  is said to be split i f — denoting V>j(p) =  ( * ] (? ) »  • • •» 
* r (p ) .v j (p ) .  • • • ,V ?(p )) —  it* transition functions have the form
....... * " ) .  < =  i , . . . ,  m;
v *  -  ....... «  =  >.
(«■<)
0-1
where the functions and are H°°. ■
In particular, the transition functions of a split atlas are such that the ‘new’ 
odd coordinates depend linearly on the ‘old’ odd coordinates, contrary to the 
general case described in Eq. (6.2). We say that a DeW itt supermanifold is split 
if it admits a split atlas. Given any H °° DeWitt superinanifold (M ,  K m ), the
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uiocikted graded manifold ran br endowed, aa a ruiurquiiirr of Batchelor'« 
theorem, with a split atlas (in a sense analogous to Definition 6.2). Then, the 
construction which led to Lemma 6.2 shows that (M ,H m )  admits itself a split 
atlas. Therefore:
C o ro lla ry  6.3. Any DeW itt auperm*nifoItj is aplii. ■
We wish to point out once more that this result does not imply that the 
fibration ♦ : M  —• M »  is a vector bundle: indeed the transition functions (6.4) 
are not linear in the soul part of the even coordinates.
REMARK 6.1. It should be noticed that Corollaries 6.2 and 6.3 do not hold true 
in the complex analytic case. However, Batchelor's theorem can be generalised 
to that case in terms of a deformation theory k la Kodaira-Spencer (cf. Remark 
1.1.3). A
REMARK 6.2. Let M  be an H°° DeWitt supermanifold of dimension (m ,n ); 
it is not hard to construct an (m ,0 ) dimensional H °° DeWitt supermanifold 
Mo, together with a projection r: M  —» Mo, and a rank (0 ,n ) H °°  supervector 
bundle on it, p: E  — M 0, «uch that M  2: E  as H°° supermanifolds. Moreover, 
there are canonical isomorphisms (TM)% r~lTM0 and (TM)| as r~l E. A
7. R o thste in ’s axiom atics
In Sections 2 to 4 o f Chapter I we have described an approach to supermani­
folds essentially due to De W itt and Rogers. We have also discussed some 
inadequacies of their proposal, and, eventually, have suggested a modification 
of their approach, which aims at disposing of some undesirable features of their 
model. In an interesting paper [Rta|, Rothstein dealt with the same problem. 
In his paper, the terms o f the question are turned upside-down, in the sense 
that the required properties are imposed as axioms; contact with the usual 
approaches is gained by means of a series of theorems.
Although [Rta| contains some inexactnesses, as we shall comment presently, 
the framework presented in that paper appears to be very convenient for dis­
cussing certain general features o f supermanifold theory. Also, it turns out that 
G-supermanifolds are a particular case of Rothstein supermanifolds (which we 
shall call R-supermenifo/ds for brevity). More precisely, we can prove that G- 
supermanifolds are exactly those R-supermanifolds based on the graded algebra 
B l  whose rings of sections are topologically complete.
Basic qbombtsv o r  O-supssmanisolds l l
In order to state Rothstein's axioms, the following objects are needed:
1. a Hausdorff, paracompart space M\
2. a graded-commutative Banach algebra B\
3. a sheaf A  on A# of graded-commutative 0-algebras with identity;
4. an 'evaluation' morphism S :A  — Cg, where Cg is the sheaf of continuous 
0 -valued functions on M .
Furthermore, we denote by V t r * A  the dual sheaf to Per A, i.e. the sheaf 
V tr *  A  =  Horn ¿ (V t r  A , A). A morphism of sheaves of graded 0-modules 
d : A —* V tr * A  (exterior differential) is defined as usual by letting
d/(D ) -  ( - 1 ) 1' 1 |D|Z>(/)
for all homogeneous / € A (U ), D  € V t r  A (U )  and all open V  C M  (cf. Section 
<)•
Let (m ,n ) be fixed, nonnegative integers. The triple (M , A ,6) >* »aid to be 
an (m ,n ) dimensional R-aupermanifold if the following four axioms are satisfied.
A x io m  1. V tr *  A  is a locally fret A-m odule o f rank (m ,n ). Any x € M  has an 
open neighbourhood U with aectionx € A(U)% , y1,. . . , y "  €
such that {d * 1, . .. ,d *m,dyl , . . .  ,d y " )  it a graded haM iaofV tr*A (l/ ).
The collection (£7, ( * * , . . .  , * m,y 1, . . .  , y " ) )  is called a coordinate chart for the 
supermanifold. This axiom evidently implies that V tr  A  is locally free of rank
(m ,n ), and is locally generated by the derivations r, —— defined by duality
Or '  Oy°
with the d x "s and d y ° ’s.
Let us denote by a tilde the action of the evaluation morphism 6, i.e. 
/ - * < / )•
A x io m  2. I f  (£ / ,(** ,... , * m,y l , . .. , y " ) )  is a coordinate chart, the mapping
+ :U  -*  0 m n
s h-» ( ¿ I ( s ) , . . . , i m(s ) ,y , ( s ) , . . . , y n(s ) )  
is a homeomorphiam onto on open set in B m,n.
A x io m  3. (Existence of Taylor expansion) Let (t/ ,(** , . . .  , * m,y 1, . . . , yn)) 
be a coordinate chart. For any x € U  and any f  € A t there are germs
«2 C h a p t b h  I I
011 • • • • • ,h n £ A m *uch t/lMt
-  * • (* ) )  +  ¿  K  ( » *  -  » “ ( » ) ) .  (7.1)
1-1 0-1
Perhaps this axiom needs some explanation. Since any A (U )  has the unit 
section, there is in an injection B A M for all * € U , and this permits us to 
regard the values / (* ), * ' ( * ) .  ya(x ) as germs in .4,. Moreover, in the case o f 
smooth functions, Eq. (7.1) would be no more than a transcription in sheaf- 
theoretic language of the seroth-order Taylor formula with a Lagrange remain­
der.
A x iom  4. Let V (A )  denote the graded A-module generated multiplicatively 
by V er A  over A , i.e. the aheaf o f differential operators over A , and let f  E A , ,  
with a € M . U  L ( f )  =  0 for all L e V (A ) , ,  then / =  0.
D efin ition  7.1. A morphism o f  R-aupermanifolds is a graded ringed apace 
morphiam (/ »0 ): (A f, A ,6) —* (N ,B ,S ')  auch that there is a commutative dia­
gram
B — £—  f . A
*i I* •
Cn  — —  / .C „
where the C*s are sheaves o f  continuous functions on the relevant manifolds.
We wish to state some further properties of R-supermanifolds that will be 
recalled in the sequel. For a proof, the reader may refer to [Rt2j.
P ropos ition  7.1. Let (M ,A ,6 )  be an (m ,n ) dimensional R-supermanifold, 
and let , . . .  ,x m,y l , . . .  ,yn)) be a coordinate chart on it. Let us define
A n  as the aubaheaf o f  A\u whose sections do not depend on the odd variables, 
in the sense that
Av-{feA(U) l | £ - o .  «  = 1. . . .
There is an isomorphism
A i ' ® r A «R n -*  A\u ,
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having identified A h^ "  Graaamann algebra generated by th e y ’a. More­
over, the reatriction o f  6 to A y ia injective.
Propos ition  7.2. Let (M ,A ,6 )  be an (m ,n ) dimenaional R-aupermanifold, 
and let K = Her b be the kernel o f the evaluation morphiam. Then 1C ia the 
ideal o f A  whoae aectiona on an open aubaet U  C M  are the graded functiona 
/ € A (U ) auch that fg\ • • • gn =  0 for every choice o f  gt , . . .  ,g„  e A\.
Propos ition  7.3. Let ( M ,A ,S ) be an (m ,n ) dimenaional R-aupermanifold, 
and, for any x € M , let T ,M  = Derb l (A x, B i )  be the B i-m odu le  whoae 
elementa are the graded derivationa X : A ,  —* B i . Then TXM  ia a free rank
yield a graded baaia for Tt M . Finally, there ia a canonical iaomorphiam of 
graded B^-modulea
where £ , ia the ideal o f germa in A x which vaniah when evaluated, i.e.
Som e com m ents on R oth ste in ’s axiom atics. It is convenient to re­
state Rothstein’s axiomatic* in a slight different manner, more suitable for deal­
ing with the question of topological completeness of the rings of sections of A. 
Let us consider ( M ,A ,S ) as above; that is, M  is a Hausdorff, paracompact 
space; A  is a sheaf on M  of graded-commutative /¿-algebras with identity and 
6: A  —* Cb an evaluation morphism.
Axiom 3 can obviously be reformulated as follows:
Let (U , (x 1, . . . , x m,y 1, . . . , y n) )  be a coordinate chart. For any x € V the 
ideal £ , o f A x is generated by {* *  -  * * ( * ) , . . .  , x m -  i m( * ) , y 1 -  $ * ( « ) , . . . ,yn -  
» " ( « ) } •
Axiom 1 allows us to replace this axiom by a weaker requirement; for this 
we need some preliminary discussion.
(m ,n ) graded BL-module and the elementa ( ) § defined by
for aII / € A ,,
TXM  * ( V e r A ) x/ (C x • (V t r  A ) . )  , (7.2)
£. - ( / £  A. !/(*) = o).
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Lem m a 7.1. There it  an isomorphism o f A ,/ C g-module»
fi./ fi! *  "Der*At 9 a . A ,/C m 
f ~ 4 / 9  1
(7.3)
where, as muai, the bur ninths the clmat in the quotient.
Proof. Il o n  br .kown .u ily  th .t df 8  „  —  (/  -  / ( . ) ) j  drfinr. .  niorphi.ni 
^ er ®.4j A t /Ci —* C|/£j which inverts the previous one. ■
R em ark  7.1. In the category of graded manifolds — which are, as we shall 
prove shortly, R-supermanifolds -  the right-hand side o f Eq. (7.3) represents 
no more than the cotangent space at z, so that Eq. (7.3) can be thought of as 
the dual o f the isomorphism (7.2). The same happens in the case o f C-super- 
manifolds. A
I f  we denote by d . f  the class in o f the element / -  / (z ) € £«,
Axiom 1 for (M ,A ,  6) implies that — given a coordinate chart (U , ( * * , . . .  , * m, 
* * .• • • .* " ) )  —  elements {d , »\  d.ya )  are a basis for the .4./£.-module
C ./ C I
Let us suppose furthermore that the rings A .  are local for every z € A#; 
that is, that (M ,A )  is a graded locally ringed space (Definition B .l), as is the 
case in most interesting examples. Thus, any graded ideal o f A .  is contained 
in its radical,1 and hence one can apply Lemma A. 1.1 (graded Nakayama’s 
lemma) to obtain that —  if C. is finitely generated — the elements {*< -  i ‘ (z ),  
ya -  y ° ( z ) }  will be generators of C. i f  and only if their classes {d .g 4, d.ya } 
generate the A ./ C t - module £ ,/£ }. That is to say, we have proved —  under 
the hypothesis that the rings A , are local — the following result.
Lem m a 7.2. Axiom I implies Axiom 3 provided that the idettls C , are finitely 
generated. u
We are thus led to consider the apparently weaker axiom:
A x iom  3'. For every t  € M  the ideml C . it finitely genermted.
It is an important fact that Axiom 3' does not depend on the choice of a 
coordinate chart. Thus, while in order to check Axiom 3 one has to prove the
‘ This because any graded ideal is contained in a maximal graded ideal. Proof of this 
statement, which makes use of Zorn's lemma, goes as in the non-graded case [AtM].
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existence of a Taylor expansion for any coordinate chart, if ( M ,A ) ia a graded 
locally ringed apace it ia aufficient to ahow that there ia one coordinate chart 
for which a Taylor expanaion exiata.
We can summarise thia diacuaaion aa followa.
Propoaition  7.4. I f  an R-aupermanifold ia aJao a graded locally ringed apace, 
we can replace Axiom 3 by Axiom  3'. ■
Com parison  o f  R othatein  and m ipersm ooth M iperm am folds. None 
of the claaaea of auperamooth functiona introduced in Definition 1.2.1 yielda a 
category of aupermanifolda aatiafying thia axiomática. In particular, G °° super- 
manifold« do not fulfill Propoaition 7.1 (cf. Propoaition 1.2.2) and in fact they 
violate Axiom 1. Aa far aa G H °°  aupermanifolda, and the particular caae of 
H °° onea, are concerned, neither do they contain the neceaaary ingrediente for 
producing an R-aupermanifold. Indeed, in this raae one ahould choose B  a  B^i, 
although then the evaluation of a G H °° function is St-valued, and not S¿*- 
valued; vice versa, if one sets B  =  B i,  one should regard G"Hl > aa a sheaf of 
B l -algebras. This can be done, for if pt<: S t  —» Bi> ia the projection of S t  onto 
S t ' obtained by auppreasing the extra generators of S t .  the latter can be made 
into a St-module by letting a • b =  p&'(a)6 for all o € S t ' and 6 € S t .  In this 
way GH  t ' becomes a sheaf o f graded /¡¿-algebras, but the natural evaluation 
morphism (the identity) is not a morphiam o f /¡¿-algebras.
On the other hand, R-supermanifolda turn out to be —  whenever we choose 
S  =  S t ,  and an extra axiom ia imposed — an extension of G°° aupermanifolda, 
in a sense to be specified later. In order to motivate the introduction o f a further 
axiom, let ua point out that, contrary to what ia claimed in (Rta), it ia not true 
that the image of the evaluation morphism endows M  with a structure of a 
G°° supermanifold. Indeed, given an R-aupermanifold (M ,A ,6 )  over B¿, the 
sheaf A  is not topologically complete with reapect to the even coordinates. The 
following Example ahould clarify what we mean.
E x a m p l e  7.1. Let ua take S  = R, n = 0 and M  =  Rm. If we consider 
the sheaf A  =  R [z>, . . . , c m] o f polynomial functiona on Rm and the trivial 
evaluation morphiam 6. A '—* Cr , 6 ( f )  =  /, then ( M ,A ,6 ) ia an R-supermani- 
fold of dimension (m ,0). However (M ,6 (A ) )  *  (A/ .R ]*1, . . .  , * m]) is certainly 
not an (m,0)-dimensional G°° supermanifold, which in this caae would be no 
more that an m-dimenaional smooth manifold. A
More generally, if (A/, A , 6) ia an R-aupermanifold with S  =  S¿, the aheaf 
6 (A ) ia a subsheaf o f the aheaf of G °° functiona on A/, although it may not
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include all of them. In order to ensure that (M ,b (A ) )  la a O 00 supermani- 
fold, a further axiom muat he imposed; that ia to aay, Rothatein’a axiomatica is 
too general to single out a rlasa o f aupermanifolda extending ordinary ainooth 
manifolds.
Let ua go back to the abstract setting, and consider an R-supermanifold 
(M ,A ,6 )  of dimension (m ,n ) over a Banach algebra B. Then, if || | denotes 
the norm in B , the rings of sections A (U )  of A  on every open subset U  C M  
can be topologized by means of the setninorms p l ,k ' .A (U ) —* R defined by
PLjeU) -  m a i| | (i (/ )( i )| |
where L runs over the differential operators of A  on U , and K  C U  is compact. 
As a consequence of the axioms, the family of seminorms p o j  where K  is 
a compact subset o f a coordinate chart ( IV, ( * 1, . . .  , * ’n,y 1, ...  ,yn))  ( W  C U )
and Dj,^ -  ^ (  J y )  R*mmr*1 11 1 f° r notation), defines a topology
of A (U ),  thus endowing it with a structure o f locally convex metrisable graded 
algebra (in fact, Axiom 4 means that A (U )  is Hausdorff).
We are therefore led to introducing the following supplementary axiom.
A x iom  5. (Completeness) For every open subset U  C M , the space A (U )  is 
complete with reaped to the above topology.
Axioms 4 and 5, taken together, are equivalent to still another axiom:
A x io m  0. For every open subset U  C M , the space A (U )  is a graded Frtchet 
algebra.
D efin ition  7.2. An R°°-supermanifold over B is an R-supcrmanifold (A f, A ,S ) 
over B , additionally satisfying Axiom 5; or, equivalently, it ia a triple ( M ,A ,S ) 
fulfilling Axioma 1, 2, 3 and 6.
If ( M ,A ,6 ) is an R-supermanifold, and (£/ ,(**,... , * m,y l , . . .  ,yn) )  is a 
coordinate chart, then the algebraic isomorphism A (U )  ®  An  R " -4 (^ ) pro­
vided by Proposition 7.1 is a metric isomorphism, when A (U )  is endowed with 
the the induced topology. Thus, A (U )  is complete if and only if A (U )  is also 
complete.
D efin ition  7.3. A morphism o f R°°-supermanifolds is a morphiam o f  R-au- 
permanifolds ( f ,i/ > ):(M ,A ,6 ) -*  ( N ,B ,6 ' )  such that + y :B (V )  -*  f .A (V )  ia
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continuous for every open aubtet V  C N .
T h e  case B =  B i .  We will show that whenever the ground algebra B  is 
taken as B i,  R°°-supermanifolds coincide with the G-supermanifolds previously 
introduced; in fact, the standard model for R°°-supcrmanifolds is simply the 
standard G-aupermanifold over B™'n.
Propos ition  7.5. The triple (B™ 'n,G ,S), where (B™ 'n,G ) it  the standard G- 
supermanifold over B™'n and b-.Q —* C£° is the usual evaluation morphism, 
b (f  ® a)  =  fa , is an R°°-supermanifold.
Proof. Axiom 1 is Proposition 1.4.3. Axiom 2 is obviously fulfilled. On the other 
hand, since (B™ 'n,G ) is a graded locally ringed space, in view o f Proposition 7.4 
it suffices to prove Axiom 3 only for one coordinate chart; e.g., for the natural 
one. Axiom 3 thus ensues from the Taylor expansion for the functions in G°° 
(Proposition 1.2.3). In order to prove Axiom 4, let U  C B™ ,n be an open set, 
and let 52M€Sn /M® yM € G (V ). Ub(D\  • • • a « /**®yM)) “  0 f ° r arbitrary
D i t . . . , D p 6 V erG (U ), then /M € Ker6. Since b is injective on elements in 0t 
it follows that fp  =  0, i.e. Axiom 4 is satisfied. Axiom  5 is Proposition 1.4.5. ■
The following result is analogous to Lemma 1.1.
Lem m a 7.3. I f  ( f , + ) : (M ,A ,6 )  (U ,G A )  and ( f , f ) : ( M , A , b )  -  (£/,$,*) 
are morphisms o f R°°-aupermanifolds, and 4>(x%) — for i  =  l , . . . ,m ,
¿ (y a ) =  ¿ '(y a ) for a  =  1 ,... ,n, then <f> = <j>‘ . ■
Coordinate charts and automorphisms of (B ™ 'n,G ) regarded as an R°°-su- 
permanifold are described by the following Lemma.
Lem m a 7.4. Let U  C B™'n be an open subset.
(1 ) A family o f sections ( » * , . . .  .. ,t»n) o f  Q is »  coordinate system
for G\u as an R-supermanifold i f  and only the evaluations (u 1, . . .  ,um,t>1, 
. . .  ,v n) yield a G °° coordinate system.
(2 ) Let =  (u 1, ... ,um,t»1, . . . ,  t i" ) be a new coordinate system for G\u and let 
rfr:U —* W  C B™'n be the induced homeomorphism s •-* ( « * ( * ) , . . . , um(s), 
» * ( * ) , . . .  , « " ( * ) ) .  There exists a unique isomorphism o f R°°-supermani- 
folds
such that ^ (x*) =  u‘ for i  =  1,. . .  ,m, and 4>(ya) =  v° for a  =  1,. . .  ,n.
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(3) I f V  C B™'n in M other open aubaet, every iaomorphiam (/ ,* ) :  (U ,0\u) ^  
(V ,C\v) o f G°° au,permanifolda can be extended (in many way a) to an iao- 
morphiam o f R® aupermanifolda (/ ,# ): (C/,0,i/) a* (V,0\y). Here 'extern 
aion ’ meana that the diagram
Proof. (1) Since Her 6 ia nilpotent, a matrix of aectiona of C i» invertible if and 
only if ita evaluation ia invertible aa well, thua proving the atateinent.
(2) One can define a ring morphiam
by impoaing that * ( * ' )  =  u\ * ( y ° )  .  r “  for » «  1....... ...  o  -
Since the topology of Q can be deacribed by the aeminorma aaaociated with any 
coordinate chart, <f> ia continuoua and therefore inducea a morphiam between 
the completiona:
To aee that (/ ,^ ) ia an iaomorphiam, we can conatruct, by the aame procedure, 
a morphiam ( f , + ) : { B ? 'n,G ,6 ) -  (U ,6 ,S ) auch that ^ (u ‘ ) «  «* , * ( * « )  .  y- 
for i =  1 ,... ,m , a = 1 , . . . In thia way, we have two morphiama o f R°°-bu- 
permanifolda (Id , Id), (Id , d o * ) : (  -  (B ^ 'ntO ,S) which coincide on
a coordinate ayatem, thua finiahing the proof by the previoua Lemma.
(3 ) hollows from (1) and (2 ) aince a G°° iaomorphiam tranaforma G°° co­
ordinate ayatema into G°° coordinate ayatema. ■
Having introduced the local model of R®-aupermanifolda, theae can be 
characterized aa graded ringed apacea. Moreover, one can ahow that any R°°- 
supermanifold haa an underlying G°° aupermanifold. To thia end we need a 
preliminary reault (cf. [Rta]).
0 ° V  — • f»G°°\u
... .............
Lem inn 7.5. Let ( M ,A ,S ) be an (m ,n ) dimensional R-aupermanifold, and let
(U ,ip ) be a local chart for it (Le., ip =  ( * ‘ , . . .  , * m,y * , . . .  ,y n) ia a coordinate
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ayatem on U ). For mil f  € A (U ),  the compoaition f  o <p~l ¡am G °° function on
w ) c b  r -
Proof. Denote g ■  J  o f 1, and, if t ,w  € U , denote a ■  $ (* ) ,  h =  £(«>)• By 
Axiom 3, there exiat germa /* € A »,  with 4 « l , . . . , m  +  n, auch that
/. -  / < * )+ 1 ,  /*('* -  • ' ) + E  / - ( » *  -  • “ +*>.
I- I 0-1
ao that
•(&)<■>-'•<•>•
Now aetting =  f a o 'fi ' ,  ami applying Axiom 3 again, we can introduce 
continuoua functiona g^B «uch that
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We define an injection
by letting / ^ (/ ) *  f o ip ~l ; by Lemma 7.5, T * ( f )  is a G°° function and therefore 
ia a aection of £  Furthermore, f 1*  ia a metric iaomorphiam with ita
image, ao that ia complete. Since ia complete and containa the
C ®  functiona which are polynomiala in the even coordinatea, it containa all the 
functiona, that ia, ia an iaomorphiam. The morphiam determinea a 
metric iaomorphiam
T*:A\u - *  h u )
aimply by letting /M ® y " )  -  £ T J / M) ® y". Now, by meana of the
diagram
A\v $ ~ l G\m u )
•"I 1'
■4“ l»  ~
I i
0 0
we aimultaneoualy prove both reaulta. ■
The aecond atatement of Propoaition 7.6 haa a converae, ao that R°°-auper- 
manifolda (but not all R-aupermanifolds, aa erroneoualy claimed in [Rta]) can 
be characterised in terma of their local model.
P ropoa ition  7.7. A triple (M , A ,h*), where M  ia a Hauadorff paracompact 
apace, A  ia a shea/on M  o f graded-commutative Bi-algebras with identity and 
S': A  —* Cb  i* *n evaluation morphiam, ia a (m ,n)-dimenaional R°°-aupermani 
fold if  and only i f  it ia locally iaomorphic with the G-aupermanifold 
Thia meana that for every point x € M  there ia an open neighbourhood U  C 
M  and an iaomorphiam o f graded ringed spaces (/, ^ ): (U , A\u) ^  ( f ( U ) C 
BT 'nA / (V ) )  ,uc^ i ' o ^  =  / * o j .  ■
C oro lla ry  7.1. The category o f R°°-aupermanifolda over B l  and the category 
o f G-aupermanifolda are equivalent.
A consequence of thia Corollary is that G-aupermanifolda can be character­
ised by Axioms 1,2, 3' and 6. Moreover, it should be noticed that the continuity
B a s ic  o b o m r t r y  or Q-iufknma n ip o l d s »1
requirement in Definition 7.3 ia a posteriori redundant, in view o f Proposition
One should o f course check that these axioms are actually independent; the 
only non-trivial thing to prove is that Axiom 3' does not follow from Axioms 1, 
2 and 6. This has been shown by an example in (BBHPl.BBHPa).
E xtend ing G°° superm anifolds to G -aupermanifol<U. A question 
which arises naturally is whether, given a G°° supermanifold M  with structure 
sheaf A °°, there exists a G-supermanifold (M ,A ,6 )  which extends (M ,A ° ° ) ,  in 
the sense that A °°  =  6 (A ). This problem has been dealt with in (R»a|, o f course 
without any mention to G-supermanifolds; here we wish to report the results 
obtained there, filling in many details that in [Rta] have been passed by.
I f such an extension exists, one has an exact sequence
where AC is by definition the kernel of 6. The important fact is that, provided 
that L  >  n, the kernel AC is determined by A 00. Then the condition for (M ,A ° ° )  
to admit an extension by a G-supermanifold can be formulated intrinsically. 
It is apparent that the problem is trivial if considered locally; namely, any 
point p € M  has a neighbourhood U such that (£/,.400|i/) admits an extension. 
Therefore, it comes as no surprise that the obstruction to the existence of a 
global extension, and the space which classifies the possible extensions when 
they exist, are cohomological in nature. One indeed has the following result.
P ropos ition  7.8. Given a G°° supcrmnnifnhl ( M ,A ° ° ), let AC =  5 A+,(910° ) 
be the (L  +  l)-th  graded symmetric tensor power o f 9100 (the nilpotent ideal of 
A 00)  over A °° and let us assume that L >  n. There exists a class clA/,.400] € 
H 3(M ,V e r (A 00,/C)), called the Rothstein class o f (A f .A 00), which vanishes if  
and only i f  there is at least one G-supermanifold which extends (A / ,^ °°). I f  
c[M ,«4°°] =  0, the isomorphism classes o f G-suprrmanifolds extending ( M ,A ° ° ) 
are classified by the cohomology group H l (M , 'D e r (A °° , AC)). ■
This Proposition will be proved by demonstrating a series of preliminary results.
Lem m a 7.6. Let (M ,A ,6 )  be a G-supermanifold, and let 71 he the nilpotent 
ideal o f A . Then
1.1.
- »  0, (7.5)
Ker 6 =4 + ‘ (7.6)
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Proof. Since (7.6) ia an ¡aomorphUm of aheavea, we may aaaume that ( M ,A ) ^  
If p € ££*'", and / € 0F, we can write
/* E Z /,.*/»,a«".
aCBt US«
where the / „„ ’s are germa of real-valued C *  functiona at <rm,n(p), {e ol a  ■ 
ia the canonical baaia of Rn, and {0 M, p € Z L )  ia the canonical baaia 
of B e . In accordance with our atandard notation, we write e" for the product
* * "  •••** '>  in i f ^ - H l ) .......M O ).
Now, by Propoaition 7.2, / ia in K eri if and only if £ „ 6Ht £ „ 6Bi|
“  0 for all y1, . . .  , yn € (B l ) i \ i.e., if and only if f^¥ m 0 whenever d (p ) +  d(i/) <
I .  Since 01 ia generated by the elementa {e 0 }  and { A } ,  with i -  1.......L, this
provea the theaia. H
We can now prove that the kernel of the morphiam A  —» A 00 ia intrinaic to 
.4°°; i.e., it is completely determined by the aheaf A°°.
Propoaition  7.0. Under the same hypotheses o f Lemmm 7.6, let ua assume 
L >  n, and let 01°° be the nilpotent idesd o f A °°  =  6 (A ). Then, K e r i is an 
•4“° -module, and there exists an isomorphism
K er£ =* S t+ , (0 r * )
where 5 £'+ ,(0100) is the (L  -f 1 )-th graded symmetric tensor power o/OV* over
Proo/. We start by noticing that if L >  n then Lemma 7.6 implies that 
(K e r i)*  ■  0, and therefore Ker< ia an ^ “ -module; indeed, for any / € 
Ker6(l7), and g € A °° (U ),  set / • g =  /h, where h € -4 (tf) is such that 
6(h) =  g. Since (K e r i )1 =  0, the choice of h in 6~l (g ) is immaterial.
Now, let 1C be the (L  +  l)-th  graded symmetric tensor power of 91" over 
A °°, and let us define a morphism of ^"-m odules A:K  - *  Ker 6 by letting
f t  ©  • • • O  /l + i  *-* / l • • • / t + | ,
where each /< is a section of A  such that 6(/t ) -  /< (again, the choice of such 
/•’» is immaterial because (K e r i )*  =  0). The surjectivity o f A follows from the 
fact that ¿(01) «  01°°. We prove that A ia injective by exhibiting a left inverse
B a * ic  q i o m i t r y  o r  a - s u r s a M  a n i p o l d s
for it. We can again assume that (M ,A )  *  If / € (K e r l)p , with
p € M ,  because of Lemma 7.6 we can write
/ -  £  / „ « a . ® « - ,
where the /M„ ’s are again germs of real-valued C °° functions at <rm,n(p). Since 
¿(91) ■  91°°, and d (p ) +  d (u ) >  L , we have ¿(/?M ® e " ) =  JV  • • • «¿ (V fi )»  
with the a’s germs in 91J°. Then the map
f  51 S/a»0JT©*"©°J(t+„
is well defined and inverts A. ■
Given a G°° supermanifold ( M ,A ° ° ), we now construct its local extensions 
to G-supermanifolds. Let 91 =  {(£/ ),V*j)} be a G°° atlas, and let us consider 
for each j  the sheaf A j  on Uj defined by A j  =  1>JXQ\ +i (U ,)i where Q is the 
structure sheaf of the standard G-supermanifold over B™,n. From Proposition 
7.9 we obtain an exact sequence
o _  i»,(t/(>) — Ci»,(u,) — c“ i*,(u,) — o.
9l°° being the nilpotent subsheaf of G°°, and hence another exact sequence
For each j ,  the triple (U j ,A j ,6 j )  is apparently a G-supermanifold, whereas, by 
the proof of the above Proposition, \j is described by \ j(f\  ©  ••• © /l + i ) =  
f (  •• • /¿+1, where the /¿’s are sections of 91°°|i/J and f {  is any section o f A j 
such that S j ( f l )  =  f,.
Lem m a 7.7. There exist isomorphisms '/’ jk ' -  A h i u j h  —* ^ i \ u }h suc  ^
following diagram commutes:
\ft tf,
* )NS i 1*1» / * ' i
(7.7)
I !
where Uja denotea the interaection U j D Ua-
Proof. The existence of commuting with ¿4 , 6j is an easy consequence of 
Lemma 7.4. The proof of \ j m 0,*Afc follows from the very definition o f A^, A*, 
for if / » , . . . ,  /l + i are sections of and /,*,.••. /£+, are sections o M * ^
such that Sk (f * )  m f i t i  m 1 ,. . . .  L  + 1, in such a way that A*(/i ©• • •© /¿+ , )  =
/*•••/£+1. ‘ i>™ ■*■>« -
M / i ©  • © / ¿+ 1) because -  /< for » ■  1, . . . ,  I  +  1. ■
We now construct the cohomology class c\M ,A ao\ mentioned in Proposition 
7.8. As customary, we shall write t/), for the intersection Uix n  • • • n  UiM . 
We define morphisms ( jkk: A , |I/#M -  A , ^  by letting ( ikk -  0 ^ 0 ^ ,
The condition for the sheaves .4, to glue is apparently that the morphisms (jkk 
should be the identity morphisms (cf. Section 1.4). In view of the commutativity 
of (7.7), the morphisms =  (jhk Id take values in K\vthk, and vanish on 
AC|i/jfct, thus giving rise to morphisms
which fulfill
+jkk *  Aj o A )** o • (7.8)
Since AC is a square sero ideal, the morphisms A>** satisfy a Leibnis rule, i.e.
they are elements in T>tr(A m , AC )(£/;**).
Lemma 7.8.
(1) The collection o f the A jkk ’a is a 2-cocycle for the Cech cohomology o f 
M  with coefHcienta in the ilica f P cr (A ",A C ), so that a cohomology class
€ H i (M , 'D e r (A ao,IC )) is defined.
(2) The class c [ {^ j* } ]  is independent o f the iaomorphiama ^ 4 : Ak\ulh —* A j.v  
fulfilling diagram (7.7), thua defining a claaa c[2] that dependa only on the 
atlaa 21.
(3) The class c[21] is in fact independent o f the atlaa, thua yielding a claaa 
c\M, .A00] depending only on (M ,A ° ° ) .
Proof. (1 ) Let us fix indexes >, h, Is, l, and write rF *  where p takes all
values j , h, k. Now, the morphisms rpr ~ l satisfy diagram (7.7), and we have,
as above, that t, t ~1 -  + „  +  A, o A „  o for some A „  € V e r (A °°  ,K ) (U ihkl).
Then,
A „  + A , . + A , , ,
Basic qbombtsv or Q-surssManisolds
from which we easily conclude.
(2 ) If  jjk-- Ak\u,h — A ,^ , are isomorphisms fulfilling (7.7), similar argu­
ments show that m +  Aj o A ,a 0 ¿A for some A )a € P e r (^ ° ° ,  JC)(l/jk), 
thus proving that
( A j m )  being the 2-cocycle constructed from the j j k ’t, which proves the state­
ment.
(3 ) Since c[2l] is invariant under refinement of the atlas, and since different 
atlases always have a common refinement, whenever we consider different atlases 
21 and S ' we may assume that they have the same open sets, i.e. S  -= { (U Jt^ j ) }  
and S ' =  { ( U j t f j ) ) ’ Then, as in the proof o f Lemma 7.7, we have isomorphisms 
TjiAj —» A'j yielding commutative diagrams
Now, since the isomorphisms -  T/ ‘  0>An on V ,a verify diagram (7.7), we 
can construct the 2-cocycle with them. However, direct computation shows that 
tfrjA* =  Tj (^ j  °  A ; aa o S j)r ^ 1, so that A^aa =  A ,aa. thus finishing the proof. ■
We now show that the class c [A f,-4°°] € H 1(M ,V e r (A 00, AC)) vanishes if 
and only if there is at least one C-supermanifold extending (M ,A ° ° ) .  Indeed, 
if c [M , .4°°) «  0 we have — possibly after refining the atlas —
a direct calculation shows that (>A°Okft°Ckj =  Id, which means that the glue 
the sheaves Aj, yielding the desired G-supermanifold. Conversely, if there exists 
such an extension (M ,A )  we have —  again possibly after refining the atlas — 
isomorphisms 7'i'.A\v, ^  Aj such that the maps jjk -  7 j7 ^ *1 Ak\vik Aj
verify diagram (7.7). It follows that V’jA =  7jk +  A^oA jA°£a for some derivation 
A ja € Ver^A00, )C )(U jk). Direct computation shows that A>a* =  A>a +  A aa +  
A a>, that is, cfA/,.400] =  0.
ÀjA* ■  A^a* + A aj +  A ,a +  A aa .
A>aa =  A , a +  A aa + A a, ;
if we set
( j k  m ^ jk  “  A j o A j k  o  ¿ a »
I I
The last part of Proposition 7.8 claim* that for a given G-aupermanifold 
( M ,A ,6 ), the G-*uperinaiiifold* extending (M ,A nu) are classified by the coho­
mology group H l (M tV e r (A ° ° ,/C)). The only non trivial thing to show is how 
to construct a G-aupermaiiifold extending (M ,A ° ° )  from a cohomology class. 
Indeed, if {£/,} i* an open cover of M  and A )*  € V e r (A ° ° ,K ) ( Ify*) is a 1- 
cocycle, the isomorphisms ^')K'-A\uth ^  defined by =  Id + A o  A jk oS
verify ■  1. allowing us to glue the sheaves A\u, • Thus we obtain
a new G-supermanifold (A f,.4\£ '), locally isomorphic with (A/, A , ¿), which is 
also an extension of (M ,A ° ° ) .  One can check directly that equivalent cocy­
cles yield isomorphic G-supermanifolds. This eventually concludes the proof of 
Proposition 7.8.
Let us notice that for G°° DeWitt supermanifolds the sheaf V tT (A ° ° ,K )  
is acyclic, as we shall see in next Chapter, and therefore these supermanifolds 
admit unique extensions to G-supermanifolds. We can thus anticipate the fol­
lowing result: The atandard G-auperrnanifold over B™'n is the unique (up to 
iaomorphiam) G-aupermanifold which extends the canonical G°° aupermanifold 
over B ™'n.
Superinanifolds o ver  a rb itra ry  ground algebras. For the sake o f sim­
plicity, we have limited our discussion of Rothstein's axiomatics mostly to the 
case B =  B l • The general case has been dealt with in the Addendum, where 
several results presented here have been extended to that setting.
G raded  m anifolds as R-superiuanifolds. We conclude this Section by 
showing that graded manifolds fit into Rothstein’s axiomatics; indeed, when­
ever the choice B =  R is made, Axioms 1, 2, 3' and 6 yield the category of 
graded manifolds. The only defining property of graded manifolds that is not 
straightforward to prove is local triviality, which is assured by Proposition 7.1 
together with the completeness requirement given by Axiom 6.
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Cohom ology o f supermanifolds
The aim of thia Chapter ia to unfold a basic rohomologiral theory for su­
permanifolds, which will be exploited in the next Chapter to study the structure 
of superbundles; in particular to build a theory of characteristic classes. This 
cohomology theory does not embody only trivial extensions of results valid for 
differentiable manifolds. For instance, the natural analogue of the de Rham 
theorem does not hold in general and, similarly, in the case of complex super­
manifolds there is, generally speaking, no analogue of the Dolbeault theorem. 
These features are consequences of the fact that the structure sheaf of a super­
manifold does not need to be cohomologically trivial. Related to this is also 
the fact that the cohomology of the complex of global graded differential forms 
on a G-supermanifold (M , A )  (i.e. the ‘super de Rhatn cohomology’ of (M ,A ) )  
depends on the G-supermanifold structure of (M ,A ) ,  so that homeomorphic 
and even smoothly diffeomorphic G-supermanifolds may have a different super 
de Rham cohomology; that is, super de Rham cohomology is a fine invariant of 
the supermanifold structure.
Most results of this Chapter were first presented in the papers [BB2,l] in 
a less general setting.
1. de Rham  cohom ology o f  graded manifolds
Graded manifolds are not very interesting as far as their cohomology is con­
cerned. In the real case, the structure sheaf of a graded manifold (A ,  .4) is fine 
(cf. Lemma 1.1.1), and therefore A, and all sheaves 0^  of graded differential 
forms, are acyclic (indeed any soft sheaf of rings on a paracompact space is fine) 
This implies that the cohomology of the complex f l^ (A )  coincides with the de
I l l
Rham cohomology of X . In the complex analytic cair, a similar argument al­
low« one to prove a Dolbeault type theorem. Here we do not give the detail« 
of this second result, since it is completely analogous to the Dolbeault theorem 
for complex analytic DeWitt supermanifolds (cf. Section 3).
The complex of sheaves A*  is exact, and, moreover, it is a resolution of the 
constant sheaf R on X ; i.e., the sequence o f sheaves o f R-modules
is exact. This 'graded Poincaré Lemma’ is most easily proved by working in
(see also Proposition 2.1). By defining the de Rham cohomology of (JIT, >4), 
denoted by H pK(X ,A ) ,  as the cohomology of the complex of graded vector 
spaces A * (X ) ,  from (1.1), and using the ordinary de Rham theorem, we obtain 
the following result (cf. ¡Ko>| Theorem 4.7).
P roposition  1.1. There is a canonical iaomorphiam
Here H p K(X )  denotes the usual de Rham cohomology o f X .
2. Cohom ology o f  graded differential forms
In this and the following Section we study certain topics related to the coho­
mology of G-supermanifolds. It should be stressed that all the results presented 
here are still valid, mutatis mutandis, in other categories of supermanifolds (e.g. 
H °° and G H °° supermanifolds).
Let (A f ,^ )  be a G-supermanifold. The sheaves fl*  Mr Un of smooth Un­
valued differential forms on M  provide a resolution of the constant sheaf B l  on 
M , in the sense that the differential complex of sheaves o f graded-commutative 
Un-algebras il* M r  Un (with 0° M r  Un =  C " )  is a resolution of the constant 
sheaf Un, i.e. the sequence
( I D
local coordinates and proceeding on the analogy of the usual Poincarl Lemma
H kD„ (X ,A )  ~  / / £ „ (* )  to rd i  k >  0.
0 -  B l  — (2 1 )
c< or sui 'Ol
if exact. The cohomology associated with this complex via the global section 
functor i.e. the cohomology of the complex Mr B l , is denoted
by B i ), and is called the BL-valued de Rhnm cohomology o f M  (more
precisely, of the differentiable manifold underlying M ).  Since B i  is a finite- 
dimensional real vector space, the universal coefficient theorem (GoJ entails the 
(otherwise obvious) isomorphism
By virtue o f the de Rham theorem, Eq. (2.2) can be equivalently written as
By we designate interchangeably the Cech or sheaf cohomology func­
tor, which coincide since the base space is paracompact.
In order to gain information not on the topological or smooth structure of 
M , but rather on its G-supermanifold structure, we therefore need to define a 
new cohomology, obtained via a resolution of B i  different from the differential 
complex (2.1). To this end, we consider the sheaves fl*, o f graded differential 
forms. The following result is a generalization of the usual Poincaré lemma (cf.
P ropos ition  2.1. Given a G-supermanifold ( M , A ), the differential complex 
o f  sheaves o f graded B l -algebra* on M
is a resolution o f B l .
Proof. Since the claim to be proved is a local matter, we may assume that 
(M ,A )  «  (B™ 'n,G)\ moreover, it is enough to show that, if U  is an open ball 
around the origin in B '[ 'n then any closed graded differential fc-form \ € n£(£/) 
is exact; i.e., there exists a graded differential ( k — l)-form  tj € fkg~l (U )  such 
that A =  dtf. Given coordinates (x 1, . . . ,  zm+n) in V , let u> = dzA* A ••• A 
dzAl u>A\ ...Ah € fi^oo (U )  be an H °° graded differential fc-form on U (k  >  0); 
let us set
B o h (M ,B l ) ^  //£>„(**) 8 r B l . ( 2.2 )
H'dh(M,Bl ) ^  H '(M ,Bl ). (2.3)
O - B l — A  — (2.4)
1 A - - A  d x * ' i B  £ <‘ - ‘ w  B A ,.. .At _ , ( t t ) d l .
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Proposition 1.4.2 yield* an isomorphism f l¿(17) s  B l \ it i* therefore
possible to introduce a hoinotopy operator K :{\ q(U )  —* O f” 1 ( I f ) ,  defined by
A'(u> » # )  =  A'u* «  a .
One can indeed verify easily that dK\ + A d\ =» A for any section A 6 Gk(U )% 
so that, if dX =  0, then A =  d (K X ). The case 4 =  0 has been left out. However, 
if / G G {U ), by writing / as / = ¿ ,  /, ® o, with /, € H °° (U ) and a< € B t , the 
condition df -  0 implies directly that / is a constant in B i.  ■
D efin ition  2.1. Given a G-aupermxnifold (A f ,A ) ,  the cohomology o f the com­
plex
-1 n i ( A f ) - 1  O i ( A f (2.8)
denoted by H gpR(M , A ),  is called the auper de Hhnm cohomology o f  ( A f,A ).
The operation of taking the SDR cohomology of a G-supermanifold is 
functorial. Indeed, given a G-morphism ( f , + ) : ( M , A )  — (N ,B ) ,  it is eas­
ily proved that the morphism (VB(N )  — induced by 0 commutes
with the exterior differential, and therefore yields a morphism of graded B i ­
modules d>*'- HgDR(N ,B )  —* HgDR(M ,A ).  It should be noticed that the func- 
tor I I s d h ( ) does not fulfill the Eilenberg-Steenrod [SpaJ axiomatics for coho­
mology (if  it did, it would coincide with the B i-v alued de Rham cohomology 
functor) since it does not satisfy the excision axiom. Moreover, the functor 
^ sd h ( ' )  do*1 not 8*vp to topological invariants; indeed, in Example 2.2 
we shall show two homeomorphir supermanifolds having different SDR coho­
mology. On the other hand, it is easily verified that the graded B l -modules 
ffjD # i(A i,.4 ) are invariants associated with the G-supermanifold structure of 
M . Indeed, if (/ ,4 ) : (M ,A )  —* (/V,B) is a G-isomorphism, it is easily proved 
that H$d r (N ,B )  —* B gDR(M ,A )  is an isomorphism.
The most natural thing to do to gain insight into the geometric significance 
of the groups B gDR(M ,A )  —  which, as a matter of fact, are graded B&-modules 
—  is to compare them with the cohomology groups H k(M , B l ), which have a 
natural structure of graded B^-modules as well. The morphisms G \ (M )  -*  
n k(A f) « r B l  induced by the morphism 6: A  -*  C£° give rise to a morphism 
of differential complexes, which induces in cohomology a morphism o f graded 
B l - modules
t k '- H s d r ( M , A )  > H p R ( M ,  B l ) Vfc >  0 (2.6)
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In degree sero, g° ia an isomorphism, in thal one haa manifestly
WSd k ( M ,A )  s  ( B l ) °  e> B ’DR(
where C  ia the number of connected componenta of M , which we aaauine to be 
finite. In degree higher than aero, we have, aa a straightforward application of 
the abstract de Rham theorem, the following result.
P rop os ition  2.2. Let (M ,A )  he a C-aupermnnifnlH, and fix an integer q >  1. 
I f  H h( M , f\\) =  0 for 0 <  p <  q -  1 and 1 <  k < q, there are iaomorphiama
/ / '(M .B i. ) for 0 <  *  <  ,.
From Eq. (2.3), still working under the hypotheses o f Proposition 2.2, we 
obtain isomorphisms
H }DR( M , A ) *  H i R(M ,B r )  for 0 <  k <  q.
Proposition 2.2 provides a useful tool for investigating the cohomological 
properties of the structure sheaf of a G-supermanifold. For instance, it suffices 
to exhibit a G-supermanifold (M ,A )  such that HgDR( M , A )  ^  B l )
to deduce that, in genera], the sheaf A  cannot be expected to be acyclic (we 
recall that a sheaf J o n a  topological apace X  is acyclic if H k{ M , F )  m 0 for 
all k >  0).
EXAMPLE 2 .I.1 Consider Example 2.1 of Chapter I; since V  *  L, the pair 
is already a G-supermanifold. Thus, from Eq. (1.2.11) we have
=  |C~(R) 8 r ) I i ] ® R i
S '(A f )  = C “ (R ) ® «9 U ;
here Rx, is R with the B l -module structure induced by the body map o\ B l —* R 
(cf. Section A .l),  and C °°(R ) is the vector space of smooth real-valued functions 
on R. Since HgDR(M ,A )  s  Z x(M )/ B l (M )  (as a quotient o f submodules of 
nJ*(A f)), we obtain
H ',d r ( M , A ) ? R l .
1 Thia example already appeared in [Ra].
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On the other hand, the #£-valued de Khaui cohomology of M  is easily calculated 
and turns out to be
h 1dm ( M ) u b l *  b l ,
so that by virtue of Proposition 2.2 we ran infer that H * (M ,A )  0. Indeed, a
simple direct computation yields
f f " (M , X ) a R f f i [ C “ (R )8  9U|, H '(M ,A )  s  C “ (R ) 8  BL . (2.7)
EXAMPLE 2.2. In Examples 2.2 and 2.3 of Chapter I two GH°° supermani­
fold structures were given to the topological space T3 x R3 (o f course, at that 
stage it was not clear whether the two supermanifold structures were actually 
inequivalent). By tensoring the structure sheaves by B l , we obtain two G-su- 
permanifolds, that we denote by (M \ ,A i )  (that obtained from Example 2.2) 
and (A / j.^ j )  (from Example 2.3). Direct computations show that
= B l B  B c ,
H s d h (M l A i )  *= B i 8 flt , B l ,
H ',DK( M „ A , ) - B L .
Prom this we learn that the two G-supermanifold structures, and therefore the 
original G H °° structures, are inequivalent, and that the structure sheaf of either 
G-supermanifold is not acyclic. a
The non-acyciclity of their structure sheaf is not a peculiarity of G-super- 
manifolds, in that all supersmooth (i.e. G°° or H°° or G H ° ° )  supermanifolds, 
and obviously also Rothstein supermanifolds, share this property. In partic­
ular, the structure sheaf of a supermanifold is generically not fine, and this 
entails that it has no supersmooth partition of unity, contrary to differentiable 
manifolds, but in analogy with complex manifolds. This cohomological affinity 
between supermanifolds and complex manifolds will be a kind of leitmotiv in 
the developments to follow.
On the other hand, we have seen that the structure sheaf of a (real) graded 
manifold is acyclic. This — as a consequence of the results established in 
Section II.6 — suggests that the structure sheaf of any (real) supermanifold of 
the DeWitt type is acyclic, as we shall actually prove in the next Section.
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S. C ohom ology o f  D eW itt  supermanifolds
We wish to prove that the structure sheaf of a real DeW itt supermanifold is 
acyclic; in the complex analytic case, a Doibeault-type theorem holds.
Even though DeWitt supermanifolds were defined in terms of the coarse 
(DeW itt) topology, the cohomology of a DeWitt supermanifold (M ,A )  will be 
studied by considering in M  the fine topology; this is advantageous because in 
this way M  is paracompact. Thus, we continue to confuse the sheaf and Cech 
cohomologies with coefficients in sheaves on M .
Let us start by considering the real case (for the time being, we defer to 
say ‘real'). We need the following Lemma, which is obtained from a result given 
in [Bre] (Exercise IV .18) by strengthening certain hypotheses (this makes its 
statement simpler and more directly applicable to our setting).
Lem m a 3.1. Let X  and Y be topological spaces, with Y  locally euclidean, 
and T  a sheaf o f abelian groups on X  ; lei us assume that all groups H k( X , F )  
are finitely generated. Then for all n > 0 there is an exact sequence o f abelian 
groups
0 -  ©  H > (X ,? ) « > ,  H k(Y ,2 )  —  /7” (X  x V ,» - '/ ■ )
)+ *■ »
—  0  Tor f f * (V ,Z )] —  0
>+*-•»•f  I
where Tor (•,•] denotes the torsion product (Go,HiS{ and n: X  x Y  —* X  is the 
canonical projection. ■
We can now prove our first basic result.
P ropos ition  3.1. The G-super manifold (B™ 'n,G ) i* cohomologically trivial:
=  0 Vk > 0 . (3.1)
Proof. In view of the definitions of the sheaves G“H and G (*ee Sections 1.2 and 
1.4), one has an isomorphism (all tensor products are over R )
Q ~  («"■ " ) - ‘ (C£- ® A R" ® b l ).
Therefore, applying Lemma 3.1 with the following identifications:
X  =  Rm, T  =  ® A R "  ® B l ,y  =  w r ,n.
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we obtain (since //‘ (91 "'", Z ) «  0 for k >  0 and ,1 ) m Z),
H'■(BZ’n,g) a  8 A  ® B i) .
Now, since the sheaf of rings is fine, the sheaf ® /\H" ® B t  of Cffin- 
modules is soft, and therefore is acyclic which yields the sought result. ■
Coarse partitions o f  unity. DeWitt supermanifolds do not admit par­
titions of unity in a strict sense, that is to say, there cannot exist partitions 
of unity subordinated to any locally finite cover, since the structure sheaf of a 
DeWitt supermanifold is not soft, and therefore not even fine. However, any 
DeWitt supermanifold has a particular kind of partition of unity, that we call 
a coarse partition o f unity (we recall from Section II.6 that a cover of a DeWitt 
supermanifold is said to be coarse if its sets are open in the DeW itt topology).
Lem m a 3.2. Let ( M ,A ) be a DeWitt G-supermanifold, with body M b and 
projection ♦ : M  —♦ M b - For any locally finite coarse cover U m {U j}  o f M  
there exists a family {g} } o f global sections o f A  such that
(1) Suppj, C Vji
W  E >»< =  »•
Proof. This result is proved in the same manner as Lemma 1.1.1. With no loss of 
generality we can assume that the sets Uj are coordinate neighbourhoods, and 
then A (U j)  2: W °°(f/ ))® r B l , where Uj is the image of Uj in through the 
coordinate map. Denoting by W  the union of the U j's, it is obviously possible 
to define functions f j  € H °° {W ) whose supports lie in U j, and are such that 
* j *  1; one simply defines
* j< « ‘ ....... « “ .»■ ........»■ ) =  * . ( < , ) ( . ' ........« “ ) ,
where Zo is the Z-expansion, and { f ; }  is a smooth partition of unity of the sheaf 
of C °° functions on *"»•"( W ) C Rm subordinated to the cover { * m,,*(t/^)}. The 
functions f j  do not sum up to 1, but this can be realised by normalising them.
Now, the quantities Tj ® 1 can be regarded as sections r j  in A (U j )  and 
extended by sero outside U j, thus yielding global sections of A . Letting h *  
Ti> we have <r(SM (h ) )  =  1, so that h is invertible, and we may set gj =  h~l Tj. 
The sections gj satisfy the required properties by construction. ■
IOS
C oro lla ry  3.1. Lei U be a locally finiie coarte cover o f M . Then 
A * (U , ^ ) - 0 ,  * > 0 ,
for any theaf T  o f  A-modulet. ■
If we consider in M  the coarse topology (let us denote the resulting space by 
M o w )  the sheaf A  is apparently fine; however, this does not allow us to conclude 
that the sheaf cohomology of A  is trivial, since M pw  is not paracompact. In 
any case, one can conclude that the £ech cohomology Ñ * (M p w ,A )  (o r the 
cohomology ff* (M p w > F )\  where T  is any «4-module) it trivial, since the direct 
limit over the covers involved in the definition of the Cech cohomology can be 
taken on coarse covers.
C ohom ology  o f  D e W it t  G-superiiiaiiifoldN. We can now state the 
main result of this section.
Propos ition  3.3. The structure theaf A  o f a DeW itt G-tupcrmanifold ( M ,A ) 
it  acyclic.
Proof. Any p € M b  has a system of neighbourhoods 2D such that for all W  € 2D 
the supermanifold ( ♦ " * ( JV),.4|4 *<SV)) '* isomorphic to (B™ ,n,Q)\ therefore, 
is acyclic. We are then in the hypotheses of the Leray theorem (see
(Oo)),J and hence:
H k( M , A ) *  H k(M B , * . A ) t k >  0.
The sheaf Q .A  is fine by Lemma 3.2, and hence acyclic, so that we achieve the 
thesis. ■
The reader will notice that the same procedure that brought to Proposi­
tion 3.2 can be applied to the structure sheaves of an ff° °  or G H °°  DeW itt 
supermanifolds, which are therefore acyclic as well.
C o ro lla ry  3.2. Any locally free A-module T  it acyclic.
Proof. Let us at first assume that T  trivializes on a coarse cover. Then, since 
♦  is a ♦ . ,4-module, the same proof of the previous Proposition applies. Now
JThis weaker version of the Leray theorem will suffice for our purposes: Let / : X  —* Y  
a continous map of topological spaces, and T  a sheaf on A . If either: (1) / is a 
closed immersion, or (2) every point y € Y has a base of open neighbourhoods whose 
preimages are acyclic for the sheaf T , then H k(X ,T )  2r H k(Y, f .F ) ,  for any 4i > 0.
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we limit prove that ?  actually trivialises on a coarse cover. Without any loss 
of generality we may assume that (M,A) -  (B™",(?), and that F  trivialises 
on subsets of £?£*'" which are diffeomorphic to open balls. Let U  be one of 
these subsets; then f ( U )  at QP^ (U ).  In view of the definition of the sheaf Q, 
if V is any other set of this kind such that ♦  ‘ ♦ (t/ ) = <t> ' ♦ ( ! ' )  *  W , then 
F (U )  at P (V ) ,  so that one has =  Gp^\w- ■
For instance, the sheaf of derivations V t r A  and sheaves flj, of graded differential 
forms on (M , A ) are acyclic.
S D R  cohom ology o f  D eW itt  eupermnnifolds. The previous results 
have an immediate consequence in connection with the super de Rham coho­
mology of DeWitt supermanifolds.
P roposition  3.3. * The super de Rham cohomology o f a DeW itt supermani- 
fold (M ,A )  is isomorphic with the B¡.-valued de Rham cohomology o f the body 
manifold M b •'
B s d * (M )  a- H p K(M s )  ®n B i . (3.2)
Proof. We have already seen that the sheaves of graded differential forms fl^  
are acyciclic, H k(M ,D pA ) -  0 for all *  >  0 and p >  0. Accordingly, Proposition 
1.2 implies
B ; Db ( M ) ~ / T ( M , B l ) .  (3.3)
On the other hand, M  is a fibration over M b with a contractible fibre, so that 
H d r (M )  ^  HJ)H(M b ), and Eq. (3.3) is equivalent to Eq. (3.2).* 4 ■
D olbeault theorem . Let ( M ,B ) be an (m,n)-dimensional complex G- 
supermanifold. We recall that f)£  is the sheaf of holomorphic graded p-forms 
on (M ,B ),  while f l j '*  is the sheaf of graded differential forms o f type (p ,q ). 
Here 7  is the complexification of the sheaf A, i.e. I  =  A  ® r C.
Lem m a 3.2. The complex f l j '# —* f l j ’1 —* ... is a resolution o f  i l j ,  i.e. the 
sequence o f sheaves o f graded C  ¡.-modules
o -  n ;  -  o f  (3.4)
*This result was already stated in [Raj
4In [DD2| we gave a slightly different proof, which does not involve the sheaf coho­
mology of A,  but requires spectral sequence techniques.
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is exact.
Proof. This ia the tranapoaition to the aupermanifold aetting of the ao-called 5- 
Poincarl or Grothendieck or Dolbeault Lemma, and ia proved by mimicking the 
proof valid in the caae of complex manifolda (aee e.g. [OrH]), in the a&me way 
aa the ordinary Poincar^ Lemma haa been generalized to Propoaition 2.1. ■
The aheavea flj '*  are acyclic by Corollary 3.2, bo that the reaolution (3.4) 
of the aheaf of holomorphic graded p-forma on (A f,5 ), by the abatract de Rham 
theorem, computea the cohomology of M  with coeffioienta in il£.
The cohomology of the complex
ia denoted by //£'*(M ,5 ), and ia called the Dolheault cohomology of ( M ,B ). 
More preciaely, we let
H î ' (  M , B)
The previoua diacuaaion leada to a Dolbeault-type theorem, valid for De- 
W itt aupermanifolda. For a non-DeWitt aupermanifold, the non-acyclicity of 
the atructure aheaf ia, generally apeaking, an obatruction to the validity of auch 
a theorem.
P ropoa ition  3.4. Let ( M ,B ) bo a complex DeWitt G-super manifold. There 
are isomorphisms o f  graded CL-modulcs
Cohom ology  o f  G°° D e W it t  superiininifolds. Propoaition 3.2, which 
atatea the acyclicity of the atructure aheaf of a DeWitt G-aupermanifold, can 
be ahown to hold true also in the caae of the sheaf A °°  o f G °° functiona on a 
DeWitt aupermanifold.
Propoaition  3.5. The structure sheaf o f  a G°° DeW itt supermanifold is acy­
clic.
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Proof. Working as in Lemma 3.2, one ran construct a coarse partition of 
unity on M , so that the sheaf ♦  .A "*  is fine, and therefore acyclic. Let us now 
consider for a while the DeWitt supermanifold (B 'J f'", C7°°). Lemma 3.1 
implies
'T * (< r ,n " J.C“ ) *  /f*(R"\(<rm,n).C ~ )  -  0
for all k >  0. Since (trm,n)~ l (irm<m)0Q— Q00 by the very definition of the 
sheaf G °°, the result is proved for the supermanifold (F J * '* ,0 m ). The result for 
a generic G 00 DeWitt supermanifold now follows from the Leray theorem (cf. 
footnote 2). ■
4. A gain  on the structure o f  D eW itt  supermanifolds
We are now in possession of the tools needed to complete the investigation of the 
relationship between the various categories of DeWitt supermanifolds that we 
began in Section II.6. The result we aim at establishing is the following: any H °° 
or O "  or G-supermanifold structure on a DeWitt supermanifold determines 
compatible structures of the two other types (we shall clarify shortly what we 
mean by 'compatible'). Thus, the sets of isomorphism classes of the following 
objects
(1) H °° DeWitt supermanifolds;
(2) G H °°  DeWitt supermanifolds;
(3 ) G°° DeWitt supermanifolds;
(4 ) DeWitt G-supermanifolds;
(5 ) graded manifolds,
all having the same body manifold X , and the same odd dimension n, are in a 
one-to-one correspondence. Moreover, anyone of these objects corresponds to a 
rank n vector bundle over X , and vice versa.
We have already established in Section II.6 the relationship between H 00 
DeWitt supermanifolds and graded manifolds. To complete our analysis, we 
need the following result.
P ropos ition  4.1. Any G°° D eW iii a u per manifold (M ,  A 00) carries one and 
only one compatible G -superrnanifold structure. ■
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This amounts to saying that there is a sheaf A  of graded algebras on 
M , and a ¿¿¿-algebra morphism S\A - » C ff such that (M ,A ,6 )  is a DeWitt 
G-supermanifold, and Im 6 »  >1°°. Moreover, such a G-supermanifold structure 
is unique up to isomorphisms.
In accordance with the discussion of Section II.7, a possible proof for Propo­
sition 4.1 consists in showing that
H k{ M , V t r [A ~ , K ) ) - Q  for * - 1 , 2 .  (4.1)
We recall that the sheaf AC can be regarded as the ( L -t l)-st graded symmetric 
power of 7l°° over A °°, where 71°° is the sheaf of nilpotents of A °°. Eq. (4.1) 
is proved by a sequence o f partial results. We start with a key result which we 
take from [Rta].
Lem m a 4.1. Let (B™ 'n,G ) be the standard G-aupermanifold over B™,n. One 
has an iaomorphiam o f aheavea o f graded Be-m od  idea Ver(G °° ,/C) 2r Ver(G ,IC ).
Proof. The map S:G —* G°° induces a morphism
Per(0~,AC ) -  V e r (G ,K )
given by D ( f )  =  D (6 ( f ) ) .  Since S is surjective (cf. Proposition 1.4.1), the 
morphism (4.2) is injective. To prove its surjectivity, consider coordinates (* * , 
. . .  , » m,y 1, . . .  , 1/"), and for any t> € V er(G ,IC )(U ), with V  C B™'n, let D  =
V ' o ' f ;  +  V  with D ‘ . D °  e K (V ).  Since in thi. ciuc K  =r
¡ r i
where 71 is the nilpotent ideal of A  (cf. Lemma II.7.6), and since 71 is locally 
generated by the elements {/?<, t =  1 ,. . . ,  L )  of the canonical basis of R*', and 
by the odd coordinates y ° , we have
¿ ( « ‘ ♦ ' I c # 4 ' ,  ¿ ( « “ ' i d l 1,
O x' O y°
and therefore t ) (K )  C T l*'*1 • Tl4, =  0, so that D  lies in the image of the 
morphism (4.2); indeed, one can define D ( f )  =  t ) (g ) ,  where g is any section in 
G( U) which is mapped to / € Qm(U )  b ) f  ■
Lem m a 4.2. The aheaf AC over B™'n is acyclic.
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Proof. One writes the lung ruhomology exact sequence associated with the 
sequence (I I .7.5) and applies Propositions 3.1 and 3.5. ■
C oro lla ry  4.1. The ahe*f V e r(C ao, fC) over f l " ' "  is acyclic.
Proof. Prom Lemma 4.1 we obtain V e r W , ^ )  rs K  VerQ  a  /Cm|n, the 
second isomorphism being due to the fact that DerQ  is free of rank (m ,n ); 
Lemma 4.2 allows to conclude. ■
C oro lla ry  4.2. The s/ieaf V e r lA 0*, 1C) over a G °° DeW iit aupermnnifold ( M , 
•4"°) is a cyclic.
Proof. In view of Corollary 4.1, any p € M b has a system of neighbourhoods 
whose counterimages are acyclic for the sheaf V er(A °°,IC ). By the Leray theo­
rem (cf. footnote 2) we obtain H k(M , D e r(A °° ,/C) H h( M B ,* ,D e r (A ° °  ,K ) )  
for all k > 0. But K )  is a module over the fine sheaf ♦  ..400, and
therefore it is acyclic. ■
Corollary 4.2 implies Eq.(4.1), and therefore provides a proof of Proposition
4.1.
Now we examine various relationships that occur between DeWitt super­
manifolds o f different categories.
1. A G H °° or H°° DeWitt supermanifold produces a DeWitt G-super- 
manifold simply by tensoring its structure sheaf by B l -
2. A G°° DeWitt supermanifold yields a DeWitt G-supermanifold through 
the extension procedure discussed in Section II.7, which is always possible as 
shown in Proposition 4.1.
3. A DeWitt G-supermanifold (M ,A )  produces an //°° (and therefore 
G H ao and G °°) supermanifold as follows. Let Rj, be the real field R regarded 
as a module by means of the body map o\ B l  —* R, and let
H h  = A ® Bi  Rl - (4.3)
In order to prove that (M ^ H m ) is an H°° supennanifold, let us investigate the 
effects of the recipe (4.3) in the case (M ,A )  =  (££*’",(? ). Since C ^  H °°® h B l , 
we have C ® * t R*, ~  H ao. Therefore, the space ( M ,H m ) is locally isomorphic 
with the space (B '^ ‘n, H°°)\ that is to say, (M ,H m ) is an H °°  supermanifold. 
The situation can be described pictorially by the following ‘diagram*:
Con o m o l o u v  or luraiiMANiroLoa 111
II' DeWitt « I f®  DeW.tt
aupermanifolda Incluaion aupermanifolda
Proced. . .  < * . « j jla c U a ie *
DeWitt Om DeWitt
G-aupermanifolda r > Irnaiun * U Hothaleln aupermanifolda
Any time we make a loop in this diagram wr get hack (up to iaomorphiam) to the 
manifold we atarted from. In thia arose, the varioua aupermanifold atructurea 
that can be impoaed on a DeWitt aupermanifold are compatible.
More formally, we have obtained the following reault.
P rop os it ion  4.2. The art# o f iaomorphiam claaaea of
(1 ) H °° DeW itt super manifold a;
(2 ) G H °°  DeW itt aupermanifolda;
(3 ) G °° D eW itt aupermanifolda;
(4 ) D eW itt G-aupermanifolda;
are iaomorphic. ■
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Chapter IV
G eom etry o f supervector bundles
Our purpose in this Chapter is to study the main features o f the theory of 
vector bundles in the category of G-supermanifolds.
Connections on supervector bundles are introduced in Section 1; a distin­
guished feature of superbundles, which stresses once more the similarity between 
supermanifolds and complex manifolds, is that a superhundle may not admit 
connections on it. Thus, one ran define a rohomological invariant of the bundle 
(its Atiyah class) which vanishes if and only if the bundle admits connections.
Section 2 is devoted to superline bundles, and their rohomological classi­
fication, while in Section 3 a theory of Chern classes of complex supervector 
bundles is presented. The interesting property here is that supervector bun­
dles have both ‘even’ and ‘odd* Chern classes, in consideration of the fact that 
the monoid of supervector bundles over a fixed G-supermanifold is naturally 
graded.
Subsequently, in Section 4 we discuss how Chern classes can be represented 
in terms of curvature forms.
1. Connections
Supervector bundles or principal superfibre bundles over supermanifolds do not 
necessarily carry connections; since supermanifolds may not admit partitions 
o f unity, the usual proofs of the existence of connections do not apply. In­
deed, superbundles are in this respect akin to holomorphic bundles on complex 
manifolds [Atl.Kss].
The problem of the existence of connections on superbundles, apart from 
its own interest from a purely geometric viewpoint, is relevant to string theory
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and field theory over topologically non-trivia! supermanifolds; the uae of non­
trivial auperaparea ia important e.g. for the aolution of the anomaly problem for 
auperaymmetrir gauge theory [DoPTa.DruL).
In thia Section, proceeding largely by analogy with complex manifolda, we 
analyse thia problem. It turna out that one can attach to any auperbundle 
E a cohomology claaa k{E) whoae vanishing ia equivalent to the existence o f a 
connection on E. Another important feature of the theory ia that, whenever 
the base aupermanifold ia DeWitt, a auperbundle carries connections.
Let E ■  ( ( ( , A ( ) , n )  be an SVB of rank (r ,a ) on a supermanifold (M ,A ,S )\  
thua, the aheaf € of G-aectiona o f the projection if : ( ( ,A < ) -• (M ,A )  is a locally 
free .4-module of rank (r,a ).
D efin ition  1.1. A connection V  on E is an even morphiam o f  sheaves of graded 
B i-m odules
V  : £  -  H o m (V e rA ,£ ) s  £  0 ^ , (1.1)
aatiafying the Leibnia rule
V (s / ) -  V (a ) f  +  s ®  df V/ e A (U ), a € £ (U ),  and V open U C M  .
Here f l lA is the aheaf of graded differential 1-forms on (M ,A )  (cf. Section 11.4). 
If E is a trivial bundle, and an isomorphism £  ^  ,4r|* has been fixed, there ia 
a canonical ‘ flat’ connection on E, given by
a d . A ,
where ( e * )  is the canonical basis of A r
It ia convenient to introduce the aheaf »7 (E ) =  £ ©  (£  ®.* i l^ ),  equipped 
with the structure of graded .4-module induced by
( «  ®  a ) f  =  a f ®  ( o f  +  a ® d f )
for all / € A (U ), a € £ (U ),  a  € (£  9 a  n j,)(i/ ), for ^  °P en U C M .  J (S )  
is apparently the first jet extension of the sheaf £ (cf. [Kss] for the definition 
of jet extension in the ordinary case, and [H «M l], where connections are also 
considered, for the case of graded manifolds).
We consider the exact sequence of graded ,4-modules
0 — £ ® fllA — J ( S) — £ 0, ( 1.2 )
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which need not be split,1 due to the non-trivial A -module structure of »7(E).
Propos ition  1.1. The aequence (1 .2 ) is aplit i f  and only i f  there exists a con­
nection on E.
Proof. Given a connection V  on E, the map A : £ —• «7(E) given by A(s) m 
s © V (s ) is a splitting of (1.2). Conversely, denoting by wa : «7(E) —* € 9 a  A^ 
the projection, a splitting A of (1.2) determines the connection V  «  wj o A. ■
The sequence (1.2) determines an element 6(E) G H l (M ,'H om (£ ,£  
n ^ )), that we call the Atiyah clnaa of E, in the following standard way [Hirs]. 
We apply the functor 7 iom (£ ,o ) to the exact sequence (1.2); since €  is locally 
free, we obtain another exact sequence,1
0 — H om (£ ,£  9 a  (¡a )  —  H o m (£ ,J (E )) —  H om (£ ,£ ) —  0. (1.3)
The induced cohomology sequence contains the segment
H ° (M }H om {£ ,£  9 a  f l lA ) )  - *  H ° (M ,H o m (£ , ,7 (3 ))) - *
- *  H 0(M ,H o m (£ ,£ ) )  —  H x(M ,H o m (£ ,£  9 a  H j*)).
The identity morphism Id:£ —* £  is of course an element in H °(M ,7 io m (£ t£ )); 
its image in H l (M ,H o m (£ ,£  9 a  A ^ ) )  is by definition the Atiyah class 6(E) 
of E. The vanishing of 6(E) is equivalent to the existence o f an element A € 
H Q(M ,H o m (£ ,J (E ) ) )  whose image is /, which is no more than a splitting of 
the sequence (1.2).
A cocycle representing 6(E) can be obtained in terms of a local trivialisation 
of S. Indeed, let V )  be the flat connection on determined by a fixed
*We recall that an exact sequence (say, of modules) 0 —• M  —* N  —-• Q —» 0 is iplit 
if N  ~  M  © Q. A splitting of the exact sequence is a morphism i : Q —» N  such that 
pot s  Id; the existence of at least one of such a morphism is apparently equivalent to 
the splitness of the sequence. Let us also notice that in ordinary differential geometry 
all exact sequences of smooth vector bundles do split, due to the existence of smooth 
partitions of unity [Hus|.
3In view of Proposition A.2.2, the sequence (1.3) can also he written 
0 -s  (£ 9 A n lA )9 £ ’  —  J (S )® £ *  — C 9 C *  — 0 
and is therefore obtained from (1.2) by tensoring with £*.
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trivialisation of S relative to a rover {U t )  of M . The 1-cocycle
{ » , .  ■  V ,  -  V , }  (1.4)
if a representative o f  6 (E ).
It is possible to express 6(E) in terms of the transition morphisms of E; 
these can be regarded as automorphisms of the sheaf A ri'\u,nuk'-
9 j* ’->Ar', \U,nUk /,nuk
(cf. Section II.3). A trivialisation o fE  given by an open cover {U f } with sections 
* i € £\uf determines transition morphisms such that m g}k*k* where a} and 
¿s are the sections a, and s* restricted to UjD V i, and represented in A r\*\ut r\Uk- 
Inserting this into Eq. (1.4) we obtain
b)t m (1,5)
Since in general the structure sheaf A  o f a supermanifold is not acyclic, the 
sheaf ‘H om (£ ,£  11  ^)) has non-trivial cohomology as well, so that the Atiyah
class o f an SVB need not vanish; therefore, in contrast to smooth bundles, and 
in analogy with holomorphic bundles, a superbundle does not necessarily admit 
connections.
EXAMPLE 1.1. We construct a non-trivial SVB which admits connections, even 
though the structure sheaf of its base supermanifold is not acyclic. We consider 
the G H °°  supermanifold described in Example 1.2.1; by tensoring its structure 
sheaf by B l , we obtain a G-supermanifold (M ,A ) .  We notice parenthetically 
that the graded tangent bundle to ( M ,A ) is a trivial rank (1,0) SVB; i.e., it is 
a trivial superline bundle (cf. Section II.3 and next Section).
We consider the rank (1,0) SVB S defined by the transition morphisms
*n | V i- Id , 9 „ | V i « - I d ;
V\ and Vj are the connected components of (U\ n i/ j) x R (the sets t/|, U\ were 
defined in Example 1.2.1). Topologically, the total space of E is a Mobius band 
times a Euclidean space. E is not trivial, while its Atiyah class vanishes as a 
consequence o f Eq. (1.5), so that it carries a connection. A
'Juxtaposition here denotes matrix multiplication.
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In the next Section, when the cohomological classification of superline bun­
dles will become available, we shall demonstrate the existence of SVB ’s which 
do not admit connections.
On the other hand, in the case of DeWitt supermanifolds we have the 
following result, which relies on their cohomological triviality.
P roposition  1.2. The Atiyuh c/ass o f any SVB over a DeW itt G-aupcrmtuii- 
fold (M ,A )  vanishes.
Proof. The sheaf H om (£ ,£  ®,4 0 ^ ) )  is a locally free .4-module, so that it is
Curvnture. Having fixed a connection V  on the SVB S =  ( ( { ,  A ( ), w), the 
morphism (1.1) can be extended to morphisms (denoted by the same symbol)
is ,4-linear, and therefore determines an element R  € Hom(£,£ O ^), that
is, a global section of the sheaf H om (£ , 6 ) f l^ , *  graded differential 
2-form with values in H om (£ ,£ ), which is the curvature of the connection V. 
As usual, this obeys the Bimnchi identity:
C onnection  and curvature form s. I f  we introduce a cover {Uj }  of M 
over which S  trivializes, and {e ^ \ . . .  is a homogeneous basis of £{Uj),
we can represent a connection V  over S  in terms o f a collection { V ^ }  of 
matrix-valued graded differential 1-forms, each defined on the open set Uj  (local 
connection forms); the curvature R  can be similarly represented by a collection 
{ # '> }  o f matrix-valued graded differential 2-forms (local curvature forms). To 
this end, we set
acyclic by Corollary III.3.2.
P > o . ( 1.6)
A simple direct computation shows that the morphism
V ’  : £  -  £ (Ì*A
V  = 0. (1.7)
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with the index A running from 1 to r + 1 . In terma of theae forma, the definition 
of curvature reada
(thia ia the ao-ralled Carta» structural equation), while the Bianchi identity 
reada
On the overlap UjOUi, of two trivialising patchea there are two different local 
connection (or curvature) forma, and theae are intertwined by the uaual relationa
2. Superline bundles
In thia and in the following Sectiona, we deal with a theory of characteriatic 
claaaea for complex aupervertor bundlea (C SV B ’S) which parallela the uaual 
theory of Chern rlaaaea for amooth complex vector bundlea. Complex auper- 
vector bundlea are defined exactly in the aame way aa ‘real’ SVB ’a (cf. Section 
II.3), but uaing the complexification T  =  A  S r C of the atructure aheaf o f a 
G-aupermanifold ( M ,A ) rather than A  itaelf. Thua, a rank (r ,a ) CSVB over 
(M ,A )  haa a atandard fibre whoae underlying topological apace ia C ¿*, while 
ita aheaf o f aectiona ia a rank (r, a) locally free graded J-module. Notice that 
the evaluation map b :A  —* •4oc extenda naturally to a morphiam 6 :1  —* X°°, 
where T°° ia the complexification of A °°.
We conaider first the caae of complex auperline bundles (CSLB ’a), i.e. 
CSVB’a o f rank either (1,0) or (0,1). In both caaea a CSLB ia apecified by 
the aaaignment of ita tranaition morphiama relative to a cover U =  {£/>} of M\ 
each tranaition morphiam g)k ia a aection in !;(£/> fl l/*), where I f  denotea 
the aubaheaf of Z« whoae aectiona are invertible (the aymbol * we uae to denote 
invertible aubaheavea ahould not be confuaed with the aymbol * denoting duad 
module). The tranaition morphiama aatiafy the multiplicative cocycle condition
V<<) “ »*/ V<‘) + *»/ ( 1 .8 )
(1.9)
9>* 9hk 9kJ = Id  ,
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while, on the other hand, two CSLB's are isomorphic if and only if their tran­
sition morphisms differ by a coboundary, in the sense that
where {A ) }  is a 0-cocycle o f relative to the cover li.
Thus, the isomorphism classes of CSLB's — having fixed at the outset 
whether we are dealing with the rank (1,0) or (0,1) case — are in a one-to-one 
correspondence with the elements of the cohomology group H x( M , I q ), where 
Tg is considered as a sheaf o f abelian groups with respect to its multiplicative 
structure. This allows us to introduce, as in the ordinary case, an integral 
cohomology class which, in a sense to be elucidated later, classifies the CSLB's 
over (A/, A ).
O bstruction  class and super P icard  group. We start by defining an 
exponential map exp:C i  —* C£ by letting
where for all z € C l  the series converges in the vector space C l  (here i is the 
imaginary unit). Hence, there is an exact sequence of abelian groups
Applying all this pointwise to C&-valued G°° functions, we obtain an exact 
sequence
where we have considered only the even part o f the sheaf I q° for convenience. 
We also define an exponential map exp: I  —► I *  by the same prescription (2.1).
Complexifying the exact sequence (I I .7.5), and taking the even parts, we 
obtain an exact sequence
» j »  1
exp z = s? ( 2 1 )
0 - 2  - C i ( 22 )
0 z  -  r.” (2.3)
0 - P - I .
where V  I. n square zero ideal. It follows that on T>, the morphism exp reduces 
to / —  1 +  2trt/.
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Willi the Him of extending the u n c i sequence (2.2) to the xheitf Z0,
commutative diagram
0
1
0 --------* V •■1
1
1 1 T)
1
0 ------- - z ___-__ . 2; •«1
* t  1/ — •
1
T*
II 'I
0 ------- - Z , T f»
• up
--------*
1*
I * *  — >
i
0
1
1
where the abelian groups in the column on the right «re  taken with their mul­
tiplicative .tructure, and the exactne.. o f the middle row sequence ha. yet to 
be proven.
Lem m a 2.1. The sequence
0 Z -  Z, —  i ;  —  i  (2.5)
i i  exact.
Proof. It i. obviou. that A is injective, and that ImA C Kerexp. To .how that 
Kerexp c  ImA we re.ort to diagram (2.4). I f  -  for a .uitable open .et V  c  M  
we have exp / =  0, then l ( / ) . t f f ,  Setting / . t t i . v t  have k € THU). 
Then exp(/) a  1 implies k =  0, i.e. / G Z.
To .how that exp i. .urjective, let u. con.ider / € Zu*(f/). There i. a 
»  € Z i(t f )  inch that i (e x p (, ) )  =  « (/ ),  that / -  exp(y) £ THU). Since exp(y)
i.  invertible, we may let / -  exp(y) =  exp (j)2rrih  with h £ THU), .o  that 
/ =  exp(y +  A). .
We now consider the exact cohomology sequence induced by (2.5); it con­
G lO M B TR Y  o r  tUrRRVRCTOR HIM m
tain* the segment
—  t f ‘ (A f , I . )  —  « ' ( * / , ! „ • )  —  » ’ (M ,Z ) — (2 .«)
Let A  be i  CSLB over (M ,A )\  we denote by the «m e  symbol the claaa it 
determines in
D e fin ition  2.1. The element d (A ) € H 3(M ,Z )  is the obatruction class o f the 
C SLB  A.
In the case of smooth complex line bundles over smooth manifolds, since 
the relevant structure sheaf is acyclic, the obstruction map 0  is an isomorphism, 
that is to say, two line bundles are isomorphic if and only if they have the same 
obstruction class. In the present case this is no longer true; since the sheaf 7o 
has, in general, non-trivial cohomology, the morphism d has both a kernel and 
a cokernel. However, this same reasoning proves the following result.
P rop os it ion  2.1. Two C SLB ’a over a DeW itt supermanifold are isomorphic 
i f  and only i f  they have the same obatruction class. ■
Thus, in general CSLB’s behave like holomorphic line bundles on complex 
manifolds; indeed, we may define a super Picard group
SPic°(A#,^)
Im
which classifies the complex superline bundles whose obstruction class vanishes. 
Obviously, SP ic°(A f,.4 ) =  0 if (M ,A )  is DeWitt.
It  should be noticed that the super Picard group is neither a topological 
nor a differentiable invariant, but depends (obviously up to isomorphism) on 
the G-supermanifold structure. This fact is illustrated once more by Example 
1.2.1; in that case we certainly have SPic°(A f,.4 ) 0 (cf. next Example). On 
the other hand, the underlying smooth manifold S l x R admits a DeWitt G- 
supermanifold structure in an obvious way, and the super Picard group of this 
supermanifold vanishes.
We can now prove the existence of supervector bundles which do not admit 
connections. To this end we need a preliminary result.
L em m a  2.2. Let (M ,A )  be a (1,0) dimensional G-supermanifold. A CSLB  A 
over (M ,  A )  admits connections if  and only i f  it can be given constant transition 
morphisms.
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Proof. The “ if"  part of this claim follow« from Eq. (1.5). To show the converse 
we notice that the vanishing of the Atiyah class of A can be written, again 
according to Eq. (1.5), in the form
¿ lo g 9jk *  n  -
with { tj}  a 0-cochain for the Cech cohomology of H om (£ ,£  ® i l^ )  with respect 
to a suitable cover of M . Since d im (A fM ) =  (1,0), we have dr} m drk =  0, 
and the cover can be chosen so as to give = dX, for all j'n . The transi­
tion morphisms g'ik =  exp(X , )g )tl exp( A*) are equivalent to the git,'s and are 
constant. g
E x a m p l e  2.1. We consider again the G -supermanifold built over the G H °°  
supermanifold of Example 1.2.1 as the base supermanifold. By the previous 
Lemma, we can prove that there are CSLB’s on (M ,A )  which do not have 
connections simply by showing that there are CSLB’s on ( M ,A ) which cannot 
be given constant transition morphisms. Since a CSLB with constant transition 
morphisms determines an element of H x(M , (C l )%), this amounts to saying that 
it is not possible to find a surjective morphism H x(M , (C l )1)
In our example, H x( M , (C L )J) 2s (C L )l\ the group H x( M , i ; )  is computed by 
considering the exact sheaf sequence (2.5), which induces the exact cohomology 
sequence
0 —  H ’ ( M . I )  —  H ° (M , I0) —  —
—  H ' ( M . l )  —  H —  0;
recalling Eq. (1.2.14) we obtain
O ^ Z - C ©  ( C ° ° ( R )  ®  « P i )  ^  C *  ©  ( C ° ° ( R )  ®  V l ) -
^ z - c - ’ ì r ) ® ^  / fl (A / ,r ; )  - * o
where is the nilpotent ideal of (C l )q. From this we obtain by direct com­
putation
H '(M , i ; ) * C ° ° (R - ,  S l ) (B (C ° ° (R )® V t ) ,
where (7 ° ° (R ;  S l ) is the group of smooth maps from the real line to 5 1. Thus, 
H 1(M , (C l )1) •• finite-dimensional over R , while H X(M ,1 ^ )  is infinite-dimen­
sional, so that a surjection from the first space onto the second cannot exist. A
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U n d erly in g  G°° bundles. Any CSLB A on *  G-supennanifold (M ,A )  
has an underlying G°° auperline bundle (cf. Section II.3), which we denote by 
¿ (A ). I f  {£>*} is a act of transition inorphiama, then 6 (A ) can be given transition 
functions {£ ($> *)}; moreover, the morphism //‘ (A f,Z ¡ )  —* //‘ (A f.Z “ *) induced 
by 6:1q —* Z “ '* maps the isomorphism class of A to the isomorphism class of 
6(A ). An obstruction class can be attached to ¿ (A ) by means of the exponential 
sheaf sequence (2.3); the cohomology diagram obtained from
0 ----- . z ---- . X,- • I,— -----• X
shows that the obstruction classes of A and 6 (A ) ran be identified.
A ssocia ted  sm ooth  bundles. Given a complex superline bundle A over 
A/, we can associate with it a smooth line bundles over the smooth manifold 
underlying A/, that with a slight abuse o f language, we again call M .  Let us 
consider the sheaf morphism p : l0 —* Cm  defined by the composition
I .  - •  I ?  ~  C „  , (2.7)
where a is the body map, and Cm  i* now the sheaf o f germs o f smooth C-valued 
functions on A f. There is a commutative diagram
0 --------- Z --------- Z . --------- z ;  --------* 0
II '1 I '
0 --------. Z --------- Cm  -------- - Cm  --------- 0
which induces the commutative cohomology diagram
N '( M ,Z )  — » H '( M M )  ---------- A / * (A / ,Z ;) ---------- t f J(A # ,Z )
* i  1 ' 1“
0 --------- H 1(M ,C m ) --------* Z/*(A#,Z)
(one has H 1( M , C m ) =  0 since Cm  •» fine). According to this diagram, p ( A ) is a 
smooth line bundle over M  with the same obstruction class as A; moreover, the
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transition functions o f p (A ) are obtained from those of A by evaluating with b 
and taking the body. Since amootli line bundlea are classified by their obstruc- 
tion claaa, while auperline bundlea are not, non-iaomorphic auperline bundle 
may have iaomorphic aaaociated amooth line bundlea. Conaider for inatance a 
non trivial CSLB A over the aupermanifold of Example 1.2.1 (cf. Example 2.1): 
aince all amooth complex line bundlea over S x x H are trivial, A and the trivial 
CSLB over (M , A )  have the aame aaaociated ainooth bundle. The apacea of 
auperline bundlea, whoae aaaociated amooth line bundlea are iaomorphic, are 
obvioualy iaomorphic with SPic#(Af,.4 ).
H o lom orp liic  aiiperline liuiidlra. Holomorphic aupervector bundlea 
over complex G-aupermanifolda are defined along the aame linea aa aupervector 
bundlea over real G-aupermanifolda (see Section II.3). In particular, holomor­
phic auperline bundlea (HSLB'a) over a complex G-aupermanifold (M ,B )  are 
in correspondence to rank (1,0) or (0,1) locally free 0-modulea, so that their 
isomorphism claasea can be identified with elementa in H l (M ,B Z ).
Superline bundles over D eW itt supernm nifolda. If (A/, A ) ia a (real) 
DeWitt G-aupermanifold, the aheaf Jo ia acyclic; then the obstruction mor­
phism 9 : ,*) — N , (M ,Z )  is bijective, and the CSLB’a over (M ,A )  are
classified by their obstruction claaa. Moreover, M  ia homotopic to its body 
M b , »o that H 7(M ,Z )  a  H 7(M b ,Z)\ we therefore expect an isomorphism 
/f‘ (A# ,Iq ) ~  H 1(M b ,CJhb ) to hold. Indeed, it suffices to conaider the exact 
sequence o f sheaves over M b
1 - * ■ - ♦ . * # *  ^  C'h .  —  1 (2.8)
where T  is the subgroup in ♦ .J 0 generated over C*Mu by elementa in l  +  (# .J o )J. 
The sheaf T  is acyclic because it ia a Cm b -module via the exponential map, 
ao that /f‘ (A/b . ♦ .T ^ ) a  H x(M b ,C'Mb ). On the other hand, any point p € 
M b haa a system o f neighbourhoods {U }  such that H k(U ,Z ) -  0 for k >  0 
which, in view o f the exact sequence (2.5) and of the acyclicity o f I 0, implies 
H k(U ,Q .I£ )  =  0 for k >  0. The second condition o f the Leray theorem aa 
stated in footnote 2 of Chapter III is therefore fulfilled, so that H '(M B , * . i ; )  Cs 
H l ( M , l t ) ,  which gives the required iaomorphiam H l (M , I£ )  cs H 1(M b ,C*Mb ). 
Thua we have proved the following result:
P ropos ition  2.2. Let (h i ,  A )  be a DeW itt G-supermmnifold with body M B 
There ia a one-to-one correspondence between C S LB ’a over (A/, A )  and smooth
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complex line bundlen over M a ­
l i  ( M ,B ) is a complex DeWitt aupermanifold, the body M b o f M  U a
M b , reasoning as in the real case one obtains a commutative diagram
H x( M B , l )  --------► H '(M b , 0 )  ------- . P ic °(M a ) --------► 0
defines a morphism o f abelian groups tr: S P ic °(M ,fl) -*  Pic#(M s ),  which in 
general is neither surjective nor injective. Nonetheless, whenever ( M ,B ) is split 
(cf. Section II.6), the fact that 1 ® C l  f ° r lom t holomorphic vector
bundle (  on M b entails that w is surjective.
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let M b be a complex torus. After assuming L  =  2, V  =  0, 
we endow the space M  =  M b *  C* with the trivial structure o f (1,1) complex 
DeWitt G-supermanifold (M ,B ), in such a way that B  ~  ♦  l O  ® faC ®  Cl - 
Direct computation shows that SPic#(A/,B )  = P ic ° (M » )  x so that K ertr = 
•Pi,. This simple situation shows that the morphism w is not injective, even 
though (M ,B )  is split. A
More generally, in the case when the complex DeWitt supermanifold ( M ,B ) 
is split, and its body M b i> compact Kiihler, its super Picard group is related 
to the Picard group o f M b  in a simple way. Indeed, recalling that the Picard 
group of an ordinary compact complex Kiihler manifold ( X , O x ) >” a complex 
manifold o f the same dimension as the complex vector space H 1 (X ,O x )  [OrH], 
we obtain the following result.
complex manifold; if  O  denotes the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions on
H l (M ,Z )  —  H l (M ,B 0) —  H '(M ,B ; )  — * H ' ( M , l )
//‘ ( M b , 2 )  —. H x( M b , 0 )  —  //‘ ( M b . O * )  — . H ' ( M B , 2 )
In this case the body manifold has a Picard group as well,
and the diagram
H l (M ,  2 ) -------- - --------- SPic
I V
Propoiiitio ii 2.3. SPir°( M , B ) ia a complex DeW itt aupermanifold o f dimen- 
■ion (p,0), where p £ J _ #d im If'(J l# # ,A * {)•  The body o f SPic#(A # ,5 ) ic 
diffeomorphic with the manifold P ic ° (M B) x H X(M B, A *  £)■ ■
If m =  n =  1, M b i« compact, and {  ia a apin atructure over M b , (M , A )  ia 
■aid to be a aplit super Niemann surface (Hod). In thia case, uaing Serre duality 
(far), we obtain
C oro lla ry  2.1. dim SPic°(M , B) =  (9  +  9, 0 ), where g it the genua o f M b  , and 
q =  dim H ° (M b , ( ) .  m
REMARK 2.1. It ahould be noticed that the dimenaion of thia auper Picard 
varieties diaagreea with aome results in the literature (cf. e.g. |ON|), where for 
instance the dimenaion computed in Corollary 2.1 would be (9 , 9). However, it 
aeeina natural to give the auper Picard group a aupermanifold structure in the 
same way aa the ordinary Picard group ia endowed with a complex manifold 
structure; thus, if for instance we consider a case where H '(M B, l )  =  0, the 
■uper Picard group SPic°(A/,fl) reduces to H l (M ,B 0), which ia the even part 
of the graded C^-module H l (M ,B ).  If the latter is free — which ia always the 
caae when (M ,B )  ia aplit (Hod) — SPic°(A/,fl) haa a natural atructure of purely 
even aupermanifold, which is compatible with the one described in Proposition 
2.3. A
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3. Characteristic classes
We now proceed to the construction of characteristic classes for aupervector 
bundles; given a G-aupermanifold (M ,A ) ,  and a CSVB E on it, we shall asso­
ciate with S  both even and odd Chern classes. All these classes will be elements 
in the cohomology ring H * (M ,2 ).  The Chern classes we are going to build are 
meant to be generalisations of the obstruction class o f a CSLB, as defined in 
the previous Section; since the latter coincides with the obstruction class o f the 
underlying G°° line bundle, it is quite natural to attach characteristic classes 
not directly to the CSVB E, but rather to its underlying G°° vector bundle. 
In a sense, we shall associate characteristic classes with the equivalence class of 
CSVB’s having isomorphic underlying G°° bundles. In fact, one cannot expect 
that integer valued cohomology classes are able to discriminate between CSVB ’s 
with the same underlying G °° bundle.
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Therefore —  since thi* will make our job much rattier — in this Section aII 
SVB'a are intended to be G °° vector bundlea, and all morphiama are G °° .
The approach we intend to follow ia the conatructive one, baaed on the 
introduction o f the univeraal bundlea via projectivization of the vector bundle, 
which waa deviaed in the ordinary raae by Grothendieck (Grot).
On G°° v e c to r  bundle«. The definition of G 00 vector bundlea waa given 
in Chapter II (Definition II.3.2). Here we wiah to define the concepta of aub- 
bundle and quotient bundle for the category of complex G°° vector bundlea. 
Let M  be a G °° aupermanifold, and let p: E  —* M  be a rank (r, a) complex G ec 
vector bundle on it. We aay that a collection { F M C  E , } ic m  of free rank ( htk ) 
graded aubmodulea of the fibrea of E  (with h < r, k <  a) define a aubbundle 
q: F  —* M  o f E  if —  denoting by F  the union (J*eM — there ia a cover {U j}  
of M  and a local trivialization
takea values in U j X C ^*; here Fu} =  UiCt/, W ith this assumption one can 
indeed equip F  with the structure o f a rank (h ,k )  complex G°° vector bundle.
Associated with the trivialization {<fij} there are transition functions gji, 
displaying the block structure
the maps hjk are the transition functions of the bundle F. On the other hand, 
we can define another complex G°° vector bundle on M , called the quotient 
bundle Q =  E / F , which is the bundle whose fibre at z € M  is the free graded 
Ct-module Q , =  E ,/ F , , with the G°° maps as transition functions, relative 
to the cover {U j} .
The fact that F  ia a subbundle of E , and that Q  ia their quotient, will be 
usually stated by saying that the sequence 0 —► F  —* E  —► Q —► 0 is exact. It is 
easily verified that, if 0 —♦ E ' —* S —* H" —* 0 is an exact sequence of SVB’s in 
the category o f G-supermanifolds (which amounts to saying the corresponding
-~ U ,  x C l 1*
such that the restriction
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sequence o f modules is exact), then their underlying G°° bundles give rise to 
an exact sequence as well.
P ro je c t iv e  superspaces. Let r and s be nonnegative integers. We recall
that O L c l M j | (henceforth simply denoted by GL[r\a)) is the group of even 
automorphisms of C [ '*, whose elements can be regarded as matrices displaying 
the block form (A .3.1). After fixing another pair o f nonnegative integers A, k 
with h <  r  and k <  s, we define G£(A, A ;r,« )  as the subgroup of GL\r\a\ whose 
elements are matrices with the form
( A B C  D \
0  E  0 F  I
G H L  p \  *
0 Q 0 R j
where the blocks have the following dimensions, both horizontal and vertical: A, 
r  -  A, k, $ -  k. Quite evidently, G L(h ,k\r,a ) is an H °° DeWitt supermanifold 
with body G/(A;r) x G l{k ;a ), where G l(h\r) is the subgroup of matrices in 
G l(r ; C ) (ordinary Lie group) with the form
If we perform the (algebraic) quotient of groups G L [r\ »]/G L (h , k\r, s), the re­
sulting space, denoted by G x.s (r,j), can be endowed with a structure of H °° 
DeWitt supermanifold, of even dimension A(r -  A) + k(a — k), odd dimension 
k (r  -  A) +  A(s -  k), and body C * (r )  x (7* (j ), where G * (r ) is the Grassmann 
manifold o f A-planes in Cr . The supermanifold G *> (r ,« )  parametrizes the rank 
(A ,A ) free graded submodules of C ^ * .
Now, let W  be a rank (r ,s ) free graded Ct-module, and let us define
P i,s (W ) ■  space of rank (1,0) free graded sub-Ci,- modules of W  
P # ,i(W ) = space of rank (0,1) free graded sub-Ci-modules o f W .
From the previous discussion it follows also that P i.o (tV ) and P o ,i(W ) are both 
DeWitt supermanifolds, with dimensions (r  — l , j )  and (*  — l , r )  respectively, 
and bodies isomorphic with the complex projective spaces CPr_1 and CP*-1 . 
It follows that P i,# (W ) (resp. P * , i (W )) has the same integer cohomology as 
C P - 1 (resp. C P * "1).
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U n iversa l bundle«. On P|,a(W ) we may define a tautological bundle 
So, which ia the rank (1,0) aubbundle of P i.o (lV ) x W  formed by the paira 
(u,t>) auch that v € u; analogously, one definea a rank (0,1) tautological bundle 
Sj on P#,|(1V), which ia a aubbundle of P#1,(1V) x W . Now, let W  be the 
body of W , i.e. the vector apace W  = W  9 c L C w h e r e  C t  ia C with the 
C f  module atructure given by the body map o \Cl  —* C; the apace W  ia 
graded, W  =  Wo 0  W i. Denoting by Si, i « 0 , l ,  the tautological bundlea of the 
projective apacea P (lV ,), the body of 5, (in the aenae of DeWitt aupermanifolda) 
ia aimply Si, whence one haa commutative diagraina
0 ---------► Si ---------* P ,-< .4(W )  x  W -------- ► Qi -------- . 0
where Qi and Q, are by definition the quotient (auper)bundlea. The follow­
ing theorem ia a atraightforward conaequence of (3.1) and of claaaical reaulta 
concerning the cohomology of projective bundlea [M is].
P ropos ition  3.1. The integer cohomology o f  P|i0(IV ) ia freely generated over
Z by {1, where x i$ the obetruction clnaa o f S0 ■ AnnJogoualy, the
integer cohomology o fPo ,\ (W ) ia freely generated over I  by {1, < , < * , . . . , } ,  
where t ia the obatruction clans o f S i . m
Let ua define the (ordinary) Lie group
together with the canonical projection A:(7L[r|j] —* PGL\r\a)\ aa usual, the 
apace PGL[r\a] can be given a atructure of //°° aupermanifold.4 PGL\r\a) 
acta in a natural way on P j.e(W ') and P0,j(lV ). Given a CSVB p: E  - »  M , 
whoae transition functiona relative to a fixed cover are gt ) , we define ita even 
and odd projectivisationa aa followa: P|,0(£ )  (reap. P0|I(£ ) )  ia the bundle on 
M  whoae atandard fibre over x 6 M  is P j , « (£ , )  (reap. Pc,j( E . ) )  and whoae 
tranaition functiona are the maps Aogt ). We shall denote by »¿1 P j_ i, i (E ) —* M , 
» *= 0,1, the bundle projections. The operation of taking the projectivisationa 
is functorial, in the sense that if /: M  -*  N  ia a G°° morphism, and E  ia an
0 P (lV .) X W i —  Q , o
'As a matter of fact, PGL[r\a] is a Lie supergroup, cf. Chapter V.
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CSVB over N , there are C?* map« F,: P»-m(/"* E ) - * P,_<,<(£) «uch that the 
following diagram commute!:
P i.* (E )  and P o .,(E ) carry tautological bundle« defined in the obvious way; 
S o (E ) —* P j,# (£ ) has rank (1,0), while S\ (E ) -*  Po.j(E )  has rank (0,1). There 
are two tautological exact sequences,
The assignment of the tautological bundles is functorial as well, i.e. there are 
commutative diagrams
In order to obtain information about the integer cohomology of the projec- 
tivisations of E , we must use the Leray-Hirsch theorem [Hus]. We need it in 
the following weaker form than the one given in [Hus]. The cohomology groups 
involved in the statement can be regarded as sheaf cohomology groups with 
coefficients in the constant sheaf with stalk K .
Propos ition  S.2. (Leray-Hirsch) Let p:Q  - *  M  be a locally trivial topological 
bundle, with atandard fibre F , and lei K  be a principal ideal domain.• Assume 
there are cohomology classes (a , . a , }  in H *(Q , K )  that when reatricted to the
fibres o f Q generate freely over K  the cohomology o f  the fibres with coefficienta 
in K . Then M (Q , K )  is a free H (M , K )-m odule generated by {<n .. . a , } .  ■
If we consider the bundles P j _<,<(£) over M , the hypotheses o f the Leray- 
Hirsch theorem are fulfilled as a consequence of Proposition 3.1, so that we 
have
* We recall that a principal ideal domain is a commutative ring K  with no sero divisors 
such that every ideal is of the form bK  for some b Ç K .
P x - i A f  'E )   ^ P t - t A E )
i  m 0,1.
M N
/
0 —» S i (E )  —• n~l E  — Q i(E )  -*  0, i
0 —  $< (/ ->£ ) —  *  r ' U - ' E )  —  Q i ( f - 'E )
0 — * S i(E ) Q i(E )  —  0
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Propos ition  3.3. The following isomorphisms o f Z-modules hold:
H(P, - i AE) .Z)  »  H ( P , - „ (C [ |,),7 ), i  -0 ,1 .
Characteristic  classes o f  Hinooth bundles. Before introducing char­
acteristic classes for Bupervector bundles, we would like to recall the general 
features of the Chern classes of smooth vector bundles over differentiable mani­
folds. Chern classes can be characterized axiomatically; the literature on this 
topic is vast, see e.g. [Hirs.Hus.MiS.Valj. We follow in particular (Val).
Let X  be a differentiable manifold.
A x io m  1. For each isomorphism class (  o f complex vector bundles o f rank r 
over X , the h-th Chern class o f (  is an element r*(£ ) in f f 3h(X ,Z )  for h =  
1 ,... ,r , while c0(0  *= 1.
Let us define the tofaJ Chern class c ( ( )  =
A x iom  2. (Normalization) I f  (  is an isomorphism class o f  line bundles, then 
c , ( { )  is minus the obstruction class of
A x iom  3. (Functoriality) For any smooth map f : X  —» Y  into a differentiable 
manifold Y , and for any vector bundle (  over Y , one has e (/~ l ( )  =  /*(«(£))•
A x iom  4. (Whitney product formula) For all vector bundles ( ,  tj over X  one 
has c ( (  ©  rf) =  c ( ( )  ~  e(r/), where ~  denotes the cup product in the ring
JP(X,Z).
For a definition o f the cup product the reader may refer to [Go.Bra].
C haracteristic  classes o f  supervector humlles. Given a rank (r, s) 
CSVB p: E  —* M , we can straightforwardly introduce its even and odd Chern 
classes as follows: if x and i are, respectively, the obstruction classes o f the 
even and odd tautological bundles of the projectivizations of E , we let (with 
reference to Proposition 3.1)
(3.2)
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•o that C j (E )  and C j (£ )  arc element« in H l i (M ,Z )  and H lk(M ,Z ) ,  respec­
tively. Correspondingly, there are two total Chern classes:
r  a
C ’ {E )  -  £  C j<£), C 'iE )  =  £  C i ( * ) -  I3-3)
> - o  f c - o
According to this definition, a rank (r, s) CSV It has r even and s odd Chern 
classes.
We wish now to prove that the Chern classes of a CSVB satisfy analogous 
properties to those verified by the Chern classes o f a smooth bundle over a dif­
ferentiable manifold. The normalization and functoriality properties are readily 
proved.
P ropos ition  3.4. I f  E  has rank (1,0), then
C ‘ {E )  -  1l - « < « ) ! C ‘ (E )  -  1, (S.4)
while, i f  E  has rank (0,1),
C l (E )  -  1 C ° (E )  =  1. (J.5)
Proof. If rank E  -  (1,0), then E  has only an even projectivization; moreover, 
Sq( E )  E , so that (3.4) follows. A similar argument applies to the rank (0,1) 
case. ■
P rop os ition  3.5. I f  f :  M  —♦ N  is a G°° morphism, and E  is a CSVB  over IV, 
then
C ‘( / - ‘ E )  =  f 'C \ E ) ,  j  - 0 ,1 .
Proof. This property follows from the functoriality o f the projectivised and 
tautological bundles. ■
In order to prove a Whitney product formula, we need some further con­
structions; in particular, we must show that a rank (r, s) G°° vector bundle 
on M  determines two smooth bundles Èo and E\ on M , with rank r and s, 
respectively. Indeed, the body map, regarded as a sheaf morphism 2 °°  —» Cm  
(we recall that I ° °  is the complexification of .4°°), endows Cm  with a structure 
of 7°°-module; if €  is the sheaf of sections of E , then E Cm  >• a rank 
r +  s smooth complex vector bundle which splits as a direct sum Ëo © Ë\, 
as required. The same result can be obtained by applying the body map to
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the transition functions of E , thus obtaining matrix-valued maps with a block- 
diagonal structure; the diagonal blocks are the transition functions o f E q and
E x.
This construction entails the existence of vector bundle maps E —» E,\ these 
can be lifted to maps between the projectivixed bundles P j_< ,j(E ) —* P (E x ) and 
between the tautological bundles, so that one obtains commutative diagrams of 
morphisms o f smooth vector bundles
where pi is the bundle projection E, —* M . The commutativity of these di­
agrams implies that, for fixed t, Si(E) and S(Ei) have the same obstruction 
class. This in turn implies
Lem m a S .l .  C9(E)  *  c(E0), C' (E)  -  e (£ , ).  ■
It is now possible to prove Whitney’s formula.
P ropos ition  3.6. I f O - + E —» F —» G —> O isn n  exact sequence o f C S V B ’b, 
then
Proof. By tensoring the given exact sequence with Cm  one obtains an exact 
sequence o f smooth vector bundles over M
which splits (as all sequences o f smooth vector bundles do, cf. [Hus]), thus 
yielding isomorphisms Ei E ,® G ,. The ordinary Whitney formula then yields 
c (4 )  =  c(Ei) ~  c((5i), which, together with Lemma 3.1, implies the thesis. ■
It should be noticed that we have stated the Whitney product formula 
in terms o f exact sequences of CSVB’s rather than in terms of direct sums 
of CSVB’s, since, due to the non-acyciclity of the structure sheaf o f the base 
supermanifolds, not all exact sequences of CSVB’s split.
0 —  Q.(E) — . 0
0 —  S ( f t ) —  <?<£)
C *(F ) ■  C *(£ ) v. C*10) , i = 0 ,l . ( 3 .6 )
0 -  Ê  — P  -  0  - .  0
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We conclude thia aedion by introducing the Chern character o f a CSVB. 
For a given rank (r, s) CSVB E  over M , through the formal factorisations (Hira]
n d  + 7<*i, n d + « * i )
i - *  > - 1 * -0  km l
we define the even and odd Chern charactera o f E
C h ’ (B )  =  ¿ e ’ . ,  C k ' i B ) - ^ , ^ ,
>-l *-1
and the total Chern character
C k ( B ) - C h , ( E ) - C h ' { E ) .  (3.7)
O f courae C h (E )  € W (A f,Q ), and there ia a decompoaition
C h (B ) = f ^ C h l (E ) ,  C h , (E )e
1-0
in particular, one haa Ch% (E) — r  -  a.
The choice of the minua aign in Eq. (3.7) ia related to the poaaibility of rep- 
reaenting, under auitable conditiona, the Chern character in terma o f curvature 
forma, and eventually atema from the minua aign involved in the definition of 
graded trace (cf. Section A .3). Let S = 20 © 2 , be a rank (r , « )  CSVB (now we 
mean a CSVB in the aenae of Section II.3, and not ita underlying G°° bundle), 
and let 112 =  2 i  © 2 0; here II is the parity change functor (we may think of 
it as acting on the module of sections, cf. Section II.3). Then we have trivially 
Ch (112) =  —O h (2 ), and therefore Ch (2  © 112) =  0.
The analogue of the Whitney product formula for Chern characters reads 
aa follows: if 0 —> E  —• F  —* G  —> 0 ia an exact sequence o f CSVB’a, then
C h * (F ) =  Ch * (E )  +  CH*(G ), « - 0 , 1 .  (3.8)
Uniqueness o f  C ltern classes. It is possible to see that, aa in the case of 
ordinary complex vector bundles, the normalisation, functional, and additivity 
properties characterise uniquely the Chern claaaes of CSVB’a; more precisely, 
any family of maps {d * }  from the monoid of CSVB ’a over a aupermanifold M
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We conclude thin section by introducing the Chern character of a CSVB. 
For a given rank (r , j )  CSVB E  over M , through the formal factorisation« [Hlra]
in particular, one has C h 0(E )  =  r -  ».
The choice o f the minus sign in Eq. (3.7) is related to the possibility o f rep­
resenting, under suitable conditions, the Chern character in terms of curvature 
forms, and eventually stems from the minus sign involved in the definition o f 
graded trace (cf. Section A.3). Let E = Ho © S , be a rank (r , « )  CSVB (now we 
mean a CSVB in the sense of Section II.3, and not its underlying G°° bundle), 
and let IIE =  E, ©  So! here II is the parity change functor (we may think of 
it as acting on the module of sections, cf. Section II.3). Then we have trivially 
C * ( B S )  0 1 ( 1 ) ,  m i  th e re fo re  f 7 , ( E ©  H E )  = 0 .
The analogue of the Whitney product formula for Chern characters reads 
as follows: if 0 —> E  —* F  —► G> —'• 0 is an exact sequence of CSVB’s, then
Uniqueness o f  Chern  classes. It is possible to see that, as in the case o f 
ordinary complex vector bundles, the normalization, functional, and additivity 
properties characterize uniquely the Chern classes o f CSVB ’s; more precisely, 
any family of maps {<f*} from the monoid of CSVB’s over a supermanifold M
we define the even ami odd Chern characters of E
and the total Chern character
C h (E )  =  C l t ' (E )  -  C A '(E ). (3.7)
O f course C h (E )  € f/ (A f,Q ), and there is a decomposition
C T i ' ( F ) = C * ‘ (E )  + Cfc‘ (G ), 1 =  0,1. (3 8 )
Q b o m k t k y  or s u p r r v b c t o r  bundlbi
into the cohomology groups H 2k(M ,Z )  which satisfy Proposition 4.4, 4.5, and 
4.6, necessarily coincide with the Chern classes.
In order to prove this fact we first need a rather technical result, expressed 
by the following statement.
P rop os ition  3.7. Let E  —* M  a rank (r ,s ) CSVB. There exists a G°° mor­
phism such that
(1 ) /•: f T (M ,  Z ) -  H 0(N ,  Z )  is injective;
(2 ) there is on JV a chain o f aub-CSVB’a
0 -  F , C # i C • C f » .  -  / - ‘ (E )
such that aii quotients F j/ F j- i  have either rank (1 ,0 ) or (0,1).
Proof. This result is proved by double induction on the rank of E. If rank E  =  
(1 ,0 ) or (0,1) the result is trivial. Suppose now that rank E  =  (r  +  l , s )  and 
consider the even projectivization of E , n0 : P i i0(E ) —* M\ the cohomology map 
*o : //(A/,Z) —» t f (P , ,0(£ ) ,Z )  is injective by Leray-Hirsch. The pullback bun­
dle iTq 1 E  —* P j,o ( E )  has a tautological superline subbundle S o (E ) —* Pj,o(i5 ), 
and the quotient superbundle Q o (E ) has rank (r ,s ). By the induction hypothe­
sis, there is a (7-map g : N  —* P i,o (E ) satisfying the properties in the statement 
o f this Lemma. Then the composition / =  ir0 o g : N  —* M  yields the required 
map. The induction on the odd rank is proved in the same way. ■
Now, for any k € N  let d* be a law that with any CSVB E  over M  associates 
an element in H 2h(M ,Z ) ,  and let us assume that d o(E ) =  1 and d i,(E ) =  0 if 
rank E  =  (r ,s ) and k >  r  +  a. Let d (E ) =  dk{E).
P rop os ition  3.8. I f  the maps du satisfy the following properties:
(1 ) i f  L  ia a CSLB, then d (L ) =  1 -  S (L ), where S (L ) is the obstruction class 
o f L ;
(2 ) d ia functorial, in the sense that i f  f :  N  —* M  is a G °° map, and E  is a 
CSVB on M  then d (f~ l E )  =  f *d (E );
(3 ) d ia additive, in the sense that i f  0 —* E ' —* E  —* E "  —* 0 is an exact 
sequence o f  C V S B ’a, then d (E ) =  d (E ')  ~  d (E " ) ;
then d (E )  -  C (E )  for all E ’a.
Proof. By (1 ) d \ (L ) =  C \ (L ) for every CSLB L , so that additivity implies 
that d (E ) =  C (E )  whenever E  admits a chain of sub-CSVB's such that all 
quotients are CSLB ’s. Finally, for every CSVB E  —* M  there is a G°° morphism
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/: N  —« M  such that / 1 E  admit! such a chain, and /*: H * (M , l )  — H '(N ,  l )
4. Characteristic classes in terms o f  curvature forms
A rlaasical m u lt in bundle theory, usually known as the Chern-Weil theorem, 
states that the characteristic classes of a complex vector bundle (  over a differ­
entiable manifold X  ran be realised as cohomology classes in in terms
o f the curvature of a connection on ( .  In this Section we consider the extension 
o f this result to the case of G-superinanifolds. It turns out that, while the result 
is readily proved in the case of superline bundles, there seem to be obstructions 
to its extension to higher rank SVB’s, unless the base supermanifold is DeWitt.
Let us first consider a complex superline bundle S over a G -supermanifold 
(M ,A )\  assuming that S has a vanishing Atiyah class, let V  be a connection on 
it. A glance at Eq. (1.9) shows that in the case o f CSLB’s the curvature R  o f V 
induces a globally defined graded differential 2-form on ( M ,A ), that we denote 
by R  again. The Bianchi identity states that R is closed, and therefore a coho­
mology class (Æ] € H's d h (M ,1 )  is singled out. (Here ( ] denotes a cohomology 
class in Hgpf, (A f , I ) ,  where I  is the complexification of the structure sheaf A  
of M , cf. Section IV .2). The important fact is that [/Î] is independent o f the 
connection; indeed, if V ' is another connection, the difference i; ■  V  -  V  is a 
globally defined graded differential 1-form on (M , A ), so that R  -  R! =  drj.
The Chern class C’|(E) of E lies in in order to compare it with
|H], we need to map both cohomology classes into Let be
transition morphisms of E with respect to a suitable cover {U j}  of M\ then, by 
its very definition, C j(E ) is represented by the Cech 2-cocycle
We can of course regard this as a cocycle for the sheaf C i  on M . On the 
other hand, from Eq. (1.8), and recalling the abstract de Rham theorem, we see 
that the morphism HgDR(M , I )  —* maps [Ji] exactly into the Cech
cocycle (4.1), so that we obtain the following representation theorem.
is injective. The functoriality property allows to conclude.
(4.1)
Propos ition  4.1. Let E be a CSLB with vanishing Atiyah class, let C i(E ) be 
its first Chern class, regarded as an element in H 3(M ,C l ), and denote by A:
G i o ì 1ST
//*i,w( Af, J ) —• H * (M ,C l ) the morphiam enauing from  the abstract de Rhmm 
theorem. Then,
C .(S ) -  ¿ A ( |« l),
where R  ia the curvmture form o f iuiy connection on S . ■
E lem entary  invariant po lynom ia l«. In order to generalize Proposition 
4.1 to higher rank SVB ’s we need some algebraic preliminaries, related to the 
study of Ad-invariant polynomials on the general linear graded Lie algebra. 
We shall use some elements of the corresponding theory in the ordinary case, 
for which the reader may refer to (GrH]. Let r, a be two fixed nonnegative 
integers; for the sake of simplicity, we denote by & the graded Lie C^-algebra 
M c L\r\»\ formed by the (r  +  a) x ( r  +  a) matrices with entries in C l , graded in 
the usual way. The elementary invariant polynomials on tS are defined by the 
analogy with the usual theory (cf. (GrH]); however, we do not know whether 
these functions generate all the invariant polynomials on 0 , as it happens in 
the ordinary case.
The adjoint action of GL(r|s] over tft is defined as usual by Adh  X  =  
H X H ~ X, for X  6 0  and H € GL(r|«].* The N - th elementary invariant poly­
nomial is a mapping P N : & -*  C l , which we first define on &o hy means of the 
equation
p " < x )~ W i [ ^ s ^ /  + '•* ) ] ,  t • <4 *>
The Ad-invariance of these polynomials, namely, the property P n (A 6 h  X )  =  
P N( X )  for all H € GL(r|s], is assured by Eq. (A .3.6).
A more explicit representation of these polynomials can be obtained as 
follows. Let n =  r +  j ,  and consider n complex variables Al t . . . ,  An; let r j , . .. , r n 
be the polynomials
rw(A.......=  N -  1......n,
• - J
and let Jn , N  =  1 ,... ,n be the polynomials defined by the conditions
* n (A ,....... An) =  / M n (A i........An) ........ r * (A , .........A „ ) ) ,  N  «  1
where the tr^'a are the symmetric elementary functions of A j, . . . ,  An.
* A more general definition of adjoint representation, for a generic Lie supergroup, will 
be given in the next Chapter.
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P rop os ition  4.2. For *11 X  £ lío. *nd *11 N  — ! , . . . , * > + «  the following 
identity holdm:
P N ( X )  «  / w (S t r * ,S t r * » .......Sir X N ) . (4.3)
Proof. For small enough values of a real parameter t there exists a smooth 
function Y ( t )  of t with values in l í 0 »uch that / +  tX  = exp Y ( i ) ,  so that (ef. 
Section A .3)
Ber(/ + tX )  m expStr Y (t ) .
We must therefore compute the quantities | ^  exp Str K(<)J ; a direct cal­
culation shows a result o f the type
Str r (W)(0 ) +  Q, Str F (iV -l)(0) Str Y '(0) +  • • • +  ak{N) ( S ir  Y '(0 ))N ,
where denotes the i-th derivative o f Y, k (N )  is a suitable integer, and the 
coefficients a , are real numbers which are apparently independent of the value 
of s. We can therefore assume »  =  0, so that the claim reduces to the the 
classical well-known result. ■
With the aid of this more explicit representation we can compute the first 
few polynomials:
P ' ( X )  =  S trX , P ^ X )  =  i  [(Str Jf)* -  Str JIT1] ,
P ‘ ( X )  =  i (S t r  Jf )* -  i (S » r  Jf’ KStr J f )+  ¿ S t r  X '  .
Furthermore, equation (4.3) can be regarded as a definition of the JV-th 
elementary invariant polynomial for the whole graded Lie algebra © (and not 
only its even part). Its Ad-invariance is now assured by Eq. (A .3.4). Obviously, 
these polynomials are naturally defined on any subalgebra o f (Í .
Finally, we need to introduce the pol*riM»tion P N of the elementary invari­
ant polynomial P N , which is a graded symmetric C¿-multilinear morphism
P N : g  x ••• x a - * C L
N
satisfying the properties
P N(X .......X )  =  P N(X )
Ol iui ICTOR HIM
> w(A d «  At,....... A d « * « )  -  /‘ " ( X , ........X N )
for all // € OL[r\s] and X ,X \ , . . . ,X n  € 0 . II is not hard to verify that the 
polarisation ia indeed uniquely defined by the first of these properties, together 
with graded symmetry.
D iffe ren tia l calculus o f  forms w ith  values in a m odule. We wish 
to consider invariant polynomials of the curvature form of a connection, so 
that we need to introduce some elements of the differential calculus for graded 
differential forms with values in a module.
Given a G-supermanifold (M ,A ) ,  a differential calculus for graded differ­
ential forms with values in a locally free .4-module 7  makes a sense only when 
a graded derivation law on T  is fixed (see (H«Ml|). However, graded forms with 
values in a free module can be differentiated with respect to the trivial deriva­
tion law, which in practice means that one can avoid using the general theory of 
module-valued graded differential forms. Indeed, if 7  =  A  (Ab l F , where F  is a 
free /¿¿-module, the module of / ‘-valued (that is, F-valued) graded differential 
Jb-forms is simply 0 ¿ (U )  ® b l F  , and we can define an exterior differential by 
letting
d(ui ®  u )  -  du> «  u
for every graded differential ¿-form u> G n^(£/) and every vector u € F ; we also 
let
D { f  ®  u) ■  D ( f )  ®  u
for any section / € A (U )  and any derivation D  € V e rA (U ).  Furthermore, if 
F  is a graded /¿¿-algebra, one can define a wedge product between F-valued 
graded differential forms, simply by extending Eq. (II .4.1). Finally, i f  $ is a 
graded Lie /¿¿-algebra, one can define a bracket between sections of fl^  ® flt 5 
and 5, which yields a section of fl^,+ * ® » t 3 according to the rule
[t|,r](Di,... ,Dk+ii) =
rrfnr H  < -i )4*<*D '> M !>.<,)......0 .(.> > .r< iW > .......
•€6*+*
where the D 's are homogeneous sections of Der.4, 0  is the permutation group; 
furthermore, As(<r, jD,t ) =  |ff| +  A j ( f f ,D ,r ) ,  where |<r| is the parity of the 
permutation tr, and the symbol A j  has the same meaning as in Eq. (A .2.10). 
These operations fulfill the following properties.
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P rop os ition  4.3. Let ^  and 0 be aeciiona o f f lA ® » t jj and ® flt J  reaper - 
tively, where $ ia a graded Lie H i algebra. The following identities hold:
l<V.t>l + ( - ! ) ' I*.<W ]; 
|p,*| -  - ( - D “ * « ' «  ( * , ? ] ;
Let ua now return to the case where the module where the graded differ­
ential forma take valuea ia tS = A fci,[r|j), which ia both an aaaociative graded 
fi{,-algebra and a graded Lie 0/,-algebra. We denote by &N the W-th graded 
tenaor power of (S over C l  (ef. Section A.2), and, given a G-aupermanifold 
(A/, A ), let ua conaider the aheaf Ck,N =  ® « t &N of graded differential
¿-forma on (A f ,A )  with valuea in &N . We can apply the differential c&lculua ao 
far developed to the aectiona of theae aheavea.
We also conaider the graded C^-module W N((ft) whoae elements are the 
graded module morphiama P-.&N - *  C l  which are graded aymmetric and 
adjoint-invariant, i.e.
P(Z, ®. .. Zi®7i+, ® • ® ZW) -  (-1 )'*• I I  J>(2|« . . .  Z1+, 8 Z,8■
for all homogeneoua Z > ,.. . ,  Z «  € &, and
® Z n )
(4.4)
P (A d H Z, ® • • • ® A d «  Z « )  =  P (Z , ® • • • ®  Z N ) (4.5)
for all H  G GL[r|s]. The latter condition impliea that 
N
£ ( _ , )I«KI*.K~H*„I> />(*, ® ■ • • ® [Z,Z,| ® ■ ■ • ® ZW) = 0, (4.6)
t-1
where Z  ia another homogeneoua element in tS.
We define W (l9 ) — " fN (® ) and niake it into a graded C&-algebra
by defining the following product: if P  G W N(0 )  and Q  e W ^ C ) ,  then P Q  
ia the element in W /VfW (t f )  which acta on a tenaor product of homogeneoua
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element* in O according to the law
P Q (Z X ® • • • «  Z F+ f) -
)  . “  7/v! '"i----- • ® ^ (N ))® Q (^ *(N + i >®- ■®^*(N+w'))
where the aymbol A i  here haa the aame meaning aa in Eq. (A .2.8).
Now, if U  ia an open aet in aome G-aupermanifold (M ,A ) ,  and <p ia a (d e ­
valued graded differential fc-form on U, i.e. <p € Ck,N(U ) ,  by rompoaition with 
an element P  6 W N ((d ) wr obtain a Gj,-valued graded differential fc-form on 
£/, aay P(>p). One eaaily ahowa that
d / > ( * ) « P ( « V ) .
Furthermore, property (4.6) impliea that, given homogeneoua aectiona V»i € 
Ck" l (U ),  € Ck» ' l (U ) ,  and € Cl 'l (U ),  then
N
/>(*, A .. .A | V > .*> )A .. .A 0 N ) =  O. (4.7)
1-1
Invariant p o lyn om ia l« o f  curvature. Now, let E be a rank (r, a) CSVB 
over (Af,.A ). Aaauming that E haa a vaniahing Atiyah claaa, let V  be a connec­
tion on it, whoae local curvature forma relative to a certain trivialiaing cover 
{ U j )  are denoted by Rtj ) . If P  € W N((d), we aet for brevity P (X , . . . ,A f )  =  
P (A f); then, in view o f the Ad-invariance property (4.5), we have
P i # » )  =  P ( # k)) on U jD U k ,
thua defining a global graded differential 2JV-form P (R )  on (A#, A ).
P roposition  4.4. The graded differential 2N-form  P (R )  ia closed, d P (R ) =  0. 
Moreover, the super de Rham cohomology class ¡P (R )j  6 H gpR(M ,  1 ) does not 
depend on the connection.
Proof. By uaing the Bianchi identity and the identity (4.7), we obtain:
d P (R ) =  d P ( R , . . . , R )  =
N P(dR, R , . . . ,  R) = N P(\R, V], R .......R) = 0.
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To prove the second claim, we «how that, given two connection* Vo. V j,  the 
difference P {R i )  -  P (R o ) »■ exact form. For a real parameter f, we introduce 
the connection V| ■  Vo +  trj, where q i* the graded differential 1-form V j -  Vo! 
the curvature R, of V , satisfies the condition
T h e  C hern -W eil th eorem . In order to prove the representation theorem 
for a CSVB of arbitrary rank, *ay E of rank (r, *), let u* assume that £  has 
vanishing Atiyah class, and let V  be a connection on it, with curvature form R. 
For k =  1 ,.. .  ,r  +  i ,  let
As a consequence of Proposition 4.4, the class d*(E ) depends only on the bundle
We wish to use Proposition 3.8 to show that the classes d * (S ) coincide (up 
to action o f a morphism) with the Chern classes of E. To this end, we first notice 
that Proposition 4.1 can be restated in the form C i(E ) =  A (d j(E )). Secondly, we 
check functoriality: if E is a CSVB on (N ,B ) ,  and F  = —  ( N ,B )
is a G-morphism, then
Finally, we have to verify additivity. Using the same notations as above, 
we set d (£ ) =  d *(E ), with d0 =  1. At this point, we need to assume that
the base supermanifold is DeWitt.
= dfi +  |V„ 1,1.
This equation yields
j t P ( R , ) - N P ( j ) R „ R ............
AT P(Jri, R .........« ,|  +  N  /»(|V,. ' I ,  R ..........A )  -
N iP (< i ,R ........ R ,).
By integrating over t between 0 and 1, we eventually obtain:
(4.8)
J t ( F - 'S )  =  /'W ,(S ).
ClBOMBTRY o r  auri l lVBCTOR BUNDLBI
P ropo flition  4.5. Let 0 —» S' —* 5 —* 3 "  —• 0 be an exact tequence o f 
C S V B ’s over »  DeWitt G-supermanifold (M ,A ) .  Then,
Proof. Since all exact sequence* o f CSVB’s over DeWitt G-supermanifolda split, 
■o that 3  ~  S ' © 3 ” , and all CSVB’s over DeWitt G-supermanifolda admit 
connections, we can chooae connections on 3 ' and 3 " and put on 3 the direct 
sum connection. Then the matrix of the curvature forms has a block diagonal
Thus, resorting to Proposition 3.8 applied to the subcategory of CSVB ’s 
over DeWitt G-supermanifolda, we eventually obtain the Chern-Weil theorem 
for CSVB ’s over DeWitt G-supermanifolds.
P ropos ition  4.fl. Let 3  he a rank (r, i )  CSVB over a DeW itt G-supermanifold, 
and, for all k =  1 ,... ,r  +  a, let C/,(3 ) be its k-th Chern class regarded as an 
element in H ,k (M ,C L ). Finally, let A: H\kDH(M ,J )  -  H ,k (M ,C L ) be the 
morphism ensuing from the abstract de Rhani theorem. Then,
This result can be also stated in terms o f the Chern character of 3:
d (3 ) = d (S ')~ d (S " ) .
structure; inserting this into Eq. (4.2) we obtain the result.
where R is the curvature form o f any connection on 3.
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Chapter V
Lie supergroups
and principal superfibre bundles
Th ii last Chapter is devoted to developing the rudiments of a theory o f Lie 
supergroups within the category of G-supermanifolds, together with the basic 
definitions related to principal superfibre bundles and associated superbundles. 
Since a G-supermanifold structure is not determined by the underlying topo­
logical space, the group axioms must be expressed in catégorial terms.1 This 
is what happens in the theory o f algebraic groups, whose guidelines will be 
followed here. Most of our material will be taken, with the necessary modi­
fications, from [Wat.Hum], where the theory of algebraic groups is developed, 
from [Pan], containing the theory of Lie supergroups and their representations 
in the context of algebraic graded manifolds (superschemes), and from [Lop], 
which is devoted to graded Lie groups (i.e., Lie groups in the framework of the 
Beresin-Leftes-Kostant graded manifold theory, as earlier considered in [Kos]).
After supplying the definition of a G-Lie supergroup, we show how the 
notion o f left-invariant derivation permits one, in analogy with the ordinary 
case, to attach a Lie superalgebra to any G-Lie supergroup. Then, we define 
the concepts o f action of a G-Lie supergroup on a G-supermanifold, and o f the 
quotient of such an action. We can thus introduce principal superfibre bundles 
and associated superfibre bundles. *
*Even though we ihall follow a more direct approach, this fart could be stated by 
saying that Lie supergroups are group objecté in the category of G-supermsuiifolds.
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1. L ie  supergroups
Let us at first consider an ordinary Lie group H \ one then has the multiplication 
morphism m (* ,y ) m *  • y, the inversion morphism s: H  —• H ,
• (• )  =  and the unit element e : { e }  — H  (here { e }  is the unit element 
regarded as a Lie group with a single element). The associativity property, 
-  ■ • (* • * ) ,  the unit property, z -e  ■ f - s - a i b r  every a € H, and the 
inverse property, a • a 1 ■  * ‘ l ■  e, can be stated in terms o f commutative
diagrams:
H x H x H H x H
""“ I 1"
H  x H  — H  
{ « }  x H  H  x H  J 1 2 L  H
\  i
H
)
This way of describing a Lie group structure may appear to be unnecessarily 
complicated, and possibly produces an unpleasant impression of formality, but 
nevertheless it is the only description which leads directly to  the introduction 
of the notion of Lie supergroup (at least for finite-dimensional ground algebras 
such as B l ). Indeed, as is usual for G-super manifolds, not all the information 
about a G-Lie supergroup is contained in the underlying topological space, 
which in this case is an ordinary Lie group; thus, supergroup properties must 
be stated in terms o f morphisms o f graded ringed spaces. The diagrams that 
the reader will encounter will be best understood by rephrasing them in terms 
o f the corresponding properties of ordinary Lie groups.
In order to avoid the cumbersome notation where G-supermanifolds and 
G-morphisms are pairs of objects, we shall denote G-supermanifolds with hats, 
M  «  and write only M  (except when an explicit reference to the sheaf
is necessary). The structure sheaf o f a G-supermanifold M  wiU be denoted
H
1
(•.W)
H x H 
"1
(M.s)
1
{«> ___L _ H —  <•
(associativity),
x< «>
(unit property),
(inverse property).
by A q . A G-supermanifold morphism (N ..4/v) will be
■imply denoted by /: M  - »  JV, using the notation /* for the sheaf morphism 
/• -  + :A q  — / ,A q  (o f course /* t  /*).
Let us denote by ? «* (*,///.) *  single point endowed with its trivial (0,0) 
dimensional G-supermanifold structure. For any G-supermanifold A f, there 
are natural isomorphisms 10 that these spaces will be
identified in the sequel.
D efin ition  1.1. A G-supermanifold H  is said to hr a G-Lie supergroup if  there 
exist morphisms o f G-superminifolds
m : H  x H ~ H (multiplication)
e: x —* i ) (un it)
i - . f i  -  f t ( inverse)
such that the diagrams
H  x H  x i i
Id xm
// X U i  x u  ** *^  , pi x ii H
m x Id |
1S • \  = i
// X // "* , H H
x — // — ?
commute.
A similar definition allows us to consider G°° Lie supergroups, and if one 
takes the ‘unit’ as (*,/?£/) instead of ?, one can also define G H °° or H °° Lie 
supergroups. These different notions of Lie supergroups are closely related; in­
deed, if (H ,G H h ) is a G H °° Lie supergroup, (H ,G H h ® » t , B l )  i» *  G-Lie 
supergroup, whilst if H = (H ,A )  is an (m ,n ) dimensional G-Lie supergroup, 
(H ,A ° ° )  is a G°° Lie supergroup of dimension (m ,n ), and the underlying dif­
ferentiable manifold H  inherits a structure of ordinary Lie group o f dimension 
2 *-> (m  +  w).
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We thus have the first and most important example o f Lie supergroup.
Example 1.1. Let us consider the general graded linear group GLi[p\q] over 
B l  (Section A .3) endowed with its natural structure o f H °° supermanifold of di­
mension (p* + 9J,'2p<j) as an open subset o f the even sector of Homjpt (B ^  , B ¿ ) .  
Matrix multiplication gives a map
O L ilp Ifl x G L L\p\q] -  O L L\p\q)
which is certainly H °°, so that CLj,[p|g] is an //*’ , and also a G-Lie supergroup. 
We shall denote it by GLi\p\q\. A
Let H be a G-Lie supergroup. Then points g £ H  in the underlying Lie 
group H  define inorphisms g\ x —> H  of image g. More generally, as one usually 
does in algebraic geometry, morphisms g: T  - »  B , where T  is any G-super- 
manifold, can be regarded as ‘T-valued points’ . Then, ordinary points of H 
correspond to ’points’ with values in a graded single point x =  ( z ,B l ). For 
every ‘point’ g :T  — H , the point g~ l : T  —» H obtained by composition of g 
with the inversion morphism, g~ l m J o g ,  is called the inverae point o fg .
Let g: x —• H  be an ordinary ’point’ in the previous sense.
D efin ition  1.2. The left translation and the right translation by g are the 
G-aupermanifold morphiama L^, R~ given respectively by the diagrams
fU
f f  ---- H
and |
H  «  t  B  x  H
Clearly, the left translation L~\ H —* H  and the right translation R^\ H  —» 
H  are G-supermanifold isomorphisms whose inverse morphisms are, respec­
tively, the left and right translation by the inverse point g ~x.
REMARK 1.1. We would like to point out a rather odd phenomenon which 
arises in connection with the G-Lie supergroup structure of GLi[p\q\ described 
in Example 1.1. If one of the two arguments in the multiplication morphism is 
fixed, and has entries in B l  -  B L>, then the ensuing map GLi.[p\q\ —» GLi\p\q) 
is G°° but is neither H °° nor G H °°. On the other hand, the related morphism 
G i t W i l  — S i t lp l i l  '* »  c  -morphism, as follows from Definition 1.2. In this
Sui MB
way we have obtained an example of a G-morphiam which ¡a not induced by a 
G H °°  map (cf. Section II.1). A
The actiona on the underlying group H  correaponding to the left and right 
tranalationa by g are, o f courae, the ordinary left and right tranalationa by g ,
!*(# ') -  m (g ,g ') = gg R ,(g ') »  m (g \g )  -  g'g
It ia now convenient to atate the group axioma in terma of the aheaf A. Firat, 
let ua denote by q . H  x H  x H  H the map q = mo( l dxm)  = mo(mx  Id). 
Then, one haa aheaf morphiama
m* : A  - *  m.(.4®w.4) 
T - . A —* s, A
(comultiplication)
(counit or augmentation) 
(coinverae or antipode),
and the group axioma are equivalent to the commutativity of the diagrama
A
ro.(.4®,,.4)
m .(.4® w.4)
q . (A Q .A Q .A )
A
/  ^  S - Î  \
( 1.1)
(1.3)
« . ( « ! . )  ----  A  — — . « . ( B i )
I a-| i • <>»
w -7* 7* w
A  * m.(-4®,,.4) --------* A
which reflect the coaaaociativity, unit and antipode propertiea, reapectively.
Accordingly, in a sense the structure sheaf A  of a G-Lie supergroup H  can 
be considered as a sheaf of graded topological Hopf B i -algebras; ‘ topological’ 
means that the tensor product involved in the definition of a Hopf algebra must
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be completed in the Grothemiirck n topology. The ring A (H )  of global section* 
of A  is a graded topological llopf ///.-algebra, although unlike what happens 
for ordinary Lie groups, or even for graded Lie groups, it does not carry enough 
information about the Lie supergroup structure. Thus, we encounter once again 
the fact that the ring o f global sections o f the structure sheaf o f a G-supermani- 
fold does not convey complete information about the supermanifold structure.
T h e  L ie nupernlg<d>rti o f  h Lie supergroup. As is well known, the Lie 
algebra of a Lie group H  is the algebra of left-invariant vector fields. The ordi­
nary definition of left invariance, namely that a vector field D  is left-invariant 
if L g . (D ')  ■  D t  for every point g € //, can also be formulated for a graded 
vector field on a G-Lie supergroup H\ however, in accordance with the previous 
discussion, the correct notion of left invariance must include the invariance un­
der translations induced by T -valued points for any G-supermanifold T . This 
is achieved by means o f the notion of invariant operators on a Hopf algebra and 
the corresponding notion of the Lie algebra of an affine group scheme ([Wat], 
page 92). This procedure has also been followed in [Lop| for Lie groups in the 
context o f graded manifolds.
To do this, let us start by considering a graded vector field on a G-Lie 
supermanifold M  as an operator D. A q  A q . Graded tangent vectors at a 
point y :x  —* M  can be interpreted as sheaf inorphisms D 9:A q  —* V »(B l ) , and, 
accordingly, the value at y of a graded vector field D :A q —* A q \% the graded 
tangent vector
D ,  =  J* o D : A q  — y . { B L ) .
Let H  =  (H ,A )  be a G-Lie supergroup.
D efin ition  1.3. A graded vector field D: A  A  is ieft-invariant i f  the diagram
A  1
d | |td«D
A  ---- -»
commutes, that is, m* o D  =  (Id ® D ) o m*. Similarly, a graded vector field
Sui IS !
D :A  —* A  is right-invariant i f  the diagram
A  --------* m .(A ® mA )
d | J />ODl<l
A  m .(.46 „.4 )
commute*, namely, m* o D  =  (D  ®  Id) o m*.
Thi* definition generalise* the classical one in the sense that if D  is left- 
invariant (resp. right-invariant), one has
D , -  < "*P  D , -  k - . (/>.))
for every point g € H.
I f  D  and D ' are left-invariant graded vector fields, [D ,D '\  and aD  -t- hD' 
(for every a ,b € B i )  are left-invariant as well. If follows that all left-invariant 
graded vector fields on a G-Lie supergroup form a Lie superalgebra over B i.
D efin ition  1.4. The Lie superalgebra o f a G-Lie supergroup H is the Lie 
superalgebra I) =  Lie H over B i  formed by the left-invariant graded vector 
fields on H .
The Lie superalgebra b can be interpreted as the graded tangent space at 
the unit point, that is, the graded f?i,-module T ,H  =  Derb l (A , ,  B l )- In this 
way, the graded tangent space T ,H  inherits the structure o f a Lie superalgebra:
P ropos ition  1.1. The morphism
b =  Lie // -+ T .H  
D - + D .
is an isomorphism o f  graded Bi-modules. Therefore, the Lie superalgebra b i* 
a free ran* (m ,n ) graded B¿-module.
Proof. Let D , :A  —* e . ( # i )  be a tangent graded vector at the unit point. D , 
induces a graded derivation (Id m .(.4® w.4) —* A ® we .(B L ) A . The
composition
D  =  (Id o m*: .4 —* A
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be completed in the Grothendieck n topology. The ring A (H )  of global sections 
o f A  is a graded topological Hopf //¿-algebra, although unlike what happens 
for ordinary Lie groups, or even for graded Lie groups, it does not carry enough 
information about the Lie supergroup structure. Thus, we encounter once again 
the fact that the ring of global sections of the structure sheaf of a G-supermani- 
fold does not convey complete information about the supermanifold structure.
Th e L ie supernlgc Itrit o f  n Lie supergroup. As is well known, the Lie 
algebra of a Lie group // is the algebra of left-invariant vector fields. The ordi­
nary definition of left invariance, namely that a vector field D  is left-invariant 
if L t , (D , )  ■  D t  for every point g € H , can also be formulated for a graded 
vector field on a G-Lie supergroup H\ however, in accordance with the previous 
discussion, the correct notion of left invariance must include the invariance un­
der translations induced by T-valued points for any G-superinanifold T .  This 
is achieved by means o f the notion o f invariant operators on a Hopf algebra and 
the corresponding notion of the Lie algebra of an affine group scheme ([Wat], 
page 92). This procedure has also been followed in [Lop] for Lie groups in the 
context of graded manifolds.
To do this^let us start by considering a graded vector field on a G-Lie 
supermanifold M  as an operator D: A q  —» A q . Graded tangent vectors at a 
point y:z — Af can be interpreted as sheaf morphisms D 9:A q  - »  y . ( I h ) ,  and, 
accordingly, the value at y of a graded vector field D: A q  - *  A q  is the graded 
tangent vector
D efin ition  1.3. A graded vector field D: A  —* A  is /eft-invariant i f  the diagram
D p «  y* o D :A f i  — V . ( B l ) .
Let H  — (H ,A )  be a G-Lie supergroup.
A — — ♦
commutes, that is, m* o D  =  (Id®/?) o m *. Similarly, a graded vector field
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D :A  -* A  ia right-invariant i f  the diagram
A  m . iA Q .A )
o j  |d « w
A  * m .(.4 «,,.4 )
commutes, namely, m *o D  =  (D ® Id )o m ’ .
Thin definition generalizes the classical one in the aenae that if  D  ia left- 
invariant (reap, right-invariant), one haa
D , -  Z y .(I> .) (reap. D , =  * ; . ( 0 . ) )
for every point g £ H .
I f  D  and D ' are left-invariant graded vector fielda, \D,D ‘\ and aD  +  bD' 
(for every a,b € B i )  are left-invariant aa well. If followa that all left-invariant 
graded vector fielda on a G-Lie aupergroup form a Lie auperalgebra over Be.
D efin ition  1.4. The Lie auperalgebra o f a G-Lie supergroup H ia the Lie 
auperalgebra I) =  Lie H over B i  formed hy the left-invariant graded vector 
fielda on H .
The Lie auperalgebra t) can be interpreted aa the graded tangent apace at 
the unit point, that ia, the graded fit-module T ,H  =  Derb l ( A , ,  B l ) -  In this 
way, the graded tangent apace T ,H  inherits the structure of a Lie superalgebra:
P ropos ition  1.1. The morphism
b =  Lie f f  — T .H  
D ~  D ,
ia an iaomorphiam o f graded -modules. Therefore, the Lie auperalgebra I) is 
a free rank (m ,n ) graded BL-module.
Proof. Let D , :A  —* e . ( f i t )  be a tangent graded vector at the unit point. D , 
induces a graded derivation (Id ® D ,) :m ,{A ® * A )  —* A ® „ e .(B i. ) A . The 
composition
D  =  (Id ® D , )  o m *:A  -  A
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i* a graded vector field whose value at the unit point is D ,. Moreover, D  is left- 
invariant, because (Id ® 0 )  o ro* -  (Id ® (Id ® D .) o n i ')  o m* -  (Id  ® Id 8 D 0) o 
(Id ® m *)om *, while m* o D  (Id ® Id ® £ ),)o (m * ® Id )om *; the two quantities 
agree by coassociativity (cf. Eq. (1.1)). This proves surjectivity. One can show 
that the morphism is injective by proving that a left-invariant graded vector 
field D  is determined by its value at the unit point D , ■  e* o D. But since 
(Id® e*)om * =  Id, the invariance condition m ’ o D  =  (Id ® / ))om * implies that 
D  ■  (Id  ® e* ) o (Id ® D ) o m* ■  (Id ® D ,) o m ’ , thus determining D  in terms of 
0 .  ■
P ropos ition  1.2. The^iaomorphism I) ^  T,W  induces a graded Lie bracket 
between elements in T ,H , according to the equation
[ X , Y ] - ( X 8 Y - Y  ® J T )o f t \
Pcoof. Let X * «  (Id  ® X )  o m* and let Y *  =  (Id ® K ) o m* be the cor­
responding left-invariant graded vector fields so that [X ,Y ]  m f ( ( J l f * ,K*]). 
Writing m *(A ) = h* ® h* for every section h € A q (U ) ,  one has that 
* * ( * )  -  Z i , h kX (k k )  *nd Y '(h )  =  E k * kY (h k). Then
| * \ v | (A )  =  £ ( » * ' ■ ) * ( > . , ) )
-  ((Id  ® X  ® Y  -  Id 8 Y  ®  X )  o (n»‘  ®  Id) o m ’ )(A )
and
(jr,K)-ro(jr,n
-  (Id ® X  ® V -  Id ® Y  ® * )  o ( r  ® Id ® Id) o (m* ® Id ) o m*
»  ( *  ®  Y  -  Y Q  X ) o m 9 .
A statement similar to Proposition 1.1 holds for right-invariant graded 
vector fields, namely, there is an isomorphism
h* =5 T.//
D ~  D ,
where h* stands for the graded B^-module of right-invariant graded vector 
fields. However, as in the case of ordinary Lie groups, the structure o f a Lie
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superalgebra inherited by T ,R  in this way ia in general different from that 
considered before (the two atructurea are indeed anti-iaomorphic). In the aequel, 
we shall always consider T ,H  aa a Lie auperalgehra through the isomorphism 
of Proposition 1.1; that is, by means o f the graded Lie bracket calculated in 
Proposition 1.2.
P rop os it ion  1.3. There are iaomorphiania o f sheaves o f graded Ap-modulea
A p  ®  I) “D e rA p  , A p  ® h* ^  “D e rA p  ;
that is to say, the tangent sheaf V e rA p  ia the globally free rank (m ,n ) sheaf 
o f graded Ap-modulea generated by the left-invariant (reap, right-invariant)  
graded vector helda.
Proof. The proof of the first statement can be reduced to showing that if 
( X l %. . . ,  X m,E l , . . .  ,E n) is a homogeneous basis of h as a graded ¿¿¿-module, 
then it is also a basis of V e rA p  as a sheaf of .4p-modules. For every point 
g € H , the values ( X } , . .. ,X £ * ,E lt . . .  ,8 g )  form a basis o f the tangent space 
Tt H , since the left translation induces an isomorphism of ¿¿¿-modules
=* T ,H  .nd X '  .  s ;  -  Z j . (S ? )  by left-invariance. The
graded Nakayama lemma (Proposition A .1.1) now implies that the germs of 
( X l } . . . , ,E n) form a basis of (V e r A p )t  as an ( ^ p ) 0-module for 
every g € ¿/, thus finishing the proof of the first claim. The second part is 
proved in the same way. ■
2. L ie  supergroup actions
We now wish to study the action of a (5-Lie supergroup H on a G-supermanifold. 
D efin ition  2.1. A right action o f  f f  on a G-supermanifold P  ia a G-morphiam
' . P x H  — P
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such that the diagram
P x R  x R  ^ L .  P x i i
- « I . 1»
P  X H  — P  
commutea, and the composition
is the identity, f  o (Id  x e ) =  Id. Similarly, a left action o f H on P  is a G- 
morphiam
' :  R  x P  - .  P
auch that the diagram
R x R x P ^ L  B x P
S-“ I _ ir
H  x P  — 2—  P
commutes, and the composition
P  - M X  P  ^221 R  X p  ~  p
is the identity, To (e x Id) =  Id.
Ex a m p l e  2.1. Every G-Lie supergroup acts on itself both on the left and on 
the right by means of the multiplication morphism
m - . H x R - H .
EXAMPLE 2.2. There is a trivial right action of every G-Lie supergroup H  on 
a G-supermanifold M , given by
f  = p i . M  x H  — M
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where p> ia the projection onto the flrat factor. A
E x a m pl e  2.3. If A f ia a G-supermanifold and H  ia a G-Lie supergroup, there 
ia a right action of H  on the product G-aupertnanifold M  x H, given by right 
multiplication of the aecond factor, that ia:
t m ld x r h .M  x R  x R  M  x H  .
In the aame way, there ia a left action on H  x M  by left multiplication on the 
first factor. A
Ex a m ple  2.4. The general linear supergroup H  =  GLi[p\q\ (Example 1.1) 
acta linearly on B£'f  endowed with its natural structure of G-supermanifold of 
dimension (p +  q,p +  q ), since, by (II .3.4), the natural map
S Z tW f l  »  -  b 'l "
given by matrix multiplication is a G-morphism. Actually, this map ia H ° ° , 
and hence it defines an H °°  left action of GLi[p\q] on B j^ f . A
Ex a m pl e  2.5. The group morphism Ber: G£.£,|m|n) —* GZ-l [1|0] (cf. Proposi­
tion A.3.2) that maps a matrix X  € GLt[m\n\ into its Berezinian Ber AT (see 
Section A.3) is an H °° map, hence it induces a G-morphism Ber: GLi\p\q\ - *  
GLi,[l|0]. The composition o f Ber x Id: GLi\p\q] x —* G£i,[l|0] x BJJ° with
the natural action G L l (110] x B ]}° -*  B [|0 provides a left action
that is, the action of the general linear supergroup (>Li,\p\q\ on B )}0 is such 
that a matrix acts by multiplication by its Berezinian. Analogously, since there 
is a natural isomorphism G lt[l|0 ] ^  GLt(0|l], one has an action
S t iW « ]  x -  f l l "  ■
A
Let ? :P  x H  —* P  be a right action o f a G-Lie^supergroup H o  n a G-au­
permanifold P . If Z  is a G-supermanifold, and f : Z  —* P  and h: Z  —* H  are 
G-morphisms, let us denote by f  • h: Z  —* P  the G-morphism obtained by the 
composition:
( 2.1)
CM A l*TIH V
In the same way, given a left action H x p  — P , we shall denote by h j\  2  - *  P  
the G-morphisin obtained by composition
<5 *  p  « ~
Z ------* H  x P  — P .
In what follows, we shall focus our attention on right actions. This makes 
the exposition simpler without loosing generality, since the theories of right 
and left actions are completely symmetric. Let us then consider a right action 
< :P  x H  -*  P  o f a G-Lie supergroup H  on a G-supermanifold P. Then, 
$ :P  x H  —» P  is a right action of the underlying ordinary Lie group H  on 
the underlying differentiable manifold P. I f  U C P  is an open subset invariant 
under this action, <({/ x H ) C U , then H  acts on the open G-submanifold 
U m {U,Ap^v ), and we shall say that U  is an invariant open submanifold o f P.
We can also consider actions of a G-Lie supergroup on a ‘ relative’ G-super- 
rnanifold, that is, on a G-morphism p: P  —» M .
D efin ition  2.2. A right action o f a G-Lie aupergroup H on a relative G-au- 
permanifold p : P  —» M  ia a right action ?: P  x  H  —* P  Much that the diagram
IM
P x H
«
P
p
I?
P M
is commutative.
Example 2.3 showed just such a situation: the action o f H  on the product 
G-supermanifold M  x H , given by right multiplication of the second factor, is 
a right action on the relative G-supermanifold p\ \ M  x H  —* M .
Another very important example is given by the following construction.
EXAMPLE 2.6. Let q : (  —> M  a rank (p, q) supervector bundle (SVB ) over a 
G-supermanifold M  (Definition II.3.3), and let ir:Iso(A/ x - »  M  be the
superfibre bundle of isomorphisms of the trivial SVB M  x B J*1’  o f rank (p ,q ) 
with {.  By ( I I .3.12), the G-morphism
I.o (M  x x a t L [plo] - .  l.o (M  x
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ia a right action of the general linear supergroup GLi[p\q\ on the relative G-su- 
permanifold i?:Iso(A/ x B —* M . A
If f: P  x H  -* P  ia a right action of a G-Lie supergroup H  on a relative G- 
supermanifold p: P  - »  M , for every open U  C M  the morphism ?  induces alright 
action, denoted with the same symbol, on the relative G-supermanifold p: P (p -* 
0  obtained by restricting p to the pre-image P^ j =  (p ~ l (U ) ,A p ^ _
Let P  and N  be G-supermanifolds that are acted on by a G-Lie supergroup
n .
D efin ition  2.3. A morphism o f G-stipermanifolrJs f : P  —* N  is said to be 
I f  -invariant if  it is compatible with the action o f H ; that is, i f  the diagram
P  x f t  -------- - N  x H
-1 . I*
p  - L -  jv
is commutative.
In the same way, if p: P  —» M  and q: N  —* M  are G-morphisms (that is, 
relative G-aupermanifolds) acted on by H  (Definition 2.2), one can define:
D efin ition  2.4. A morphism o f G-supermanifolds f : P —* N  is said to be an 
H-invariant morphism o f  relative G-supermanifolds over M  i f  p =  q o f  and f  
is H-invariant.
There is an important class of H -invariant morphisms; since the sections o f 
the structure sheaf on an open subset V C P  are exactly the G-morphisms of V 
into B i  =  B (Proposition II.1.2), for every //-invariant open G-submanifold 
V  of P  one has:
D efin ition  2.5. The invariant subring A p (V )H o f A p (V )  is the subring o f the 
sections that are f f  -invariant when considered as G-morphisms V  —* B l , where 
one takes the trivial action o f H  on B l
In this way we have introduced the notion of G-invariant ‘functions’ on a 
G-Lie supergroup.
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The notion of quotient by the action of a G-Lie supergroup is again taken 
from the theory of algebraic groups (see [Pen), (Lopj). Let f: P  x f t  —* P  be an 
action of a G-Lie supergroup on a G-supermanifold.
D efin ition  2.0. A quotient o f the action o f  I f  on P  is a pair (M ,p ),  where 
M  it  a G-aupermanifold and p: P  —* M  it morphism o f G-aupermanifolda auch 
that:
(1 ) f  acts on the relative G-aupermanifold p: P  —• M  (Definition 2.2);
(2) for every morphiam J : P —* N  auch that f  o ?  ■  f  o P i, there is a unique 
morphism g: M  —• N  with f  =  g o p.
In general, given an action of a G-Lie supergroup on a G-supermanifold, 
the quotient may fail to exist. Later on we shall see an important class of 
morphisms that are quotients, namely, principal superfibre bundles.
If a quotient p: P  —* M  of an action of H  on P  exists, the structure sheaf 
A q  can be described in terms of A p  as its invariant subsheaf (cf. Definition
2.5):
P ropos ition  2.1. Let p: P  —* M  be a quotient o f an action P  x H —* P  o f  a 
G-Lie aupergroup H on a G-supermanifold P . For every open aubaet U  C M , 
there is a graded B i-a lgebra isomorphism
* Q ( U ) *  A f i r - ' ( U ) ) B
between the sections on U o f the structure sheaf o f the quotient G-aupermani- 
fold and the ¿/-invariant sections o f the structure sheaf o f P  on p~l (U ).  In 
sheaf notation:
A a  =* ( p . A f ) a  ■
Proof. This follows from £2) of the definition of quotient, taking N  =  B l » 
and from the definition of //-invariant sections o f the structure sheaf A p  on an 
invariant open submanifold. ■
The invariant sections of A p (p ~ l (U ) )  are precisely the elements that have 
the same image under the morphisms
W ' i U ) )  —  M p  ® -
A p (p - ' ( V ) )  —  M a  p ; ' ( p - ' ( U ) )
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Since p o t  =  P ° P u  if one write« n =  p o t  =  p a px \ P  x f t  —* M , one h u  that
A t f U )  (U ) ) )^  is the kernel o f the morphism of graded ¿¡¿-modules
(5* -  P\)‘ A p (p ~ l (U ) )  - »  (A p  ® „ A ft)(w ~ l (U ) ) .  This can be summarised by 
the following:
P ropos ition  2.2. Let jji: P  —♦ M  be the quotient o f an action
o f  a G-Lie supergroup H on a G-supermanifoJd P . The sequence o f sheaves o f
BL-modules on M
G -L ie  supergroup  actions and graded  vector fields. In this section, 
we study the effect of the action o f a G-Lie supergroup on graded vector fields.
right translation by g t which is the morphism o f G-supermanifolds given by the 
diagram
The effect o f R~ on the manifold P  is given by Rt (z ) =  s (x ,g ) =  zg. In a
* , (A p  A p )
is exact.
Let f : P  x H  —* P  be an action o f a G-Lie supergroup H  on a G-supermani- 
fold P . As in Definition 1.2, for every point g :z  - *  H one can consider the
P
(2 .2 )
P  x H
similar way, if y: * —• P  is a point o f P , there is a morphism H  —* P  defined
H  P
(2.3)
MX H
The effect of Lp on points is the G °° morphism
L , :H  -  P
9 — <(i/>9) =  V9
1«0
The morphisina L~ may fail to be one-to-one; however, if P  =  H  with the action 
given by the multiplication morphiain (Example 2.1), L~ ia, for every point g , 
an iaomorphiam with inverae L j-_ ,. In thia caae, the compoaition
u  /u_,
i )  - i .  H  - i —  (2.4)
ia an iaomorphiam of G-Lie aupergroupa that preaervea the unit point, ao that 
it inducea an iaomorphiam o f Lie auperalgebraa
*d ($ ) =  o Z^ ).:fi — I)
X  ~  ad(p) • X  *
called the adjoint morphism  correaponding to g.
There ia a notion of H -invariant graded vector field on P ,  that generalizea 
the notion of an invariant graded vector field on H .
D efin ition  2.7. A graded vector field D :A p  —* A p  on P  is ¿/-invariant i f  the 
diagram
r»
A p  —  » s . ( A p ® „ A f i )
o j  |o® ld
A p  ■ » < » ( A p ® n A f i )
is commutative, that is, C  o D  =  (D  ®  Id) o f* .
Aa for invariant graded vector fielda on a G-Lie aupergroupa, if  D  is a 
//-invariant graded vector field on P ,  one has that
R 7 . ( d . )  - d , .
for every z € P , g € H.
The elements X  € T ,H  =  I) in the Lie auperalgebra of H  induce graded 
vector fielda on P.
Definition 2.8. The fundamental graded vector field on P associated with an
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element X  6 I) is the grided vector field X * defined by the diagram
A p  — -— ♦ < , ( A p ® , A p )
* • ]  ! « • ■ »  •
A p  ----------♦ A p ® * c . ( B l )
One ahould note that fundamental graded vector fields are not //-invariant. 
The action of a right translation on a fundamental graded vector field is given 
by the following statement:
P rop os ition  2.3. Let X  € I) be an element o f the Lie auperalgehra o f H and 
X * the associated fundamentai graded vector field. For every pair o f pointa 
g € H and y € P , one has:
* ; . « * • ) » ) - « “ M r 1) • * )* )■ * •
Proof. The proof is a straightforward adaptation of the calculation that proves 
the analogous ordinary result. One has that R~a( ( X * )„ )  =  R~9L^t ( X )  =
Zy.fij.w -  h t- h - '- h W  -  ' X) “ *>*>»»• ■
P rop os it ion  2.4. The map
I) - *  DerBt, A p (P )
X  ~  X *
is a morphiam o f Lie auperalgebrna over B i .  That is, the graded Lie bracket 
of two fundamental graded vector fields is the fundamental graded vector field 
associated with the corresponding graded Lie bracket, [X , ,V'*] =  (X , V]*.
Proof. Proceeding as in Proposition 1.2, one can prove that:
[ X \ Y 9) -  (Id  ® X  ® Y  -  Id <8>Y ® X )  0 ( r  ® Id ) O r .
However, Proposition 1.2 implies that
| x , K ] * - ( i d ® [ x , y ] ) o r
-  ( Id ® X  ® Y  -  Id ® X )  o (Id  8 m > r  
» ( I d ® X ® K - I d ® V '® X ) o ( r ® I d ) o r  ,
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thus finishing the proof. ■
E x a m p l e  2.7. (Fundamental graded vector fields for the right action m :  f t  x 
H  —» H , cf. Example 2.1). In this case, fundamental graded vector fields are 
exactly left-invariant graded vector fields ill the sense of Definition 1.3, and, by 
Proposition 1.3, there is an isomorphism of sheaves of .4p-modules
A f) ® a t h ^  V ir A f i
f 9 X ~ f - X *
E x a m p l e  2.8. (Fundamental graded vector fields for the right action H  on 
M  x H  given by multiplication of the second factor, M  being an arbitrary 
G-supermanifold, cf. Example 2.3). The fundamental graded vector field X *  
determined by an element X  € fi is the operator X *: A/r 9 wA r  —* A q Q wA r  
defined by Id ® (Id  & X ) o m*. A
T h e  adjoint representation . Let H be a G-Lie supergroup.
D efin ition  2.0. The adjoint representation o f H is the left action o f  H on 
itself, Ad:// x H — H , obtained by composition o f the G-morphisms
B  x 8  B  x 8  x B  B  x B  x H
u " u ' \ B x B x 8 ^ 6 x 8 ± . B ,
where A ; B  —* H  X B  is the diagonal morphism and $ : H x H - * H x H i a  the 
morphism that exchanges factors.
The map Ad: H  x H  —* H  is the usual adjoint representation of H  on itself, 
Ad (g ,h ) =  ghg~l . For every point g :g  -* H, the composition
H -  i  x B  B  x H  —  B
is no more than the morphism (2.4) that induces the adjoint morphism ad(y) =* 
( f i y - . o  2 ; ). :h  -  fi (cf. Eq. (2.5)).
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The action of >Q* is easy to compute; writing fft*(h) -  hk ®  for 
every section h € A ft , one easily observes that
Ai)*(A) -  5 3 ( - l ) K ' l l% l» * r ( » ,y) 8  A„> (J.T)
(here we have also set A * (fc » ) -  £ ,  H** »  hk)). Our next step is to prove that 
the map
iUM AND SUrixriBRS BUNDLSI l fls
// * b - h
( * , X ) ~  a d (f) *
is actually a G-morphism. The definition of the adjoint representation as a mor­
phism of supermanifolds, and not merely as a map, needs a more complicated 
construction; the corresponding theory in the framework of graded manifolds is 
dealt with in [Kos|. Let us denote as before by A ,  the graded local ring o f germs 
of A ft  at the unit point * € H , and by £ . the ideal o f the germs that vanish when 
evaluated at e, so that there is a natural isomorphism of rank (m ,n ) free B l - 
modules £ ,/ £ j ^  !)*• Then, the sheaf morphism (A d )* : A ft  -* Ad »(A fttow A ft) 
induces a morphism
( iQ ) - :£ ./C ; -  I f  —  A A '(A f j  8  (£ •/ £ ,))  =  A d .M g  8  I f ) ,
which in turn induces a sheaf morphism
s f ( h ' )  -  Ad.M flS.sriif ))■
Here S f  has the same meaning as in Section II.2. Now, S T (b * ) •• the structure 
sheaf o f the Lie superalgebra I)* when considered as a G-supermanifold I) of 
dimension (m  + n ,m  +  n ) by means of a ^/.-module isomorphism b 24 BL 1 , 
that is, as an SVB over a single point (Definition II.3.2). One can thus give the 
following result.
P ropos ition  2.5. The adjoint representation o f  H on ita Lie auperalgebra I) is 
the left action o f H on b given by the G-morphism
ad: P  x b —* b
induced by the above aheaf morphism.
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As one would expect, the effect of the adjoint representation on points is 
exactly the map
H x h -♦ I)
Furthermore, for every point g : ? —» H , the composition
A  «  | « U  A  ~ ad ~
h =  * x f) — » H  x i) — » h
is no more than the morphism (2.5), which is thus proved to be a G-morphism.
3. Principa l superflbre bundles
Our wish is now to devise a suitable notion of a principal bundle within the 
category o f G-supermanifolds. Let p: P  —♦ Af be a G-morphism, and let T: P  x 
H  —* P  be a right action of a (¡-L ie  supergroup H on the relative G-supermani- 
fold p: P  —* A f (Definition 2.2). We know that this action induces an action T 
of H  on the pre-image p: =  (p -1(i/ ), —* 0  of every open subset
U  C M
D efin ition 3.1. A principal super fibre bundle o f supergroup H (for brevity, an 
H-PSFB) is a G-morphism p: P  —* M endowed with a H action P  x I f  - *  P, 
such that:
(1) H acts on the relative G-supermanifold p: P  —♦ M  ( Definition 2.2).
(2) p: P  —* A f is locally trivial; that is, there exist an open cover {£/<} o f M and 
G-invariant isomorphisms o f relative G-supermanifolds (Definition 2.4)
^ :P |0< * 0 i x H ,  (3.1)
where H acts on the relative G-supermanifold pi'.Oi x H —» Ui by right 
multiplication.
Condition (2 ) implies that an //-PSFB is a locally trivial G-superbundle 
(Definition II.3.1) with standard fibre H.
E X A M P L E  3.1. The natural projection
p .M  x H — M ,
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where f t  act« on M  x f t  right multiplication, is an //-PSFB, that will be 
called the ttandard trivial ft-P S F B  over M .  A
A morphiam of //-PSFB’a over the tame G-aupermanifold Undefined as 
an //-invariant G-morphiatn (Definition 2.4). Now, if p: P  —* X/ ia an f t -  
PSFB, the morphiama (3.1) are in fact //-PSFB isomorphisms of the reatrictiona 
p: P^q  —» Gi with the atandard trivial //-PSFB's over i/<. In other worda, any 
//-PSFB ia locally isomorphic with the atandard trivial //-PSFB.
Ex a m p l e  3.2. If p: P  — M  ia an //-PSFB and U  C M  ia an open aubaet, the 
reatriction p: P^q  —* 0  ia again an //-PSFB. A
Ex a m p l e  3.3. Let q : (  —► M  a rank (p ,q ) aupervector bundle (SV B ) over^a 
G-aupermanifold M . Then, the auperfibre bundle 5f:Iao(Af x —* M
of iaomorphiama of the trivial SVB M  x B o f rank (p ,q) with £ (Definition 
II.3.5), endowed with the right action
U o (M  x x S i i W i ]  -  M W  *
given by Example 2.4, ia a GLi,(p|f]-PSFB. A
E x a m p l e  3.4. Taking in the previous example f  aa the graded tangent bundle 
to the G-aupermanifold M , one haa that the tupcrbundlc o f graded
/nuna. F r (M ,A a ) -  W  (cf. Exxmple 11.3.1) »  a G t iM il-P S F B . »
The following propoaition ia an analogue o f the Galoia theorem, in that it 
atatea that the baae of an //-PSFB ia the orbit apace o f the total apace and that 
ita structure aheaf ia the invariant sheaf under the action of the supergroup.
P ropoa ition  3.1. Let p: P  — M  be an ft -P S F B ; the pair ( A f.p ) ia then a 
quotient o f the action o f H  on P .
Proof. One can easily see that the question ia local on M  and can thus assume 
that p .P  - »  M  is the atandard H -PSFB p: f t  x  f t  — M . Since the first 
condition in the definition of quotient, namely that // acta on the relative G- 
supermanifold p: P  —* M , is obviously fulfilled, one only has to prove that if 
/: M  x f t  -*  N  is a G-morphism such that f o ?  =  / o p ,, then there ia a unique 
morphiam g : M - * N  with / -  g o p. Now, the unit point e: * ■  f* , f li, ) - »  // 
induces a section st : M  =  A f x z  —* M  x //^  o f p -M  x H  —♦ M  such that 
i ,  o p i =  pi o (a, x Id) as morphisma from M  x H  into itself. Let us define 
g: A f —* N  by g =  fo T ,.  The condition f o ?  =  /opi implies that / o<o(a, x ld ) =
V/ o pi o ( i ,  x Id) ■  J o  a, o p ,, Since Co (a , x Id) =  Id by the first condition 
in the definition o f an action of a G-Lie supergroup, one obtains / *  y o p as 
expected. The uniqueness of g is proved straightforwardly. ■
C oro lla ry  3.1. Let p: P  —• M  be an ft-P S F B .
(1 ) One has an iaomorphiam o f sheaves o f  graded Hi-algebra*
A 0  *  (?.Ap>a .
(2 ) There is an exact aequence o f sheaves o f graded Bi-modulea on M
?
0 —* Aq  — * p..4p » -4 fl),
where if =  p o f  =  p op ,: P  x // —• Af.
Proof. This follows from Propositions 2.1 and 2.2. ■
Transition  iiiorpliisins. We now describe how trivial //-PSFB’s can 
glued to yield another //-PSFB, and, conversely, that any f t -PSFB can 
obtained in this way. The first question is to jletermine the automorphisms 
the trivial standard // PSFB px: M  x f t  — M.  Let M  * f t  x  f t
an isomorphism of f t - PSFB’s; let us consider the G-morphism M  —» H  from 
the base G-supermanifold to the G-Lie supergroup f t , defined by the diagram
M  x B  *  i M  x H
' • ]  _ 1 "  ’
M  — i —. H
where a,: M  — M  x x —* M  x f t  \a the section of p\ induced by the unit point 
e:x  =  ( z ,B i )  —* //. The original isomorphism ^ can easily be described in 
terms of in fact, the two components of M  x H  ^  M  x H  are p\ and 
(t fr o ft )  Pj. namely,
Let us now consider an arbitrary /f-PSFB p: P  —* M ,  and let {t/<} be a trivial- 
icing open cover for p: P  —• M  (Definition 3.1), so that there are isomorphisms 
o f H  PSFB’s
lflfl Cl
P|0 =* 0, x ft
¡T
2
.I
T
 !
f
16T
The family o f such isomorphism! is called a trivialiaation of p: P  —* M . If we 
write Uij m U i D U j  for every », j ,  there are isomorphisms of H -PSFB's
A )  m 4i\Ut, 0 (Alt/,, ^  O ij x f l ,
that fulfill the glueing condition (B.5) (cocycle condition)
(3.2)
for every *, j ,  k, where primes denote restriction to l/<j* *  Vi 0  Uj D i/*.
D efin ition  3.2. The G-morphiama - »  /f constructed as above from the
iaomorphiama <f>,j are called the transition morphiama for the H -P S F B  p: P  —* 
M  relative to the fixed trivialiaation.
One can easily show that the transition morphisms enjoy the property
A *  =  A#  • A *  (3-3)
for every triple ( i , j ,k ) .  The dot here has the same meaning as in Eq. (2.1).
Let us consider, conversely, an open cover { U i }  o f a G-supermanifold M  
and a family {A > }  of G-morphisms
i t f - V t ,  -  H
fulfilling the condition (3.3).
P ropos ition  3.2. There exists an H -PS FB  p: P  - *  M  and a triviaJieation o f  it 
on the open cover {U i}  whoae tranaition morphiama are the G-morphiama
Proof. The G-morphisms tjtijiO ij —* 
PSFB ’s
i t ,  -Du  *
H  determine isomorphisms o f trivial H-
H * 0 t i x H
defined by A )  =  (P i. (A > °P i)P a )-  Now, ( 3-3) implies that the isomorphisms 
fulfill the cocycle condition (3.2). By glueing (Lemma II. 1.2), we can construct 
a G-supermanifold P  and G-isomorphisms A: P^ q  ^  Ui x H such that 4i\uif *  
A> °  ■ The rest o f the proof is straightforward. ■
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4. Connections
Connection! on superveotor bundlea where introduced in Section IV .l. Here we 
wiah to reformulate that notion in the caae of principal superfibre bundlea; aa we 
■hall aee in the next Section, any SVB can be regarded aa a bundle aaaociated 
with a PSFB, ao that the two notiona of connection can be related aa in the 
ordinary caae.
Let p: P  —» M  be H  be an //-PSFB. Then, P  ia acted on by H  ao that 
//-invariant graded vector fielda (Definition 2.7) and fundamental graded vector 
fielda (Definition 2.8) can be conaidered on P.
P ro p o r t io n  4.1. Let p: P  -*  Af be an H -PSFB . Every //-invariant graded 
vector field on P  ia p-projectable to M .
Proof. Let D: A p  —* A p  be an //-invariant graded vector field, ao that C  o D  =» 
(D  ®  Id) o ?•. Then, from the exact aequence in Corollary 3.1, one obtaina a 
commutative diagram
le t
It followa that there exiata a graded vector field p ( D ) \ A q  —* A q  that fita into 
the diagram. ■
We can then aaaociate with every open aubaet V  C M  the ^^(KJ-m odule 
V e r (p .A p )^ (V )  of all //-invariant graded vector fielda on p_ l (V ),  thua defining
Vertical graded vector fielda are in turn generated by fundamental graded 
vector fielda.
P ropos ition  4.2. There is an isomorphism o f sheaves o f Ap-modules
v : A p ® B L I) ^  V c r A p  
f  Q  X  —• f  • X *
0 --------* A M P -A p i r , ( A p  A f i )
0 --------* A M
a aheaf V e r (p .A p )**  of .AjQ-modules.
Proof. The morphiam ia globally defined, ao that one can cheeky that it ia an 
iaomorphiam only locally, that is to say, assuming that p: P  —* A f is the trivial
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R -PSFB p: M  x R -  M.  Now, VrrAp =» pHVerAg)  by Proportion 2.3, »nd 
one concludes by (2.6). *
R em ark  4.1. If we endow .dp®»,, h with the Lie •upereigebre structure induced 
by that of I); i.e.
the isomorphism v: d p ® » ,  b =» V crdp  is not s morphism o f Lie superelgebres, 
because the graded Lie bracket o f the corresponding vertical graded vector Helds 
ia given by
Nevertheless, the restriction I) -*  V erA p  is a Lie superalgebra morphism, that 
is, [X ,Y ]9 -  (Proposition 2.4). *
Let us consider the sheaf (p ,V e rA p )H =  p .(V er.4p ) H V e r (p .A p ) "  on 
M  whose sections are the vertical //-invariant graded^vector fields; the local 
structure of this sheaf is quite simple. Actually, if p: M  x H  —* Af is a trivial 
//-PSFB, the same techniques of Proposition 1.1 and Definition 2.7 allow us to 
prove that there is an isomorphism of A f t  -modules
v :A a m ^ ( p . V t r A Q uij ) M  ^ (4.1)
/ ® X  ~  / ®  (X  ® Id ) o rn*
where the elements X  € I) are interpreted as graded tangent vectors X : ( A p ), -*  
B t  at the unit point. The global structure of vertical //-invariant graded vector 
fields is given by the following result.
P ropos ition  4.3. Lei p: P  — M  be an H -PSFB . There ia an exact sequence 
o f  sheaves o f A  modules
0 —  (p .V e v d p )*  —  © c r (p .d p ) '' -  V t r A a  —  0,
which ia called the Atiyah sequence o f p: P  - *  M .
Proof. As in the proof o f Proposition II.5.1, one has only to prove that if V  is 
a trivializing open subset of A/, so that p: P\p-i{V) —* V' •• the trivial H -PSFB
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p: P  x H  —• P , every graded vector Held D ' on V ia the projection of an //- 
invariant graded vector field on P  x H . But D  — D ' ® Id define« a graded vector 
field on P  x H  that is //-invariant and project« onto D '. ■
Fundamental graded vector field« and H -invariant vertical graded field« are 
related a« follow«.
Lem m a 4.1. I f  X * i« a fundamental graded vector^ficld and D  i* an H - 
invariant vertical graded field on an H -PS FB  p: P  —* M , then \X* ,D ]  *  0.
Proof. Th i« quest ion is local on M , and «o we can a«sur»e again that p: P  - *  M  i« 
the trivial bundle p: M  x H — M . Then X * *  Id » ( I d  ® X )o m ‘  (aa in Example 
2.7), whilst D  =  f D '  for tome section / of - A ; here 2?' =  Id ® (K  ®  Id ) o m* 
for some Y  € fi, according to (4.1). Since * * ( / )  =  0, one has to prove that 
(X * ,D '] ■  0, or equivalently, that the graded vector field« X * = (Id  ® X )  o m* 
and K v m (V  ® Id) o m ‘  on H have a vanishing graded Lie bracket. An easy 
computation show« that
K v o r  -  (Y  ® I d ® X )o (m # ® Id )o m ’
J T o y v -  (_ | ) lJfHy l(K  ® Id ® .Y )o ( ld  ® m *)o m *
However, (m *® Id )om * =  (Id® m *)om * by coassociativity (1.1), thus finishing 
the proof. ■
D efin ition  4.4. A connection on an H -PSFB  p: P  —* M  is a splitting (cf. 
Proposition IV .1.1) o f the Atiyah sequence, that is, an even morphism o f  A q - 
modules
V .V 'rA f, -  V tr(p.A p)U
such that p o V  =  Id.
The image o f V  is called the horisontal //-invariant distribution associated 
with the connection, and one has a decomposition
V er(p.A f)a  9» (p.VerAp)S e  V (V trA a ) ,
that is, a split exact sequence of sheave» of .4^-modules
0 — V trA a  — VtT(p.Ap)a  (p.V erA p)a  — 0 .
(4.2)
Sue it hu ho nr» and sui HINDI 1T1
The horisontal //-invariant distribution of V  is now given by 
V (V * t A q )  =  K er(tr ).
If D ' is a graded vector field on an open subset V  C A f, the graded vector field 
V (D ')  is called the horinontai lift of D ' with respect to the connection V.
Isom orphism s o f  connections. Let jo: P  —♦ Af and —* Af be I I -
PSFB’s, and <£: P  —» P ' an isomorphism of //-SPFB’s. Then, ^ induces a sheaf 
isomorphism
i'.VtrAp -  VtrAp, (4 J)
which in turn yield isomorphisms
i : P e r (p .A p )R ^ P e r (p .A p . ) l>
i : (p .V e r A p ) i> *  (p .V e rA p ,)1*
and then an automorphism
0 --------- (p .V t r A p )R  --------. V e r (p .A p )R — ’ — ' ^ c r A f t  --------• 0
»1 *1 , II
0 --------► (p ,V e rA p ,)ft  --------* V e r (p .A p ,)** — * V c r A f t  --------* 0
o f the Atiyah sequence. It follows that if V  is a connection on p: P  —► A f, then 
¿ 0  V  is a connection on p : P '  —► Af, called the connection obtained from V  
through the //-SPFB automorphism
Existence o f  connections. The proof o f Proposition 4.3 shows that the 
trivial //-PSFB f>: Af x H  -*  Af carries a connection, given by
V * :V e rA Q — ^ ( p . A q ^ ) ^
D ' ~  D ' «  Id ,
called the canonicai flat connection of the trivial PSFB. Since //-PSFB’s are 
locally trivial, any //-PSFB always admits connections locally; the existence 
of a globally defined connection is then a cohomological question. As long
3 <a:
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■heaves of .¿¿¡-modules may have non-vanishing cohomology, an arbitrary 
PSFB need not carry connections.
Actually, proceeding as in Section IV .1, we can attach to every # -PSFB  
p : P - * M  a cohomology class
H P )  € H ')M ,M o m A . ( V t r A a A p .V trA p )i l ) )
of the sheaf
Hom A„{T > 'rA Q ,(p .V erA p)'>) = { p .V 'rA p )"  ®A-
of (p .V t r ^ ? ) f i -v»lu.d g r « .M  differonli«! 1-form» on M , thnl ynnUhc. if nnd 
only if there exists a connection on p: P  —• M . This class is called the Atiymh 
class of the //-PSFB. Given a trivialisation
ii .Pft *0ixB
of the //-PSFB p: P  Af on an open cover {//<} of M , if V< -  °  V “ denotes
the connection on p: P |0 -•  0, obtained from the canonical flat connection V* 
on Oi X B  — Ot through the //-PSFB isomorphism f t " 1, then the 1-cocyde
- ' ' W  <4'5)
is a representative of b (P ).
Connection  form s. A connection V  on an //-PSFB p-^P —* M  can be 
described in terms of an h-valued graded differential 1-form on P  (the connection 
form  of V );  we recall that such a form can be regarded as a morphism of sheaves 
of .¿^-modules
u r . V e r A p  —* A p  ® b l b
(cf. Section IV.4). It follows from Proposition 4.2 that a h-valued graded differ 
ential 1-form on P  can be considered as a morphism o f sheaves o f .¿^-modules
>:VcrA p  -*  V e rA p .
S ur RRaS O tlM  AND SUrRSPISSR NUNDLII ITS
Now let V .V e r A f t  — V e r (p .A p )^  be a connection; it induces a morphism of 
A p -  module«
y : f { V e r A g )  — p’ C D 'r (p .A p )*1) »  V 'r A p
which ia a splitting o f the exact aequence
0 —* V erA p  —* V erA p  p*( D e rA q  ) —<* 0 .
Therefore there ia an exact aequence of ,4^-modulea
ao that the connection V  induce« a I)-valued graded differential 1-form 
to> ■> v  o i/: V e rA p  - *  A p  ® b l fi
V erA p  ia the identity on vertical graded vector field«; thia meana that on fun­
damental graded vector field« the connection form u> acta aa the inverae o f v :
for every X  € I).
The diatribution H o rA p  =  i ( F (D * t A q ) )  =■ Ker*/ = Keru> ia called the 
horiaontml distribution of V . There ia a decompoaition
and one haa the correaponding vertical and horisontal projection«
u: V e rA p  -*  V erA p  
h m f  op: V e rA p  —» H orA p
that enable ua to write a graded vector field on P  aa the aum o f ita vertical and 
horisontal components with respect to the connection V:
on P ,  called the connection form  of V . By its very definition, i/: V e rA p  —*
u ,(X - )  =  X (4.6)
V e rA p  ^  V erA p  © H orA p  , (4.7)
D  =  v (D )  +  h (D ) .
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Let us notice that a horizontal graded vector field D  — h (D )  on P  need not 
be the horizontal lift of a graded vector field on M , because it may fail to be H- 
invariant. If one considers //-invariant graded vector fields, the decomposition 
(4.7) may be identified with the decomposition (4.2), so that an //-invariant 
horizontal graded vector field D  is the horizontal lift of its projection D ' — p( D ), 
that is, D Vl I >')
Equation (4.7) also induces a decomposition of the graded tangent space 
at a point y: * —* P  into the sum of the vertical and horizontal graded tangent 
spaces:
T ,P  a* V , P 9 H , P ,
where
V ,P  =  F ( V 'r A p ) ,  H ,P  =  i -W e r A p ) .
Conversely, we can give the following result.
P roposition  4.4. Let u> be a t)-valued graded differential 1-form on P  satisfy­
ing the following properties:
(1) v *  v ” 1 on i: V e rA p  —* V erA p  is the identity on vertical graded vector 
fields; that is, the composition
V erA p  «—» V erA p  —* VerAp
is the identity morphism;
(2) v transforms H-invariant graded vector fields into H -invariant vertical 
graded vector fields; that is, it induces a morphism
w :V t r (p .A p )a  — (p .V e rA p )0  .
Then ui is the connection form o f a unique connection on P.
Proof. The form u> induces a splitting of the Atiyah sequence, namely, a con­
nection V  such that V (V e r A f t )  =  Kerw. It follows immediately that u> is the 
connection form o f V . ■
Curvature form . Let us consider a connection V  on an H -PSFB p: P  -*  
M , and let ur. V e rA p  —» A p ® B L fi be the corresponding connection form. u> is a 
h-valued even graded differential 1-form, and we can apply to it the differential
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calculus of graded differential forms with values in a free module as developed 
in Section IV.4. In particular, the exterior differential of u> is given by
-  ( - l )M IO I,  0 , (w (D , ) ) -
( _ 1)(to,|+M)|D,!p) , „ ( D l ) , _ ll,( |i , l iD j |). (4.7)
D efin ition  4.5. The curvature form o f the connection V  is the h-valued graded 
differentia! 2-form R described by
R (D i ,D t )  *= (tL > )(h (D x) , h ( D i ) ) .
P rop os ition  4.5. (Structure equation) One has
du>( D \, D j ) «  — | (u>( D \), u>( Da )j +  R ( D \, Da)
for any graded vector fields D \, D j on P , where the graded Lie bracket is 
induced by that o f I) ( see Remark 4.1).
Proof. Both members of the equation are h-valued graded differential 2-forms. 
Then, as long as fundamental graded vector fields and //-invariant horizontal 
graded vector fields generate all graded vector fields on P ,  it is enough to prove 
the claim in three cases:
(1 ) D\ and Da are //-invariant horizontal graded vector fields.
Then, u>(D\) — u t (D j) =  0, and the formula is the definition of R.
(2 ) D j and Da are fundamental graded vector fields.
Then, D j =  X f ,  Da =  X j  for certain X\, X j  in fi and u»(D i) =  X i,  
u>(Da) =  X 2 (cf. (4.6)); that is, they are ‘constant’ l)-valued sections of 
A p  As a consequence, D|(u;(Da)) =  D a(u »(D j)) =  0 by Eq. (4.7).
Moreover, u>([X;, * ; ) )  =  w (|X ,, * , ) ' )  =  | * » ,* a ]  by Proposition 2.4 and 
(4.6), so that 2du»(Di,Da) =  - (A fj.A 'a ] by (4.9), thus proving the equation 
since R (D \, Da) *  0.
(3 ) D\ is fundamental and D2 is horizontal and //-invariant.
Then, w (Da) =  0 and D> =  X * for some X  € b, so that D i(u > (X ') )  =  
D i (X )  =  0 as above. Moreover, /2(D],Da) =  0, and by (4.9), the proof 
is reduced to showing that u>([Di,Da]) =  0. We shall prove that in fact 
[D i,D a] =  0. The question being local on A f, we can assume that p: P  —* 
Af is the trivial //-PSFB p: Af x H  —* A f . Then, if D ' is the projection of 
Da to A f, one has Da =  D ' ® Id + D  for some vertical //-invariant graded
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vector field D. Now \D\,D' Id] =  0 trivially, and [D j, £>] = 0 by Lemma
4.1. ■
5. Associated superflbre bundles
It is possible to introduce the notion of associated superfibre bundles with a 
certain PSFB; in particular, supervector bundles can be regarded as associated 
superfibre bundles.
Let p: P  —• M  be an //-SPFB; as usual, we denote by ?\P x H  —i* P  the 
right action of H on P . Let p: H  x F  —• F  be a left action of H  on a G-super- 
manifold F\ then, H  acts on the product suprrmanifold P  x F  on the right as 
follows. Let us denote by p~1'. H x F  —» F  the composition p~l =  p o  (s x Id), 
where s: H —* H  is the inversion morphism; the following commutative diagram 
defines a G-morphism f  : P x F x H —* P x F  which yields a right action of H 
on P  x F:
P x P x H  — — * P x P
P  x H X F  " " * * " ■ P  X H X H X F
here A : H  —♦ H  x H  is the diagonal morphism, and p: F  x H  —> H  v. F  is the 
morphism that exchanges the factors.
As one would expect, the action f  induces a right action of the ordinary 
Lie group H  on the ordinary underlying differentiable manifold P  x  F  defined 
by
(* ./ )s  =  ( * » . » " '/ ) .
where z € P , f ç F , g € H .
We now prove that, as in the ordinary case, the right action of H  on P  x F  
gives rise to a quotient G-supermanifold © (Definition 2.2), which is a superfibre 
bundle over the base G-supermanifold M . Indeed, by the theory of (ordinary) 
associated bundles, the quotient space © =  P  x F/H  has the structure o f a 
differentiable manifold. I f i r : P x F —» ©  =  P x  F/H  is the natural projection, 
the map p&: 0  —* A# described by ?© (*■ (*,/ )) =  p (* ) endows 0  with a structure 
o f differentiable bundle of fibre F  that trivializes on the open subsets where
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P  - *  M  it  trivial. On the other hand, Proposition 2.1 tells us that the structure 
sheaf of a quotient G-supermanifold is the subsheaf invariant under the action
oi H .
Let us consider the graded ringed space
0  =  (0 , .4 g )  -  ( 0 , » . ( « 4 j é * ¿ f ) * )
together with the natural graded ringed space morphism if: P  x F  —* 0 .
P ropos ition  5.1. 0  is a G-aupermanifold and if: P  x F  —* © is the quotient 
o f  the action o f H  on P  x F .
Proof. The question is local on^M, so that we can assume that p: P  —* M  is the 
trivial H -PSFB p :M  x H — M . Now, Q M  x F  and w: M  x H  x F  — M x F  
is described by ir (m ,y ,/ ) =  (m ,p/).^Thus, it suffices to prove that the G- 
morphism £ =  (Id ,p ): M x H x F - * M x F  is the quotient of the action of H 
on M  x H  x F.  The first condition of Definition 2.6 is the commutativity of 
the diagram
A# x Ñ  x P x  Ñ  — ~  M  x H  x F
" 1  I s
M  x H x F  — —  M x F
which is verified trivially. Concerning the second condition, we notice that the 
G-morphism s, =  Id xe x Id: Af x^F = M x z x F — M x H  x F i s a  section 
o f if, i.e. ir o Í ,  =  Id; then, if f . M x  H x F  Ñ  it a G-morphism such that 
/ o f  =  / o p ,, the morphism g =  / o j , : iV x F  —* Ñ  fulfills / =  g o if . ■
The G-morphism p o p ,: P  x F  -> M  satisfies the^condition ( p o ? i ) o f  =  
(pop, )op ,, so that there exist a G-morphism pg: 0  —• A# such that pop, =  pgoif. 
The above proof in fact shows that p g :0  -*  A f is a locally trivial superbundle 
with fibre F.
D efin ition  5.1. The auperbundle
pg: © —• A1
ia called the aaaociated auperfibre bundle (A S F B ) with p: P  —* M  with typical 
fibre F  with reaped to the given left action o f H  on F.
Given a trivialixation fa: ^  Dt x H , of the //-PSFB p: P  —* M  on an
open cover {!/ » } of M , there is an induced trivialixation
of the ASFB p g :0  —♦ M .  Moreover, if fa jiD ij —* H  are the transition mor- 
phisms corresponding to the trivialixation of p: P  —* M  (Definition 3.2), the 
isomorphisms
5., -  5.It/,, i  =» 0 „  x f* (5.1)
are given by
• ij ■  ° # i ) ' f t ) .  (5  2)
where, as usual, (V>ij 0 P i)  ■ Pi denotes the composition p o  ° P i ) i P i ) -  1» 
this sense, it can be said that an ASFB has the same transition morphisms as 
the corresponding //-PSFB.
S u p ervec to r  bundles as associated superbundles. Let us take H  =
GLt[p|fl], the general linear supergroup over B i  (Example 1.1), and F  as the 
free rank (p, q ) /¿¿-module B j1’ , endowed with its natural structure of a G-su- 
permanifold o f dimension (p + q,p + q ). If p: P  —* A f is a G/^[p|g)-PSFB, the 
ASFB pg: ©  —* Af corresponding to the left action of GLi[p\q] on F  (Example 
2.4) is a supervector bundle (Definition II.3.3) since, by (5.2), the isomorphisms 
(5.1) are /¿¿-linear when restricted to the fibres, because they are given by the 
left action o f GLi,[p\q\.
This example is typical in the sense that all SVB ’s are associated superfibre 
bundles: let us take a rank (p, q) SVB q:Q  —» Af over a G-supermanifold 
Af. Then, the superbundle of isomorphisms * :Iso (A f x B ^ q, ( )  —* Af of the 
trivial SVB with / is a principal superfibre bundle with respect to the natural 
right action o f GLi[p\q] (3.12). One can then consider the superfibre bundle 
p g :0  —* A f with typical fibre /¿¿’  associated with ir:Iso(A f x —* Af
with respect to the left action of GLi[p\q\ defined in Example 2.4.
P ro p o s it io n  5.2. There is an isomorphism o f S V B ’s over Af
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0  ^  t ;
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that ia, every SVB q :{  —* M  ia the ASFB  with the GLL[p\q]-PSFB  ir: Iso(M  x 
B j}9i t )  —* M  o f typical fibre B ^ 9, with reapect to the natural left action of 
G L L [p\q).
Proof. The G-morphism Iso(Af x B ^ 9, ( )  x B^j9 -*  f  given by (II.3.10) fit* into 
a commutative diagram
Iso(A? x B t ' , t )  X B { 9 x G i L [p\q) — —  lao(M  x B { 9, ( )  x B j lf
"1 I
U o(M  x B p . l )  x B j1* --------. f
By definition of a quotient, there exista a G-morphiam ©  —* {  that com- 
mutea with the natural projectiona onto M .  It reinaina only to prove that 
thia morphiam is an iaomorphiam o f SVB ’a; we can assume that (  ia the trivial 
SVB B ^ 9. In thia caae, Iao(M  x B ^ 9,1 ) ia the trivial (7Lt[p|q]-PSFB 
M  x GLi[p\q], and one eaaily concludes. ■
EXAMPLE 5.1. Let M  be a G-supermanifold of dimenaion (m ,n ), and let 
F r (M ,A f i )  —* M  be the auperbundle of graded frames (cf. Example 3.4), that 
is a o l L [m|n]-PSFB. When n is even, we consider the left action GLc[p\q] x 
B ^ 0 —» B y 0 defined as the multiplication by the Berezinian (cf. Example 2.5), 
while when n is odd we consider the analogous action GLt,[p\q\ x B^ 1 —* B ^ 1. 
The corresponding ASFB, denoted by Ber M  —* M , ia a superline bundle either 
o f rank (1,0) or (0,1), depending on the parity o f n, and is called the Berezinian 
bundle of the G-supermanifold M  (cf. [L«T, H * M J ] ) .  A
T h e  adjoint superhundle. A remarkable example o f ASFB is the adjoint 
auperbundle associated with a given H -PSFB; in this case the fibre ia the Lie 
superalgebra I) of H  and the action of H  on it ia the adjoint representation of 
H  over I).
D efin ition  5.2. The adjoint superbundle o f  an H -P S F B  p: P  —* M  ia the 
ASFB
q: A d (P ) — M
with typical fibre t), taken with respect to the adjoint representation Ad: f f x t )  —♦ 
I) (Definition 2.8).
ISO C r a f t i r  V
If r trivialication P ^  ^  Oi x f l  o f p: P  -*  M  on an open cover {£/<} of
M  with transition morphism* ifuj'-Oij —• H i *  given, the corresponding trivial- 
isation o f f :  A ti(P ) — M  is described by f j :  A d (P ) (0  ^  ¿7* x *)» where, according 
to (5.2), the isomorphisms
V*j m Vi\uit °  )_ls * •) ^  Q ii x •)
are given by
fi*i “  (p j ,a d o ( £ 0  o p i 'P i ) ) -
These morphisms are linear when restricted to the fibres, so that q: Ad ( P )  —* M  
is an SVB.
Let us describe the isomorphisms x i) "“* x h for this SVB, or
equivalently, the corresponding isomorphisms of free A q  -modules, A i j ’.A fi^  ® 
I) —♦ A q ® 1). I f  we consider the isomorphism C X  H  ^  Uij X H  of 
relative G-supermanifolds defined by =  (P i»A d o (^ j  op j,p^ )) then, by the 
very definition of the adjoint representation, one has that
where the elements X  € I) are considered as graded tangent vectors X : A fi  —* 
B i  at the unit point.
Our next aim is to give an alternative description of the adjoint superfibre 
bundle. To do that, let us recall the relationship between the Lie superalgebra 
f) as T ,H  and the vertical //-invariant vector fields on a trivial FSFB, which is 
given, according to (4.1), by the isomorphism
r Ao„ »1  -  (P.Ve >^0 _iJ)w
— Id io m '
(5.2)
Then one has:
Lem m a 5.1. There is a commutative diagram of isomorphisms of A~; -mod-
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u lea
A 0„  ®  1 — ^  A 0„ ®  11
y[ ■>[ . (»-3 )
(p . V trAg^ , f l ) ^  ---- — • (p .V er^p ,( „ g )®
where • (D ) =  (^¡J1)* o D o ^  ia the iaomorphiam (4.4 ) induced by the 
H -PSFB  iaomorphiam
Proof. Let ua atart by deacribing the G-morphiaina and ( y  aa compoaitiona 
of morphiama by meana of the commutative diagraina
f t ,  *  f f - i i -  f t ,  x »
SxiaJ | Id x in
f t ,  X f t ,  X H
Idx^.x ld  _  A  A 
f t ,  x «  x H
0 O x H
SxIdJ Jld xAd
f t ,  x f t ,  x H fr -  ff > ff
in thia way, the morphiama ffy  and Cy are eaaily computed. Since, by (2.7),
one obtaina the equation
Ay (/  ® * )(/ ' ® A) = £  «*>(■*• A M / / * ^ (A ‘ )^(5*A *j)*(***),
where € k j (X , f ,h )  =  ( - l ) |X|(l/'Mfc* M * * i Furthermore, (/ ®
C h a p t b r  Vi ts
X )  ia given by
« < /  ) * • ( / •  (Jf •  W ) • » * ) )  o iy l< / ' ®  <>)
The inverse 7 ' 1 of 7 is Id® ?*, and so,
'T l/ ®  * ) ! ) ( / '  ® M  
W
However, from (j x e ) o m  =  Id, we have a*(hk j) =  which
completes the proof. ®
Propos ition  5 .3 . The adjoint auperbundle q: Ad(P) -* Af is the SVB associ­
ated with the rank (m ,n ) locally free A fi-m od u le  (p ,V e rA p )** o f H-invariant 
vertical graded vector fields.
Proof. Since the ASFB q: A d (P ) -♦ A# is the graded locally ringed space ob­
tained by glueing the trivial SVB’s t/<> x i) by means of the isomorphisms fjij} 
the .A^ q -module of sections of the adjoint superbundle is the sheaf T  obtained 
by glueing the corresponding sheaves of sections ® I) by means of the sheaf 
isomorphisms A<). By the previous lemma, T  is isomorphic with the A f i -  
module F  obtained by glueing the sheaves ( p . V e t h r o u g h  the sheaf 
isomorphisms Then, the sheaf isomorphisms
)f l|0i =» (p .V .r ^ 0
d ~ } <  d  = ( $ ; ' ) •  ° d ° $ ;
obtained (roin i f .  P fo  =» Ot X H fulfill the condition ¿0  “  i ‘ \U„ °  ) '  •
thus defining an isomorphism of .AjQ-modules
r  =» (p .V erA f)a
as claimed.
Append ix  A
Elements o f graded algebra
This Appendix aims at establishing, together with the basic notation and 
terminology, some elementary results about Z3-graded algebra of constant use. 
The topics covered include Z3-graded rings and modules, Z2-graded tensor al­
gebra, Lie superalgebras, and matrices with entries in a Zj-graded commutative 
ring.
1. Graded algebraic structures
In general, given an arbitrary group G, one can introduce G-graded algebraic 
objects [Bou.NVO]. Since in order to develop a ‘supergeometry’ only Z2-graded 
structures are needed, we shall only consider here that particular case. We shall 
assume as a rule that
graded =  Z 3-graded.
D efin ition  1.1. A ring1 ( * , + , - )  i* said to be graded i f  (J t ,+ ) has two sub­
groups R0 and R\ such that R  =  Ro ©  R\ and Ra • Rfi C R a for all a ,0 € Z2.
An element a € A is said to be homogeneous if either a € Ro or a € R 1; 
on the set h{R ) of homogeneous elements an application | | is defined which to 
each element assigns its degree,
I |i« JD -»Z i
a •—* a  «  a £ R a .
The elements of degree 0 (1 ) are called even (odd).
*In accordance with Bourbaki’s terminology, any ring ha« an identity.
Obviously, any ring R  can be trivially graded: Rq R, R\ =  {0 }.  More 
generally, any algebraic object can be trivially graded in such a way. On the 
other hand, for each category of graded objects that we shall introduce, one can 
define a forgetful functor into the category of the corresponding non-graded 
objects.
E x a m p l e  1 .1 . Let A  be a /-graded ring, namely, R  =  Rf  and / {,  - C
Rp*h. Then R  can be graded by taking R 0 as the sum of the even components 
and R i as the sum of the odd ones. ▲
For any graded ring R, a graded commutator ( , ) : R  x R  —* R  is defined 
by letting
(a,») = «k-(-l)l"ll‘lta Vo,6€ M«) (1.1)
and then extending to all o f R  x R  by additivity. The centre o f R  is defined as 
the set
C (H ) S { « €  R\ <•,*) - 0  V* 6  R ) ,
i.e. C (R )  is the set of the elements of R  which graded-commute with any other 
element.
A graded ring R  is said to be graded-commutative if (o, 6) =  0 for all 
a, b € R, that is, if C (R ) =  R. Therefore, in a graded-commutative ring, odd 
elements are atrictly nilpotent, in the sense that a • a =  0 for all o € R\. Any 
commutative ring is graded-commutative, if endowed with the trivial gradation. 
Let R  be a graded ring, and M  a left (right) /{-module.
D efin ition  1 .2 .  M  is a left (right) graded R-module i f  it has tw o  subgroups M 0 
and M i such that M  — Mo ® M\ and, for all a ,0  € Zj, one has RaM p  C M a+p 
(M aRfi C Ma+fi).
I f  R  is a graded-commutative ring, any left graded /{-module determines 
uniquely a right graded /{-module, which, as a set, has the same elements as 
M , and is endowed with the following multiplication rule:
« » (- l )1*1*1«.! (1.1)
vice versa, any right graded /{-module determines uniquely a left graded R- 
module. Therefore, whenever R  is graded-commutative, which we shall hence­
forth assume, we shall use the term ‘graded /{-module’ without ambiguity.
Having fixed two graded /{-modules M  and N , we then say that a morphism 
/ : A f —* N  is /{-linear on the right if / (s o ) =  / (* )a  for all x G M  and a € R-
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Unless otherwise stated, by ‘ linear’ we mean ‘ linear on the right.’ Moreover, 
we aay that / haa degree |/| ■  € Z j, if f ( M a ) C for all a  € Z j. The
act Homg(A/,iV) of /{-linear morphiama M  -*  N  (that will be denoted aimply 
by Hom(Af, N )  whenever no ambiguity can ariae) haa a natural grading, with 
/ € Hom(Af, N )a whenever |/| =  o . If R  ia graded-rommutative, Hotn(Af,iV) 
ia a graded /{-module, with the multiplication rule (a / )(x ) =  a/(x).
In particular, we define the graded R-dual Af * o f the graded /{-module M  
aa Hom(Af, R).
It ia convenient to introduce the category R -G M o d , whoae objecta are the 
graded /{-modulea and whoae morphiama are the /{-linear morphiama of degree 
0. Therefore, by ‘morphiam of graded /f-modulea’ we ahall refer to a morphiam 
in the category R -G M o d .
Given a graded-commutative ring R, a graded ideal / of R  ia a graded 
aubmodule of R, i.e., a aubmodule o f R  auch that the incluaion I  —* R  ia an even 
morphiam. For inatance, the aubgroup 01/* =  {o  €  R  \ a * =  0 for someq €  N }  
ia a graded ideal of /{, called the ideal o f nilpotents.
One o f the moat baaic reaulta in commutative ring theory, namely the Na- 
kayama lemma [A tM ], can be generalised to the graded aetting. Let ua define 
the radical of a graded-commutative ring R  aa the graded ideal iR obtained by 
interaecting all maximal graded ideala o f R. It ia not difficult to ahow that 1 -  a 
ia invertible whenever a € W.
We atate the graded Nakayama lemma together with two corollariea that 
will be required further on.
P ropos ition  1.1. (Graded Nakayama lemma) Let R be a graded-commuta­
tive ring R , I  a graded ideal contained in the radical W o f R, and M  a graded 
finitely generated R-module.
( 1) U I M  =  M , then M  «  0 .
(2 ) I f  N  i t  a graded tubmodule o f  M , and M  =  I M  + N , then M  =  N .
(3 )  I f  x 1, . . . ,  * m are even elements and y*, . . . ,  y" are odd elements in M  such 
that the images ( f 1, . . .  , i m, y 1, . . .  ,yn) are generators o f M /1M  over R /I, 
then (as1, . . . ,  xm, y1, . . . ,  yn) are generator.« of M  over R.
Proof. (1 ) Let us assume M  ^  0 and let x 1, . . . , x m be even elements and 
y*,...,y* odd elements in M auch that (x 1, . . . ,  xm, y*, . . .  ,yn) is a minimal 
set of generators for M . Then m  /  0 or ti /  0. If  m /  0, one has xm € /Af, 
so that xm =  <*j x* +  2 2 - 1  y° where the o ’s are even and the 6’s are
odd elements in I .  Then (1 -  am) • x m =  °* * '  +  E o - i  ya , and since
• ix Ai§e
am € 91, the element 1 -  am is invertible, which means that (* * , . . .  , * m _ l,y * , 
. . . , y n) are still generators for M , thus contradicting the minimality of 
..., * m, y1,..., y"). The case n 0 is similar.
(2 ) If A# «  JAf +  JV, then l (M / N )  -  (/M  +  N )/ N  -  M//V, so that by (1) 
the thesis follows.
(3 ) Let N  be the graded submodule of M  generated by the set { » * , . . .  , * mi
y1, . . .  , y " } .  It can then readily shown that Af =  I M  +  N ,  so that (2 ) yields 
the thesis. •
Let us now turn our attention to the notion of free graded module.
D efin ition  1.3. A graded R-modulc F  is said to be free i f  it has a basis formed 
by homogeneous elements.
A basis of F  of finite cardinality is of type (m , n), if it is formed by m even 
elements {/? € F# | « «  1 .. .m } and n odd elements {/ i  € Fx \ a  =  1 . . .  n }. 
One then has a canonical isomorphism
r ^ ( ® f i / ? ) e ( ® R / J ) .
4-1 o - l
For each pair of natural numbers m, n such that m +  n  =  p, the A-module R? 
can be regarded as a free graded /i-module endowed with a basis o f type (m ,n ), 
by letting
( * - • ♦ " ) ,  =  < r ’“  =  i C ® *  r ;
i s  =  r ;  ® r ?  .
/2m+n eqUipped with this gradation will be denoted by
In ordinary module theory it is possible that a finitely generated free R- 
module F  has bases of different cardinalities [Bly]. However, provided that a 
homomorphism p: R  - »  k onto a commutative field k exists, one can prove that 
all bases of F  are equipotent [Bou] . This result can be easily extended to the 
case o f finitely generated free graded A-modules. In order to do this, we should 
notice that one can associate with any graded-commutative ring R  a field fcu 
together with a surjective ring morphism <r : R  —• k§t, which is usually called the 
augmentation map. Indeed, since Ro is a commutative subring of R, it has at 
least one maximal ideal 21, and the quotient kp =  Ro/3 it  a field, o is defined as 
the composition R  — R0 -*  R o P -  If M  is a graded R -module, we can associate 
with it a vector space Vjv# over kn defined by considering kn as an H-module by
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mean« of the augmentation map (i.e. a ■ x =  a (a )x  Vo € /?, x € fen) and letting 
Vm  =  A f ®u Icr. A surjective map a : Af —* Vm  defined as <r(x) =  x ®  1 for 
all x € M . Vm  ia a graded vector apace, and it ia trivial to verify that, if Af 
haa a baaia of type (m ,n ), then dim(V\#)o =  m, dim(Vjn)i ■  n. This proves 
the following claim.
P ro p o s it io n  1.2. Let R  be a graded-commutative ring. I f  F  ia a finitely 
generated, free graded R-module, then all baaea o f F  are o f  the same type. ■
Under the hypotheses of Proposition 1.2, we can define the rank of a free 
graded, finitely generated /2-module as the pair of natural numbers (m ,n ) which 
identifies the type of anyone of its baaea.
The following example introducea a kind o f graded commutative ring which 
we are deeply concerned with.
EXAMPLE 1.2. (Cf. [Boil]) Let R  be a commutative ring, and Af an /{-module. 
The exterior algebra o f A f over R, denoted A r A/, ia a Z-gradrd algebra, namely 
© p € l A h Af, and ia alternating, i.e. xJ =  0 for all x € A # f+I Af. I f  Af ia free 
and finitely generated, with a baaia {e* | * =  1 . .. N ) ,  then A r Af ia a free finitely 
generated /2-module, with a canonical baaia (relative to the baaia {e < }) which 
can be described as follows. Let E/v denote the set
{ p : { l . . . r } - * { l . . . A f }  strictly increasing | 1 < r < AT} U {po },
where /x0 is the empty sequence, and let
0a m eai\) * • • •  for p  t  p%, 0 * , -  1.
Then {0^\p € S/v} is the canonical basis of A n  A f.
The cases R  =  R and R =  C have a particular interest and deserve ad hoc 
notations:
=  ! A c c l m C l . (1.4)
B l  is a vector space, with a canonical basis obtained from the canonical baaia of 
R1, according to the above described procedure. If OU is the ideal of nilpotents 
of B l , the vector space direct sum decomposition B i  =  R © 01 l defines two 
projections
o . B l ->  R ; « : £ * — 9 l i ,  (1.5)
which are sometimes called body and soul maps. Obviously, the body map coin­
cides with the augmentation map previously introduced. The exterior product
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in B l  will be denoted limply by juxtaposition. Analogous considerations and 
notations hold concerning C l - A
Tensor products. Let us recall that we are considering a graded-eom- 
mutative ring R. The graded tenuor product3 of two graded /{-modules A f, N  
is by definition the usual tensor product Af ®/j N , obtained by regarding Af as 
a right module, and N  as a left module, equipped with the gradation
£  m, 8  nj | m. 6 M . , ■%, E N g ) .
Evidently, Af ®/j N  has a natural structure o f graded /{-module:
o (x ® y )  S= n x » y  = ( - 1 ) 1* ' l* l*a ® y  =  ( - 1 )1* 1 l* l*® a y  =  ( - l ) l#l(l* l+l|,|)(*® y )o .
( 1.6 )
Th e graded tensor product can be characterized as a 'universal object.’ To this 
end, given graded /{-modules Af, N  and Q , we introduce the set £ (A f, N \ Q )a 
(w ith  a  6 Z j )  of the graded /{-bilinear morphisms f  : M  x N  —• Q, homogeneous 
o f degree a: if / € £ (A f, N \Q )ot then / is a morphism o f degree a  such that 
/ (x a ,y ) =  / (z ,a y ) =  ( —1)1*1 ••’•/(*, y )a  for all a £ /{. The set
£ (A f, N \Q ) 3 £(A#,Ar; <? ),© £ (A f,A r;<? ),
is endowed with a structure of graded /{-module by enforcing the multiplication 
rule (/ a )(x ,y ) =  / (a z ,y ). In the same way, if A fl t . . . ,  A f„ ,Q  are graded R- 
modules, one defines the graded /{-module £ (A f j , . . . ,  M n\Q) formed by the 
graded /{-multilinear morphisnis Afj x • • • x Af„ —* Q.
P rop os it ion  1.3. There are natural isomorphism* in the category R -G M o d
C (M ,N \ Q ) =r H om „(A f ® *  N ,Q )  -  Hom «(A f, Horn „(AT, Q ) ) .
Proof. To prove the first isomorphism, let jt : Af x N —• Af ®r N  denote the 
canonical morphism in R -G M o d ,  where Af x N  is Af x IV equipped with the 
obvious gradation. As in the commutative case, it is easily verified that each 
/  €  C {M ,N \ Q ) determines uniquely an /  £  H o i i ir (A /  ® / j N ,Q )  such that
3 We only deal with tensor products of finite families of graded modules; a more general 
treatment can be found in (Ma2|.
f  — it o f .  The second isomorphism is established by the map
A: Hom#t( A/ « *  N ,Q )  — Homjt( Af, Horn „(AT, Q ))
A (p )(m )(»») -
where m € Af, n G JV, and $ G Hom/j(Af ® *  N ,Q ).  ■
R e m a r k  1.1. Even though the isomorphisms of the previous Proposition are 
natural, the construction of £ (A f, N \Q ) involves arbitrary conventions concern­
ing the choice o f signs. ▲
The graded tensor product enjoys properties analogous to those of the 
ordinary tensor product. For the sake of completeness, we state here the main 
ones.
P rop os it ion  1.4. Let Af, Af', A f"  be graded R-modules; the following natural 
isomorphisms o f graded R-modulcs hold:
a) A f A f' ~  A f' ®u A f, achieved by the morphism
I ® * ’ —  ( - l ) H | , V g i ;
b ) (M  ®n A f ')  ®u A f"  2r Af ®u (A f ' ®/} A f" ),  achieved by the morphism
(*  ® * ')  ® *"> -** ® (* ' ® * " )  ;
c ) R  ® *  Af -  Af ~  Af ® «  R  ■
I f  /: Af —> P , g: N  - *  Q  are morphisms of graded modules over a graded 
ring R, the tensor product / ®  g: Af ®/i N  —» P  ® r Q is the morphism defined 
by the condition
( /  ®  s ) ( m  ®  n )  -  ( _ l ) l t l M / ( m )  g  (1 . 7 )
In the following Section we shall develop a general theory of graded tensor 
calculus over a graded-commutative algebra.
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in B l will br denotrd limply by juxtaposition. Analogous considerations and 
notations hold concerning Cj,. A
Tensor products. Let us recall that we are considering a graded-com- 
mutative ring R. The graded tensor product2 of two graded A-tnodules A f, N  
ia by definition the usual tensor product Af Mr N , obtained by regarding Af as 
a right module, and N  as a left module, equipped with the gradation
(A / ® *  A T ) , -  ©  { $ > ,  ®  | mi G Afa » € N/i }  .
■+0-T
Evidently, Af (Ar R  has a natural structure of graded A-module:
o(*®y) = «*®V *  ( —l ) l*"* l*a®y = ( - l ) l#" ' l*®oy -  (-l)W(l»l-H»l)(a®y)«.
( 1.6)
Th e graded tensor product can be characterised as a 'universal object.’ To this 
end, given graded A-inodules Af, JV and Q, we introduce the set C (M , N ;Q )a 
(w ith  a  G Z j ) o f the graded A-bilinear morphisms / : Af x N  —» Q, homogeneous 
o f  degree a: if / € C (M ,N \ Q )a , then / is a morphism of degree a  such that 
/ (z a ,y )  ■■ / (z ,a y ) m ( —1)1*1 !*'•/(#, y )o  for all a € A. The set
£ (A f, A ; Q ) s  C (M , N ;Q )o  ® C (M , N■,Q)i
is endowed with a structure of graded A-module by enforcing the multiplication 
rule (/ a ) (z ,y )  ■  / (a *,y ). In the same way, if A f , , . . . ,  M n,Q  are graded A- 
modules, one defines the graded A-module £ (A f j, . . . ,  Afn; Q ) formed by the 
graded A-multilinear morphisms Afj x  • • • x M„ —* Q.
P rop os it ion  1.3. There are natural isomorphism* in the category R -G M o d
£ (A f, N ;Q )  a  Homg(Af A n  N ,Q )  -  Hom *(A f, Homj|(Ar, Q ) ) .
Proof. To prove the first isomorphism, let n : x N  —♦ M  ®n N  denote the
csmonical morphism in R -G M o d ,  where M  x N  is Af x AT equipped with the 
obvious gradation. As in the commutative case, it is easily verified that each 
/ € C (M ,N \ Q ) determines uniquely an / € Homg(Af (Ar N ,Q )  such that 3
3 We only deal with tensor products of finite families of graded modules; a more general 
treatment can be found in [Ma3|.
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/ =  w o /. The second isomorphism ¡a eatabliahed by the map
A: Homjt(Af M* N ,Q )  - »  Hom *(A f, Hom#,(JV, Q ))
A ( j ) (m ) (n )  -  » (m ® n ) ,
where m  € Af, n € N ,  and g € Hom «( Af W .Q). ■
R e m a r k  1.1. Even though the iaomorphiama of the previoua Propoaition are 
natural, the conatruction of C (A f, N\Q) involvea arbitrary conventiona concern­
ing the choice o f aigna. ▲
The graded tenaor product enjoya propertiea analogoua to thoae o f the 
ordinary tenaor product. For the aake of completeneaa, we atate here the main 
onea.
1M
P rop os it ion  1.4. Let A f, A/', A f" be graded R-modulea; the following natural 
iaomorphiama o f  graded R-modulea hold:
a) M  <8>h A f' ~  A f' ®/i A f, achieved by the morphiam
x  ®  * '  ► - *  ( —  1 • * '  ®  *  ;
b) ( A f ® «  A/') ® r A/" ~  Af ® «  (A f' ® r  A f" ), achieved by the morphiam
( *  ®  * ' )  ® x "  ►—* x ® (x ' ®  x " ) ;
A  ®u A f ~  A f =2 Af ®u A. ®
I f  /: A f —* P , g: N  —* Q  are morphiama of graded modulea over a graded 
ring R, the tenaor product f  ® g: M  N  - *  P  Q \a the morphiam defined 
by the condition
( /  ® j)(m  ® n) «  ( - I ) ,,ll"’l/(m ) ® j (n ) . (1.7)
In the following Section we ahall develop a general theory o f graded tenaor 
calculus over a graded-commutative algebra.
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2. Graded algebras and graded tensor calculus
G raded  algebra«. Even though there are, of course, classical example« 
o f graded algebras (by which, in conformity with our conventions, we mean 
Zj-graded algebras), such as Clifford algebras, the interest in such structures 
exploded in the 70’s, as a by-product of their use in supersymmetric quantum 
field theory. Nowadays a large body of literature is available concerning graded 
algebras, mainly over the real or complex numbers (usually called auperalge- 
bras), their representations, etc. Classical references are [CNS,Kal,Ka3,Schj.
Here, as customary, we wish only to introduce the most common notions 
and basic results and fix the notation. Certain other properties of a particular 
class of graded algebras (the graded Lie algebras) are described in Chapter V II 
while dealing with Lie supergroups.
Let R  be a graded-commutative ring.
D efin ition  2.1. A  graded H-nlgchra P  is a graded R-module endowed with a 
graded R-bilinear multiplication
P 8 P -  P
x ®  y •-* x . y .
A graded A-algebra P  is said to be graded-commutative if all graded com­
mutators
<*,»> -
defined on the analogy of Eq. (1.1), vanish.
Given a graded ring 5 (not necessarily graded-commutative), a morphism 
R  —* S  defines a graded /2-algebra structure over 5  if x(/2) C C (5 ).
E x a m p l e  2.1. The graded module B l  (C l ) introduced in Example (1.2), 
equipped with the exterior product, is a graded-commutative R-algebra (C-al- 
gebra). A
The graded tensor product P  Q  of two graded /2-algebras P  and Q  is 
defined as the tensor product o f the underlying /2-modules equipped with the 
multiplication naturally induced by those of P  and Q:
(*i ®Vi)-(*a ®ya) = ( - l ) l,lll*,l(*i • *a) ® (l/i ya)-
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D e fin it ion  2.2. A graded Lie R-algehra (o r Lie R-auperalgehra) *P it a graded 
R-algebra, whose multiplication, called graded Lie bracket and denoted by ( , ], 
mm tin fir.n the following identities:
( - l ) |,||,||«,[»,»]| + ( - l ) l,l|,l|l(,[*,*|| + ( - l ) l*ll,l|«,|»,»|] -  o. (2.2)
The conditions in Definition 2.2 are no more than the graded versions of the 
antisymmetry property and Jacobi identity holding in the case of an ordinary 
Lie algebra.
R e m a r k  2.1. Given a graded Lie algebra V , its even part ‘Po «  *  Lie algebra 
over the ring Ro■ A
E x a m p l e  2.2. (cf. [FrfiN]) Given a finite-dimensional real vector space V,  
let 3 (10  be the algebra of V-valued exterior forms over V. One can define a 
graded Lie bracket so that 3 (K ) is made into a graded Lie R-algebra, usually 
called the Frolicher-Nijenhuis algebra. This construction can be straightfor­
wardly extended to the case o f the algebra o f vector forms over a differentiable 
manifold. *
An important class of graded Lie algebras can be constructed in terms of 
the notion of graded derivation. Let P  be a graded-commutative R-algebra (we 
assume here, as usual, that P  is associative with an identity).
D e fin ition  2.3. A homogeneous morphism D  6 Endft P  is a graded derivation 
o f  P  (over R )  i f  it fulfills the following condition (called the graded Leibniz rule)
D ( t  • » )  =  £ > (* )• »  +  ( - 1 ) H|D|*  • D (y ) . (2.3)
The graded R-submodule o f End* P  generated by the graded derivations 
o f P  will be denoted by Der* P , or simply Der P .
P ro p o s it io n  2.1. DerP, equipped with the graded Lie bracket
(£>,.17,] s  D , o D ,  - ( - 1) |d >IIDi ID , o D 1, (2.4)
is a graded Lie R-algebra. ■
By identifying R  with the submodule R • 1 C P , condition (2.3) implies 
that, for all D  € Der P, D (R ) =  0. We notice that D erP  is a (left) graded 
P-module in a natural way, by letting (x D ) (y )  =  x • D (y ).
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Definition 2.3 can be generalized to the ca«e of derivations of P  with values 
in a graded P-module M .
D efin ition  2.4. A graded derivation o f P  over R with values in M  is a homo­
geneous element D  € Hornr (P , M )  which fulfills a graded Leibnia rule formally 
identical with Eq. (2.3).
The graded /’ -submodule of Horn« (/ ’, A f) generated by the graded deriva­
tions o f P  with values in M  will be denoted by Der/i(P, M ).
G rad ed  tensor calculus. We wish now to unfold in some detail a version 
of tensor calculus appropriate to the setting of graded-commutative algebras, 
which is used in particular in Section IV.4 to develop a graded exterior differ­
ential calculus.
Throughout this Section, R  will denote a graded-commutative ring with 
unit and M , N  two graded /{-modules; all tensor products will be over R. We 
assume that R  has characteristic 0.s
Following our conventions, Hom( M , N )  will denote the set o f right /{-linear 
morphisms from M  to N ,  with a left module structure given by (ag )(m ) *  
ag(m ).
P ro p o s it io n  2.2. Let M  and N  be R-modulea. There is a natural morphism 
o f graded R-modulea
4  : N ® \ r - *  Hom( A/, N )
described by <t>(n ® u>)(m) =  nw(m). This induces a morphism 
y: M *  ®  /V* -* (M  ® N )*
whose expression is
y(u>® rj)(m  ®  n ) =  ( - l ) W W w(m )i| (n ).
Both morphiams are bijective whenever M  is free and finitely generated.
*The characteristic o f a graded ring R  can be defined as follows. Let ^  : Z - *  R q 
be the unique ring morphism such that 1 •-* 1. The kernel o f ^  is an ideal o f Z, and 
therefore is the set o f multiples of an integer p, which is by definition the characteristic 
o f R.
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Proof. We only «how explicitly the exiatence of 7 . In fact,
h r  «  N ’  Hom(JV, « • ) -  Horn(JV, Hora(M, « ) )
s ( A f ® A f r  a ( M ®  TV)*
by Proposition 1.3. ®
By iterating 7  one obtains a morphism, again denoted by 7 ,
7 : A # ;® - ®  A#; - * (M ,  ® ®  M » y  * C ( M , ....... M n\ R ) (2.5)
explicitly given, for homogeneous u»1, . . .  ,u»n and by:
7(0 »* ®  • • • ®  u iw) ( m i , . . .  , m n ) "  ( - 1 ) ^ * ° ^  ) . . . u » " ( m n ) .  ( 2 .6 )
G rad ed  ex te r io r  algebra. Let M  be a graded H-module, and let 1 
denote by
T * M  = M  »  ® Af
the p-th tensor power of A f, graded as usual. We can consider as in the non- 
graded setting the graded tensor algebra of M ,
T (W ) = ® r ’ M,
J*-°
(2.7)
which is in a natural way a bigraded A-algebra (i.e., it has the usual Z-gradation 
of the tensor algebra, together with the Zj-gradation it carries as a graded R- 
algebra).
The graded exterior xlgebra A r M  of M  (•" thi* •e<,|ion denoted sim­
ply by A M )  is defined as the quotient of 7 (A f )  by the graded ideal H(A#) 
generated by elements of the form mj ® m j 4- ( — l ) 'm*' ' m j ® m i, with
m i, m a homogeneous.4 The product induced in by this quotient is de­
noted by A and is called the (graded) wedge product, as usual. I f  we let 
D *(M ) =  3 (A f) n  T * M ,  since H(Af) is generated by homogeneous elements,
4In this discussion, ‘homogeneous’ refers, as usual, to the Zj-gradation.
A ppen dix  A
we obtain D (M ) =  an<i' therefore,
A ^  = © A ' «
P-0
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with A f A# -  T *M / J P(M ).
We wiah to ascertain the relationahip existing between the exterior algebra 
A M *  and the modules of alternating graded multilinear forms; this will be 
realized by a morphism analogous to (and indeed induced by) the morphism
(2.5).
I f  Fp € H om (r*A f, R ) and Ff € Hom(T*A#, R ) are homogeneous graded 
multilinear forms, Fp ® F, acts on a family of homogeneous elements according 
to the formula:
(F p «  Ff ) (m i , . . . ,m F+<)
.  .........m ,|F ,(m ,t l ....... m ,+>).
Let 0 ^  be the group of permutations o f p objects. For any a € Qp, and any 
Fp € Hom (TpAf, /?), we write, for homogeneous elements m ; , . . .  ,m p € Af,
f ? (m , .......m „) -  (_ l )* > < * . " »F , (m ^ 1)........
where
A | ( » ,m )=  ^  • (2-8)
D e fin ition  2.5. A graded multilinear form Ff € Hom (TpAf, f i )  is said to be 
alternating if  F® =  ( - 1 ) I#IF , for *  6 ©r- where |<r| is the parity o f the
permutation <r.
The set A lt(A f x • • • x M ; F )  =  Alt( A fp, F ) of all alternating graded mul- 
p
tilinear forms is a submodule of HomlT^Af, /2); one can introduce a projection 
morphism, which is no more than the graded anti-symmetrization:
Ap : Horn(T ’ M , R ) -* Alt(A#p; R )
F‘ *€6 ,
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P r o p o r t io n  2.3. The morphiam A p has the following properties:
(1 ) Ap(F f )  =  Fp for any alternating form Fp;
( 2 ) 9  Fp)  -  ( —1) " 'H , 'I I , <!a , +i (F ,  9  Fp) tor fiomoge.i«ou. F ,, F ,;
( 3 )  A ,p ,(A ,(F p ) 9  Fp) -  A ,p ,(F , 9  F,).
We now Miume that M  ii a free and finitely generated module, «o that we 
may identify T P(M * )  with Hom(TpM , R). In thi« way, the morphwm Ap yield« 
the exact «equence of graded /{-modules
0 —O ’ (A T )  —  T ’ M '  M i(M p\ R) —  0 , (2.8)
and therefore we obtain an i«omorphi«m f\*M *  2: A lt (A fp; R). Thu«, for a free 
and finitely generated module M , the homogeneous element« in the graded ex­
terior algebra ^  M * can be interpreted as alternating graded multilinear form« 
on Af (also «imply called ‘ form«’ ). In particular, we may interpret the wedge 
product o f two element« ui p  6 A *  an<^  ^  6 A ? a* a graded multilinear
form, which act» on homogeneous elements m i, . . . ,m p+v according to:*
(u»p A w , )(m l l . . . ,m p+f) =
Y ,  ( - l ) W +A ,(' ,m^ V ( m. ( l ) . - . m. ( , ) y ( m . ( r i » ....... "»•<>+•>>
where, in terms of the symbol A i(<r,m ) previously defined, we set
f
A a (* ,m ,w f ) =  A i(«r ,m ) +  |u>, | ^  |” »®(i)| • (2-10)
i- i
D e fin ition  2.0. The inner product o f an element m € M  and a p-form  u>p € 
A *  M * is the (p  -  1 )-form  which, in the homogeneous case, is given by:
(m Ju»F) (m i , . . . ,m p_ j )  =  p ( - l ) l m||u^ lu>p(m ,m i, . . .  ,m , .| )  .
Since ma Ju »p =  m j  owp, the inner product defines a morphism of graded 
/{-modules
J  i M v t f M *  -  A P~ ' M \
5The numerical factors appearing in the following equation, as well a* in other equa 
tions in this subsection, are determineil by the choice of the projection T pM  -» 
A lt(A fp; /i). Here we follow the conventions of [KN).
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By means of a direct calculation, which requires a careful book-keeping of all 
signs and morphisms involved, one can prove the following important property 
o f the inner product.
P rop os it ion  2.4. I f  m  is homogeneous, the inner product m j  is a graded 
derivation o f bidegree ( - 1, |m|), that is:
m j ( « »  A u ’ )  -  ( m j w ' )  » . ' ♦  ( - D ' + **|l” ’ lw » A ( m j » ' )
for homogeneous u>p. ■
G raded  sym m etric  a lgebra. Finally, we should like to offer a few words 
on the graded symmetric algebra of a graded module M . We consider a mor­
phism 5  : T (M )  — T (A f ) ,  called the (graded) symmetriaer, defined on elements 
o f T ( M )  o f the type m i ® • • • ® mp, with mj homogeneous, as follows:
S (m , ® .® m , )  =  i
P' *€6,
Let S (M )  be the quotient of T (M )  by the ideal 3(A/) generated by elements 
o f the form m, ® m a -  m a ® m j, with m i and m 3 homogeneous.
Equipped with the product induced by the quotient (which we denote by © ), 
S (M )  is a graded-commutative /?-algebra called the (graded) symmetric algebra 
o f M
Since the ideal 3 (A f) is homogeneous with respect to the Z-gradation, i.e. 
it verifies 3 (M ) =  ©J103(A*) n T PM , one arrives at the decomposition
S(Af) = © S ’ (M ).
p-0
Each module SP(M )  can be injected into T PM  simply by letting [t] >-* 5 (f)* 
where [<] is the equivalence class of t. One obviously has <i ©  f j  =  5(<i ® <a) 
for all <i, I ,  € S (M ).
El DI
S. Matrices
Given a graded-cominutative ring R, an R -module inorphiam ftm,n - *  H*lf can 
be regarded, relative to the canonical baaea of Hm|"  and IP 1« , aa a (p  +  q) x 
(m  +  n ) matrix with entriea in R,
which acta on column vectora in /im|n from the left. The aet M * l(p + q ) x (m + n )] 
of auch matricea can be graded ao aa to be naturally iaomorphic to the graded 
R-module Hornn(Rm'*, Rp'*), by decreeing that:
X  ia even if X\ and X 4 have even entriea, while X j and X* have odd 
entriea;
X  ia odd if X j and X « have odd entriea, while X j and X » have even entriea. 
Th e aet of matricea of the form (3.1), equipped with thia gradation, will 
be denoted by Mg(jHf;m|fl]. The aet of aquare matricea AfR (m|n) (which are 
obtained by letting p m m, q =  n ) ia a graded A-algebra.
Th e uaual notiona of trace and determinant of a matrix can be extended 
to the matricea in A/*(m|n], thua obtaining the concepta o f graded trace and 
Bercxinian (alao called aupertrace and auperdeterminant, reapectively). For any 
matrix X  € Mn[p|f;m|n), regarded as a morphism X : R mln - »  Rpl*, we define 
the graded tranapoae o f X  — denoted by X * ‘ —  as the matrix corresponding to 
the morphism X * : (H '1*)* — (/T*1" )*  dual to X . With reference to Eq. (3.1), 
one obtains the foUowing relationa, where the auperacript t denotes the usual 
matrix transposition:
The graded transposition behaves naturally with respect to matrix multiplica­
tion:
(3.1)
(J fV )»*  - ( - l ) |x||v|» " ,X * '.
In view of the ieomorphUm (1.8), »  matrix X  € tingle, out »n
element £ , « , • * « •  € ( « " lT  » «  The grederf Ir .re  o f X  ia the element
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Str X  -  •? (•* ) € R  Alternatively, one can give a direct characterization by
letting, for all hoinogeneoua X  € A//»[m|n],
S t r J f - 'f t * , - ( - l )|JI|TtX, (33)
where Tr designate. the uaual Irare operation. The graded trace determinea 
an «-m odule morphiam Str : Af*|m|n| — « ,  which ia natural with reaped to 
graded tranapoaition and matrix multiplication:
S tr (X * ') -  StrX  
S t r ( X » ' ) - ( - l ) |XII*'l S tr(V 'jr ).
(3.4)
Let ua notice that, by denoting by the identity matrix, one haa Str /m|„ w 
m — n.
In order to extend the notion of determinant, one muat conaider the aub- 
group G£n(m|n] of the matricea in Mn(m|n] correaponding to even invertible 
endomorphiama. GI#i[m|n] ia the natural extenaion o f the notion o f general 
linear group, ao that it will be called the general graded linear group.
P rop os it ion  3.1. A matrix X  € A/#i[m|n|. ia in GLn\m\n\ i f  and only if 
X i  € G I*(m |0] *nd X 4 € GL#*[0|n], i.e. X  ia invertible i f  and only i f  X\ and 
X 4 are invertible aa ordinary matricea with entriea in Ro ■
Proof. The claim can be proved by extending to the preaent aetting the argu­
ments given in Section 1.7.2 of [La!]. *
D e fin ition  3.1. [DL.ANZ] Let X  € (7£#»[m|n). The Bereainian o f  X  ia the 
element in G L a [1|0] given by
Ber X  -  (  )  -  d«l(JC, -  Jf,JC4- 'jr ,K < U t Jf4- 1 ) .  (3.5)
In one aenae, the following two results qualify the Berezinian as a general­
ization o f the determinant.
P rop os it ion  3.2. The mapping Ber: GL/i(m|n] —» GI>#t[l|0] is a group mor­
phiam, that coincidea with the determinant whenever n  =  0 :
B e r (X r )  -  B e r *  B e rY  V X  , K  € G In (m |n ). (3.6)
El
P rop oa ition  3.3. Ber(Jf,<) ■  Ber X  for all X  € G L r [tti|n|. ■
Further propertiea of matrices with entriea in a graded commutative ring 
can be atated in the caae where R  ia the exterior algebra B L (or C i ) .  We 
conaider only the caae of B/., the other being identical. Aa far aa notation ia 
concerned, we aet
OLi\m\n\ =  G L a L \fn\n) » GLi[m\n\C\ s  G Xct l»«l*») • (3-7)
Uaing the notationa of Example 1.2, we introduce the R-algebra morphiam
where M R(m +  n) ia the algebra of real (m  +  n ) x (m  + n ) matricea. Denoting 
by G L [m  +  n] the general real linear group, Propoaition (3.1) impliea
C o ro lla ry  3.1. A matrix in X  € M at [m|n]0 ia invertible i f  and only if  t r (X )  € 
G L [m  +  n).
converse, it suffices to prove that a matrix Z  G M b £,[p |0]o >■ invertible as a 
matrix with entriea in (B L )o i f  * { Z )  ia invertible. In the caae p =  1 thia is a 
conaequence o f the fact that in B i  the morphiam o  ia the natural projection 
(B l )0 —  (£ i.)a/ (9U )a - The reault ia eaaily extended to p >  1 by induction. ■
We equip B l  with an /* norm by letting
Thia norm ia aubmultiplicative, thua allowing one to prove easily that the ex­
ponential map exp: B l  - *  B l , defined by
o\ M b l [m|n] “ ♦ M * [m  +  nl (3.8)
Proof. The ‘only i f ’ part is trivial, since o  is a ring morphism. To show the
(3.9)
converges. This map can be extended to matrices in M bl (m|ra), and one provea:

Appendix B
Graded ringed spaces
In this Appendix we introduce some basic algebraic-geometric machinery 
necessary for the development of supergeometry in the previous Chapters. We 
start by generalising the notions o f ringed space and locally ringed apace, which 
belong to the realm of algebraic geometry (cf. [G roD ]), to the graded setting. 
We shall spell out in some detail how ordinary real and complex differential 
geometry can be formulated within the framework of locally ringed spaces by 
means of the notion of apectrum.
A graded ring R  is said to be local if it has a unique graded maximal ideal. 
I f  R  and S  are graded local rings, a ring morphism /: R - *  S is said to be local 
if  it maps the maximal ideal of R  into the maximal ideal of 5.
D efin ition  1. Let R be a graded-commutative ring. A graded ringed R-apace 
is a pair (A ,  .4), where A  ia a topological apace and A  is a aheaf o f graded- 
commutative R-algebraa on X . I f  every atalk A t ia a local ring, (A ,  .4) ia aaid 
to be a graded locally ringed apace.
Whenever all the graded objects involved in this definition are ordinary 
commutative objects endowed with the trivial gradation, the usual notion of 
(locally) ringed space is recovered.
If ( X , A )  is a graded (locally) ringed space, and V C X  is an open subset, 
the pair (V ,A y ) ,  where A y  «= A\y, is also a graded (locally) ringed space. 
These graded (locally) ringed spaces will be called open subspaces of (A ', .4). 
Let (A ,  A )  and (V ,B ) be graded ringed /f-spaces.
D efin ition  2. A morphism o f  graded ringed R-spacea ia a pair
(/ ,4 ) : (X ,A )- ( r ,B ) ,
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where f : X  —» Y  ¡m *  continuoua mmp, end <t>: B —* J, A  if en even morphiam 
of aheevea o f  greded R-elgebrea. ! f (X , A )  end ( Y ,B ) ere gredrd locelly ringed 
apecea, e morphiam ( f , 4 ) : (X , A )  —* ( Y ,B ) ea ebove ia aeid to be e morphiam 
o f greded locelly ringed apecea i f  the induced morphiama 4>y\ By —• A j - i ( f ) ere 
locel for every point y € Y .
The notion o f morphism of graded (locally) ringed aparea includea that of 
isomorphism in the obvioua way. More generally, two graded (locally) ringed 
A-apaces ( X , A )  and ( Y ,B ) are aaid to be locelly iaomorphic if there exiat open 
covera { U , ) , a  o f X  and {V ,}^ /  of Y, together with a family o f iaomorphiama
(U u A m )  =*
Let F  m ( f , 4 ) : ( X , A )  —» ( Y ,B ) be a morphiam of graded ringed apacea, 
and h i a aheaf o f 5-modulea.
D efin ition  3. The inverae imege o f h i by F  ia the aheef o f A-modulea given 
by
F * h I ~ A 9 , - t a r l M
where A  ia conaidered ea e module over f ~ xB by meena o f the aheef morphiam 
f ~ l B  —* A  induced by j : B  —* f .A .
Contrary to what happena in the caae of the inverae image of aheavea of 
abelian groupa, the inverae image of aheavea of modulea may fail to be exact, 
i.e. in general it doea not map exact aequencea to exact aequencea. In fact, it ia 
exact whenever A  ia flat over B  (cf. for inatance [Har]).
Locally ringed apacea were introduced by Grothendieck to provide formal 
and unified foundationa of algebraic geometry through the concept of acheme. 
Affine or projective varietea are among the aimpleat examplea o f locally ringed 
apacea. It is also possible to give a treatment of real and complex differential 
geometry in terms of locally ringed spaces. Thus, a differentiable manifold 
is a locally ringed R-space (AT.CJ*) locally isomorphic with (R n,CjJ?,), while a 
complex analytic manifold ia a locally ringed C-apace (X , 0 )  locally iaomorphic 
with (C " ,O c « ) ,  with O c* the sheaf of holomorphic functions on Cn.
This characterisation of differentiable manifolds (and, analogously, that of 
complex manifolds) agrees with the usual one because if U is an open set in X  
and (/ ,^ ): (^ C r»|v ) ** an isomorphism of locally ringed R-spaces,
then one necessarily has 4> =  /* • This fact is proved in terms o f the notion of 
the apectrum o f a ring (cf. Proposition 1).
Th e sp ec tru m  o f  a ring. We recall here some basic facta about the 
apectrum of a commutative, non-graded ring R  |AtM|; the generalisation to the 
graded aetting ia atraightforward.
D efin ition  4. The spectrum o f R, denoted Spec R, ia the Met o f d l prime ideals 
o f R.
Spec R  can be endowed with the so-called Zariski topology, which ia gen­
erated by the baaia of cloaed aubaets
V ( / )  -  { p  e  s P«.c a  | /  e  p > .
where / ia an element of R.
If 3 ia an ideal of R, the aet V (3 ) of all prime ideaia of R  which contain 
3 ia a cloaed aubaet of Spec R, and all cloaed aubaeta o f Spec R  can be written 
in thia form. In particular, one haa V(01) *  Spec R, where 01 ia the ideal of 
nilpotent elementa.
A ring morphism 4>\ R  —* S  induces a map ^*:Spec 5  —* Spec R, defined 
aa 4>’ (p) =  <t> ' (p ), which is easily ahown to be continuous with respect to the 
Zariski topology. If  w: R  —* 5  =  R /3 is the quotient morphism with respect to 
an ideal 3, then ir* ia a homeomorphism from Spec (R / 3) onto the closed aubaet 
V(3).
S p«c (R /D )= » V (3 ). (1 )
In particular, one has a homeomorphism
Spec(P/91) =* Spec R. (2)
D efin ition  5. The  maxima/ spectrum o f a ring R  ia the aubgpace Spec R  
C Spec R  o f all maximal ideals o f R, endowed with the Zariski topology.
We focua now our attention on a commutative R-algebra P ; a ring mor­
phism R —» P  ia defined by letting *  *-* 1 • *.
D efin ition  0. The real spectrum o f P  is the suhspace Spec R P  C SpecmikK P  
of all maximal ideals 3JI o f P  such that the composition o f morphisms R —♦ 
P  —* P/3JI ia an isomorphism.
It should be noticed that there ia a one-to-one correspondence
HomR.ll|g(P, R) -► SpecR(P )
* ~ K e r *
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which allows ua to regard the real apertrum aa the aet of all R-algebra morphiama 
from P  into the field of real nuinbera.
The real apectrum of an algebra ia functorial, aince for every R-algebra 
morphiam V»: P ' —• P  the induced map 0 * :S p ec (P ) —♦ S p ec (P ') aenda the real 
apectrum into the real apectrum, thua giving a continuoua map
* -:SpecR(P ) — SpecH(P ')- (3)
In terma of morphiaina of R-algebraa, thia map can be deacribed by *
Any element o f P  inducea a real function on the real apectrum Spec R P. 
For every point 971 € Spec R P , let ua denote by ¿g*: P  —* P/971 ^  R the quotient 
morphiam; then, for every / € P , we have a function
/ : Spec H P  -  R
® l ~  * » (/ )■
In general, thia function ia not continuoua in the Zariaki topology, but one can 
introduce in Spec R P  another topology, called the Gel’fand topology, which ia 
the coaraeat topology which makea all auch functiona continuoua. Under certain 
conditiona (OIRC.Nal], that are for inatance fulfilled by the ring o f differentiable 
functiona on a smooth manifold, the Zariaki and Gel’fand topologiea coincide.
In the case o f a graded commutative ring R  =  Rq ©  P i , one can define ita 
spectrum Spec R  as the set of its graded prime ideals, and the corresponding 
Zariski topology can be described by means of the closed subsets V ( f )  for the 
homogeneous elements f  £ R. The notion of maximal spectrum can be also 
given, and one thus aees that Spec mllll R m Spec mM R o- In a similar way, one 
can introduce the real spectrum Spec R P  of a graded R-algebra P ; one has that:
Hom|r,dtd n *t*(P, R ) as Spec R P  =  Spec R P0. (4 )
D ifferen tiab le  m anifolds as ringed spaces. Differentiable manifolds 
can be described algebraically, since they can be reconstructed as the spectra 
of their rings o f differentiable functions.
Let X  be a differentiable manifold, and let us take P  as the ring C °° (X )  
of differentiable functions on X . For every point x £ X ,  there is an ideal 971a 
described as 971. =  {/  € C °° (X ) \ f ( x )  =  0 }, which is maximal and satisfies
SM
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Cm(X )/ m m — R, because it is the kernel o f the following morphism (evaluation 
at a):
Lem m a 1. Let c »  (a * , . . .  be a point o f the euclidean space R ". The
maxima/ idea/ OH. a/C **(R *) is generated by ( X 1 -  a * .......X n -  « " ) ,  where
( X 1 .. , X n ) are the canonica/ coordinates in Rn.
Proof. Let / € 3H, be a differentiable function on Rn vanishing at a. Given an 
arbitrary point ( X 1, . . . ,  J f" ) ,  let us consider the differentiable function on the 
closed interval [0 , 1] given by V ( 0  ■  /(< X 1 +  (1 -  < )* '*•••  , t X n +  (1 -  < )* " )•  
By integrating one obtains
thus proving the claim, because the integrals in the last line are differentiable 
functions of X 1, X * .  *
We now need to recall two results, namely, that given a closed subset Y  C X  
there is a differentiable function /: X  —► R such that Y  =  / - , (0), and that 
for any differentiable manifold X  there exists a closed differentiable immersion 
x  «-» Rn  of X  in some euclidean space (Whitney immersion theorem; see e.g. 
[DR]).
P ropos ition  1. The m »p
it  a homeomorphism. That is, X  it the real spectrum o f  its ring C ° ° (X ) o f 
differentiable functions.
Proof. As differentiable functions separate points, 0  is injective. Moreover, 0  
is a homeomorphism of X  onto 0 (X )  because, given a differentiable function
* m:Cm( X )  —  R
/ - / ( « ) •
0 :X  —* SpecRC“° (X )
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f ' . x  —* R, one bu  0 ~ l ( V ( f ) )  ■  / ” *(0); conversely, every closed subset Y  C X  
is the vanishing locus of some differentiable function, as we have pointed out.
It only remains to prove that 0  is surjective. Let 271 € SpecHC °°(A ') be a 
point of the real spectrum. We consider two cases:
1) X  =  R". Then, if u/:C°°(Af) —» C°°(X)/0J\ m R is the quotient mor­
phism, and x i =  u i(X ')  are the images of the global coordinates, one has 
( X * — »* )  € 271 for every i ,  and hence 271, C 271 by Lemma 1, which means 
that 271, = 271 because of the maximally of the first ideal.
2) Genera] case. By the Whitney theorem, there is a closed immersion X  •—*
ttN in some euclidean space. Thus, X  is a closed subset of Rw ~  Spec R C °°(R N ), ■
which can be identified with V'(tl), where 2 is the ideal o f differentiable functions
on RN vanishing at X . As C°‘ '(R /v)/2 S* C °° (X ),  Eq. (1) gives a homeomor- 
phism SpecRC ~ (X ) ^  V (2 ) X  ■
We will take advantage o f this theorem in the Section devoted to graded 
manifolds, for which a similar result still holds true.
In the sequel, a differentiable manifold X  and the space Spec R C °°(J f) s: 
HomR.,ig(C00(A ’), R ) will be identified via the homeomorphism 0, so that we 
shall sometimes confuse a point *  € X  with an ideal 271, € Spec „  C °°(A () or 
with a morphism w, € HoniR.»ig(C00(J f ), R), as best suits us.
Let X , Y  be differentiable manifolds. To every differentiable map f : X —* Y  
there corresponds a ring morphism f : C ° ° ( Y )  —* C °° (X ) defined by composi­
tion, f* (g )  = g o /. Moreover, for every R-algebra morphism iJr.C ^ iY ) —» 
C °°(A f), there is a continuous map V’*: X  2: Spec pC00^ )  —» SpecRC °° (K ) 2:
Y  (Eq. (3 )), which is in fact differentiable, since its composition with any 
differentiable function g: Y  —» R is a differentiable function on X  because 
fO ^ i*  ■  f ( g )  € C °° (X ). This follows from the fact that ^ (g ) ( * )  =  u>m(xl’(g ) )  =  
uiv . ( , ) ( y )  =  j o ^ ' ( z )  for every point x €  X .
C oro lla ry  1. Let Hom(Ai, Y )  be the set o f differentiable maps from X  to Y . 
The maps:
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Hom(AT, Y )  -  Horn* ~  / \
HomR.ajg(coo(y ) ,  c —(Jf)) -  Hom( at, y>, V> ~  f
are the inverse o f each other.
Proof. Let f  .X  —* Y  be a differentiable map, and let ^  =  f : C ° ° ( Y )  —* C °° (X ). 
The induced continuous map V’*:Af Spec r C00^ )  —* SpecRC ° ° (y )  cs Y  is
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in fact equal to /, becauae ^ ‘ ( * )  -  V>*(Wl») “  -  (/ • ) “ , (fln .) »
<3Jl/(») ■» / (* )•  On the other hand, if  il)\Cao(Y )  —» C °° (X ) ia an R-algebra 
morphiam, by letting / -  ^>*:X ^  SpecHCoc(A ') -♦ SpecRC °°(y ') ~  Y , one 
has /* ■  V>; this is becauae for any differentiable function g € C ° ° (Y )  and 
every point *  € X ,  the equalitiea (/ * y ) ( * )  =  g(f(* ) )  -  u»/(, ) (y )  «  «»»•(V’te )) -  
* ( * ) ( • )  hold. ■
Thua, there are aa many differentiable mapa X  —* Y  as there are R-algebra 
morphisms C » ( y )  -a  Cm( X ).
The previous reaulta allow ua to develop an approach to the theory of 
differentiable manifolda aa locally ringed apacea, aa we have already hinted.
Let us start by considering the ringed apacea ( £/,C~), where U  C R " is 
an open subset of euclidean space, and Cfj denotes the sheaf of germs of dif­
ferentiable functions on U . If V  is another open subset of R ", every differen­
tiable map f : U —* V  induces a morphism o f ringed spares (/ ,/ * ): (V,Cy?) —* 
where for any open subet W  C V , the ring morphism f * :C ° ° (W )  —* 
C ° ° ( f~ l (W ) )  is defined as above.
We now prove that there is a one-to-one correspondence between mor­
phisms of locally ringed spaces from (t/, C f f )  to (V ,C ~ ) and differentiable func­
tions f : U  —* V .
P rop os it ion  2. I f  (/ ,+ ) : (U ,C f f ) -*  ( V.CJ? ) »  »  morphiam o f  locally ringed 
spaces, then <t> =  /*.
Proof. By virtue o f Corollary 1, it suffices to prove that for any open subset 
W  C V  one has / =  <t>mw , where <t>w-C°°(W) -*  C ° ° ( f~ x(W ) )  is the morphism 
induced by 4>- But if *  € / -1(W ) and y =  / (* ),  then C 3H», since
¿ ¡C “  —♦ /.C“  «• a local morphism. This implies that 9J1* =  ¿ _1(3H«) =  <t>'w(x ), 
namely, <t>w =  /. ■
C o ro lla ry  2. Let X  be a Hauadorff paracompact topological apace and let 
(X ,M ) be a locally ringed apace, locally isomorphic with (R",Cj|n). Then X  
an n-dimenaional differentiable manifold and there is a natural iaomorphiam 
locally ringed apacea (X ,A )  ^  (J f .C * ) .
Proof. By definition, there exist open covers ° f  X  and { ^ } ^ r«  o f R ”
and a family of isomorphisms (fi,rf>i):(UitA\u,) ^  (V<,C$?) o f locally ringed 
spaces. Then, o ( f f l fl V j,C ^ nV})  - *  (Vi Cl Vj.CgrnVj) are
isomorphisms of locally ringed spaces, hence induced by the diffeomorphisms 
fi 0 f f ' l V i  n Vj 2* Vi n V) (Lemma 1). The claim is now easily proved. ■
•9 *o
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Thin result provides an alternative definition o f differentiable manifolds in 
terms of locally ringed spares.
C oro lla ry  3. Lei X  and Y be differentiable mmnifolda. There ia a one-to-one 
correapon den ce
Hom( X, Y )  *  H om ((X ,C y ), ( Y,C? ) )
/ ~  (/ ./ *)
between the aet o f differentiable mapa X  — Y  and the set o f morphiama of 
locally ringed spares (X.CJP) -* (V '.C *).
Proof. Straightforward. ■
G lueing  o f  graded loca lly  ringed spaces. Let {(X i,.4 tf)} be a family 
of graded locally ringed spares. Let us assume that for every pair (», j )  of indices 
there are an open subset X ij C X i and an isomorphism of graded locally ringed 
spaces
*  {XttaAI**,)
such that X u  =  X i and (fu,4>u) is the identity for every *.
Let us suppose, furthermore, that the restriction o f (/¿>*^»>) to
X ^  0  Xu, is an isomorphism of graded locally ringed spaces
(fijt+ijY-iXij n 24 (Xji n Xjk,Aj\XiinXih)'
and that these isomorphisms fulfill the glueing condition ([OroD], Ch.O, 4.1.7):
We can define an equivalence relation on the disjoint sum X  =  X i by iden­
tifying points by means o f the fij'a . If we denote by X  the quotient topological 
space, the projection map f i ’.X  —* X  induces homeomorphisms /< of X i with 
open subsets Ui of X  such that {C/J is a cover o f X .  Moreover, the glueing 
condition (5 ) implies that the sheaves ( f i ) » ( A i )  on the open subsets {£/<} fulfill 
the sheaf glueing condition (1.2). Thus, there is a sheaf A  on X , and sheaf iso­
morphisms $,: A\ut ^  (/<)»(*4i)» as in Proposition 1.2. Then, (X ,A )  is a graded 
locally ringed space, and there are isomorphisms o f graded locally ringed spaces
(/ < . * ) ( (X < ,4 )  **  ( f t , •*!(/,),
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for every index ».
Defin ition  7. The graded locally ringed apace (X ,A )  ia called the graded 
locally ringed apace obtained by glueing the (AT*, .4,) by means of the isomor- 
phiama
One can eaaily aee that ( j f , .4 )  and the iaomorphiama are deter­
mined up to an iaomorphiam. (X ,A )  inherita all the local propertiea of the 
graded locally ringed apacea (X ,,.4 ,)- In particular, ( X , A ) ia, reapectively, a 
differentiable manifold, an analytic apace, etc., if the (X ,,.4 i) 'a  alao are.
Let ua conaider another family {(J f , ,5 , ) }  of graded locally ringed apacea, 
endowed with iaomorphiama
(/*
fulfilling all the above conditiona, ao that there exiata a graded locally ringed 
apace ( X ,B ) and iaomorphiama
obtained by glueing. Then one haa the following atraightforward lemma: 
Lem m a 2. Given aheof morphiama S%:Ai —* B , auch that the diagram
1,
--------> 8i|jr,
M *•’ 1
commutes, there exists a sheaf morphism S :A - * B  such that Si o tf>i =  Vi o b\ut 
for every *'.
Sheaves o f  derivations. If  ( ia a graded ringed space and M ,  Af are 
aheavea o f graded ,4-modulea, the homomorphiam sheaf 'H om ji(Ad ,A f) ia intro­
duced as in Definition 1.7. If B ia a aubaheaf of graded algebraa of A , one can 
define the sheaf o f derivations V e r g (A ,M )  as the subsheaf of ? fo m g (A ,M )  
whose sections on an open subset U  C X  are 0-linear graded derivations 
D:A\u —» M \ut that is, morphisms of sheaves of 5|t/-modules which for ev­
ery open subset V  C U  are graded derivations of A (V )  over B (V )  with values
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in M (V ) .  It ibould be noticed that in general one cannot define the sheaf of 
derivations by letting U — D rrB(u ) (A (U ) ,  M (U ) )  since, given an open subset 
V  C  U , a restriction map Derb(U )(A (U ),  M (U ) )  — DerB( v>(.4( V ), M ( V ) )  may 
fail to exist; complex manifolds are an example of this situation.
It is customary to denote the sheaf V e rB(A ,A )  simply by V ergA .
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Abstract. We discuss an axiomatic approach to supermanifolds valid for arbitrary 
ground graded-commutative Banach algebras B  Kothstein's axiomatics is revisited 
and completed by a further requirement which calls for the completeness of the rings 
o f sections o f the structure sheaves, and allows one to dispose of some undesirable 
features o f Rothstein supermanifolds. The ensuing system of axioms determines 
a category o f supermanifolds which coincides with graded manifolds when B  =i 
R, and with G-supermanifolds when B is a finite-dimensional exterior algebra. 
This category is studied in detail. The rase of holomorphie supermanifolds is also 
outlined.
1. I n t r o d u c t i o n
Supergeometry has been developed along two different guidelines: Berezin, Leites and 
Kostant introduced the so-called graded manifolds via algebro-geometric techniques (cf. 
[10,17,22,23,8]), while DeWitt and Rogers’s treatment ((10,31,32); cf. also [20,37]) re­
lies on more intuitive local models expressed in the language of differential geometry. 
As a matter o f fact, this pretended dichotomy has no raison d ’etre, for at least two mo­
tivations. First o f all, it is our opinion that the relative formulation of graded manifold 
theory [25] in some sense includes supermanifolds a I a DeWitt-Rogers; secondly, and 
more concretely, in order to provide a sound mathematical basis to the DeWitt-Rogers 
theory, one need use sheaf theory as well [33,8], at least when the ground algebra is 
finite-dimensional. Anyway, the precise relationship between the two models is still 
unclear.
In his paper [33], Rothstein devised a set of four axioms which any sensible category of 
supermanifolds should verify; however, it turns out that the category of supermanifolds 
singled out by his axiomatics (that we call /2-supermanifolds) is too large, in the sense 
that, contrary to what is asserted in [33], it is neither true that if the ground algebra is 
commutative the axiomatics reduces to Berezin-LeTtes-Kostant's graded manifold theory 
(see Example 3.2 of this paper), nor that when the ground algebra is a finite-dimensional 
exterior algebra, the axiomatics singles out the category of supermanifolds that are 
extensions of Rogers’s G °° supermanifolds.
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The purpose of the present work is to analyse Rothstein's axiomatics, discussing the 
interdependence among the axioms and «ingling out the additional axiom necessary to 
characterise those Rothstein supermanifolds which are free from the aforementioned 
drawbacks. The new axiom calls for the completeness of the rings of sections of the 
'structure sheaf with respect to a certain natural topology.
The ensuing system of five axioms can be reorganised into four statements, defin­
ing a category of supermanifolds, called /f^-supermanifolds, that coincide with graded 
manifolds when the ground algebra is either R or C, and provide the most natural 
generalisation of differentiable or complex manifolds. When the ground algebra is a 
finite-dimensional exterior algebra, the resulting category of supermanifolds is equiva­
lent to the category of G-supermanifolds that some of the authors have independently 
introduced and discussed elsewhere [2-8,14,15]. This means that G-supermanifolds (in 
the case of a finite-dimensional ground algebra) are the unique concrete model for super­
manifolds fulfilling the extended axiomatics, or alternatively, that they can be defined 
through that axiomatics, thus stressing their relevance in supergeometry. This also 
means that G-supermanifolds are exactly those Rothstein supermanifolds that extend 
Rogers’s G°° supermanifolds in the sense of [33].
Other results that we present in this paper are the following: any /2-supermanifold 
morphism is continuous as a morphism between the rings of sections of the relevant 
structure sheaves; any /2°°-supermanifold morphism is also G°°; any /2-supermanifold 
can be in one sense completed to yield an /2°°-supermanifold.
Finally, in the last section the case of complex analytic supermanifolds is discussed.
Many of the results contained in this paper have already been presented in [8] in the 
case of a finite-dimensional ground algebra B.
We briefly recall the basic definitions and facts we shall need. We consider Zj-graded 
(for brevity, simply ‘graded’ ) algebraic objects; any morphism o f graded objects is as­
sumed to be homogeneous. (For details, the reader may consult [22-24,8]). Let B 
denote a graded-commutative Banach algebra with unit; so B0 and B i are, respectively, 
the even and odd part of B. With the exception of Section 6, we consider the case of 
a real B. The analysis of the properties of supermanifolds is greatly simplified when B 
is local and, moreover, satisfies a very natural additional property that we discuss in 
Section 3: that of being a Banach algebra o f Grassmann origin. Some of our results are 
true only under this additional assumption, which however does not seem to be truly 
restrictive, in that all examples of graded-commutative Banach algebras that have been 
used as ground algebras for supermanifolds are actually Banach algebras of Grassmann 
origin.
We define the (m ,n ) dimensional ‘superspace’ B m,n as B™ x  B "  with the product 
topology.
By graded ringed B-apace we mean a pair (X ,A ) ,  where X  ii a topological space 
and A  is a sheaf of graded-commutative B -algebras on X .  A graded ringed space is 
said to be local, as it occurs in the most interesting examples, if the stalks A , are local 
graded rings for any z € M  (a  graded ring is said to be local if it has a unique maximal 
graded ideal). The sheaf'DerA o f derivations of A  is by definition the completion of the 
presheaf o f A -modules U >-* {graded derivations of where a graded derivation of
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The purpose of the present work is to analyse Rothstein's axiomatics, discussing the 
interdependence among the axioms and singling out the additional axiom necessary to 
characterise those Rothstein supermanifolds which are free from the aforementioned 
drawbacks. The new axiom calls for the completeness of the rings of sections of the 
‘structure sheaf' with respect to a certain natural topology.
The ensuing system of five axioms can be reorganised into four statements, defin­
ing a category of supermanifolds, called /Z^-supermanifolds, that coincide with graded 
manifolds when the ground algebra is either R or C, and provide the most natural 
generalisation of differentiable or complex manifolds. When the ground algebra is a 
finite-dimensional exterior algebra, the resulting category of supermanifolds is equiva­
lent to the category of G-supermanifolds that some of the authors have independently 
introduced and discussed elsewhere [2-6,14,1ft]. This means that G-supermanifolds (in 
the case of a finite-dimensional ground algebra) are the unique concrete model for super­
manifolds fulfilling the extended axiomatics, or alternatively, that they can be defined 
through that axiomatics, thus stressing their relevance in super geometry. This also 
means that G-supermanifolds are exactly those Rothstein supermanifolds that extend 
Rogers’s G°° supermanifolds in the sense of [33].
Other results that we present in this paper are the following: any /Z-supermanifold 
morphism is continuous as a morphism between the rings of sections of the relevant 
structure sheaves; any /2a°-supermanifold morphism is also G°°; any /Z-supermanifold 
can be in one sense completed to yield an /Z°°-supermanifold.
Finally, in the last section the case of complex analytic supermanifolds is discussed.
Many of the results contained in this paper have already been presented in [8] in the 
case of a finite-dimensional ground algebra B.
We briefly recall the basic definitions and facts we shall need. We consider Zj-graded 
(for brevity, simply ‘graded') algebraic objects; any morphism of graded objects is as­
sumed to be homogeneous. (For details, the reader may consult [22-24,8]). Let B 
denote a graded-cornmutative Banach algebra with unit; so B0 and B\ are, respectively, 
the even and odd part of B. With the exception of Section 6, we consider the case of 
a real B. The analysis of the properties of supermanifolds is greatly simplified when B 
is local and, moreover, satisfies a very natural additional property that we discuss in 
Section 3: that of being a Banach algebra o f Grassmann origin. Some of our results are 
true only under this additional assumption, which however does not seem to be truly 
restrictive, in that all examples of graded-commutative Banach algebras that have been 
used as ground algebras for supermanifolds are actually Banach algebras of Grassmann 
origin.
We define the (m ,n ) dimensional 'superspace' B m,n as B™ x B ”  with the product 
topology.
By graded ringed B-apace we mean a pair (A 1, .4), where A  is a topological space 
and A  is a sheaf of graded-commutative B  algebras on A . A graded ringed space is 
said to be local, as it occurs in the most interesting examples, if the stalks A , are local 
graded rings for any z € M  (a  graded ring is said to be local if it has a unique maximal 
graded ideal). The aheafVerA o f derivationa o f A  is by definition the completion of the 
presheaf of ^-modules U  *-* {graded derivations of A\u}, where a graded derivation of
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A\v is an endomorphism of aheavea of graded R-algebraa D: A\u —* A\v which fulfilla 
the graded Leibnix rule, ac. D (a  • h) =  D (a ) • b +  ( — 1)WI®I« • D(b).
Furthermore, V e r 'A  denotea the dual aheaf to P e r  A , i.e. Per*  A  -  “Hem ¿ [P e r  A , 
>4). A morphiam o f aheavea o f graded R-inodulea 4: A  —* "Per* A  — called the exterior 
differential —  ia defined by letting d f(D ) ■  (-1)1/1 l° l D { f )  for all hnmogeneoua / € 
A (U ),  D  € P e r A (U )  and all open V  C M .
2. R o t h s t e i n ’ s a x io m a t ic s  r e v i s i t e d
In order to atate Rothatein’a axioma for aupermanifolda, we conaider triplea ( M ,A , 
ev), where (M ,A )  ia a graded ringed apace over a graded-commutative Banach algebra 
By the apace M  ia aaaumed to be (Hauadorff) paracompact, and e v :A  —* Cm  ia a 
morphiam of aheavea of graded R-algebraa, called the ‘evaluation morphiam;' here Cm  
ia the aheaf of continuoua //-valued functiona on M . Such a triple will be called an 
R-auperspace. We ahall denote by a tilde the action of ev, i.e. /  = et>(/)• A morphiam 
of R-superapaces ia a pair (/ ,/ * ): (M , A , evM ) —* (N ,B ,  ei/*), where f\ M  —* N  ia a 
continuoua map and f*-.B  —* f , A  ia a morphiam of aheavea of graded R-algebras, auch 
that e t^  o /• =  /* o evN .
After fixing a pair (m ,n ) o f nonnegative integers, one aaya that an R-superspace 
(M y A y tv ) ia an (m ,n ) dimenaional R-aupermanifold if and only if the following four 
axioms are satisfied.
A x i o m  1. P e r *A  ia a locally free A-module o f rank ( m , n ) .  Any z 6 M  has an 
open neighbourhood U with aectiona x 1, . . . ,  xm 6 A (U )  o, y1,..- ,!/ " € A (U )\  auch that 
{d x1, . . .  ydxm,dy1, . . .  ,dyn)  ia a graded baaia o f P e r*  A (U ).
The collection (l/ ,( * * , . . . , * m,y ‘ , . . .  , y " ) )  is called a coordinate chart for the super- 
manifold. This axiom implies evidently that P e r A  ia locally free of rank (m ,n ), and
is locally generated by the derivations -S-t, -J—  defined by duality with the dxl}a and 
ax' oya 
dya
A xiom 2. I f ( U , *m,y1,..-,y")) i* a coordinate chart, the mapping
+ :U  - *  B m n
z —  ( * * ( * ) ....... • * * ( « ) , * * ( » ) ........ « * ( * ) )
ia a hotneomorphistn onto an open subact in B m,n.
A xiom 3. (Existence of Taylor expansion) Let (U , ( * * , . . . ,  xm,y l , . . .  ,yn) )  be a co­
ordinate chart. For any z € V  and any germ f  Q. A ,  there are germs gx, . . . ,  gm, h\, . . . ,  
hn € A , auch that
/ =  / (* ) +  (•* ~  * ' ( * ) )  +  5 3 * «  (V* ~ #“ ( * ) )  •
— 1 c=l
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AXIOM 4. Let V (A )  denote the aheaf o f differentia] operator* over A , i.e., the graded 
A-module generated multiplicatively by Ver A  over A , and let / 6 A ,,  with x € M ■ I f  
£ (/ ) -  0 for all L € T \ A )., then / m 0.
The sections of A  will be called auperfunction*. Morphiama of A-aupermanifolda are 
juat /2-auperapare morphiama.
It ia convenient to reatate thia axiomatira in a alight different manner, more auitable 
for dealing with the topological completeneaa of the ringa of aectiona of A. Let ua 
conaider, aa before, an A-auperapare ( M , A, rv ) .  For any I 6 W define a graded ideal 
£ , o f A ,  by letting
/ (* )  -  « )•
Axiom 3 can be obvioualy reformulated aa followa:
Let ( (/ , (• * , . . .  , y " ) )  be a coordinate chart. For any t  € U the ideal £ , ia
generated by {* *  -  ¿ ‘ ( a ) , . . . ,x m -  * m( * ) , y l -  V1 (*)•••• .V" -  $ " (* ) }•
Axiom 1 allow» one to replace thia axiom by a weaker requirement; to thia aim we 
need aome preliminary diaeuaaion.
L e m m a  2 .1 . There ia an iaoniorphiam o f A , / £ , -modules
£./£? ~ V e r * A .  » a . A J C .
} ~ d f ®  1
where a bar denotea the class in the quotient.
Proof. It can be eaaily shown that df ® g  *-* (/  — / (* ) )y  definea a morphism V e r*A ,® a , 
A ,/ £ , - »  £«/£? which inverts the previous one. I
If  we denote by dMf  the class of the element / — / (* )€  £* in £,/£^, then Axiom 1 
for ( M, A, ev ) implies that —  given a coordinate chart , . . .  , * m,y 1, . . .  ,yn) )  —
the elements {dMx*, d,y° }  are a basis for the A */£ *-module £ ,/£*.
Let ua auppoae until the end of this Section that (M ,A )  ia a graded locally ringed 
space. Since in that case any graded ideal of A t is contained in its radical, one can 
apply a graded version of Nakayama’s lemma (cf. [8]). Thus we obtain
L e m m a  2 .2 . Assume that £ ,  ia finitely generated. Then the elementa {x *  -  £ * ( * ) ,  
yQ — y“ ( * ) }  are generators for £ « i f  and only if  their classes {d ,x \  dMy° }  generate the 
A . / ¿ . module £,/£>. I
Thua, we have proved the following result.
PROPOSITION 2.3. I f  the graded rings A t are local, and £, ia finitely generated, then 
Axiom 1 implies Axiom 3. I
We are therefore led to consider the apparently weaker axiom 
A x i o m  3'. For every z 6 M  the ideal £ , ia finitely generated.
It is an important fact that Axiom 3' does not depend on the choice o f a coordinate 
chart. So, while in order to check Axiom 3 one haa to prove the existence of a Taylor
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expansion for any coordinate chart, if ( M ,A ) ia a graded locally ringed apace it ia 
sufficient to ahow that there ia one coordinate chart for which a Taylor expansion does 
exist.
We can summarise this discussion as follows.
PROPOSITION 2.4. I f  an A aupermanifold is aiao a graded locally ringed space, we 
can repiare Axiom  3 by Axiom  J*. |
EXAMPLE 2.A. Here we show that Rothatein'a Axiom  3 is independent of Axioms 1, 
2, and 4. Let B  ■  B§ ■  R, M  ■  f l 1,1 ■  R. Let us fix a M R l n M  f t m Ih l  <>■ R —♦ R 
such that for every open and non-empty U  C R the restriction is neither constant 
nor one-to-one; an example of such a function is Weieratraaa' nowhere differentiable 
continuous function (34). We denote ?  «  $ 'Cr  and by ip  : T  •—* Cm the canonical 
injection. Let ip  be the embedding o f the sheaf V  o f germs of real polynomial functions 
on R into Cr , and let A  ■  T S r V. Implicit function arguments enable one to show that 
the morphism tv  :■  ip  ®  i p : A  —• Cr is injective; thus, the A-superspace (H.,4, r v ) 
satisfies Axiom 4. Let A , * C, n { T ,  ®  1); since for each *  G R one has A j m A ,, 
then for any open and non-empty U  C R, each derivation of the algebra A (U )  is trivial 
on T\j. Thus, the sheaves o f derivations Ver A  and V e r V  are canonically isomorphic, 
there is .» global coordinate system { * )  on M , and Axioms 1 and 2 are satisfied. Now, 
let us suppose that 4 admits a decomposition as in Axiom 3; then 4 is C 1, and since 
it is not constant, there are points of local injectivity for contrary to the assumed 
properties of f  Thus, Axiom 3 is violated. A
We conclude this Section by noticing that morphisms o f A-supermanifolds can behave 
in a rather unsatisfactory way, as the following Example shows.
EXAMPLE 2.6. Consider the A-supermanifolds ( A f.P . Id )  and (A f,C ,Id ), where M  =* 
R, V  is the sheaf of polynomials on R, and C is the sheaf of smooth functions on R. The 
only A-supermanifold morphisms (/ ,/ * ) : (M ,V )  —* (A/,C) »re given by constant maps 
/ :R  -* R with / • * / * ,  as one can check directly. A
3. G°° SUPERMANIFOLDS AND ¿-EXPANSION 
We wish now to introduce the notion of G°° function [27,13,30,10,20]. Let U  C B m,° 
be an open set; a C °° map /: U  —* A is said to be G°° if its Frichet differential is 
Bo-linear; the resulting sheaf of functions on B m,° will be denoted by • A G°° 
function / (* ,y )  on B m,n is a smooth map that can be written in the form / (c ,y ) ■  
/ * .(* )yM for “ me (in general not uniquely defined) G °° functions / * (* ). Here 
5 n is the set o f sequences p m ( p ( l ) , . .. ,/*(r)} o f integers such that 1 <  ft( 1) <  ••• < 
p (r )  S n * including the empty sequence p0, and we let yM — y A * ) . . . . .  y**<p>. The sheaf 
of G°° functions on B m,n will be denoted by C°°.
DEFINITION 3.1. An (m ,n ) dimensionml 0 °°  aupermanifold ia a graded ringed apace 
( M ,A ° ° ) locally iaomorphic with (B ’n n wi t h M  (Hauadorff) paracompact.
One should notice that, generally speaking, a G °°  super manifold is not an A-super- 
manifold [13,33,8], in that Axiom 1 may be violated.
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It ia natural to aak whether, given an R-aupermanifold (M ,A ,e v ) ,  the pair (M y A 00), 
where A °° m In iev, ia a 0 “° auperinanifold; contrary to what aaaerted in [S3], thia 
queation in general haa a negative anawer. Indeed, the aheaf A  may not be topologically 
complete with reapect to the even coordinate»; the following Example ahould clarify 
what we mean.
Ex a m pl e  3.2. Let ua take B  *» R, n ■ 0 and M  -  Rm. If we conaider the aheaf 
A  *  R ]*1, . . .  ,x m| o f polynomial function» on Rm and the trivial evaluation morphiam 
e v :A  •-* Cr , e v (f )  =  /, then (M ,A ,e v ) ia an /i-aupermanifold of dimenaion (m ,0). 
But (M ,e v (A ) )  =  (A f ,R [ * ' , . . . , * " * ] )  ia certainly not an (m,0)-dimenaioual G°° auper- 
manifold, which in thia caae would be an m-dimenaional amooth manifold. A
Thua, there are /f-aupermanifolds which do not »atiafy Rothatein'a atructund defi­
nition of aupermanifolda (33). In order to characterise thoae /{-»upermanifolda which 
fulfill that definition, a further axiom muat be impoaed. Thia will be diacuaaed in next 
Section.
In the reat o f thia Section we diacuaa a method that, to a large extent, enablea one 
to reduce the atudy of G°° function» to that of fl-valued function» on Euclidean apace, 
namely, the ao-called Z-expansion (7,8,18,20,20,31,32). We ahow that the Z-expansion 
ia applicable to a larger claav of graded-commutative Banach algebra» than it waa known 
earlier.
T h e o r e m  3 .3 . Let B  be a graded-commutative Banach algebra. The following con­
dition» are equivalent:
(1 ) B ia local and the linear »pan o f product» o f odd element» ia dense in the radical 
OToOB o f B;
(2) Any closed unital »ubalgehra o f B  containing B\ coincide» with B;
(3) The reflection o f B in the category o f purely even Banach algebras ia R. (In 
other terms, for any graded Banach algebra morphiam h from B to a purely even 
Banach algebra, the image h (B )  is iaomorphic to R .)
(4 ) For an appropriate cardinal number q, there exists a aubmultiplicative aeminorm 
p on a Grasamann algebra f l ,  with q anticommuting generatora such that B 
ia iaomorphic to the Banach algebra associated with (B v,p ). (That ia, B ia 
iaomorphic to the completion o f  the quotient normed algebra of Bv by the ideal
Proof. (1 ) <=> (2): obvioua. (2) (3): it follows from the fact that any graded Banach
algebra morphiain h from a graded Banach algebra B to  any purely even Banach algebra 
can be factored through the quotient algebra of B  by the closed ideal generated by the 
odd part B\\ now, the quotient algebra is R if and only if (2) ia true. (3) => (4): let q 
be the cardinality of B\. Denote by ir the graded algebra morphism from Bv to B  such 
that the image under ir of the set of generators coincides with B\, and for all x € Bn 
aet p (x ) =  ||jr(x)|||j. (4 ) => (3): Let n: Bv — B be the projection, and let h be any 
morphism from B  to a purely even Banach algebra. Then the composite morphism how 
ia a graded algebra morphism from a Grassmann algebra B v to an even algebra; clearly, 
the image of h o w is R, and at the same time it is dense in the image of h. I
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Jadcsyk and Pilch were the first to consider the above property (in their paper [20] 
this feature, in the form (1), was one o f the two conditions determining the class of 
Banach-Crassmann algebras). One of the authors of the present paper has studied the 
algebras satisfying this property under thp name of 'supernumber algebras'[20,27,20,30]. 
Here we propose to call the graded-commutative Banach algebras B  satisfying one 
of the equivalent conditions ( l )- (4 ) Bxnxch xlgebrxs o f Grassmann origin because of
(4); we shall shorten this into 'BGO-algebras.' Seemingly, these algebras form the 
most important class of local graded-commutative Banach algebras; as a matter of 
fact, all ground algebras for supermanifolds that have been so far introduced are BGO- 
algebras. So are indeed the finite-dimensional Grasstnann algebras (in this paper we 
denote them by B l , L  being the number of generators) and Rogers’s infinite-dimensional 
Boo algebra [31 ] (that in particular is a Banach-Grassmann algebra). A large number 
of new examples of Banach-Grassmann algebras is described in [29,30]. The so-called 
Grassmann-Banach algebras [18] are also BGO-algebras. Moreover, any algebra of 
superholomorphie functions on a purely even graded Banach space [35] can be made 
into a BGO-algebra.
Let B  be a local Banach algebra. We will denote by (tb or simply a the augmentation 
morphism (that is, the unique character) <r: B —* R, and by s: B —* 9\al>B the comple­
mentary mapping, s +  a  =  Id s . The mappings «rm,n (body map) and sm,n (soul map) 
from B m,n to Rm and (WaOfl)m,n, respectively, are defined as direct sums of copies of 
the former two mappings. For a subset X  C Rm, we denote X "  =  ( <rm,0)~ l ( X ), and 
call DeW itt open sets the open subsets of B m,n o f the form U~, U  C Rm [10,8].
For any U  C Rm, the Z-expansion is the morphism o f graded algebras
(where ^ i s a  dense subalgebra of the graded algebra C °° (U )  of B- valued C °°  functions 
on U )  defined by the formula
for h € C ft (U )  and all x € U~, here the j-th  Fr^chet differential D ^ h wm.o(B) of h at the 
point <rm,0(* )  acts on B m,° x ••• x B m,° ( j  times) simply by extending by # 0-linearity 
its action on Rm x • • • x Rm. When B  is finite-dimensional one can take T  =  C °°(U ). 
The Z-expansion can be written in another form by using partial derivatives:
where J is a multiindex.
The proof of the following result is the same as in [20] where B  is a Banach-Grassmann 
algebra; actually, in that proof only the pioperty of being a BGO-algebra is used.
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T heorem  3.4. Let B be a BGO-algebra, let m be a poaitive integer and V be an 
open aubaet o f B m0. An arbitrary G °° function f  on V admit« a unique extension to 
a G°° function over the DeW itt open art V ))". I
We study now the convergence of the Z-expansion.
T heorem  3.5. Let B be a Banach algebra o f Graaamann origin, let m  be a positive 
integer and f/ be an open aubaet o f Rm. For an arbitrary G °° function / on £/~, the Z- 
expansion o f the reatriction f\ o f f  to V converge» to f .  The convergence ia uniform on 
compacta lying in any ‘aoul fibre’ {x}~, with x € V . For any $ ■  1 ,... ,m  the following 
holda: d f/dx ' -  Z (O f ,/ «* ').
Proof. Denote by B  a unital auhalgebra of H generated by the odd part B\\ B  ia local 
and denae in B. Taylor formula for a G°° function / [3®] ahowa that the Z-expansion 
of /| convergea to / (* ) at any * € B m'° aince the remainder of the aerie« vaniahea 
for |J| large enough. Now, fix x € U\ aince the Z-expanaion convergea pointwiae on 
the ‘nilpotent fibre’ { * }  +  (WoOB )m'° over x to a continuous function, and the terms 
of the Z-expanaion restricted to this apace are polynomials on a normed linear apace, 
the convergence ia normal at aero [ 12]. This means that for some neighbourhood U 
of aero in { * }  +  (WoOi?)m,° the convergence of the Z-expanaion to / is uniform on U . 
As a consequence, the Z-expanaion converges uniformly to / on the closure of U in the 
'quasinilpotent fibre’ that is, it converges to / normally at xero in the Banach space 
{* }~ a s  well. (Remark that { * }  + (*RaO/i)m,° is dense in { * } “ ■= { * }  +  (WoOR)m,#.) Due 
to quasinilpotency of WaOF, this implies the pointwise convergence of the Z-expansion 
to / on any fibre { * } “ and thus on the whole of U~. The first statement ia thus proved. 
On the other hand, this implies that for any *  € U the reatriction /| {*}~ ia  an entire 
function [12], hence is analytic (ibid., Prop. 8.2.3.) Since the Taylor series of an 
analytic function converges to it uniformly on compacta lying in the interior of the 
domain of convergence, the second statement follows as well. Finally, the claim regarding 
partial derivatives follows from the fact that restriction o f d f fO x ' to U  coincides with 
df\/dx'. I
A Banach space-valued function / on an open subset U  o f R m is said to be Pringaheim 
regular if its Taylor series converges in a neighbourhood o f every point m € U  (not 
necessarily to / itself). One can show [28] that for B ■  Boo all G °° functions are 
obtained by Z-expansion of Pringsheim regular functions, and that whenever a C°° 
function has a convergent Z-expansion then its sum is a G °° function. Thus, for B  =  Boo 
the algebra T  is formed by all Pringsheim regular B-valued mappings.
4. PERM A NI FOLDS
Let ( M ,A ,e v ) be an R-superspace over a graded-commutative Banach algebra B , 
that in this and the next Sections is assumed to be real, and let | | denote the norm 
in B\ the rings of sections A (U )  of A  on every open subset U  C Af can be topologized 
by means of the seminorms p l .K- A (U )  —* R defined by
P l .k U )  =  m iu t | ! ( / ) ( , )  | (4.1)
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where L  run* over the differential operator« of A  on U , and K  C U  ia compact (cf. 
[17,22]). The resulting topology in A (U ),  that we call the R 00 topology, endow« it with 
a atructure o f locally convex graded /¿-algebra ( possibly non-Hau«dorff ). In the case 
where (M ,A ,e v )  is an /2-supermanifold, one obtain« a« a consequence of the axiom« 
that the //“ -topology ia alternatively defined by the family o f «eminorms
where K  run« over the compart subset« of a coordinate neighbourhood W  with coor­
dinates , y " )  ( u  a matter of fact, in this case Axiom 4 means that
A (U )  is Hausdorff).
The A 00-topology on an algebra A (U )  of superfunctions can also be described as the 
coarsest topology with the properties:
( i )  the evaluation map cvy  from A (U )  to the space Cm (U )  o f all continuous /¿-valued 
functions on U  endowed with the topology of compact convergence is continuous;
(i i )  all the differential operators L  € V e rA (U )  are continuous.
T heorem  4.1. Let (/ ,/ * ) be an /2-superspace morphism between two R-aupermm- 
nifoM. and (1V . B . n " ) .  Then / {,:B (V ) — A (/  ' ( V ) )  it  conlinuou. for
every open subset V  C N .
Proof. It suffices to verify the property for the case where V  is a coordinate neigh­
bourhood. Fix a coordinate system y? = ( * * , . . . ,  xm,y 1, . . . ,  yn) on V. Let L  be an 
arbitrary differential operator over f~ * (V )  of order k >  0 and let K  be a compact 
subset of / “ ‘ (V ).  For multi-indices J  € N m and p € E n such that the total length 
does not exceed i.e., |J| +  |p| < k , we let C j<lt max.e/C |jet>M ( L ( / # (a!‘, yM))) (* )||B; 
because of the continuity of the map t  ||et>M ( L ( / # ( x 7 y M)))(p)||B, the nonnegative 
real numbers C j<tt are well defined. We will now prove that if a superfunction g £ B (V ) 
is such that for every J  and p with |J| +  |p| < fc one has
which observation will obviously complete the proof. To prove this, let t  € A' be fixed. 
By repeated application o f Axiom 3 we represent j i i u  small neighbourhood of / (x) as 
follows:
r ‘KU )  -
I ■/!</.MCE»
m «||CJ.Met>w ( ^ i, ) (/ (s ) )| | < l,
with J m (J l t . . .  ,J m)  and p =  p i , . . . , pn; then for all z € K  one also has
max ||«*Ai(I<(/# (y)))(*)|| < txp (m  +  n ),
9 *  Y  eew ( ^ s) ( / ( x ) ) ( . - / ( i ) ) ' , ( y - / ( s ) r1
+  Y  / (* ) ) '* »
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where the i' j  „'a »re »unie superfunctiona whose evaluations v»niali at the point / (* ); one 
. . . .  verify Ih .i , . " ( / * v i , ) ( . )  -  r . " K , ) (/ (< )) -  (1/V !).v  « ( » J « , ) ( / (  « ) ) .  Thu., 
for any ÿ € B (V )  with the above propertiea the following holda:
-  I] £  - /(.))■'(» - /(.»'»)(•>
Let (M y A , t v )  be an (m ,n ) dimenaional /2-supermanifold, and let (U,<p) be a coor­
dinate chart on it with <p =  (x 1, . . .  ,x m,y * , . . .  tyn). Define Â *• the aubaheaf of A\u 
whoae aectiona ‘do not depend on the odd variable»,’ in the senae that
for every open subaet V  C U . We have the following canonical iaomorphiam (cf. [S3]):
having identified A r R" w‘th the Grassmann algebra generated by the y ’s. Moreover,
L em m a 4.2. The iaomorphiam (4.2), A (V )  A ^ (V )  ® r  A r R "» ** •  topological iao­
morphiam for every open aubaet V C U.
Proof. Since the tenaor product on the right hand aide can be identified with the 
topological linear apace <4*(V )*" with the uaual product topology, in order to check 
that the algebraic iaomorphism ia alao a homeomorphiam, it remain» to verify that all 
the projection mapa (under the above identification) A (V )  —* A ^ (V )  which are labelled 
by multiindicea p  and given by yM/ (x ) *-» / (* ) are continuoua. But thia follow» from 
the very definition of the /2°°-topology becauae the projection mapa are repreaented aa 
compositions of evaluation mapa with differential operators. |
We wiah now to inveatigate the queation of the topological completeness o f the rings 
of sections of the structure sheaf of an /2-supermanifold. The discussion o f the previous 
Section leads us to introduce the following supplementary axiom.
V K Ia K *
+ 2 2  1 -  n * ) ) J ( v  -  /(« )n » (» ) iu
1^1+lMl-k
I
X , ( V ) . { f i A ( V )  | | £ = 0 ,
® r A rR" A\v (4.2)
the restriction of tv  to Â+  is injective.
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AXIOM 5. (Completeness) For every open aubaet U  C M , the topological algebra 
A (U ) it  complete.
Axioms 4 and 5, taken together, are equivalent to still another axiom:
A xio m  8. For every open subset U C M , the topological algebra .4(1/) is complete 
HauadorfT.
Thus, it turns out that in order to determine a class of supermanifolds whose rings 
of sections are topologically complete, it is enough to replace Axiom 4 by Axiom 6. We 
therefore consider the following axiomatic characterisation o f supermanifolds.
DEFINITION 4.3. An R°°-aupermanifold over B  is an R-aupermanifold ( M ,A ,e v ) 
over B  aatiafying additionally Axiom  5; or, equivalently, it is an R-auperapace fulfilling 
Axioma 1, 2, 3, and 6.
We have shown in the previous Section that Axiom 3 can be replaced by the simpler 
Axiom 3' provided that (M ,A )  is a graded locally ringed space. As a matter o f fact, 
in the case o f /l00-Bupermanifolds a simpler assumption, that o f locality of the ground 
algebra B , can be made.
THEOREM 4.4. Let B  be a local graded-commutative Banach algebra. An R-auper­
apace ( M , A , ev ) over B  aatiafying axioma 1, 2, 3' and 6 is an R°° -aupermanifold.
Proof. One needs to show that (A f , A )  is a graded locally ringed apace. Let p € Af; we 
shall prove that the ideal
J ,  (9  € A f  : * (p )  €  W a D fl}
is the only maximal ideal in A p; it suffices to show that any g $ J f  has a multiplica­
tive inverse. Pick a representative g ' € A (U )  of g, where U  is a suitable coordinate 
neighbourhood o f p. Since the map q >—* g '(q ) from U to B  is continuous, and since 
the invertible elements of a Banach algebra B are exactly those not belonging to the 
radical OTaDB, then one can assume that g '(p ) =  1 and that for all q € U  one has 
||g '(q ) -  11|0 <  1 (in particular, g '(q )  is invertible in B ). We shall show that the series 
where h =  1 — g ', converges in the Jl00-topology on the algebra A(U )\  the 
germ o f the sum of this series will be a multiplicative inverse to g.
Let K  C V  be compact and £ be a differential operator o f order k on U. It suffices 
to prove that the series with nonnegative real terms max«€K’ ||I>(^)IIh converges.
By using local coordinates one can write
l -  £
+ m + aB*
here (m ,n ) =  dim( Af, A , ev ), and each Li is a first-order differential operator. Then 
one has
£<*') = E  £  Pj...
r-t lA K —H-M-»
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here the J 'a are multiindicea, the number of summands depends on k (and hence on
L )  only, and P j x....j , ( j )  are integer polynomiala in j  (and in k, but k ia fixed) of
combinatorial origin. Notation ia auch that L J ■  L \' .. .  i f  J ■  ( j i , . . .  ,jw ). Let
C j ,..j . - |i*F*Xt)... £J~M(«)II.
Since max,cx 11 (^9)11* "  < < 1. on« haa:
ao OS *
£m «n« fc> )ii»s j; £  Y  Pj' ...j-U )C j....
>-• * >-• — i
-  £  ....j. ,
e-> )- •
the laat aeriea being convergent. I
We wiah now to check that /¡a°-supermanifolds can be defined by meana of a local 
condition. Thia implies that Rothatein’a atructural definition [33] ainglea out the cat­
egory of J?°° aupermanifolda, rather than the wider category o f fl-superinanifolda. In 
other terma, fi°® aupermanifolda coincide with Rothatein’a C 'OQ(fl)-manifolda. Another 
conaequence ia that only for R 00 aupermanifolda it ia true that the pair (A f, ev(.4 )) ia a 
G°° aupermanifold in the aenae of Rogera.
During the proof we ahall need to assume that B  ia a BGO-algebra. We start by 
stating the completeness axiom in an alternative way. The following result is proved 
straightforwardly.
P ro po sit io n  4.5. An R-aupermanifold is an R°°-aupermanifold i f  and only i f  every 
point ia contained in a coordinate chart (U ,ip ) auch that the ringa A + {V ) are complete 
in the R°°-topology. I
We define the standard R°° -aupermanifold over Bm,n as the graded ringed space 
(B m'n,Q ), where Q ■= p 1 f/°° ® r A R" i  here P »* the projection B m n -*  Bm 0. The 
evaluation morphism is given by cw (/®a) = fa . One proves that (f?m,n,0 , ev) ia an R°° 
aupermanifold; the only nontrivial thing to be checked (when B  ia infinite-dimensional) 
is the following.
Lemma 4.6. The algebra Q {U ) is complete in the R°° topology for every open U  C 
B m n .
Proof. In view of the isomorphism (4.2) we may consider only the case n =  0, so that 
we may identify Q (U ) with an algebra of G°° functions of even variables. Let G (U ) be 
the completion of G (U ) in the R°° topology; all differential operators on (?(£/) extend 
to 0 (U ).  Being a metric space, U is a fc-apace [21] and therefore G (U ) may be regarded 
as a aubalgebra of Cm (U ),  the algebra of B-valued continuous functions on U. One 
needs to check that any function / € G (U ) at any point p €  U  is Frichet differentiable 
and that its differential is given by multiplicative action o f the partial derivatives of /
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with respect to the a's, formally extended by continuity from Ç ( U ) .  Since the locally 
convex space B m,n is Banach, ‘ FWchet’ can be replaced by 'Gâteaux,' that is, one can 
restrict to an arbitrary 1-dimensional subspace K  of V  passing through p. The space 
of C °° B -valued functions on K  is complete with respect to its standard topology and 
therefore f\x  is in this space. This means that the Gâteaux differential dpf  o f / at 
p exists (a  priori not necessarily bounded). Pick a net (/ „ ) of functions /„ € 0 (U )  
converging to / in the /f"° topology. Clearly f a \k  —* /Ilf in the C °°  topology over K. 
Let K  — {p  +  at : t € R }, o ■  ( o j , . . .  ,am) € B m,°. For all o , due to the usual chain 
rule for G°° functions, one has
Quite evidently, any A-superspace (M ,A ,  ev ) which is locally isomorphic to the stan­
dard A a°-supermanifold over B m,n is an (m ,n ) dimensional /?°°-supermanifold. By 
means o f Proposition 4.6 we may prove the converse:
P r o p o s i t i o n  4.7. Any ( m , n )  dimensional R°°-supermanifold ( M ,A ,c v ) over a 
BGO-algcbra B  is locally isomorphic to the standard R°°-supermanifold over B m n.
To prove this result we need a preliminary Lemma, which can be proved essentially 
as in [29] (cf. also [8]), and a result on the density of polynomials in the rings of 
superfunctions.
LEMMA 4.8. Let (M ,A ,  ev ) be an (m ,n ) dimensional R-stipermanifold, and let (U ,ip ) 
be a local chart for it. For all f  € A {U ),  the composition f  o ip~l is a G °° function on
Let (A f ,A ,  ev )  be an R-supermanifold, and let, for a fixed coordinate system <p =  (** , 
.. .  .. • ,y n) in U, V + (U ) be the graded i?-subalgebra of A (U )  generated by
the coordinates. The following result may be considered as a graded analogue o f the 
Weierstrass approximation theorem. We do not know whether it remains true when B 
is an arbitrary graded-commutative Banach algebra.
As f a —* f  i the above equality turns by continuity into the following:
which implies that for an arbitrary h 6 B m,° the desired property holds:
I
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THEOREM 4.9. Let B be a BGO-aJgebra. Then V * (U )  ia denae in A (U ).
Proof. The demonstration o f this reault ia very lengthy and haa been postponed to an 
Appendix. I
Proof of Propotition j.7 . Let (U ,ip ) be a coordinate chart for (A f,.4,et>), with <p m 
( * * , . . . .  * m, y 1, . . . .  yn). In view of the iaotnorphiam (4.2) one can define an injection
t , . A *  —
by letting t * ( f )  -  / o $ ~ l \ by Lemma 4.8 t * ( f )  ia a 0 °° function and therefore ia a sec- 
tion of Furthermore, T „  ia a topological iaomorphiam with ita image, ao that
t ^ A ^ )  ia complete. Since thia apace containa the G°° functiona that are polynomiala 
in the even coordinatea, it containa all the G °° functions by virtue o f Theorem 4.9; that 
ia, ia an iaomorphiam. The morphism T* determines a topological isomorphiam
T * -A v  —
•imply by lulling /„ «  » " )  =  E f * ( / . )  ®  !/'■ Now, the commutative diagram
A\V A
e v "|  [ « a
1 1
0 0
provea the thesis. I
Co r o l l a r y  4.10. I f  (M ,A ,e v )  is an R°°-supermanifold over a BGO-algebra, then 
(A f ,e v (A ))  is a G°° aupermanifold.
Proof. Thia reault holds evidently for the standard R^-supermanifold over B m,n, and 
therefore, by local isomorphism, also for an arbitrary R°°-supermanifold. I
Finally, we consider the coordinate description of morphisms. W hat follows general­
ises results already known for graded manifolds [23] and for finite-dimenaional ground 
algebras [33,8]. Let (M , A , cvm ) be an R°°-supermanifold over a BGO-algebra B, let 
U  be an open set in B m,n, and denote by (C/,C7, et>) the restriction to U of the standard 
f?°°-aupermanifold over B m,n.
L emma 4.11. Let B  be a BGO-algebra. I f  (/, 4>): (A f , A , evM ) —► (t/,C?,ee) and 
(/ ,4 > ): (M ,A ,e v ) —* (£/,(?, et>) are R°°-supermanifolds morphiama, and ¿ ( * ' )  =  V’i * ' )  
for » =  1 ,... ,m , ¿ (y “ ) =  V>(y°) for a  =  l , . . . , n ,  then <t> =  4>-
Proof. 4» and V» coincide over the sheaf of polynomiala in the coordinates, and therefore 
by continuity they also coincide over its completion G- I
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(1 ) A famüy o í aectiona ( i * ....... i " , * 1....... t>n) o íQ  on U  ia a coordinate ayatem íor
(U , G\u, ev ) na m i  R-aupermanifold if M id  only Ihe evaiuation* (& * ,.. .
. . .  ,tJn) yield n G °° coordinóte ayatem.
(2 ) Let um,v l , . . . , v n) be a coordinóte ayatem íor (U ,C ,e v ),  let f :U  -*
W  C be the homeomorphiam a *-* ( £ * ( « ) , . . . , « " * ( * ) , fl‘ ( s ) , . . .  ,t>" ( * ) ) ,  ónd
let . . . , y n) be ó coordinóte ayatem on W. There exiata ó u ñique
iaomorphiam o í  R^-aupermanifolda (/,•!>): (U,G\u>&) - *  (W,Q\w*&) *uch 
¿ (x 4) se ti4 for i ■  1 , . . . ,m , m u í  ¿ (y " )  =  t»° íor o  »  l , . . . ,n .
(3 ) Every iaomorphiam g : U  — V  C Bmn can be extended (in móny waya) to an 
iaomorphiam o í  R°°-aupermaniíolda (g, 4): ({/, G\v) 24 (V.G|v)- Rere ‘extenaion ’ 
m fam  thnt the diógram
P r o p o s i t i o n  4.12. L e t  B  b e  ó  B G O -ó lg e b r a ,  a n d  le í U  C B m,n b e  a n  o p e n  aubaet.
♦ , n l j , |G\v ’ \V
” 1 1”
■* 9»0°°\UG°°\v
l*
commutea.
Proo/. (1 ) Since Ker ev ia nilpotent, a matrix of sections of Q is invertible if and only 
if its evaluation is invertible a* well, thus proving the statement.
(2 ) One can define a ring morphism <fr:V —* g.G, where V  is the sheaf o f polynomials
in x and y, by imposing that ¿ (x 4) =  u', ^ (ya ) =  » “  for t ■  a  =  l , . . . ,n .
Since the topology of G can be described by the seminorms associated with any coordi­
nate chart, 4> is continuous and therefore induces a morphism between the completions,
—* 9»G- To see that (y ,^ ) is an isomorphism, we can construct, by the same proce­
dure, an ‘inverse’ morphism (y ',^ ) ;  then, we have two morphismsof R°°-supermanifolds 
(Id, Id), (Id, V*o^): (I/, G\u* ev ) “ ♦ (^ .  G|l/» ev ) that coincide on a coordinate system, thus 
finishing the proof by the previous Lemma.
(3 ) follows from (1 ) and (2 ) since a G°° isomorphism transforms G °°  coordinate
systems into G°° coordinate systems. I
I f  B  =  B l , then R°° supermanifolds reduce to the G-supermanifolds introduced by 
some of the authors (2); they have been extensively studied in [•]. This on the one 
hand shows the relevance of G-supermanifolds, in that they are the unique examples 
of supermanifolds over B i  satisfying the extended axiomatics, and, on the other hand, 
demonstrates that that axiomatics admits concrete models.
5. F rom  R -superm anifo ld s  t o  R°° s u per m an ifo ld s
In this section we show that with any B-supermanifold one can associate an R °°-super- 
manifold in a functorial way. We assume that the ground algebra B  is a BGO-algebra. 
Let (M ,A ,e v )  be an B-supermanifold; for any open set U C M , let Q (U ) be the
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completion of A (U )  in the /20“ -topology. This define« a preaheaf Q\ let ua denote by A  
the associated alieaf. Let W  be a coordinate neighbourhood, with coordinatea >p =  (**,
. . . , * m, yl since the polynoiniala are denae in A  (Theorem 4.9), there ia a 
preaheaf iaoinorphiam -  Q\w• Thia tneana that Q (w ia iaomorphic with ita
Mandated aheaf A\w for each coordinate neighbourhood W , ao that A  can be endowed 
with a atructure of a aheaf of complete Hauadnrff locally convex graded B-algebrM. The 
evaluation tnorphiam re, being continuoua, inducea a morphiam e v : A —* Cm , ao that 
( M ,A ,e v ) ia an /2-superapace over B, which ia locally iaomorphic with the atandard 
/{“ -aupermanifold over B m,n. Hence, by Propoaition 4.7, we obtain the following reault.
T heorem 5.1. The triple (M ,A ,e v )  ia an R°° aupermanifold. |
Quite obvioualy, there ia a canonical /2-auperapace morphiam ( / , / * ) :  (M ,  A,  ev) —* 
(M ,A ,  ee), with / ■> Id. Moreover, in view o f Theorem 4.1, thia correapondence between 
the two categoriea o f aupermanifolda ia functorial.
In accordance with Corollary 4.10 and with the previoua Theorem, any /2-supermani- 
fold determinea an ‘underlying’ G°° aupermanifold; thua, one can prove the following 
reault.
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let ( f , f t ) : { M ,A ,e v M ) —* ( N ,B ,e v N ) be an R-aupermanifold 
morphism. Then f : M  —* N  is a G °° map.
Proof. One can Mauine that M  and N  are coordinate neighbourhoods, in which cue 
the reault ia proved by Lemma 4.8. |
6. H o l o m o r p h i c  SUPERMANIFOLDS
Let (M ,A ,e v )  be a complex A-auperapace, that ia, an /2-auperapace over a complex 
graded commutative Banach algebra B. We introduce a topology on the algebra A (U )  
for every open U  C M , which we call the R*-topology, m  the coarsest topology with 
the properties:
( i )  the evaluation map evu  from A (U )  to the space Cm (V )  o f all continuous B -valued 
functions on U endowed with the topology of compact convergence is continuous;
(ii) all odd differential operators L € V e rA (U )  are continuous.
One can describe thia topology by means of seminorms m  it was done for the 72°°- 
topology. The /{“ -topology makes A (U )  into a locally convex complex topological 
fi-algebra. It can be eMily seen that in the non-graded cMe (B\ =  0), and when 
(M ,A ,  ev) is an /2-supermanifold, thia topology coincides with the customary compact- 
open topology.
We say that a complex /2-aupermanifold (M ,A ,  cv ) is an R*-aupermanifold if it fulfills 
Axioms 1 to 4 and the following Axiom.
AXIOM 5 c - For every open aubaet U C M , the topological algebra A (U )  ia complete 
Hauadorff in the Ru -topology.
Arguing m  in the cu e of A^-supermanifolds, and appealing to results on holomorphic 
maps between complex Banach spaces, (see, e.g., ¡12]) one can reformulate in this 
context all the results of Sections 3 and 4.
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7. Appendix
Proof of Theorem j.9. By virtue o f the iaomorphiam (4.2) it ia sufficient to consider 
the case n =  0 only. Let / be a G°° function defined over an open aubaet o f ¿?m,°; by 
force o f Theorem 3.4 this set may be taken of the form U~, U  C Rm with no loss of 
generality. Let K  C f/~be a compact set; one may aaaume that it is of the form / x C, / 
being an m-cube in R m and C  a compact set in OfaOB.
Let t >  0. By virtue of Theorem 3.5, we can pick for any r  € V  a number N ,  such 
that for all y € K  with <r(y) =  *  one has ||/(y) -  5 3 $ !*  j j 0 ( ’, , ( / ) ( * ) ( jm '° (v )) ', |lB < <• 
Denote by p , (y ) the polynomial in y o f the form The
set Um =  {y  € U ~ i ||/(y)-p»(y)||fl <  « U a neighbourhood of a compact set { * }  x C , and 
hence it contains a ‘ rectangular’ neighbourhood of the form Vm x W ,, *  G V, C U t C  C 
Wa C WaOfl (see (21)). Pick a finite subcover K(| , . . . ,  VBk of the open cover {V .  : c € / } 
o f/ . There is a partition of unity {A , }s u b o r d in a t e d  to the cover V « , , . . . ,  Vmk. Since 
all the functions hi may be choaen to be Pringsheim regular (for example, ao are the usual 
‘bell’ functions), the Z-expansions Z (fij) converge to G°° functions (aee (18) where thia 
result waa proved for Graasmann-Banach algebras; however, the proof is true verbatim 
for BGO-algebras). The collection {£ (/ < ) } }L i ° f  G °° functions forms a partition o f unity 
for the family of DeWitt open sets V«, “  V«»~ The function g =  Z ( f i ) p m• >■
G °° and «-approximates / on K . The totality of C °° functions on U  such that for some 
a  >  0
E  ¿ « *  E  ■y«||Dl-, , (/)(*)|| <  + ®
nail |J|»n
forms an algebra which we denote by U V °°(U )\  it contains polynomials and ‘bell’ func­
tions. Thus, we can assume that g € U V °° (U ).
Turning back to the hypothesis of the first paragraph of our proof, we may assume 
now that f\U  € U V 00^ ) .  In this case the Z-expansion converges to / uniformly on K. 
Indeed, taking into account the quasinilpotency o f elements o f and compactness
o f C, one can prove that for each a  with 0 < a  <  1, there exists a constant M a >  0 
such that for every 6 € C , where $ =* (# i , . . .  ,0m), every * =  and every n € N
the inequality ||0J*|| <  M a • a ” holds.
Given an « >  0 and a natural number k , we can find a natural number N  and a 
polynomial p (* ) on Rm with coefficients in Bo such that for all x € K  and all J ' with 
|J'| <  k one has:
tf+ l .
£  -  , ) ( . " • • ( * ) ) ( . ” ••(*))■' < «  «
JmO
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J - N  +1
J m N +1
Because of the uniform convergence of the /-expansion on K  »  / x C , the last inequality 
ia true for all J '  with |«7*| < h aa Boon aa N  >  No for aome No large enough.
In order to chooae a polynomial p, we reaort to the claaaical proof of the Weieratraaa 
approximation theorem [10], going back to Weieratraaa himself. Usually that proof is 
applied to real-valued functions, but the case of Banach-valued functions defined on 
subsets of Rm makes no difference at all.
A careful analysis of the proof [10] shows that for any finitely supported continuous 
function / in Rm taking values in a Banach space and any compact set / C R m there 
exist real positive constants (which do not depend on / but rather on /) and
a sequence of polynomials pn(/ ), n € N  on Rm with the properties:
1. For each c >  0, if n is such that
As a corollary of 2), for all N  >  JVJ the third inequality is fulfilled for all J '  with |J'| <  k 
as soon as N  >  N q for some JVJ large enough, if one substitutes pn(/ ) for p (this number 
N q does not depend on n). Put N  =  m * x {N o ,N o ) .  Set
where the square brackets stand for the integer part of a number. Applying 1), one can 
show that for all J  with \J\ <  N  +  k one has
lia//a«'iu)’ -  «‘ H ll/ll; + c.)
<  « i
where
wef/e.'w, =  n » f  n / ( * ) | | .
then
1 1 / - * . (/ ) ! !/ < «•
2. The degree of pn(/ ) i» n, *nd for any multiindex J  with |J| <  n one has
9|J|I>.(/)9.J
and
l|p.(/)ll/<c.||/||,.
i f J> -  (r~U))tJ)b < •
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This implies the first inequality with p •= p*»(/).
Since p i n  polynomial function on Rm, m € N taking value« in R,  then Z (p )  i« a 
polynomial function on B m,° (with the same coefficient«) ami thu* belong« to V^(U) .  
The three inequalities above imply that for all »  € A' and every J'  with |J'| h one 
has ||(/ -  * (,))< • ''> (.)!! <; (2 +  e)t. This prove« that V + (U )  is dense in A ( U )  in the R 
topology. |
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